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ADVERT ISEMENT 

TO 

fr;be ~ranfjlatto1t• 

• 

THE works of FREDERICK CHAPMAN, the Swedish Naval Architect, 

have always been held in very great estimation on the continent by every 

person at -all !nterested in the construction of ships. It is hoped, 

therefore, that the following translation of his first treatise on this subject, 

will not be an unacceptable present to the young English ship-builder. 

Those notes by the French translator Vial Du Clairbois, which seemed 

most worthy of notice, have been printed with it; some others also have 

been given by the English translator, which he trusts will not be found 

altogether unimportant. At the end a few general remarks on the con

struction of ships of war have been added, which are more particularly 

intended to serve as . a guide, in their exercises, to the students at the 

School of Naval Architecture in Portsmouth Dock-yard. 

The observations of Chapman in this, and all his other treatises, are 

the more valuable, as coming from a person, who'united vast experience 

as a ship-builder to considerable scientific attainments. As some proof 

o~ this, we need only give a brief outline of his life. He was born at 

Gottenburgh on the 9th of May 1721. His father, a native of England, 
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IV ADVERTISEMENT TO THE TRANSLATION. 

was an officer of some rank in the Royal Swedish Navy. His mother was 

the daughter of a Mr. Colson" a ship-builder in London. 

",
Chapman was educated with a view to his becoming a ship-builder" 

for which profession he seems to have formed an early and decided 

predilection. When a young man he left Sweden" and travelled abroad 

for the purpose of gaining information in the different modes of con

struction !lnd actual building. In England he entered himself and 

wrought some time in Deptford yard as' a common ship-wright; after 

which he visited Brest and Toulon in the same' character" and with the 

same view. 

On his return to Sweden he first brought himself into public notice 

and esteem by constructing flat-bottomed vessels, to be used with the 

army on the coasts of the Baltic. During the Pomeranian war he 

particularly distinguished himself by the activity and skill he evinced in 

the difficult and important charg'e, which he had as ship-builder to the 

army; and obtained the marked approbation of Field Marshal Count 

Ehrensward. Soon after he was placed at Carlscrona as Chief Ship

builder of the Swedish Navy;' in which situation he remained to the time 

'of his death in about 1810. 

When ship-builder to the army in 17 j 2 he was ennobled by the King 

(Gu~tavlls Ill.) and made a Knight of the Royal Order of the Sword. 

He obtain~d, the rank of Colonel in the Swedish Navy in 1777, and that 

of Rear Admiral in 1783. 

His principal writings are as follows: 
" 

1. 	 A folio book of plates" containing constructions of merchant ships" 

and entitled Architectura Navalis Mercatoria, published in 1768. 
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2. 	 A Treatise on Ship-building, with explanations and _demonstrations 

ou' the Architectura Navalis Mercatoria; published in 1775 . 

.3. 	 An account of Experiments . made at Carlscrona to determine the 

resistance to Ships; published in 1795. 

4. 	 A Treatise concerning the true method' of finding the proper area 

of the Sails for Ships of the Line, and from thence the length of the 

1\lasts and Yards; published about 1793, and translated into English 

1794. 

5. 	 A small Treatise on the Management of Ships for the use of Naval 

Officers; date of publication unknown. 

6. 	 Investigation· to determine, for Ships ,?f the Line, their right size 

and form; the same for Frigates and smaller armed vessels; pub

lished in 1806. 

From the above short sketch of his life, it is sufficiently evident that 

. Chapman possessed, when young, an uncommon zeal in the prosecution 

of his· studies, and in the pursuit of professional knowledge, wherever 

. it could be found. In the application of the knowledge he thus acquired 

he had peculiar advantages. He was placed in . situations in which he 

had opportunities of planning and building almost every species of vessels; 

and he lived long enough to observe how far his different constructions 

succeeded. He was. thus enabled to bring his ideas on every branch of 

Naval Architecture to the test of actual experiment, and, if necessary, 

1:0 make from time to time such alt~rations, as his farther experience 

suggested. 

These considerations, In addition to the acknowledged ~minence of 
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Chapman abroad, will be so~e inducement to the young English ship

buHde,r to study his writings; from which he may expect to d~rive con

siderable benefit. He will certainly thereby acquire true notions on the 

nature, extent, and real difficulty, of the subject ; and what is equally 

important, he will be put on his guard against the many e~roneous con

clusions,,- that persons not thoroughly conversant with it, are so apt to 

fall into. 

In justice to the Swedish writer" it seems necessary to state that this 

translation has been m~de chiefly from the French of Clairbois; compared 

however, in every doubtful passage, w-~th the original Swedish. And it 

is presumed, that there are few" if any passages, in which the sense of 

the Author is not sufficiently clear; which probably IS as much as the 

reader will require in a work of this kind. 

The translator begs to thank the SYNDICS of the University Press at 

Cambridge; for -the assistance they have generously afforded him in 

printing this work. It will give him great pleasure, should this proof of 

their wish to facilitate the study of Naval Architecture be productive 

of public benefit. He embraces this opportunity of making his acknow

'ledgments als~ to the Right Honourable Viscount Melville, First Lord 

of the Admiralty, -for the steady and flattering encouragement and sup.;. 

port he has received from -him on this, and every other occasion, on 

which he has endeavoured _to give effect to' his Lordship'S :views in the 

improvement of the system of Naval Architecture in this country. 



THE AUTHOR'S 


I F we were to take a view of the immense number of ships that 

have been built, since mankind first began to navigate upon the ocean, 

and note all the different steps, which have been taken in improving 

their construction,. we should at first sight be inclined to believe, that 

the art of ship-buildiDg had, at length, been brought to the utmost per

fection. An opinion that would receive additional force from a considera

tion of. the few essential considerations, which have been introduced 

either in their form or rigging, during our own age. 

Yet when we recollect the different kinds of ships and vessels, that 

are used in Europe, it will appear less surprising to us, if there should 

,be good grounds for asserting that their very great variety, equally with 

other causes, have prevented ship-builders and riggers from discovering 

either the true figure and shape of ships, or the best mode of rigging 

them, either generally, or, for each species of vessel in particular. 

In order to form a decisive opinion in both these points of view, on 

the degree of perfection to which ships in general have arrived,' we win 
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'divide those of all nations into two classes; comprising in one, all small 

vessels, or those used in short voyages and narrow waters; in the other, 

all larger ships" or those employed in distant voyages" and calculated for 

going out to sea. 

The first class consists of the vessels, that different natives make use 

of in their coasting trade, or in' their' commerce with neighbouring 

countries. As the climate~ the extent and depth of the seas., the position 

of the countries with respect to the sea and to each other, also their 

productions, are different ,in d~fferent count~ies, the proportion and form 

of these vessels, as ,:e1l as, the mode .of, rigging the~, mus~ necessarily 

depend upon these. circ~mstan~es. ~hus a, species o~ p~rfection may be 

found.in the drcumstance~ that they are dissimilar in the same degree 

as their objects' differ. 

On the contrary, if we consider the _ ships comprehended in the second 

class,- even though of different co~ntries" we ~hall find that, being built 

for the same purposes, they are, similar in their essential parts. As to 

their proportions" ~~ find. t~~t the bread~h is bet~een one,-third and 

one-fourth of the length; that the l~ast have usually greater ~readth in 

prop'ortion to their iength than the 'largest; that the draught of water 
. , - , I 

is something greater or. less than the hal~ br~adth. The height out or 

the water has also limits, which depend on the particular destination of 

the ship. The accommodations, moreover" in these ships, among, all 

nations have a great similarity; they differ only in matters of small 

jrnportance, in which each follows the plan that appears most convenient. 

With respect to form, we see that all ships have their greatest breadth 

http:found.in
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a little before the middle; that they are leaner aft than forward; that 

those designed for ships of burthen are fuller in the bottom ; that those 

b"uilt for sailing are leaner there;· that the stern and stern-post have 

a rake; that they have a greater draught of water aft than forward,&c. 

With regard to the rigging, most v-essels have three masts, others two, 

and some only"· one; which depend~ on their size. .These masts with 

respect to the ships and the manner of rigging the~, have near~y the 

same -proportions and the same place. They are also generaHy rigged 

in the same manner, except that some may have more or less sail, 

according to the judgment of the1'owner. All ships have their center 

of gravity- a l~tt1e before ·the middle of their length, and the center of 

gravity of the sails always before the center of gravity of the ship. 

In this manner all ships designed for navigating In the open sea are 

constructed; and as this mode of construction is the result of an infinite 

num ber of trials and exper~ments, and of alterations made in consequence 

thereof, it would be improper to infringe on limits so established. 

But although ships are. thus confined as to their proportions., within 

certain limits, still however they admit of such variations in their form, 

as to produce an infinite number of qualities more or less good, or more 

or less bad. 

There are ships possessing all the qualities, which we can reasonably 

·wish for, and there are others, which j although within the above

mentioned limits, have nevertherless a great many faults. 

In the construction of ships, people usually make attempts at different 

b 
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times to improve the form, each person ~ccording t? ;his ow~ experience; 

thus after the construction of .one ship; which has been tried .and found 

to possess such or such a bad quality, it see~s possible to remedy this 

defect in another. But it often (not to say generally) happe~~, t~at the 
. . 

new ship possesses some fault equally as great, and frequ~ntly even 

that the former defect, inste~d of being removed, is increased. And we 
. ~ . . : ' 

are unable to determine, whether this faultprocee~s fro~ the fault of 

the ship, or from .other unknown circumstances~ 

It thus appears, that the' construction of a s~ip with more or less 

good qualities, ~s a mat~er of chance and~ot of previo~~ design, an4 it 

hence fo~lows, that as long 8:s we . a~e ~ith?ut a good theory on ship

building, and have nothing to trust to beyond bare experiments and tri~ls, 

this art cann~t be ~xJ?ected to ~cq~~re any greater perfection, than It 

possesses at present. 

It become~ a matter of importance then, to discover what may bring 

this knowledg~ to greater perfection. Seeing that ships, the proportions . . . 

of which lie w~thin the same liinits, nay, which have the same form, 

differ greatly from each other in respect to their qu~1ities, and even that 
. . . . 

with a small alteration in the form, a ship acquires a quality iminedhitely 

opposite to the one we wish to give it, we must conclude that' this a-rises 

from ,certain phys~cal causes; and that the art of constructing ships cannot 

be carried to greater p~rfec~ion, -till a theory has been discovered, which 

elucidates these causes. 

In' every art or science there exists a hidden theory, which is the more 

or less difficult to· be found out, as the art. or science depends more or less 

on physical causes. 
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Into the theory of a common O~l.l~, even Archimedes made researches, 

and many others after him; notwithstanding which, this theory is not yet 

fully explained. If such difficulties occur in this investigation, how great 

must those be which attend the theory of ship-building, where so :"lany 

other circumstances are combined! 

It is true, that the oar is made use of 'to great advantage in rowing, 

the cannon in firing; an infinite number of machines are in like manner 

used, without cons'idering it absolutely necessary to investigate to the 

bottom their theory. We see how little these machines can be a.dvanced 

towards perfection by its assistance .. The question may be perhaps con

cerning some inches more or less in the length of the oar, concerning 

a -twentieth part less matter for a cannOn of the same force;, so -that the 

theory for these objects is not so necessary as for ships. 

For ships, we have to fcar an infinity of bad qualities of the gr~atest 

consequence, which 'we are never sure of being able to remove, without 

understanding the theory. 

At the same time the construction of ships and' theIr equipment, are 

attended ,,~ith too great expense, not to endeavour beforehand to insure 

their good qualities' and their suitableness for what they are intended for. 

The theory then which elucidates 'the causes of' these different qualities, 

which determines whether the defects of a ship proceed from its form, or, 

from 'other causes, is truly important; but as the theory is 'unlimited,' 

practice must ,determine its limits~ We may consequently farther con

clude, that the art of ship-building can never be carried to the last degree 

of perfectioQ, nor all possible good qualities be given to ships, before 

b2 
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we at the same time possess in the most perfect degree possible, a 

knowledge both of the theory and practice. 

'ro possess this theory in all its extent seems to exceed the force of 

the human understanding. We are. obliged. therefore to content our

selves with a part of this vast science; that is, with knowing sufficient 

of it to give to ships the principal good qualities, whicJi I conceive to be : 

1. That a ship with a certain draught of water, should be able to 

contain and. carry a determinate lading. 

2. That it should have a sufficient and also determinatestability. 

3. That it should be easy at sea, or its rolling and pitching not too 

quick. 

4. That it should sail·well before the wind" and close to the wind" 

and work well to windward. 

5. That it should not be too ardent, and yet come easily about . 

. Of these qualities one part is at variance with another; it is necessary 

therefore to try so to unite theory arid practice" th8:t. no ~ore is lost in 

one object than is necessary in order tq secure another" so that the sum 

of both may be a maximum. 

This is the subject of this short treatise. Whether I have succeeded 

or not, will be seen by the reader. There .will be found in it some things 

both in theory and practice,. which have not hitherto been treated of, 

and which· may be worthy the at.tention of persons who are desirous 
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of applying themselves to this science; it will be seen moreover, that 

the principles laid down admit of demonstration, although they are of the 

most difficult nature. 

Still however it must be confessed, that this science has one great 

difficulty, in which it probably differs from all others; namely, that even 

after following the theory with the greatest exactness, and executing' the 

work, according to its rules, with the greatest care, the constructor may 

notwithstanding suffer in point of professional reputation. For although 

a ship may have been built in conformity with all the rules which both 

theory and practice prescribe, its yards have got their true proportions, 

and the masts their true place and position; so that there appears to be 

. the greatest certainty. of its possessing all the best qualities; it may never

theless happen, that such a vessel will answer very ill for the following 

reasons: 

1. Although the rigging of the ship (when the masts and yards are 

put in their place, and are in due p~oportion) is not a matter of such 

great difficulty, but that every, seaman knows how to give the proper 

proportions, it happens, notwithstanding, that too stout cordage and too 

large pullies are frequently used, which renders the weights aloft too 

con8iderable~ ,It may happen also that the sails ~re badly cut, on which 

account the ship may lose the advantage of sailing well close to the ,:ind, 

of coming about, &c. whence great inconveniences may result, with 

which the form of the ship has nothing to do. 

2. The ship is- liable also to become ungovernable, to lose its good 

qUalities in every way by the bad disposition of the stowage. If the lading 
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be too low, the moment of stabilit.y will become too great, which will 

occasion violent rolling. On the contrary, "if the weight of th;. lading 

be too much raised, the ship· will not carry sail well when the wind' blows 

fresh; neither will it be able to work off a lee shore; if the lading be 

too heavy towards: the extremities~ it- wiil produce heavy sending 'and 

pitching, whence' the ship may beco~e the worst possible sailer, with 

other inconveni~rices which are not the fauft of the ship itself. 

. . 

3. The good performance of a ship: depends also on the manner 

in which it is worked; for if the sails be not welt set, wIth respect to 

the directio.n of the' whut and the course., 'it will lose in: point of sailing; 

it will become slack so as to miss' siays~' which ()fteri1 places a ship in a 

critical situation. 'i.'he p'etson who work~ the ship is: also charged with 

an attention to the draught" of water; and' to' th'e manner of setting up 

the shrouds and stays, upon which the qualities of the ship greatly ·depend. 

Furthermore, to work the ship· well is of greateD consequence in a pri

vateer, than in a merchant ship.' One who understands the management 

of his ship', knows how to give it all the good qualities it is capable of; 

he knows how to employ those qualities: to his advantage, and when he is 

engaged with an enemy~ he thereby makes himself master of the attack; 

but he who blunders in the working of his ship~ may thereby not only 

. be reduced to' the' necessity of acting solely 	on the defens'ive, but seldom 

if ever escapes falling an easy prey to the enemy~ al:though his ship'is ever 

so carefully and well built. 

Thus an owner may suffer considerable losses, in a thousand ways, 

less through the' defects of. his ship, than the ignorance of the conl

mander. 
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It is even frequently observed, that a ship exhibits the best qualities., 

during one cruize, and the very worst during another. 

Lastly, it is evident from all that has been said, that a ship of the 

. best form, will not shew its good qualities, except it is at the same 

time well ~igged., . well stowed, and well worked by those who com

mand it. 

• 




-ERRATA, 

PAGE 31 line 19. for than read as. 
56 - 13 for size and leligth lead breadth and height~ 


--- 66 - 15 for mizen top-sail read spanker. 


-- ib. - 16 for Mizen top-gallant sail·read Mizen top-satl#. 


95 - 7 for Ai- read At. 

ib. fOl' (Note 47.) read (Note 46.) 

99 in Tabl~, for sills read ports. 


-- 101 line 9 for gj !l~ d ic read ~j JJ3 ic. 

--109 - 8' from bottom, for girtle of tlte yard is read yard arms are~ 


-- 112 last line, after ship add top sail-yard 0,8 X main-yaJ'd~ 


-- 129 line 9 fr<?ID bo'ttom, for aj~e,l" edge read square, 

-- 174 8 for by contract read Ol~ speculation. 


--188 4 from bottom, for beer read _ butter, and for ditto read quat·tsr 

-- ib. . - ·5 from bottom, for beer J-ead buttei', and for quarts read' pounds, 

--237 5 for W andw read Z and z; and for Z and z read IV and w.. 

-- 240 - 12 for n'w X Z +m'lV X.lJ read m'W X z +ww X .1J... 




CHAPTER I . 


• 
ON THE DISPLACEMENT· OF A SHIP, AND THE CENTER OF 


GRAVITY OF THAT DISPLACEMENT. 


(ART.I.) rHE displacement is the volume of water" which the 
weight of a ship causes it to displace, when it lies in still water . 

. The more heavily a ship is laden, the greater will be the immersion 
and consequent displacement; and the weight of the ship is equal to 

that of the volume of water it displaces. 

The weight of the hull and rigging being known, if the displacement 
be known also, the weight of the lading is determined; and vice versa.· 

Hence appears the importance of rightly ascertaining the displacement 
of a ship from its projected draught, in order that one may neither build 

a larger ship than the object in view requires" which would be attended 
. with grea.t" and unnecessary expence, nor on the other hand suffer . loss 
by building one too small and therefore useless. This is the more 

important in ships of war and privateers, as the nature of the lading, 
with the space occupied by ·and the di~tribution. of their stores, is m~re 
accurately determined; it is a necessary consideration also, in order to 

give the ship the proper qualities in stability and sailing, which depend 
greatly thereon. 

The imperfect· nature of the methods hitherto made use of to calculate 
tbe displacement, has induced me to give the following one, and to illus
trate it by examples, i~ order that persons engaged in the construction 
of ships~ seeing its simplicity, may no longer embarrass themselves with 
the long calculations which other methods require. 

A 



To find ,the. a/rea of a curvilinear plane figure. 

(2.) Let HIKLO (Fig. 1.) be a portion of a parabolic curve. Draw 

the lines A H, B I, CJ(., &c, perpendicular to the line A G {NOTE 1.) and at 

equal distances from each other; draw afterwards the straight line H K ; 
then IRis a diameter, and H R, RK, ordinates of the parabola HIK. 
Let All, BI,'" CK, DL, &c. =a, b, c, d, e,f, g; and AB = Be, &c.=m. 
Then the area of the ~rapezium AHKC=m x (p, +c), and the area of the 

. 2 ( a +' CO) 4b - 2a .... 2c
parabolIC part HIKRH = - x b - '-- x 2m = 0 X m

3 . 2 J 

(NOTE 2.), Consequently the area of the surface AHIKC=mx (a+c)+ 
4b - 2a - 2c a +4b + c ' , ' 
-----xm= x m..

3 ' , 3 

It is seen in the same manner that the area CK~ME = c+4d +e x'm, 
, " " . ': " 3 

and EMNOG = .e + .4.f-r.~ x m; consequently the whole area AHLOG 
3 .' . . 

is equal' to the sum, of these three 'quantities., ~hat is., to 

a+4b+2c+4d+Qe+4j+g , 
"S .. , ,xm. 

COROLLARY. 

(3.) In. this manner the area of any curvilinear plane figure is found; 

that is to say, ordinates being drawn at equal distances (the less that 
distance the more texact the result), being,drawn also perpendicular t~ the 

axis., which axis is supposed to be divided into a~even' number of parts, 

so that the numberofordinates.may be odd, the coefficient of the first ~nd 

last is 1; of the second and last but on'e 4; of the third and last but two 

2; and so on alternately, 4 and 2 as far as the middle term, which has., 

according to this order, Q or 4" for its coefficient. The sum of. the~e 

functions of the ordinates is multiplied by one-third the distance betwe,en 

them. This method of 'finding the areas of curvilinear, plane figures, is 

sufficiently exact for practice, which appears from the following example 

(NOTE 3.). 
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(4.) Let AFL (Fig. ~.rbe a quadrant of a circle, the radius AL = 
AF = 8, and A F, B G, CH, D I, E K; five ordinates; the distance 

between them AB, B C, CD, &c. = 1; it is required to find the area of 

AFHKE.' 
A F being equal to' 8, from the .nature of the circle, B G =,J63 = 

7,937254; CH =~60 = 7,74596; DI =~ 55 = 7,4162; EK = ";'48 = 
6,9282, ,and 'the ,area A FHKE, according to the corollary, is = 
1 X 8+4>< 7,937254+~X'?,7459,6+4X 7,4162 +.1 x 6,9282 .90,61IS12(NoTE4.) 

, ' ' $ , , , ' 
Wh~nce is easily found the area of the quadrant of a circle. For by 

subtra~ting from the area AFH KE ='30,611312 the area AKE = 13,8564, 

there remains 16,7549 for the area of the sector AFK; and as AE = E L, 
it follows that this quantity 16,7549 multiplied by 3, will be the area 

AFKL = 50)2647 C~S'OTE 5.)., ,This calculation is exact to the fifth place. 

To find the center of·gravity ofa. plane (NOTE 6.). 

(5.), The distance of the center of gravity of the trapezium AHKC 

(Fig. 1.) from the lineAH = :m x a + 2C (NOTE 7.), and. that of the 
" .9 a + c 

center of gravity of the surface of the parabolic part HIKRH from the same 

line = m; consequently, the distance of their common center of gravity = 
2 a + QC 2 ' , 
-mx. x(a+c)xm+-mx(2b-a-c)xm 4b+QC'
.9 a+c. 3 
---------------------------------------- =m x2 a+4b+c· 

, (a + c) X m + 3m x (2b - a - c) 

In the same manner the distance of the center, of gravity of the area 

CKME from the, line CK = 'In x 4d ~ 2e , and from 'the lineAH = 
C+4 +e . 

2c + 12d + 4e 
'In x d ; and lastly the distance of the center of gravity 

c + 4 + e 

of tbe area EM0 G from the line EM = m x 4/ -~2 g ,and from the 
e + 4 +g 

line A H = m x 4e + 2(/+ 6 g; consequently the distance of the 
e+4 +g 
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common c~nter' of gravity of these three' spaces from the line AH= 
4b + 4c + 12d + Be +'20-F+ 6g 

'J X m= 
a+4b +2C+-4d+2e+4/+g 

o x a + 1 x 4b + 2 x 2c + S x 4d + 4 X 2e + 5 x 4/ + 6g 
x m. 

'a + 4b + 2c + 4d + 2e + 4/ + g 

COROLLARY. 

(6.) The 'center of gravity of a plane is found" -therefore" by means 

of the expression for the area of a plane;. by multiplying the function of 

the first ordinate by 0" of the second by 1" of t~e third by 2" of the fourth 
by 3" &c.; by dividing the sum of these products by the stirn of the 
functions; arid by multiplying the quotient by the distance between the 

ordinate~ (NOTE s.). 

To find the solid content and center of gra'ViiJ/ of solids. 

(7.) Let AD C (Fig. s.) be a solid formed by the re~olution of the 

curve AFD round its axis AB; required the solid content" and the center 
of gravity of the part CMFD of tbis solid. 

Through the pointG draw the line NE" which is perpendicular to 
the axis AB. Produce tqe lines CD and MF" which are parallel to NE; 

let p be the area of a circle" ~hose diameter is 1. Suppose ~ line LKI 
drawn so that the ordinates HL" GK" BI" may be equal to the area of 
the corresponding sections p x MF'l" P x NFl" p x CD'l; then it is 
manifest that the area of the plane' H LIB will express the solidity of 
the body MFDC. 

Hence we see that the formula for measuring areas (Art. s.)" serves 
also for finding the content of solid bodies; and that the formula for 

the calculation of the center of gravi.ty of the same areas" serves in a 

similar manner for finding the center of gravity of solids (NOTE 9.). 

COROLLARY. 

(8.) ""Vhen B G = GH~ then the area H LIB, (Art. 3.) = 
- BG 

,(BI + 4GK + HL) X .s; consequently, the iolidity of CMFD == 

http:gravi.ty
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(CD! + 4NEt + MF'l) X P x B G ~ and if BEl =AH~ it follows that 
. 3 

~he splidity of the whole body AFD CMA == (CD'J + 4 MF~) x p x 
BH 
s· 

When the solid is a cone, 4 MF'l is equal to CD9.; when it is 

a paraboloid, 4MF-J. is equal to 'Z CDCJ; when the solid is a hemispheroid~ 
it is' equal to 3 CD'J; when a cylinder., to 4 CD'2. The contents of 

these bodies are respectively as the numbers 2 : 3 : 4 :.6. 

The distance of the center of gravity, in the' last case.,. is expressed by 
4HL+2BI 4MFl+2 CD"- .. 
4HL+BI x AH = 4MFSl + CD9. x AH, which glVes for each of these 

four . kinds of solids the distance of the center of gravity . from A = 
:3 2 5 ]
4"' 3' '8 and 2 AB (NOTE 10.). 

To .calculate the. displac~ment of a ship; and the position of· the 
center of gravil9 of that displacement~ witkrespect botk to length 
and depth. 

(9.) For exam pte, to find, the displacement~ &c. of the· privateer 
(Fig. 43~ 44· and 46.} 

Upon the sheer-plan or plan of elevation (Fig: 43.) cp~ 3~ 6~ 9,,12~ &C.. 
C~ F~ ~ &c. represent the projections of sections perpendicular to the 
keel, and at equal distances from each other. _ 

The figure of these sections is represented upon the. body-plan or 
plan of projection, (Fig. 44.); cp is the. main section; to the left are 

represented the transverse sections abaft cp; they are. denoted by 

3,· 6~ g~ 12, &c.; to the right are represented the sections afore the same 

section; they are denoted by C, F~ I~ M,&c. 
On the sheer-plan or plan of elevation (Fig. 43.) is drawn a line., which 

marks the draught. of water~ the ship being completely equipped; it 
is called the load water-line. This line is not parallel to the keel, when· 

ships have a greater draught of water abaft than forwar4. 
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At equal distances, taken at pleasure,' other water-lines are drawn 

under, and parallel to, the load water-line. These water-lines afterwards 
are. transferred to' the body-plan, by setting off their heig'hts on the 
corresponding sections; by which means are formed the line marked 1 and 
the dotted lines ~, 3, 4, 5, 6~ .7. . The figure 1 deno~es the load water-line, 
~ denotes the second; 3, the third, &c. Each section or moulding edge 
of the frame, has then seven ordinates or breadths, which are known; the 
length of each of these ordinates is measured . on a decimal scale, and 

written down in order, as in the following table. The ordinates are 
multiplied successively by 1, 4, ~, 4, 2, 4, 1, (Art. 3.), and the sum of the 
products :is again "multiplied by one-third,of the distance between the 
water-lines. 

The distance between these ,vater-lines = 1,6lZ feet, of which the 

third = 0,54; the sum therefore is multiplied by 0,54.. The triangle 
,vhich is between the last water-line 7 and the keel, being added 

to this quantity, We have the' area of the half frame r the operation IS 

as follows. 

HALF AREA OF' EACH SECTION. 

'" ater Section 24.Section 27. Section 21.Ord. Ord. Ilines. 


1 
 1 = 8,888,88 11,141 = 4,67 1 = 11,144,67 
_ 2 4 = 24,646,164 = 8,64 4· = 36,562,16 9,14 

2 = 2,50 3,60 '6,582= 7,20 2· - 13,163 1,25 
4 = 3,44 2,18 4,02 4 = 16,084 0,86 4 = 8,7 2 

2 = 2,945 0,62 2 = 1,24 1,47 2,47 2 = 4,94 
0,45 . .4 = 1;80 4 =' 3,88'6 1,48 4 = 5,920;97 

·7 0,40 ] _ 0~40 1 - 0,670,67 1 - 0,870,87 

22,69 56,93 88,67 
0,54 0,54 0,54 

. 9076 4546822772 
2846511345 34335 

12,2526 30,7422 47,8818 
1,0'45Part towards the keel 0,52 0,87 

Area ... 3 ) ,61 : Area ... 48,92Area ... 12,77 
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-
Water- O·rd. Section 15.Section 18.Ord. Ord. Section 12.
lines. 


1 
 13,30 1 = 13,301 =124612,46 1 = 13,91. , 13,91 
12,36 4 =52,762 4=44,00 4=49,4411,00 13,19 

2=21,443 10,722= 17,80 2 =23,9611,988,90 
. 6,244 4 =40,404=33,4~ 10,108,374=24,9Q. 

5,515 2= 11,02 2 = 14,663,81 2= 7,6~ 7,33 
6 4 =. 8,44 2,98 4 = 11,92 4,262,11 4 = 17,04 

1= 1,10 1,37 1= 1,371,10 1= 1,781,787 

116,38 164,51141,97 
0,540,54 0,54 

46552 6580456788 
8225558190 70985 

62,8452 88,83547 6,6638 
Part towards the keel 1,32 1,507 1,958 

Area ..• 64?16 Area. : . 78,17 Area···90,79 

",' . ~ .. . -. - -~~. ';:'- - .. -. - . - .. ,"_ . . -.._ ....- 

- . -"'- ....~ 

'Vater- Ord. Ord. Section 3.Section 9. Ord.. Section 6. lines. I 
1 . 1 = 14,6114,35 14,611 = 14,3.5 14,75. . 1 = 1'4,75 
2 4=57,5613,81 4 =55,24 14,18 4= 56,72 14,39 

. 2= 25,62 13,64 2=27,282=26,603 13,3012,81 
. 4=49,60'4 12,404=48,044 =45,20 12,0111,30 

2 = 21,322=20,08 10,6610,042 = 18,025 9,01 
4=31,604=23,00 4=28,006 7,005,75 7,90 

1= 2,63 1;= 2,981= 2,14.2,14 2,63 2,987 

205,09196,68183,57 
0,540,540,54 

8203673428 78672 
]025459834091785 

110,748699,1278 . 106,2072 
. 2,384Part towards the keel 2,14 2,367 
-~-

Area ... 113,13Area ... 101,27 Area ... ~08,57 

-
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'Vater- Section F. 
lines. 

Ord.Section C. Ord.Section q>.Ord. 

" 

1 = 14,5714,57 
' 14,06 

,1 = 14,7914,7914,80 1 =14,801 
4=56,244=57,44 


3, 

14,3614,40 4 =57,602 

2=26,342=27,06 13,17 
4=47,20 

13,532=27,3413,67 
11,80 

.2 = 19,62 
12,30 4=49,2012,484 4=49,92 

2=21,06 9,81 


6 

10,532=21,5610,785 

4=30,88 4=27,°0 
1= 2,40 

, 6,754=32,208,05 7,72 
2,401= 2,782,783,00 1 = 3,007 

193,37 
0,54 

203,21206,42 
0,540,54 

81284 77348 
103210 

82568 
101605 96685 

104,4198 
Part towards the keel 2,4 

109,7334 ,111,4668 
1,682,24 

- Area ... 106,10Area., .. 111,97Area ... 113,87 
\ 

-

Water- Section 1.Ord. Ord. Section P.Section M. Ord.
lines. 

1 14~16 1 = 14,16 13,43 1 = 13,43 1 = 12,10 
2 

12,~0 
4=54,,2013,55 4=50,.1212,58 4 =43,28 

3 
1.0,82 

12,48 2= 24',96 2=22,2811,14 8,98 2 =17,96 
.4 10,81 4=43,24 '4=36,60 6,839,15 4=27,32 
5 8,55 2 = 13,442=17,10 4,58-6,72 2= 9,16 
6 5,38 4=21,52 4 = 15,523,88 4:::;: 10,12 
7 

2,53 
2,08 1= 2,08 1= 1,57 1= i,101,101,57 

153,16177,26 121,04 
0,54 0,54 0,54 

6126470904 48416 
886ao 76580 60520 

82,706495,7204 65,3616 
Part towards the keel 1,456 0,660,95 

Area ... 83,66Area ... 97,18 Area ... 66,02 

http:4=50,.12
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'V'ater- Ord. Section TV.,' Section S.I Ord.
lines. 

I::: 9,49 1= 5,005,001 9,49 
2, 4=31,40 4= 14,923,737,80 

2= 5,182 = 11,94 2,b93 5,97 
4= 6,804 = 1~,404,10 1,704 

,2= 5,36 2= 2,101,052,685 
4= 2,401,55 4= 6,20 0,606 

0,30 1 = 0,301 = 0,770,777 
81,36 

0,54 
36,70 

0,54 

32544 
40680 

14680 
18350 

43,9344 
Part towards the keel 0,385-

Area ... 44,32 

19,8180 
0,15--

Area ... 19,97 
\ 

(10.) To find the solid' content of the displacement and its center 

of gravity, the areas of the sections are made, use of, as we have 

just made use of the ordinates (Art. 3. 'g.). The distance between the 

sections = 6,~7 feet, one-third of which = 2,Og. To the result of the 

calculations are added the solid contents of the parts, which are situated 

between the s,ection Wand the stem, and between the section ~7 and the 

sternpost. The sum is half the displacement, which multiplied by Q, gives 

the total displacement tq the outside of the timbers, not including the 

planking, the sternpost" the stem, and the keel. 

(11.) To get the distance of the center 'of gravity from the section 27~ 

the fun.ctions of the areas of the sections are multiplied; the first, or 

the area of the section 27, by 0; the second by 1;' the' third by 9; &c. 

(Art. 6.) Dividing the sum of these products by the sum of the functions 

of the areas of the sections, the quotient multiplied by the distance between 

the sections, will be the required distance of t,he 'center of g;ravity for 

that part of the bottom, which is contained between the section 27 and 

W, from the section-27. The operation 'is as follows. 
, B 
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Multi-Areas of the Multi-Sections. Pro.ducts. Products.
sections. pliers. pliers. 

1 0 

24 


12,7712,7727 
126,44 126,44 


21 

31,61 14· 

2 248,9,3 97,86 195,72 

18 
 256,644 364,16 769,92 

15 
 156,342 625,36 


- . 


478,17 
363,16l~l 1815,80 
202,54 

4 590,79 
2 6 1215,24 


6 

101,279 

434,284108,57 3039,96 

3 


7 
8'226,262 1810,08113,13 

455,484<I> 113,87 4099,32 

C 


9 
2 223,94 110 2239,40111,97 

II'4 424,40 4668,40F 106,10 
2 194,36 12 ' 2332,321 97,18 
4 334,6483,66 13 4350,32M 

132,042P 1848,5666,02 14 
S 4 1544,32 177,28 2659,20 

1W 16 319,52 
32115,56 

19,9719,97 

3838,40 8,3669
3838,40x -} the dist. between the frames = 2,09 6,27= dist. between 

585683 the frames.3454560 
767680 . 167338 

5020148022,2560 = -} the displace
hetween Wand the stem - 60 ment betw. 27 & lY. 52,460463 = the distance 
benyeen 27 and the sternpost =23 from the center of gravity to 

8105 = {- the displacement. the frame 27, for the part 
2 which is between 27 and W. 

16210 = total displacement. 

(12.) Now to find the common center of gravity of the three parts; 

that which is between 27 and W 8022,256 cubic feet; that between Wand 

the stem = 60 ; and that between 97 and the sternpost =23; the center of 

gravity of the part forward is 2 feet before the section W; and from 27 to 

W there are 16 distances of 6,27 feet each, consequently, the whole 

distance from 27 to W .... 100,32; ·add thel'eto the 2 feet, and the di~tance of " 
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the center of gravity of the part forward from the section 27 will be 
10~,32 feet. The center of gravity of the part between ~7 and W is 

.52,46 feet,' also before' the section 27; the center of gravity of the part 

aft is ],~ feet behind the same section 27; then 

102,32 x 60 + ,52,46 X 8022,256 - 1,2 x 23 426959 .5 6 8 t1 d' t ---------------- =' = 2 7 = le IS ance 
- , 60 + 80Q2,256+~3 ,8105) 

which the center of gravity 'of the whole displacement IS before the 

section 27; consequently, it is 2,,518 before the section 3. 

To find the distance of the 'center of gravit9 of the same displacement, 

from the plane of the l~ad water-line. 

(13.), To do this" the same rule is used; we easily find the area 
of the seven water-lines, which are used in the calculation in the same 

manner as we have made use -of the areas pf the sections. The same 

ordinates serve again, but they are arranged in another order, so that 

those which are in the plane of the load water-line" form one column; 

those of the second water-line, another column; and so on successively. 

Each water-line has 17 ordinates; they are multiplied by 1, 4, 2, 4, &c. 

the last by 1; the sum of these products is multiplied by one-third of 6,27# 

the, distance between the sections; that is by 2,09. 

To the areas of the water-lines are added respectively those of the 

triangles" which are near the stem and sternpost. 

n2 
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Half 4reas of the Water-lines. 

ThirdLoad SecondSections. Ord. Ord. Ord.
,vater-line. water-line.water-line. 

1= 1,251=,4,67 2,16 1= 2,16 ~,254,6727 
24 3,60 4 = 14,408,88 6,16 4=24,644 =35,52 

,6,5821 11,14 2= 13,16·2=22,28 2= ~8,289,14 
18 12,46 11,00 4=35,604=44,00 .8,904=49,84 
15 13,30 12,362=26,60 10,72 2=21,442=24,72 
12 11,9813,91 4=55,64 13,19 4=52:76 4=47,92 

14,35 12,8113,81 '2=27,62 2=25,622 =-28,709 
6 14,61 13,30 4=53,204=58,44 14,18 4=56,.72 
3 13,6414,75 2 =27,282=29,50 14,39 2 =28,78 
(}> 14,80 4=54,6814,40 13,674=59,20 4=57,60 
C 13,5314,36 2=27,0614,79 2=29,58 .2 =28,72 
F 4=52,6814,57 14,064=58,28 4=56,24 13,17 
I 14,16 12,482=28,32 13,55, 2=24,962 =27.,10 
M 13,43 11,14 4=44,5612,58 4=50,324=53,72 
P 12,10 2=24,20 10,82 2 =21,64 2= 17,968,98 
S 9)49 4= 23,884=31,207,804=37,96 5,97
W 5,00 1= 5,00 3,73 2,591 = 3,73 1= 2,59 

556,23 488,246 07,45 
-} dist. between frames ~ 2,09 =2,Q9=:= 2,09 

500607546705 439416 
111246121490 97648 -

1020,42161162,52071~69,5705 
between Wand stem = 15,00 = 11,19 =7,77 
- 27 and sternpost =9,34 =4,32 =2,50 

total area = 1293,91 1178,03 1030,69 

http:4=56,.72
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Half Areas 'of tlte Water~lines. 

Fourth Fifth SixthOrd.Ord. Ord.Sections. water-line. water-line. water-line. 

0,62 1= 0,621= 0,86 0,450,86 1= 0,4527 
4= 5,884= 8,72 1,47 4= 3,882,1824 0,97 

2= 8,04 2= 4,94 1,482,474,0221 2= 2,96 
4=15,243,81 2,114=24,966,24 4= 8,4418 
2 = 11,025,51 ' 2,982 = 16,7415 2= 5,968,37 

4=40,40 4 = 29,32 4,267,3310,1012 4= 17,04 
2 == 18,022 =22,6011,30 9,01 2=11,505,759 

10,04 4=40,164=48,0412,01 4 = 28,006 7,00 
10,66 2 =21,322=24,8012,40 2 = 15,803 7,90 

4=43,12 8,0512,48 10,784=49,92 4=32,20<P 
2=21,062 =24,60 10,5312,30 2 = 15,44C 7,72 
4=39,2411,80 4 =47,20 9,81F 4=27,006,75 

2=21,62 8,55 2=17,10' 5,3810,81 2= 10;76I 
4=26,884=36,60 3,88 4=15,526,72M 9,15 

' 2= 13,66 4,58 2= 9,16P 6,83 2,53 2= 5,06 
S 4=16,40 4::::: 6,204,10 2,68 4 = 10,72 1,55 

1= 1,051,05 1= 0,60W' 1= 1,70 0,601,70 

,406,86 314,85 206,81
+dist. between frames '= 2,09 =2,09 =2,09 

283365366174 186129 
81372 62970 41362 

658,0365850,3374 432,2329 
between JV and stem ~ 5,1 =3,15 = 1,8 
-27 and sternpost = 1,7 = 1,2 =0,8 

total area = 857,14 662,39 434,83 
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. Half Areas of tlte Water-lines. 

SeventhOrd.Sections. water-line. 

27 0,40 1 - 0,40 
24 0,67 4 - 2,68 
21 0,87 2 - 1,74 
18 1,10 4 - 4,40 
15 1,37 2 - 2,74 . 

- 12 1,78 4 - 7,12 
9 2,14 2 - 4,28 
6 2,63 4 - 10,52 
·3 2,98 2 - 5,96 

<I> 3,00 4 - 12,00 
C 2,78 2 - 5,56 
F 2,40 4 - 9,60 
I 2,08 2 - 4,16 
M 1,57 4= 6,28 
P 1~10 2 = 2,20 
S 0,77 4= 3,08 
W 0,30 1 :r::: 0,30 

83,02 
-} dist. between sections = 2,09 

74718 
16604 

173,5118 
between Wand the stem = 0,9 
between ~7and sternpost=O,8 

Area 175,21 

-
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(14.) To find the distance of the center of gravity from the plane 

of the load water-line, the areas of the water-lines are used in t~e 

same manner as the areas of the sections, in finding the distance of the 

center of gravity from the section 27. 

Water
lines. 

Areas of the 
water-lines. 

Multi
pliers. 

Products. :Multi
pliers. 

Products. 

1 1293,91 1 1293,91 0 
2 1178,03 4 4712,12 1 47 12,12 
3 1030,69 2 2061,38 2 4122,76 
4 857,14 4 3428,56 3 10285,68 
-5 662,39 2 1324,78 4 5299,12 " 
6 434,83 4 1739,32 5 8696,60 

7 175,21 1 J.75,21 6 1051,26 
-- ----

. 14735,28 34167,67 
.} the distance between tbe} = 

water-lines. • • • • • • • _ 
0,54 14735,28 

= 2,3187 
1,62 = dist. between the 

7957,0512 water-lines. 
between the seventh water-} = 147,95 3,756294:;::;thedistanceof 

line and the keel .• • • • - the center of gravity, below 
=A 8105 -} the displacement the plane of the load water

2 line, for the part which is 
between the load water-line 162'10 = total displacement 
and the seventh water-line. -

The distance of the center of gravity of the part, which" is between. 

the seventh ~ water-line and the keel, from the said seventh water-line 

=0,4 feet; between the seven water -linesJ there are six distances, 

which make together 9,72 feet; and 9,72 + 0,4 = 10,]2; then 

3;756 x 7957 + 10,12 x 147,95 31383,93 h' h' h d'- . =3,872, W IC IS t e lstance
7957,05 + 147,95 8105 . 

of the center of gravity of displacement, from the plane of the load 
water-line, 



C HAP. II. 

• 

ON THE STABILITY, OR THE RESISTANCE TO HEELING. 

(15.) I T "is well kno~n that" the resultant of the force of the 

,vater., in supporting' a ship., and in resisting its heeling, passes through 

the center of gravity of the displacement; and that the direction 

of this effort is perpendicular to the surface of the ,vater: for this reason, 

if a vessel be free and at rest., its center of gravity (NOTE 11.) must be 
in the mean directiOJ.1., or resultant., of the fo~ce of the water which supports 
it. When the ship heels., it ought to have" a tendency of itself to 

resume the position it had when at rest ; that" is to say, the ceJ?ter of 
gravity ought to be so situated, that the effort of" the weight of the ship 

'may concur with that of the water to right it (NOTE l~.) 
This union of efforts is called stability., and the point of stability 

or metacenter is that point in the vertical long'itudinal section, which 
divides the ship into two equal and similar parts, below which the center 

of gravity of the ship must necessarily be situated, in order that it may 

be able to float upright. 

To find the point of stability, or metacenter . 

. _ (16.) Let E (Fig. 4.) be the center of gravity of the displacement 

of a, ship; AD B a vertical section passing through the point E; AB the 
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water-line when the ship is upright, let GD be a perpendicular to the? 

water-line passing through the point E: . . 
As the resultant of the force of the water to support the ship, is in 

the line GD, it follows necessarily, that the center of gravity of the ship 

must also be in the same line. 
Suppose the vessel to incline through an infinitely small angle of heeling 

without increasing or diminishing the displacement, and let ab be the load· 
water-line after the inclination; then the iriangles C B band C A a, one of 
which has been raised out of the water, and the other has been immersed 
in it, will be similar and equal. .Let M and N be respectively the centers 

. of gravity of the triangles, and F the center of gravity of the displacement 
after th~ inclination; draw from the point F the line F G perpendiCular 
w the line a b; it will meet the line JJ G in some point G; G is the 

PQint of stability or metacenter~ For when the center of gravity is below 

this point, the ship will keep itself upright, or will tend to right itself; 

on the contrQ,ry, when it is above this point, the ship will up~et. If the 

center of gravity be at th~ same point with that of the displacement E, 
then the ",·eight of the shiV acts ij.t the 'whole' distance FE against the 
inclination. 

As the sides of the triangle G FE arc pe~pendicular to the sides of 
the triangles CAa, CBb, it follows that it is similar to each of the latter 

triangles; and consequently it is easy to find its side, or the distance E G,. 
that is, when aU the ordina~es CB of the load water-line are supposed known, 

as also the distance between them. Let C B = A C =9 ; let the length of 

the water-line be denoted by x, the fluxion of which is x; B b =A a = b ; 

the displacement of the ship =D; hence NC = eM= : y, and the solid 
. s 


content of the small prisms eBb = b!J x , 

. ~ 

But the places of the centers of gravity .of the small parts, 

which are raised out on one side and immersed on the other, are at 

the distance fronl each other of N M = ~!J; consequently the moments 
'3 

C 
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b~x x:09 and D x EF are equal (NOTE 13.); hence EF = f'; x 

by 2 x 2 hy'li; 2 !I'3i;--n-" But b : !l:f S x -n : 3 x- D ' of which the fluent is 

3" , s9 x 
GE =(NOTE 14.) the distance of the center of gravity of the f 

2 

D 
displacement from the metacenter. If this quantity be multiplied by the 

. dispiacement D, we have G E ';xD =f~ x'!IX, which will be the 

moment of the stability, when the center of gravity of the ship is in the 
center of gravity of that displacement ,(NOTE 15.). 

To find the situation of the metacenter, with relation to the center 
o..f gravity of displacement. 

(17.)' We make use of the rule (Art. 3.), which was employed to find, 

the area of a plane, with this difference that we use here the cubes of the 
.ordinates'instead of simply the ordinates (NOTE 16.). With respec,t to the 
small triangles, which are found at the extremities of the load water": 
line, which are not included in the. calculation, the formula .ry'3 :i: 
indicates, that for such triangles, it is necessary to multiply the cube of 
the base by one-fourth of the height; the result of which is added to 
the. quantity, which we have found for the principal part between the 
extreme ordinates .. 
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Ordinates of Cubes Multi-the load of the pliers. Products. 
water-line. ordinates. 

4,67 191,85 1 101,85 
8,88 700,23 4 2800,92 

11,14 1382,47 2 2764,94 
12,46 1934,43 4 7737,72 
13,30 2352,64 2 4705,28 
13,91 269 1,42 4 10765,68 
~4,35 2954,99 2 5909,98 
14,61 3118,53 4· 12474,12 
14,75 3209,05 2 . 6418,10 
14,80 ·3241,79 4 12967,16 
14,79 3235,22 2 6470,44" 
14,57 3092,99 4 12371,96 
14,16 2839,16 2 5678,32 
13,42 2422,30 4 9 689,20 
12,10 1771,56 2 3543,12 
9,49 854,67 4 3418,68 
5,00 125,00 1 125,00 

---
107942,47 

i- the dist. between the sections =2,09 

97148223 
2J588494. 

225599,7623 
Triangle before W ...... 188,00 
Triangle abaft 27 ....•... 101,85 

225889,6123 
2 

451779,2246 

= .(!l8X 

= 2f!lx 

"~ x 451779,22 = 150593,07 = : f,1I3x, which divided by the displacement s 3 v 

f 2 3' 
0; Y x 

.16210 =9,~9 = ~ D . If from this quantity the distance of the 

center of gravity of the displacement, from the plane of the load water

c2 
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line be subtracted., there will remain 5.,418., which the metacenter is above 

the surface of the water., when the ship is fitted for sea, 

(18. ) We have just said that the formula f y3x denotes for. the triangles., 

that it is necessary to multiply the 'cube of the base by one-fourth of the 

height., we shall now prove this . 

. Let AB C (Fig. 5.) be a' rectilinear, triangle; DE parallel to the 

base AB; CD = x., and DE =y. 

Then dD : eF :: x : fJ :: CA : AB., whence we see t~at :i: = 

x/3ifC~~ if and fy'x =fCA
A

; it thence follows tha~ fy'x .. 

~x~ . 1 , BA : but if X= CA then!) = BA., andf.!J3x= - CA xBA3,
4 '. .' 4 

The same thing may be shewn, by using the rule- given (Art. 3.). 

Make AD=DC; and let AB=2; th'en DE=l. Let AD and DE 
each equal 1; 

23 = 8 8 x 1 == 8 

13 = I 1 x 4 = 4 

03 =00Xl=O 

The cube of the base = 8, being multiplied by A C - 2" we have 

16., of which the fou~th is 4 =f y 3 X. 

(19.) When the center of gravity of the whole vessel is situated in 

the very same pOInt as the center of gravity of the ilispIacement., in thai 

case the moment of stability is rightly expressed by ~f!Jsx. But it is very 

unlikely to happen that the center of gravity of the whole system, the weight 

of the hull and rigging., and other heterogeneous weights., as a greater 

or less weight of gunsJ &c. with which a ship is'laden., should be in the 

center of gravity of the displacement; it is to be expected that this point 

will be' either lower or higher" on which account the' ship becomes 

more or less stiff. 
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(20.) Suppose the weight of the ship with all that it contains, to be 
divided into two parts; let the center of gravity of one of these parts be 

in the center of gravity of the displacement" and let' the center of gravity 

of the other be in H (Fig. 6.). 

Let ADB be a verti,cal section of the ship" E H the middle line of 
this section; E the center of gravity of the displacement, when the ship 

is upright, and F the center of gravity of the displacement" when it is 
inclined. 

If from F a vertical line F G be drawn perpendicular to A B, 'which 

is supposed to be the load water-line, this line will meet the line E H 
in some point G; then G will be the metacenter. From H a vertical 

line HI is let fall, and from E and G the lines E FJ Glare drawn per.. 

pendicular to GF, H l. 

Let the weight in E'=P, and the weight in H = -Q; the moment of 

stability will be EF x P - G I x Q; but on account of similar triangles 
we may also rightly express the moment of stability by EG x P - GH X QJ 
that is to say,. (P+Q) x EG- EH x Q; now (P + Q) x EG= 

f; !/~:i; (Art. 16.) consequently the moment of stability is expres~ed by 

f~91X - EHx Q. 

(21.) When the weight P is not situated in the center of g'ravity 
of the displacement E, but lower down in some point L; from L draw 

a ~ine LK' (Fig. 6.) perpendicular to GF, so that the moment of stability 

= LK x P - Gl x Q or GL x P- GR x Q = (GE + EL) x P

GH x Q = GE x (P+ Q) +EL x P - EH x Q = (Art. 19.)f;yx'+ 
EL·x P - EH x .QJ from which 'we deduce this general rule" by which 
the moments of stability of two ships may be compared very exactly, 

althoug'h their magnitude and form are differentJ and the weights are not 

of the same kind, provided the position of these weights is known in regard 
~o height. 



. (22.) When the moments of the weights are calculated, with :relation 

to ·the center of gravity of the displacement, all those w~ich are placed 
below this center, form positive· quantities, and those. wltick are above form 

negative quantities.; their sum added. tf? ·th~ expressionf ~ y3 X, gives 

the moment· of stability .. 

On tIle augmentation ofweights put at the bottom of a ship, and on the

increase of displacement, whioh cor-responds- thereto; to find the 

- ejJect:, which they produce on the moment of stability, and in what 
place the addition in .the displacement should be made.

(23.) Suppose that the space ARDSB GFig. 7.) represents the 

displacement == D, of which the center of gravity is in E, the metacenter 

is in G; let the space or the augmentation of displacement ARDTA + 
BSDOB=P, and let its center of gravity be in .L . 

Let the half breadth of the ship = Y:1 .. GE = a:1 G1= b ; . then the distance 
between the metacenter (NoTE 17.) and the center of gravity of the dis

. aD + bP
placement after the augmentatIon = D + P GK. Let the weight 

- . 

above the watel:= Q, and its center of gravity be in H; make GH =c ; 

let the new weight, which is equal to the augmentation of displacement 

=. P, and let its center of gravity be in L; make KL~. z. Then the 

moment of stability of ARDSB=f;!lx-(a+c'j x Q(Art. 20. NOT~ IS.); 

but the moment of stability of the ship after the augmentation A T DOB 

with the weight in L f;!I'x + zp - a~~~ x Q ~ c Q (Art. 22.)'. 

Striking out the common quantities from these two expressions there 

}'emain - a Q and zp - a ~ upon which the relative! ;'P x Q, 

. aD + bP 
J)hibility entirely depends,- Suppose - a Q = zp - D '+ P x Q; a?d 
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consequently z = (b - a) x D ~ P ; then if z be greater than this 

quantity, the stability will be greater. And the more this distance b - a or 

EI is diminished, the greater must be the effect of the new weight to give 

stability; and if the augmentation of displacement be situated so that its 

center of gravity is in E, in that case the moment of stability is increased 

by EL X P. If, on the contrary, z be less than (b-a) x D 2P' the 

stability is less; a thing which happens when the augmentation of 

displacement is low down, or near the keel. 

Hitherto we have supposed the center of gravity L of the weight P 
constant, and the load water-line the same; but if z be supposed to be 

lengthened, b - a to be constant, and the center of gravity L to descend, 

the stability ~ill increase because z will be of greater length; but it will 

be less on another account, in as, much as H K is longer than HE. 

(24.) We conclude jro'ln hence, that as'it is proper to give to a ship 
all the stability which is possiblej it is right to enla1'ge it near the .load 

'water-line, so as to raise the center of gravity of the displacement. 

Paying less regard to the placing of the 'ballast,· particularly because 

the ballast is supposed to be of such a specific gravity that it takes· up 

little room. This is a thing to be attended to principally in ships, whick 

have great weights in theiruppertvorks. 



CHAP. III. 


• 

ON THE CENTER OF GRAVITY OF THE SHIP CONSIDERED AS 

A HETEROGENEOUS BODY. 

(25.) ON,E may lay down anaxiom, that a body put in. motion turns 

round it~ center of gravity, as long 3:8 it is not prevented by any external 
force, and provided the effort by which it is first put into motion, does not 

force it to Inove round ,any other point. Let us see in t~e first place the 

effect, which the force situated in the center of gravity, produces on the 

pitching and rolling of a ship. 
(26.) For this purpose suppose ADB (Fig. 8.) to be a section of a 

ship; AB the load water-line, E the center of gravity of the whole ship; 

,·and G the metacenter. Suppose also that a weight, or any other force,' acts 

at B in the direction B H, against the side of the ship, so as to give it the 
inclination a b. The moment of the effort, which produces the inclination, 
is in proportion to ,th~ distan,ce E H, and the moment of the' effort, 

which tends to restore the ship to its upright position, is in propo~tion 

to the distance E G (Art. 16.); and as these efforts act in contrary 

directions, there results from thence a motion, which is called rolling; 

and the effect of the forces., which produce it, is as the 8um of EH and 

E G. But the 'ship during the inclination is supposed to revolve round 

its center of gravity; and it~ weight or its displacement is suppos~d to be 
the same, when it is inclined, as when it is upright, which cannot happen 

. pnless the ship, and consequently its center of gravity E, is raised 



(NOTE 19.) by the quantity Ee equal to the versed sine of the angle Geg 
to the radius E G. It follows, that the effort, which has produced the 

inclination, having' ceased, the ship will fall with its whole weight in the 

perpendicular through, a. height E e ; which fall is accelerated by 

the pressure of the fluid against the metacenter G. And as the 

rQ1.ling. may extend as far as thirty degrees to each side, the distance 

eE then becomes considerable, an~ the rolling exceedingly· violent· 

(NOTE 20.). 

Rolling seldom' takes place, unless the ,vind is aft; and then the ship 

roUs most, ,vhen, a little before, the wind has blown from a different.. 

quart~r: as th~ ,waves continue to go in the latter direction, the vessel 

rolls, although'there does not ap~ear to be much sea. But the vibrations 

are not very violent, and are performed nearly in equal times. ' ' 

(27.)' If the center of gravity E (Fig. 9.) of the ship were in the plane 

of the load water-line and the distance E G the same as before, the rolling 
would he less in extent, and less violent, than when this point is lower, 

for the two following reasons: 

" In the 'first place E H is less; so that the. effortJ which acting at B 
in the direction BH lifts the side of the ship~ cannot produce so great an 
inclination as if the center of gravity were lower d~wn., since the sum of 
EH and E G 'i~ less. . ' 

Secondly, the center of gravity E being in the plane of the load 

water-line, the ship rolls without either the ship or the center of gravity 

being raise,d or lowered; in which case' t~ose shocks,. which we have 

just mentioned, do not take place. . . 

We conclude, therefore, that the motion of rolling is more unifor~ 
and more free from suddeIl shocks, when the center of grnvity of the ship 

is in ..or near the plane of the load water-line. And as this position 

of the center of gr3:vity has the same effect in regard to pitching, which 

is rolling length-ways, it' follows that this is the situation in which it is 
proper to place it. 

D 
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But if other circ~mstances do not admit of the center of gravity's 
being in the plane of the load water-line, it is prope~ to endeavour to 
bring it' as -near thereto as possible. 

(28.)- \Ve may further,add to this, that as the keel and the lower parts 
forward and aft, which are the cleanest, contribute greatly to the diminution 
of the rolling by the direct opposition of their surface to the water, t~e 
farther these parts are from the axis of rotation, the greater will be the 
effect they produce in diminishing the rolling; and for this reaSOD; 
likewise, when the center of giavity is in the plane of the load water-line, 
the ship should roll less. ~ 

And moreover, as the rolling depends partly on EH, _the form of· 
the side of the ship near the load water-line will influence its motion; 
whel) the form is such, that BH cuts the middle line in a point more 
elevated, the ship will roll more, which experience confirms. 

(29.) The angular motion of a vessel round its center of gravity,. 

being stopt at the point g (Fig. 8, 9. Art. 26.) by an effort, which acts in the 

direction Fg, and is equal to the weight of the displacement or of the whole 
ship, itis sufficiently cI~ar that the metacenter g or G may be considered a$ 
the center of percussion; but as the vessel, ,vithout farther opposition, is 
supposed to roll back round its center of gravity E, this oscillation ·may be 
considered as the movement of a pendulum" oscillating in the same time as 
the ship. Wherefore the point G may be considered as the center of 
oscilIation, particularly as the hvo points (the center of oscillation and 
the center of percussion) are in the same place, in relation to the center 
of gravity, ·which is also the center of rotation or point of suspension... 
The centers of- percussion and oscillation are not always in the same 
point, but. as -here the moments of the ·weights round these centers are 

a.bsolutely - the same" we may without running the risk of making any 
g~eat mistake, consider this movement either way, as circumstances 
require (NOTE 21.) 

(30.) Let.AB D be a plane without weight. Suppose several ,veights 
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P, Q, R, 8, fixed in that plane; that their common center of gravity is 

in G; the point of suspension in. 0; and the center of oscillation in C. : 

Then the length of the pendulum 0 C = 
P X Op2 + Q X OQ9. + R X OR2 + 8 X 08

2 
OC is also equal to' 

o • 0 G x (P + Q + R + S) .' 

OG PxGP2+QxGQ2+.RxGR2+-S x GS'l h CG
. + OGx(P.+Q+R+S) ,wence-

Px GP2+QX GQ'l+RxGR2"+Sx GS~ ,. 
o G x (P + Q + R + S) , (SIMPSON s Flux'lOns, 

Tom. I. p. 215, 216.); the same expressions belong also to the center 

of percussion. 

(3L) From these expressions for 0 C, the length of the pendulum, 

we see tha\ they become greater, the more distant the weights P, Q,. 
R, S, are from the middle. 

(32.) From the second and third expressions it appears, that althouglt 

a body revolves round its center of gravity, the" center of oscillation 

nevertheless remains in the same pla,ce. 

(33.) Arid we may observe from the last expression, that the distance 

"between the center of gravity and the point of suspension is' always in' the 

inverse ratio of the distance between the centers of g~avity and oscillation. 
As the ship is moved round its center of gravity !1, (Fig. S,9.) and the 

'center of oscillation is in the metacenter G, it is manifestone may conceive 

some point as N to be the poit.tt of suspension, and that the distance of this 

point from the center of gravity E" is equal to the quotient of the sum 

of the products of each weight multiplied by the square of its distance 

from the center of gr~vity E, divided by the product of the sum of all the 

weights, or the displacement, multiplied by the line E G, the distance 

" between the center of gravity and the metacenter. 

(34.) 'Vherefore the farther the weights are placed from the center 

of . gravity, or which is the same thing, the nearer they are placed to the 
D2 . 
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.,s.ides of the ship, (without at the same time changing'the position 'of the 

center of gravity of the ship with respect to the metacen~er G), the gre,ater 
will be the distance NE; consequently, the rolling motion will be the 

more slow. And the whole length NG, the distance between the point 
of suspension and the center of oscillation, is equal to the quotient which 

arises from dividing the sum of the products of each weight multiplied into 

the square of its distance from the point of. suspension" by the product 
of the sum of all the ,veights, or the displacement, multiplieq into NE, 
the distance of the center of gravity from the point of suspension; so 
that the weights M, M, ,vhich are placed at the same distance from the 
point N, produce the same effect on the rolling of the ship. Considering 
now the metacenter G or g as the center of percussion, it is manifest 

the greater· E·G or Eg is" the greater will be the force to restore the 

equilibrium' of the ship; But if the metacenter approach the center of 

gravity E, for example, if it be found in h" the distance NEwill be altered 
in the inverse proportion of E G to Eh; that is to say, the nearer the 

center ofgra'VitY.is to the metacenter, the _longe·r will NE be; consequento/j 
.the slower and less violent will be the rolling. 

(35.) The investigation, upon these principles, of the distance ·of the 

point of suspension from the center of gravity or from the metacenter, 

would lead.to very long calculations, since it would be necessary to take 

into ·account the masting, rigging, &c. Besides the investigation is not 
particularly necessary; it is sufficient to kno,v the causes, which 'render the 
rolling more or less violent, and the manner, if they cannot be removed 

altogether" of at least lessening their effect in part. 

(36.) It is exceedingly difficult to construct a ship, so as to have at the 

same time sufficient stability, and roll easily, because the augmentation. of 

the distance E G, which increases the stability, contributes also to increase 
the motion of rolling (NoTE -Qg.). And the difficulty is still greater to'do 

this in ships of burthen" in which there is required" beside attention to 
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economy in construction, the property of calTying. the greastest possible 
cargo. Ships of this kind should be very full below, and have but little 
height above the water in proportion to their breadth. A ship of this 

constructio:n will have its center of gravity of ~isplacement very low; 

consequ~ntly the metacenter will be so too. On this account it is necessary 
to bring the center. of gravity' of the cargo as low as possible, in order 
that the ship may have sufficient stability. The consequence is that the, 
common center of gravity of the ship and cargo being very "low, the 
ship will be subject to quick rolling and violent shocks, (Art. 26.) which 
however may be partly alleviated by win,ging the weights as much as 
may be possible. 

(87.) There is another means of easing the movement of rolling in ships 
of burthen. As it is necessary, in order to save expence, to navigate them 
with as few men as possible, they require a small quantity of sail; a cir
cumstance which allows less distance to be given 'between the center of 

gravity and the metacenter. 

(3S.) On the contrary, ships which are not constructed for burthen, for 
instance ships of war, as frigates, &c. (which are built for sailing andhav~ 

~ . . . 

no occasion for great capacity below), may have length, breadth, and be 
constructed so that the center of gravity may be higher. 

The metacenter o~ght therefore to hav~ such a height above the 
water, that the common centel' ,of gravity of the ship and of the weights" 
may· be brought to the plane of the load ,water-line or very nearly; 
and that the ship may still be sufficiently stiff jn resisting heeling, so that 

tbe rolling will solely depend on the situation of the nletacenter, 
whose distance from the center of gravity of the whole ship (to give it 
sufficient stability) need not" even in the largest ships of the line, be 
more than six feet, with which distance the motion of rolling will be 
sufficiently easy (NOTE 23.). 

(39.) In the foregoing Articles we have seen, that the center of 
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gravity of. the. s~ip, in regard to height, should be either in the plane of 
the load water-line, or as near to it as possible. . It . remains to consider its 

position with respect to length. 

(40.) As the length of the ship is very great in proportion to the 
breadth, the metacenter with regard to the former dimension will be con

siderably elevated; particularly in ships which have a full load water-line, 

and are. very lean under the wate,r fore and aft. In consequence, the 
length of the pendulum, of which the oscillations 'are isochronous with 

those .of the ship, will be exceedingly great, especially if by placing. the 
weights near the extremities, the point of suspension is situated very low. 

But if we consider the center of oscillation or the metacenter also 
as· the center of percussion, the extremities of the ship are scarcely plunged 

in the sea, before they are thrown back with great vivacity, and this 
motion: ceases almost immediately. 

(41.) The ship has still however a rolling according to its length, such 

that its .extremities rise and fall; but this ~otion is only the raising by 

a 'vav~, of the forepart of the· sh~p, which falls again when the wave. 
has passed. .This motion would cease immediately, if another wave did 
not succeeq to raise the forepart of the ship again. When a ship is close 

to the wind, and meets the waves, and it happens after a sea has passed 

the for~part, .that it falls suddenly and raises itself· with difficulty 
upon the following wave, in that. case the ship is. sai~ to pitch. This 
fault not only impedes greatly the sailing, hut the shocks also strain 
prodigiously the ·masting. When it is the after part which falls heavily, 

the ship is said to send. This motion may arise from a simila~ cause, 
and has the same inconveniencies. 

The body of the ship suffers, greatly, as much from pitching and 

sending as from quick rolling; all the parts labour, and have a tendency 

to separate. It is an inconveniency which ought to be obviated. 

(42.) Th~ reason of the pitching and sending motion is. easily seeu. 
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-When a wave has passed the forepart of the ship> and is got near the 

middle, there is left a great void space under the bows, where the ship 
is not supported. It precipitates itself therefore with a certain momentum, 
which is the product of -the weights in the fore- part, multiplied by their 

distance from the point, where the ship is sufficiently supported .. 

( 43.) This kind of motion is greater in ships, which are very full near 
the load water-line fore and aft" and very lean below; but if the \veights 

in the forepart are carried nearer the middle, the ,momentum with which 

the ship plunges itself in this part will be less, and not only this motion 
becomes less quick,' but moreover the .following waves which meet the 

forepart of the ship, have less difficulty in raising it again: the· same 

observation may be nlade on the aft part. Thus it is seen that all the 
weights should be brQught. as .near as possible to the middle of ship, from 
which we may~onclud~ tbat the, center o( gravity ought to be, with respect 

'to the"length, at the middle point (NOTE 24.). But there is a circumstance; 

. which prevents the p~acing of the center of gravity at the middle point 

of the length, namely, the weight of the foremast and its rigging, the 
bowsprit, the anchors, &c.; these ',veights can be placed no where so 

conveniently than where they are; the center of gravity" therefore, is 

necessarily before the middle point, but not. more titan between a 
hundredth and a fiftieth of the length (NOTE 25.). 

(44.). 'Ve should not forget to observe" that the center of gravity of . 
the load water-line and that of the ship should be in the same vertical line ; 

for when the ship sails close to the wind and is inclined on one side, if the 
lpad water-line is fuller aft than forward, since the ship must preserve the 

same quantity of displacement" it will have an inclination also forward. 
(NO~E 26.) It is true, it will gain something in point of stability, by this 

augmentation of the load water-line, as appears from the expression f ~ !Ix 
(Art. 16.); but this inclination forward being an inconveniency, which 



it is proper to avoid, a!lyaugmentation of the breadth, if it b~ necessary. 
should rather be made in the middle. After all it is not a great fault, 

although the center of gravity of the load water-line be a.little abaft the 

center of gravity of t~e ship, or of the displacement .. 
We shall now investigate the place where the center of gravity 

ought to be, considering its influence upon the property of steering 

well. 

( 45.) When a ship sails by the wind, that is, wheIl: the wind is on 
the side of the ship or more a-head, then. almost all vessels have such 
a form, that they will. of themselves.. without the use 'of the rudder, turn 
the stem more towards the wind, because the mean direction of the water's 

resistance passes usually a little before the center of gravity of the ship. 

lfihis resultant passed too far a-head, it would be an inconveniency, 

whicbmight be remedied by giving -a greater dl'8:ught of water aft .. 
The greater the velocity of the ship, the more sensibly this effect is felt, .. 
and the vessel can then be kept to her course only by the constant use 

of the rudder. 

(46.) It is well known, that ifa body receive an impulse between one 

of its extremities and its center of gravity, it turns round a point which is 

on the other side of the center of gravity (NOTE 27.) Thus, when the 
ship feels the effect of its rudder more than' that of the water on the 
.side forward, it turns round a point, which is before the center of gravity. 
But jf the rudder be not applied, and the effect of the impulse of the 
,vater be before the center of gravity~ the center of rotation will be behind 
this center of gravity; and if the resistance of the water forward and 
its action on the rudder act together to turn the vessel in the same 

- direction, which takes place when the ship is tacking, the center of 

rotation is then in the perpendicular passing through the ceriter of gravity; 
I)r very near it, before or behind it, as one or the other of the efforts 
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has the preponderancy. If t"-en the ~enter of gravity were exactly in the" 
middle, and the ship of itself ardent, the rotatory movement would be 
most prompt, for the resistance which the two extremities experience from 
the water, whilst the ship is going round, is in proportio~ to the squares 
of their distances from . the. center C?f !"~tation; and this quantity is a 
minimum when the center of rotation 'is at the;middle. 

E 




CHAP. IV. 

• 


ON THE RESISTANCE, WHICH A SHIP IN MOTION MEETS WIT~ 


FROM THE WATER. 


(47.) \tVHEN a -ship is at rest~ the pressure of the water upon 
each of its extremities is the same;· but as soon as it is impelled by any 

force, the pressure is increased at the end opposite to the impulse, and is 
diminished at that end where it acts: this we shall explain hereafter. 

(48.) If a piane is moved in the water, the resistance is the most 
forcible, when the direction of motion is perpendicular to the plane" and 
becomes less if the plane assumes a position oblique to the line of motion. 

Thus bodies of different forms and convexities, with equal bases, 
experience different resistances. 

(49.) It is by no means difficult to express the resistance, which one 
body meets with in striking another: but it is ·not equally easy to express 
the effect which a medium produces on bodies, which are moved therein. 

The effect of the impact of bodies on each other is subject to known 
mechanical laws, but that of mediums upon bodies depends on physical 
~auses, with which we are unacquainted. 

. (50.) To surmount this difficulty, fluids have been supposed to consist 

of globular particles, infinitely small, which follow each other very closely, 

and s~rike the body in succession; as for example: 
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(51.) Let ABC (Fig. 11.) be a right-angled triangle, suppose the 
fluid, or a particle of the fluid, to strike the side AB of this triangle in 
a direction parallel to A C, from A to C, with the velocity ED. 

If ED denote th'e perpendicular resistance against the base B C,. 
it may be ,re,solved into two others, E F perpendicular and· F D parallel 
'to AD; as the effect in the direction FD is nothing, inasmuch as the fluid 
glides' along AB, therefore E F alone acts on the triangle, and" in li 
direction perpendicular to AB; in like manner this force may be resolved 

,into two others, G F perpendicular and E G parallel to A C; G F is the, 
lateral force, which impels the triangle from B to C, but E G denotes 
the direct force, which acts on the side AB, and consequently the 
resista~ce: t~us the absolute, or perpendicular resistance at, the point D 
is to the relative resistance as ED to E G; but DE ': E G :: D Eel: E F2 ; 
and'since the number of particles, which can strike the side AB in the 

direction ED are in proportion to BC, and from similar triangles DEF, 
AB,C we have DE : E F ::AB : B C, the direct resistance against the 

• 
Be2 

. I· Beh 1 as .woe trIang e IS AB2 x 

(52.) Upon -this principle' the known curve G F B (Fig. 1~.) of least 

resistance has been investigated, which, is of such ~ nature, that> ,by 
revolving. round i,ts axis AD it generates a solid A GBD, which ex.. 
periences less resistance from the water than any body whatever of. the 

same length AD and the same base- B C, As this problem.is treated on 

by several authors, I shall here only give the construction' of the curve. 

Jf AE = x, EF =9, the equation 'will' be !If/x = a x (x2+ fJ2)'1. 
(see Simpson's Fluxions, Art. 413.) . 

. The angle A G F has been 'found' to be a right angle and' a half, 

or 135°. (NOTE 28.) . Let v = ~.; then. i: = v )( fl, andi:· - v' x fl,. 

Substituting the value of .1:2 in the equation, \ve have, v y fJ~ :::; 

a x (1;'21/ +fl)2, or "09 = a X (V4+~V'l + 1); hence'y = a x ('0:3 + ~'V + ~) 
, v 

E2 
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and .v-ax (s'O'v + 2~ - ;}and therefore Ii = Ii x (Sv"iI +2'0:0 - :), 

of wh'ich th~ Huent or x = a x (~"O4 , + v2 
- log. v) .+ C. When 

" '. '7 . 
'1'= 1" then x=o by the above-mentIOned property, whence 4a + C =. OJ 

2~nd c= - Za; hence x = a x (~ "04 + "0 - Z, - log. 'V). Supposing
,444 '. 

a = 1, the least ordinate AG will be equal to 4 (NOTE 29.). If, beginning 

with 1, we give successive values to 'V" and substitute them. in the' equation 

of x and y, we shall have the following values of x and y. 

1,06 rx: =0,262 r= 0,,453 
'V = 1,,1''0 ='V = 1,0 tx: = ° 

4,254y=4 y= 4,,440.:!} = 

r- 1,,820{X = 1,053 .r- 2,,655 
'V = 1,2 'V = 1,3 'V = 1,,4 

. !J = 5,5669 = 4,961 . 9= 6,,258 

5,255 t= 6,,873t =3,892
'V = 1,5 . , 'V = 1,6 r= 'V = 1,7

:y = 7,042, Y= 7,921 9= 8,901 

r {X = 13,557 . ~x = 19,900= 8,775 v=2 v = 2,2'V = 1,8 
y = 12,500 . Y = 15,502Y = 9,987 

(53.) Let AE ~ x, EF=y (Fig. 13.); then from A the values of x 
are se.t off on AD, and on the corresponding ordinates A G" EF,&c. 
the values of 9, we shall have the line G F B" which· as we have' said, by 
revolving round its axis AD, will generate a solid, which will experience 
less .resistance than any other body of the same length AD" and of the 
same base BD. If this solid be terminated by a cone AH G whose 

base=AG, the resistance by that means will be considerably diminished . 
.-' We sh~lI see by the following Articles the quantity of resistance., which 
·a body like this meets with from the fluid. 
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(54.) . When a body is. at'rest in the water, it receives a pl'es~ure at 

every point of the part immersed, which is perpendicular to its· surface, 
and its force proportional to the depth of the part. pressed. 

This is a fact derived from experience., which it' is necessary not to 
l~se sight of: but before we go farther into the investigation of the 

expression for the resistance., which a body meets with when impelled 
through a fluid, it is necessary to notice the circumstances which occur" 

~vhen a ship sail~ forward., or when a ship by m~ans of any force whatever 
is drawn through the water. 

(55.) When a ship AB C (Fig. 14.) is put it! motion in still water with 
any velocity, it always happens that the 'Yater upon the extremity A before 
the greatest breadth C, rises again~t this part above the surface F. This 
elevation is pe~ceptible to some distance before the ship in the direction of its 
cQurse; it also extends laterally towards PQ ; but pa!)t the greatest breadth 
C, the water falls again" so that between C and B it is below its proper 
level, until it meets in D the ·part of the fluid, which constantly follows the 
'ship with the same velocity as the shi:p has itself.,' in order to fill up the 
'void space, which it would leave behind. But as the water., which glides 

along the side of the ship" has already filled this space" th.ere is a collision 
of this fluid in E E, which produces what· is caUed eddy water. This 
is.a thing remarked more in small vessels" which dra,v little water; but 
jn great yessels" the elevation of the water afore is not .perceptible till they 

have attained a velocity of 4 or 5 feet in a second. This water., which 

,is before the greatest breadth, is driven forward with the ship, and so 
moves in the same direction; and as it is higher afore the greatest 

breadth than abaft" it flows down a declivity., so ~s to acquire a velocity 
in a direction contrary to t~at of the' ship; and the greater velocity the 
.ship has, the greater is this declivity. 

(56.) All tbis is sufficiently observable, when a ship is navigated In 
·a sea little agitated., where there are no waves: but when a ship sails 
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or is drawn along a channel, where there is n?t more than three or four 
times the breadth of'the ship between it and the side of. the channel, this 

effect is, much more perceptible, however small may be ,the velocity. 

(57.). There necessarily results from what we· have just observed; 

first, that the resistance, a ship sailing with a given velocity, meets ,with, is 

increased on account of the water's rising before the greatest breadth, and 

because the ship has to propel a more elevate'd body o~ water before it, than 

at the commencement of its motion'; although this column thus elevated and 

driven a-head, by acting on the water in the direction of its motion, before 

the body of the ship gets to the same ,point, (NOTE. 30.) in some ~egree 
diminishes the 'resistance. Secoridly, that the resistance is farther in
creased, . because the water, is 'lower behind the greatest breadth, and· 

because this water has" moreover" lost in regard to its pressure against 

the: after part of the ship, a force which' depends on the velocity of the 

ship, and also on that with which the. fluid flows along the after part of the 

ship, in running from the, greatest breadth of the ship to the ste~n-post. 

After the observations and remarks whtch have been made" let us 

form an equation, which expresses the resistance that a' body meets with' 

when impelled through the water. 

(58.) A difficulty occurs however, which arises from the circumstance 

of its being necessary to compare the pressure of the water with the effect 

arising from the velocity of the body, two forces, which are -of very different 

kinds. But since we may neglect in the expression the perpendicular 

pressure of the water against the surface of the ship when at rest, (the effect 

being the same, whatever be the extremity of the body that moves forward), 

we 'may observe that the force in questioJ). expresses only the effect of the 

inequalit.y of the pressure on' the two extremities of the ship during the 

motion, or the resistance, which is thereby occasioned, and which depends 

as to its amount on the velocity of the ship. 

(59.) Let ACBQ (Fig. 15.) be formed of two 'vedgesjoined together 
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at t~eir base C Q,; let the pressure ~f the water, perpendicular to' the 

surface in every point, be denoted by F G, 'F G. 
Suppose this body to be moved with the velocity FH ,in a direction 

parallel to the middle line AB, from B to A; complete in the uspal 

manner the parallelogram ,F G IH, and draw the diagonal I F. Then 

~e have the resultan,t of this velocity with the pre,ssure, of the water in 
the direction I F., If ~rom the point K, where the line I H meets the 

lineA 9 or CB, 'we draw the line -KL perpendic~lar to G I, 1L will be 
tbe. resistance, which the body experiences in the direction' B A, and 
Ll is a force on ,the hinder part,of the body CB, which impels it forward 

in the direction in which it moves~ 

(60.) Let ClYI be perpendicular to AB; CD = DM, and DN be 

perpendicular to the surface A C B M Let F.G =~, F H =n; the area 

of th~ pl~ne CE = A, the area of the plane' C P = B; and lastly the area 
of the plane C N C. 

"From the similar triangles ACD; PRE, KlL, we have KR. ~g x n, 

DC ,DC ( DC )
and hence IJ(= ACxn+~, and al~o IL,= AC:x m+ AC x n . 

I L represents the resistance at the point F, which is produced by the 

forces FG (m), H F (n). But the number of pressures FG is to the 

number of pressures F H, as the area A is to the" area C;, consequently 
DC ' DC2 

A X A C x m +C x A C2 X n represents t~e effec~ of the water on the 

'DC DC'l
forepart. - In the same manner we get B x Be x m - C x B,CC}. x n 

for the,effect of the water' on the aft part. 

-Subtracting this' la~t expression from the first, the resistance 

against this body moved in the direction A B; will be expressed by 
DC . ·DC2 DC . DC'2 

A x .A. C x m + C x A C2 x. n - ,B x Be x m + C x B C'l. X ~, and as 
DC DC . '. - 

A x .A. C x m = B x B -C x m, the expression for the resistance is reduced 

DC'l DC].. 
to Cx. A C-J. )( n + C x B C9. X n; Whence, we see, so long as the velocity 



18 not sufficient to produce an .elevation' of -the wateraforeJ and a 
,""

depression abaft the greatest breadthJ so as to increase, the fore resistance 

and diminish that aftJ that the body , w!ll experien~e, the same resistance, 
whethe~ the sharp or obtuse extremity, moves forward; and yet that the 
resistance will be the least when the two extremities are equalJ or what 
is the same thingJ when the greatest breadth CM is in the middle. 

, But if we suppose that the water' runs a-head of t~e ship before its 

greatest breadth with aveloc~ty 'VJ ' and that it has acquired a velocity 

w in a direction 'opposite to that of the body abaft this greatest breadthJ 
then the velocity forward=n-'VJ and aft=n+w; and as the resistance 

,is in proportion to the squares of the veloci,tiesJ it will be expressed 
DCC). . ~DC'l. " 

definitively by C'?< A QC). x' (n - 'V)2+ C x B C'l. x (n +.w?J where we 

suppose C' to pe, greater thaq' C" inas~~c4. ~s the water befor~ tqe 
greatest breadth is more elevated than ,behind it 

Hence it i~ seenJ whatever proportion there i~ between flJ VJ and w, 
the body mee~s with less resistance., when the obtuse end is forwar~~ than 
when the acute end is forward; and that it depends on' 'the quantities 

n - 'VJ and n + w" how far the main ,breadth should be before the middle 
pointJ so that th~ resistance may be lessJ than if its situation were any 
where else. 

We see also that the greater 'V and ware with 'respect t~ n" the ~ore 
the greatest breadth should be carried before the middle to render 'the 
resistance least. 

It never can happen that 'V = n J for in this caseJ the ,water would run 

forward with the same velocity as the shipJ which is not possible. v is 

very small with respect .to nJ when the velocity is little; so that when 

;{i~ very small v = o. It is th~ same a~so in respect to the water abaft 

the gre~test breadth; when the velocity is small and the body has its 

.. greatest breadth very far aft" the water follows the hody. to fill up the 
void space which it leaves; from ~hich cause a part of the water foilows 

the same direction as the bodYJ so that the velocity of the body in relation 

to the water is n - w, whence it follows' that the expression for th~ 
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l'esistance ought to have this f~rm 
. ~'D Ci '1 D Ci . t 

C x A C!x (n - v) ;. c x B (;'t ~ (n ± w) . (NOTE 3 L) . 

If this expression for the resistance be 'not exact, at least what results 

from, it is confirmed by the following experiments. 

, (61.) ,In a large, and deep pon'd (Fig. 16.) were placed a hundred 

feet from ea~h other two poles A, B, and two piles C, D, to which were 

fitted two copper ptillie~, and through these were reeved ropes to support 

the weights; th~ wh~le as is represented in the figure. The .lines E 

and G were atta~hed t9 the body used hi the experiment. On the line E a 

weight was placed, to' give motion '~o the body in the water, and on the 

other line G there' was also a weight, hut less than the first, to keep 

the body in a straight line from which it would have deviated wit~out ·it j 

to the line E were tied two small pieces of red cloth I, 'K;, at the dista~c,e 

of 74 feet from each othe,r. ,To measure the time q. f3top-watch shewing 

seconds was used. When the mark arrived at L the stop-watch was 

let go,. and when the mark 1 was come to the same point, the watch was 

stopped. I~ ~hen shewed the nunlbet of seconds which' the body F 
took up to pass over the space of 74 feet. The bodies, on' which the 

experimen~s were made" were of W90d" and were ~8 inches' in length; 

the transverse, sections under' the water were 'cireuIq.r. Their diameters 

at the greatest • breadth . were ~ of the length, or 8 in(lhes; the water-lines 

were either straight or conic parabolas, and the ve~tex of th~' p~rabolic 

line was at the greatest breadth. As ~hese bodies were lighter than water, 

lead was run .in, until their specific grayity was 'nearly equal to t~at of sea 

water, so that they only just floated (NOT~ s£.), having their axes parallel 

to the surface of ,the ~ater. _ The' weight on the line E io put the 

body in motion, was varied, ~cco~ding . as it was required to increase 

or ~iminish the velocity; but the retarding weight was always the 

same. The bodies N°.1, 2, and 3 had the same weight, but the others 

,vere lighter hi -proportion as the solidity of a cone is -less than that 

of 'a' paraboloid. 
F 
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Weight of the bodies .••• ' 

Form of the bodies .•••••• 

, 

Moving Retarding 
weights weights 

t the weight ~ the weight 
of the body of the body 

The weight +the weight 
of the body of the body 

Ii- weight +the weight 
of the body of the body 

37 pounds 12lb. and i-
in all in aU 

'N°. 1. N°.2. N°. '3. 'N°.4. \ ,N°.5. N°.6. , N°, 7. 

27 pounds 27:pounds 27 pounds 22 pounds 19~ pounds 16f pounds I' 12 pounds 

I 

~ BEE::>C DE3>E F<E:E:>G I:~I o~p R~P 

Time the' bodies have been describing 'the space, of 74 feet, in seconds. 

Seconds. Seconds~ Seconds. Seconds. Seconds. ' Seconds. Seconds. 
, 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ '~ ~ 
A B' C ·D , E F 'G H . I 0 P , R p. 

---"----- --- -----
25{ 26{-' 24f 27f 26i 25i 25{ 27f 24{ 30 29f 45 29i

- - - --------- - -'- --~-, 
J 

14 14 .14i 14i 16{ lSi- ISf 15 16 24+ 24..} 38 24 

-- ---- -- -, --"

11 lOtT 
'. 

IIi 10 1 
T lSi 11 11 10{- IIi 12i 17i SO{ 19-i

------ - ------ -----
i21T, lost 11 14 .10f 11 " 10 11..} 12 16 

i 

! 

I 

~ 
~ 
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THE BODIES: 

N°.. 1	~ has its greatest breadth at the middJ.e, and. its ,two. extremities 

_f~rmed by paraboli~ lines-. 

N°.2. has its greates~_ breadth ,at .;- ?f its length fr~m the point B; the 
. . two extremities are also parabolic. 

N°'. 3.' h~~ its greates.t breadth +.of the length from the point D; the 
two extremities still parabolic. ' 

N°.. 4. has its.' greatest ~readth at the. ~iddle; the extr~mity F parabolic" 

the otl~er G c~pic. 

N°.5. ·has its greatest breadth-;- of the length from the point H; ,the 
, extremity H parabolic, the otlier I c~nic.- . , 

N°, 6. has its greatest bread~h t of the' length from 0; the two ex.. 
tremities conic. 

N°.7. wholly conic, having. the greatest breadth' equal.to that of the 
.. otber bodies, and its length twice and an half the b~eadth. 

1'0 understand these experiments take_N~. 2., where the moving weight 

is equal to -that of the body, and the retard~ng weight. is' half of it. 

With the extremity B first~ the body passes over 7,4 feet in ,14 seco~ds; 

if on the contrary the extremity. C' be first, the body, is 14~ seconds 

in' passing over the same space. 

Each of these experiments was repeated ~ix times, and a inean taken 

of the results, which for the most part were nearly equal ; and where 

there was any aifference, it did' not exceed "half a' second.· We do not 

find in the velocities, the proportions we are led to expect from a con

sideration of the 'weights; which arises from a motion produced at the

surface of the water' by Q. division· of the fluid too near the surface. 

The nu~ber of punies over which the ~ine passes, renders the experiments 

less .exact on account of friction. But as the friction' is .e.qual for all 

t~e experiments, the variation or'velocity ought to be of the same kind. 

F2 
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(62.) The inferences which we may draw, from al~ this are; first, that 
when the motion is slow; the body has g'reater velocity when the sharp end 

is ,forward than when the full; secondly, that when the velocity is increased 

to a certain d~gree, the body passes over the same di'stance in equal time8, 
with either extremity for.ward; thirdly, tha~ when the velocity becomes still 
greater, the body is less time in passing over the same distance, when 
the obtuse end is forward. Thus it is the velocity of the body which 
should determine the place ,of the greatest breadth, to' render the resis

tance least. 

M. Camus~ in his Treatise on Moving ~orces,' spe~ks of experiIllents 
whic.h he made to determine this point. ,We find likewise (Murray's 

Treatise on Ship-building) some experiments, which agree with -th~, above 
sufficiently well;, differing however from them . in this, that whethe'r the 
velocity is great o~ little, the body always experiences l~ss resist~nce when 

the fullest end is forward, a circumstance which arises from the experiments 

having been made in a canal formed on purpose, in propo~tion to the· 

b'readth of which that of th~, body was ~Oi1siderable; so that th~ water 

could not pass it without 'rising before, and cO,nsequently being lower 
behind. . ,This water must' th'erefore have had a current oli each side 
of, the body, so that however slowly the body ,vas moved in the canal, 

the effect' of the water was the same; as when inlheabove experimen~s 
it was m()ved with'the greatest velocity. 

These experiments are agreeable to the e~pression for the resistance 
which 'was given, in Article 60. The o~ly question _ is to, find the 
value of v andw relatively to n, and to see when,we ought· to employ the 

signs + and - ~n n ± to., ,\,Ve know from what was said in Article,60. 

that the sign - in n ± w is not to ~ be used in . the expressi<:ln for. the 

resistance, except when the velocity and the' form. beh~nd the greatest 

breadth' are s~ch, that the, water, wJtich, acts on, the after part, moves 

in the same direction as the ship. 

(63.) By the expression for the resistance,; we see (Fig. ]5.) ,that' 

this force on account of n - 'V and' n + w, is greater or less according to.' 
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the propoltion there is betweeri the lines·, A C and Be;,. consequently, 

that there is a certain distance froni the one or the other' extremity, 

,,,here the greatest breadth' eM ought to be placed to render the resistance 

a minimum: it. is. required therefore to', determine, the distance AD, 
which will make the expression for the resistan.ce a minimum.' To do 
. . 'DC~.· . DC2 
this, mu~tiply C x A C~ ~ (n - v)'l + C ~ B C~ x (n + w)'l. by the un

, . AC~'x Bei 

known quantIty C X DC'l· The relation of the terms' will Qe the 

same. We.sha.1I, then, have (Be2
) x (n -v)'1+AC'l.x (n+wt, which 

is to pe a minim1fm (NOTE S3.).. 

, Let AB=a, AD=x; then BD .' a-x; make DC= 1; n-v=p 

and n+w=q, and y~u will have AC'1=X'l+l and BC<J=a'l-~ax+~'1'+l 
Then t~e quantity, which is tobe a minimum, will be (x'l+ 1) X qi+ 
(a'1 - 2ax + x'+.i)'x pl." Take the fluxion ·2q9.XX - 2ap'1x + 2p'lXX 

= 0; whence (p9. + q'2)' X X =ap'l .from which we have this proportion, 
. 2' . 2 2 . . . 

(n ~~) +, (n-v) : (n-:-v) :: 4B: AD; so that t~e greater wand v 
are in proportion to n, which takes place in prop~rtion' as the velocity 

becomes more con~iderable, the less wili A D become. When wand v 

are supposed == 0, :which may. take pla~e, when the ve~ocity is small, 

then AD = ~ 2 AB. It is on wand 'D then that the ' det~rmi~ation of the 

. place" where the midship' bend . o~ght to' be, depends. But thes'e are 

precisely the two quantities,' which cannot be 'deterinined" since they vary 

with the velocity. It seemH to follow" that to render the resistance always 

a· minimum" the place of the gre~test breadth ought to vary; a thing' 

which is not possible. 

(64.) We can co~dude nothing therefore from this" except that the 

greatest breadth' ought to b'e something before the middle~ Supposing' 

the place of the midship bend to be determined for a certain velocity, 

the'problem will not be therefore-solved, since the determination will only 

be founded on one supposition. 

http:We.sha.1I
http:resistan.ce
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(65.,. . For' example, let a vessel sail with great velocity J so as to run 

20 feet a second. . Let· the water in this -case, be one foot more elevated_ 

at the head, than at the stern.' As it will be at the lowest·only·near the 

Btern-post, it- may be supposed that at the middle between the stern-post 
and the stem, it' will be half a foot lower' than at the stem; the curreni 

.of water then h~s, a veloCity" equal to th,at which a body would acquire 

in falling from the height of half a foot, namely; a veloCity wh~ch would 
carry it ""33 feet in one second. ~his only t~kes place at th~ surface. 
The velocity ,decreases according to the depth as far, as, the keel, where 

it is nothing; 'we' may therefore s'uppose in ord~r to have: a mean., a 

velocity o~ 3 feet a .second. It .ought, to be further diminished, because' the 

w~t'~r w'hich is raised 'up before the;greatest Qreadth, 'has a ~otion in a 

contrary directi~n, that. is in the' same direction with the ship. All thi~ 
does not take place unle'ss the ~h'ip sails in smooth water; it ther~ be any 

sea, the elevation or depressio~ of !he fluid wiIlb~ reduced to n~thi~g or 

to very lit.tIe. On this account I shall.~uppose that when, the velocity of 

the, ship' is 20 feet per second, that of'the water in the' con.trary direction 

and abaft the greatest breadth, is one foot pe'r secorid,and that before 
in the direction of the ship it is half a"toot per second; on this' supposition 

we have n = 20, W ='1, 11 = 0,5; 'then n + 1.0 =21; 'n - 11 = 19,5, con':' 

sequently' en + W)i =441, and (n':"v)'l-= 380,25.. ' Now if AB or a ,be' 
supposed = 100, AD or x will be =46, that is, th~ greatest breadth ,viII be 
in this case rt of the length before the _middle. 

It must be again confess~d that this calculation being founded only upon 
certain suppositions, we' cannot derive' any conclusions from it, except that 

the main breadth should be placed a little before th~ middle, as has been 

shewn before. However the exact place of the' main breadth, to produce 

the desired effect, does not require the most rigor~us determination, since 

the resistance may al~o be diminished by the form of the water-line~ 

afore and "abaft the main breadth. We shall find hereafter certain means 

of determining with z:nore exactness the place, w~ere it is proper to place 
the midship bend~ . -" 
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(66.) We may ho\vever draw another advantage froin these att~mpts; 

since n ~ 'V ~nd n +tV exp~ess the velocity, with which the ship meets the 

\vater, and the effe~t of the resistanc~' is for the fore part as (n -. 1')2, 

and for the after part as (n + w)'1., 'these two quan,titiesmay be considered 

as absolute,' forces, which act against tile ship, and which are always 

greater on th,e after, part 'than on .the 'forepa~t; and if we suppose all 
ships to have the same veloci,ty, "the ~umbers '380,25 and 441 'may be 
considered' for . all, 'as given coefficients of the resistance. But these 
quantities being invariable, it would be better to employ for ,this purpose 
lower numbers in the same proportion, . as 6 and 7 ; . then the expression 
.,' DC2 

for the resistance on the forepart, will be 6 X A C2 X C, and for that ,on 
, 'DC2. 

the aft part ,7. x B C2 . x ,C. The numbers 6 and 7 . are always founded 

on certain suppositions; for if w had been' equal to 2 or to t, then 

instead of 7 the given coefficrent of the resistance for the after part 
would have been ... 7,7 or ,6,6;,. but mathematjc~l. precision' not being 
~equired in practice, .it is better. to have an expression, in ,some degree 
erroneous, provided ,there, be . nothing absurd in it, than to ~ want one 
altogether. ' _ , 

As ,it. still remains to apply these expressions, and since fro~. the 
absolute resistance' is derived not only the relative direct resistance, but 
also'the'lateral and ve~ti~al, we shall give the fo~Iowing constructio~, which 
will serve to find the value of these three forces. 

(67.). LetA CD B '(Fig. 17.) be a plan~ inclined to the horizon 
(NOTE 34.). Suppose' that it is met by a fluid with a force EF, in a 

horizontal direction from E to F. 
From F draw the line F I parallel t~ the 4orizon; from E drawn·E G 

perpendicular to the plane: E G will express the force, w~ich acts per
pendicularly to this plane. From G draw G H perpendicular to EF; 
E H is the relative direct force. ,From E draw the line E I perpendicular 
to F I, and draw G I; then tpe triangle E 1 G will be perpendicular to the 
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horizon. From G a perpendicular 'G K is let fall to EI or to the horizon, 
,and' G K will be the relative vertical force. Draw a'line from K' to II; 
it will be perpendi~ular to E F, and the dis~nce KH will represe~t the 
relative' lateral force. So that the relative direct, vertical, and lateral 
forces, which act at the point F, are expressed by E iI,' G K a'nd' K H. 
To., apply this to the b.ody Gf the ship; let aacd (Fig. ,18.) be the fore 
llartof this body; aa, bb, cc, &c~ the water-lines at equal distances from 

each other, 'and AK,. BL, MN, &c"the vertical sections, which are also 
, " 

at equal distance. , 
To. find the ~irect, vertical, and lateral fGrces, which ,act on "the fore 

part of the ship, divide all th~ spacesCABD, DBMO, &c"i~to,triangles, 
which is done in CABD by means of the diagonal AD., . 

From D and A draw the lines D F, AE 'perpendicular to A C, DB; 
and from F and E draw in like ~anner EH, FG perpen'dicul~r to 

aa, bb. 
Draw the two. parallel lines RS, PQ (Fig. 19.) at a distance fro.m 

each other equal to. thatof the vertical sections. To these two. lines draw 

the ' perpendicular RP produced; transfer the distance DF from P to T; 
draw T R ; . fromT draw T U perpendicular to T R. 

If UIJ, express the absolute force, UP will express the' relative direct 

force, FG (Fig. 18.) the vertical, and.G D the lateral force, which act o.n the 
triangle A CD. But as the absolute force is co.nstant, we may take for 

this force; the distance between the sections. Wherefo.re draw P W 
(Fig. 19.) perpendicular to. the line R~; from W dra,v WX perpendicular 
to RP, and P X will be the relative direct force. 

. . 
Set off the distance F G (Fig. 18.), which is the vertical force when 

the' abso.lute force is R U;, from Z to ~ so that the line ~Y may be 

perpendicular to P Q (Fig. 19.). 
, " 

As the fo.rce R Cl has been reduced to RP, the one Z Y ought to. be 
diminished in the same proportion. Dra,v therefo.re the line T X. Then 

YZ : YJ3 :: RP : RX :: R U : RP; consequently Y,B ~jll be the 
relative vertical force on the triangle A CD (Fig" 18.). 

http:therefo.re
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Transfer D G from P to ~ (Fig. 19.); draw ~ R. It is seen in the 

same manner that ~X is the lateral force on the same triangle; and con
sequently, the relative"direct, vertical, and lateral forces are expressed by 

P x, {3 Y and, ~~ when R P is the absolute force. We get the effect of 
these forces by multiplying them by the triangle A CD." The same 

operation does for the triangle ADB, and so for the others. 

(68.) "Now if we have the resistance on the fore part equal M; that on 
the aft equal N; the whole resistance according to the last article, will be 
proportional" to 6 M + 7 N; but as we have taken for the absolute force, 
the distance between the sections, which may be greater in one plane 

than in another, the relative force on one ship. cannot be compared with 

that which acts on ano~her. "It is necessary then to find a plane figure, 

which being moved in the water with the same velocity as the ship, meets 
with the same resistance; this is called the plane of resistance. If the 
distance between the sections = m, the plane of" re~istance will be = 
6M+"7N" "" 
---- (NOTE 35.). For example, let M=18, N=16, m=5; then we 

13m" " 

shall have 6M + 7N = 3,38; -that is to say, the ship meets with the same 
13m" 

~esistance as a plane would of 3,38 feet area, when moved with the same 
velocity as the ship. Thus the plane of resistance is 3,,38 liquare feet. .. 

(69.) To find the direct resistance, or the plane of resistance for the 

Privateer (Fig. 47, 48, and 49.). 

To "obtain with the greatest exactness the construction and calculation 

of the forces, we have made the vertical plan of the body on a larger scale. 

The sections which are at equal distances, are represented by 7r, {3, 

Z, X, U, &c, afore cp, and by 32, 30, 28, &c. abaft cp; 1"1 is the load 
water-line, when the ship is fitted. Below this line are drawn others, 22, 33, 

44, ~c. all which are parallel to the load water-line, and at equal distances 

from each other. By this means, the whole surface of the body is divided 

into spaces like B7r(3E;' these spaces are divided triangularly by the 

diagonals AB, 7rE, &c. 
G 
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From {1 draw the line AC .perpendicular to B'lr; from '1T' and E, the 

line 1'1!'~ ~}? .perp~~dicul~r '~oE{3, B'1T'. From C draw CD perpen
diculp.f ,to .~he water-line. From F and I .draw the lines F H and I G 

also perpendicular to the water-lines, and so on for the other spaces. 
This construction being made, draw two parallel lines IK, LM, 

(Fig.~1.) at a distance from each other equal to that between the sections; 

draw NO perpendicular· to them. 
Set off A C (Fig. 20.) from N to P (Fig. 21.); make NQ equal to 

the distance of the section 'lr from the stem; draw P Q. But as the dis

tance between the first section '1T' and the stem is less than that between the 
sections, and as this latter distance is taken for the perpendiculareffe~t of 
the forces on every space, draw from 0 the line 0 R parallel to P Q. 

Set off DC (Fig.20.)....from Uto W (Fig. ~l.) perpendicular to NR; 
from N and through the point w., draw the line N X; again, from N 
let fall on OR the perpendicular NS, and from S upon NO the .perpen

dicular ST. It will follow by the last article., that NT will be the relative 

direct force, which acts against the triangle AB'If'. 

Draw RT (Fig. 21.); from X draw XY perpendicular to LM; Xl"" 
is the vertical force, which acts against the same triangle; and in this 
manner are found the direct and vertical forces". which act against the 
triang'le 25 (Fig. 20.» ' 

To find the direct and vertical forces, which acton the triangle 24,_ 

\ve proceed as has b.een just explained in the last article. Make a'b 
(Fig. 21.} perpendicular to LM, set off the distance EF (Fig. 20.) from a 

to e (Fig. 21.)J from ~ draw ad perpendicular to be, fromd draw de per
pendicular to ab; ae will be'the direct force. Draw ce; and set off the 

distance FH (Fig.20.) from the line be (Fig.21.) to the line LM per

pendicular to the latter;- fg will be the vertical force on th~ triangle 

24 (Fig. 20.) . 

. The product of these forces multiplied by the area of the triangles, 

gives the effect on each of them" The same operation does for aU 
the spaces. 
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(70.) In the same manner the forces on the after part are found. The 

construction for it is represented in Fig. 2~. The value of all these forces 
is taken on a decimal scale, and a table of them made in the following 

manner. As at present we only seek the direct forces, the effects of these 
farces alone are put down. 

The distance between the sections =4,95 feet. The distance between 

the water-lines = ~,25 feet = ~ feet and a quarter, half of which .:... 1 foot 
and an eighth. 

GQ 



Direct Resistance to the Pri"Oateer, (Fig. 47, 4.8, 49.) before cp. 

Between the 1st and 2d water-lines. Between tlle 2d and 3d water-lines. 

Triangles. Direct fhis force Triangles. Direct This force jrriangles. Direct This force Triangles. Direct This force 

,.--~ resis- X by the r---"---. res is xbythe ,.--'--' resis- Xbythe ~ resis xbythe 
No. Base. tance. base. No. Base. tance. base. ~o. Base. tance. base. No. Base. tance. base. 
- - - - ---- -- ---
25 2,02 2,11 4,16 26 1,07 1,83 1,95 25 1,07 1,67 1,78 26 
23 4,25 1,53 4,70 24 3,40 1,42 4,82 23 3,40 1,17 3,97 24 2,64 1,02 2,69 
21 3,74 1,15 4,30 22 3,37 1,12 3,77 21 3,37 0,93 3;13 22 2,72 0,89 2,42 

19 2,83 0,75 2,12 20 2,79 0,72 2,00 19 2,79 0,63 1,75 20 2,47 0,57 1,40 

17 2,12 0,53 1,12 18 2,39 0,53 1,26 17 2,39 0,51 1,21 18 2,47 0,49 1,21 
15 1,62 0,36 0,58 16 1,90 0,38 0,72 15 1,90 0,36 0,68 16 2,12 0,37 0,78 
13 1,07 0,21 0,22 14 1,39 0,25 0,34 13 1,39 0,23 0,32 14 1,73 0,26 0,44 
11 0,72 0,10 0,07 12 1,06 0,15 0,16 11 1,06 0,19 0,20 12 1,34 0,19 0,25 

9 0 ,53 0,07 0,03 10 0,72 0,11 0,07 9 0 ,72 0,10 0,07 10 1,02 0,14 0,14 
70,33 0,03 0,01 80,48 0,06 0,02 70,48 0,05 0,02 80,67 0,08 0,05 
50,25 0,02 0,00 60,31 0,03 0,01 50,31 0,03 0,01 60,47 0,04 0,01 
30,14 0,01 0,00 40,20 0,02 0,00 30,20 0,02 0,00 40,30 0,02 0,00 
11°,10 0,00 0,00 20,15 0,01 0,00 10,15 0,01 0,00 20,22 0,01 0,00- - - -

17,31 15,12 13,14 9,39 
xbYih~ight~ .1 +t l+i 1+i 1+i

oftnan. _ - -
Effects. 19,47 17,01 14,78 10,56 

Between the 3d and 4th water-lines. Between the 4th and 5th water-lines. 

Triangles. Direct This force Triangles. Direct This force Triangles. Direct This force Triangles. Direct This force 

~ resis xbytbe .~ resis xbythe r--'--\ resis- Xbythe ~ resis- Xbythe 
No. Base. tance. base. No. Base. tance. base. No~ Base. tance. base. N°'I~ lance. base. 
- ---- - -- - --
23 2,64 Q,86 2,27 24 1,73 0,57 0,98 23 1,73 0,61 1,05 24 

1 

°,81 0,44 0,35 
21 2,72 0,74 2,01 22 2,07 0,65 1,34 21 2,07 0,51 1,05 221,50 0,40 0,60 
19 2,47 0,50 1,23 20 1,92 0,44 0,84 191,92 0,38 0,72 201,46 0,32 0,46 
17 2,47 0,45 I,ll 18 2,12 0,40 0,84 17 2,12 0,37 0,78 18 1,50 0,30 0,45 
15 2,12 0,37 0,78 16 2,01 0,33 0,66 15 2,01 0,31 0,62 16 1,58 0,23 0,36 
13 1,73 0,28 0,48 14 1,84 0,27 0,49 13 1,84 0,23 0,42 14 1,58 0,18 0,27 
11 1,34 0,19 0,25 12 1,61 0,19 0,30 11 1,61 0,19 0,30 12 1,64 0,18 0,29 
9 1,02 0,14 0,14 10 1,29 0,14 0,18 91,29 0,15 0,19 10 1,40 0,13 0,18 
70,67 0,08 0,05 80,96 0,10 0,09 70,96 0,09 0,08 81,13 0,11 0,12 
50,47 0,04 0,01 60,72 0,07 0,05 50,72 0,06 0,04 60,93 0,07 0,06 
30,30 0,03 0,01 '4 0,46 0,04 0,01 30,46 0,04 0,01 40173 0,04 0,02 
1 0,220,02 0,00 20,34 0,03 0,01 10,34 0,02 0,00 20,55 0,03 0,01- - :- -

8,34 5,79 5,26 3,17 
X by ~ h~ight l. 1 +i 1++ 1+i 1+ioftnan.. __. - - -

9,38 6,51 5,91 3,56 
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Direct Resistance to tlte Privateer before cpo 

Between the Slll and 6th water-lines. Between the 6th .and 7th water-lines. 

Tdangle"IDi'~ct This force Triangles. Direct This force Triangles. Direct This force Triangles. Direct This force 
~ reSIS xhy the ~ resis- Xbythe, ~ resis- Xbythe ~ resis- Xby the 
No.j Base. ,~ base. No. Base. tance. base. No. Base. tance. base. No. Base. lance. base. --  - ------  -  --- I23 0,81 

1 

°,35 0,28 
21 1,50\0,34 0,51 22 1,00 0,20 0,20 21 1,00 0.,19 0.,19 22 0.,30 0,05 0.,01 
19 1,46,0,28 0,40 2'0 0,97 0,17 0.,16 19 0,97 0.,16 0,,15 20 0,50 0,07 0.,03 
17 1,50 

1 

°,23 0,34 18 0,90 0.,14 0,12 17 0,90 0.,11 0,09 18 0,40 0,06 0,02 
15 1,58\0,18 0,28 16 0,93 0,11 0.,10 . 15 0,93 0,08 0,07 16 0,,~5 0,05 0,01 
13 1,58,0,16 0,25 14 0,97 0,09 0,08 13 0,97 0,07 0,06 14 0040 0,04 0,01 
11 1,64,0.,14 0,22 12 1,10 0,07 0,07 11 1,10 0.,06 0,06 12 0.,40 0,03 0,01 

9 1,400,11 0,15 10 1,13 0,06 0,06 9 1,13 0,05 0,05 10 0,40 0,02 0,01 
71,13 0,08 0,09 81,08 0,05 0,05 71,08 0,04 0,04 80,40 0,02 0,01 
50,93 0,06 0,05 60,90 0,04 0,03 50,90 0,03 0.,02 60,39 0.,01 0,00 
30,73 0,04 0,02 40,82 0,03 0,02 30,82 0.,02 0,01 40,35 0,01 0,00 
10,55 0,02 0,01 20,79 0.,02 0,01 10.,79 0,01 0,00 20,28 0,00 0,00-  -  -  -2,60 0,90 0.,74 0,11 

X by! h~igbt~. 1 +i 1+i l+{ l+ioftnan. __ -  -  -
2,92 1,01 0,83 0,12 

Direct Resistance to the Privateer abaft q,. 
Between the 1st and 2d water-lillcs. Between the 2d and 3d water-lines. 

Triangles. Direct This force Triangles. Direct Thill force rrriangies. Direct This force Triangles. Direct Thill force 

~ resis- Xbythe ~ resis- Xbythe ~ resis xbythe ~ resis- Xbythe 
No. Base. tance. base. No. Base. lance. base. No. Base. tance. base. No. Base. tance. base. 
- -  - --  - -  -  -  ---  - - -  -- 
31 6,22 1,14 7,09 32 3,13 1,52 4.,75 31 3,04 0,95 2,88 32 1,73 0,60 1,03 

29 3,50 0,58 2,03 30 3.,00 0.,85 2.,55 29 3,00 0,64 1,92 30 2,01 0.,60 1,20 

27 2,40 0,37 0,88 28 2,62 0,42 1,10 27 2,62 0,45 1,17 28 2,05 0.,50 1,02 

25 1,72 0,28 0,48 26 2,31 0,31 0,71 25 2,31 Oj35 0,57 26 2,07 0,35 0,72 

23 1,20 0,18 0,21 24 1,72 0.,24 0,41 23 1.,72 0,25 0,43 24 2.,02 0,28 0.,56 

21 1,08 0,19 0,20 22 1,47 0,21 0,30 21 1,47 0,21 0,30 22 1,65 0,22 0,36 

19 0,75 0,09 . 0,06 20 1.,12 0,13 0,14 19 1,12 0,15 0,16 20 1,61 0,27 0,33 

17 0,64 0,07 0,04 18 0,91 0.,11 0.,10 17 0,91 0,13 0,11 18 1.,21 0,15 0,18 

15 0,51 0,07 0,03 16 0,76 0,09 0,06 15 0,76 0,11 0,08 16 1,00 0,12 0,12 

13 0,39 0,05 0,02 14 0,56 0,06 0,03 13 0,56 0,07 0,03 14 0,8.1 0,10 0,08 

11 0,35 0,04 0,01 12 0,50 0,06 0,03 11 0.,50 0,05 0,02 12 0,68 0,07 0,04 

90,31 0,03 0,01 10 0,43 0,04 0,01 90,43 0,04 0,01 10 0,56 0,05 0,02 

70,26 0,02 0,00 80,:14 0,04 0,01 70,34 0,03 0,01 80,45 0,04 0,01 

50,17 0,02 0,00 60,26 0,02 0,00 50,26 0,02 0,00 60,31 0.,03 0,01 
30,15 0,01 0,00 40,20 0,02 0,00 30,20 0,01 0,00 40,23 0,02 0,00 
10,11 0,00 0,00 20,140,01 0,00 10,14 0,00 0,00 20.,16 0,01 0,00 

- - 
11,06 10,28 7,69 5.,68 

X by ~ h~ight l. 1 +..!. 1+i 1+7 l+t
oftnan. __8 - -  - 

12,44 11,47 8,65 6,39 



Direct Resistance to tlte Privateer abaft cpo 
Between the 3d and 4th water-lines. Between the 4th and 5th water-lines. 

Triangles. Direct This forc!: TrIangles. Direct fhis force :l'nangles. Direct fhi! force Triangles. Direct IThis force 
~ resis xbythe '~ resis- Xbythe ~..-.I resis xbythe ~ resis- xby the 
No. Base. tance. base. No. Base. tance. base. No. Base. tance. base. No. Base. tance. base.- ---- - ---- - -- - -

0,1631 1.,73 0,48 .0,83 32 1,07 0,29 0,31 31 1,07 0,27 0,28 32 0,70 0,11 
29 2.,01 0,48 0,96 30 1,35 0,29 0,39 29 1,35 0,28 0,37 30 0,88 0,16 0,14 
27 2.,05 0,40 0,82 28 1,40 0,29 0,40 27 1,40 0,26 0,36 28 0,93 0,16 0,14 
25 2.,07 0,31 0,64 26 1,49 0,27 0,41 25 1,49 0,25 0,37 26 1,00 0,16 0,16 
23 2.,02 0,26 0,52 24 1,69 0,26 0,43 23 1,69 0,24 0,40 24 I,ll 0,16 0,17 
21 1.,65 0,21 0,34 22 1,61 0,21 0,33 21 1,61 0,19 0,30 22 1,23 0,16 0,19 
19 1,61 0,20 0,32 20 1,70 0,19 0,32 19 1,70 0,18 0,30 20 1,24 0,15 0,18 
17 1.,21 0,12 0,14 18 1,50 0,16 0,24 17 1,50 0,13 0,19 18 1,30 0,14 0,18 
~5 1.,00 0,11 0,11 16 1,34 0,14 0,18 15 1,34 0,12 0,16 16 1,37 0,13 0,17 
13 0.,81 0,08 0,06 14 0,98 0,09 0,08 13 0,98 0,10 0,09 14 1,17 0,12 0,14 
11 0.,68 0,07 0,04 12 0,88 0,08 0,07 11 0,88 0,09 0,07 12 1,13 0,09 0,10 

90.,56 0,04 0,02 10 0,74 0,06 0,04 9 0 ,74 0,06 0,04 10 0,91 0,07 0,06 
7°.,45 0,03 0,01 80,63 0,05 0,03 70,63 0,05 0,03 ·8 0,76 0,05 0,03

:5 0.,31 0,02 0,00 60,39 0,03 0,01 ~ 50,39 0,04 0,01 60,62 0,03 0,01 
3 0.,23 0,01 0,00 40,31 0,02 0,00 30,31 0,02 0,00 40,40 0,02 0,00 
10,16 0,00 0,00 20,19 0,01 0,00 10,19 0,01 0,00 20,260,01 0,00 

4,81 3,24 2,97 1,78 
X by! he~ght~. 1 ++ 1+-}, !...±i l+i

of tnan. 5,41 ~ 3,64 ' 3,34 2,00 
Between the 5th and 6th water-lines. Between the 6th and 7th water-lines. 

Triangles·IDirect Thi! force\ Triangles. Direct Ihis force r1'riangles. Darect This force Triangles. Direct 11115 lorce 
~ resis xbytbe ~ resis- Xbytbe ~ resis- Xbythe "-v--' ' resis- XbytheNo. Base. tance. base. No. Base. tance. base. No. Base. tance. base. No. Base. tance. base.---- --

;31 ----- - - --31 0,70 0,15 0,10 32 0,41 0,08 0,03 0.,41 0,07 0.,02 32 0,22 0.,05 0,01 
29 0,88 0,15 0,13 :10 0,56 0,08 0,04 29 0.,56 0,07 0,03 30 0,29 0,04 0,01 
27 0,93 0,15 0,1.3 28 0~61 0,08 0,04 27 0,61 0.,07 0.,04 28 Q,32 0,04 0,01 
25 1,00 0,15 0,15 26 0,62 0,08 0.,04 25 0,62 0,07 0.,04 26 0,31 0,03 0,01 
23 I,ll 0,15 0,16 24 0,64 0,08 0,05 23 0,64 0,07 0,04 24 0,31 0.,03 0.,01 
21 1,23 0,15 0,18 22 0,75 0,08 0.,06 21 0,75 0,07 0.,05 22 0.,31 0,02 0.,00 
19 1,24 0,14 0,17 20 0,78 0,08 0,06 19 0,78 0.,07 0,05 20 0,31 0,02 0,,00 
17 1,30 0,13 0,16 18 0,83 0,08 0)06 17 0,83 0)06 0,,04 18 0,31 0)02 0)00 
15 1,37 0,12 0,16 16 0;83 0,05 0)04 15 0)83 0)05 0,04 16 0,31 0,01 0,00 
13 1,17 0,10 0,11 14 0,88 0,05 0)04 13 0,88 0,04 0,03 14 0,31 0,01 0,00 
II 1,13 0,07 0,07 12 0,95 0,05 0,04 11 0,95 0,04 0,03 12 0,28 0.,01 0,00 
90,91 0,05 0,04 10 0,76 0,04 0,03 9°,76 0,03 0,02 10 0,26 0,01 0,00 
70,76 0,04 0,03 80,76 0,04 0,03 70)76 0,,03 0,02 80,25 0,00 0,00 
50,62 0,03 0,0"1 60,76 0,03 0,02 50,76 0,02 0,01 60,24 0,00 0,00 
30,'40 0,02 0,00 40,54 0,02 0,01 31°,540,02 0,01 40,23 0,00 0,,00 
10,26 0,01 0,00 20,380,01 0,00 1,0,380,01 0,00 20,21 0,00 0,00 

1,60 - -
0,59 0,47 0,05 

X by ! he~ght} . 1 +-; 1 +i l+i 1++oftnan. -
0,66 0,061,80 0,53 

. 
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Recapitulation of the direct Resistances betw.een the lines offloatation. 

For the part afore cp 

Between th~ 1st and 2d} = 
water-hnes ••••••• 

Between the 2d and 3d -
3d and 4th -
4th and 5th -
6th and 6th -
6th and 7th -

Agains,t the stem .•••• = 

36,48 

25,34 

15,89 

9,47 

3,,93 

0,95 

13,16 

Whole resistance afore cp.;: 105,22 

For the part abaft cp 

Between th~ 1st and 2d} = 
water-hnes ••••••. 

Between the 2d and 3d 
3d and 4th = 

4th and 5th = 
5th and 6th = 
6th and 7th c:: 

23,9 1 

15,04 

9,05 . 

5,34 

2,46 

0,,59 

Against the rudder. -t. = 20,00 

Whole resistance abaft cp = 76,,39

(71.) According to Article ,Q8, the plane of resistance-=6~:~7 N . 

In this example M = 105,22, N c:: 76)39, and m = 4,95; then the 'half area 
. t ,6:x 10f),2~+ 7 x 76,39 1.166,05 8f I I fo tIe pane 0 reSIS ance = ,13 x 4,95 - 64,35 = 1 ,12. 

Consequently this frigate will meet with, .from the fluid, a resist~nce equal 

to that which a plane would meet with of 36,24 square feet or a perfect 

square of 6 feet, moved with a velocity equal to that of the vessel. 
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• 

ON THE CENTER OF EFFORT OF THE WIND ON THE SAILS, 

AND THEIR MOMENT ROUND THE SHIP'S CENTER OF GRAVITY. 

(72.) THE effect of the wind on the sails is that force, which gives 
the ship head-way, and which is propoitional to the size of the sails; 
80 that a greater surface of the sails ought to cause a greater v~locity in 

the ship. On this account people endeavour to make the sails as large as 
possible: but as the length of the ship determines the breadth of the sails, 

they cannot become very large without being o~ considerable height. 
But very large sails, and particularly very high sails, cause a great in

clination ; . and since with a certain force o.f wind, the inclindtion ought not 

to be more than a· certain determinate degree, it becomes n~cessary to 

restrain the size and . length of the sails within certain limits, which may 

be determined in the following manntfr. 

(73.) By referring to Article 59, we shall see that when a body is In 
motion, the pressure of the water on the after part produced by this motion, 
is a negative quantity, a~d this not only in regard to the direct resistance, 

but also in reg'ard to the vertical and lateral resistances. Suppose then AB 
(Fig. 23.) a ship moved from B towards A with a certain force, in a 

resisting flui~. 
Let D G be the direct force of the water against the head of the ship, 

the direction of which is from D to G; let IE be the direct force of the 

water on the after part, the direction of which is from I to E j let G H 
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be the vertical force of the water upon the head., the direction of which 

is from G to H, and K I the same force on the after part, the direction 

of which is from K to 1. We shall have D H for the 'resultant of the 

forces on the fore part, the direction of which is from D to H; and K E 

for the resultant of those on the after part, the direction of which will 

be from K to E. 
Produce the lines D H, E K to meet in F. Make F N" F 0 =D Hi 

E K; complete as usual the parallelogram of the forces F N PO; draw 

the diagonal P F "and produce it. From the center of gravity of the ship 

C draw CL, eM, and CQ, perpendicula'r to DH, EK; and PF. We shall 

have FN x CL + FO x CM = FP x CQ; consequently, if PF is the 

force and the direction of the wind, and the center of gravity of the 

sails is in the line P F, the surface of the sails being perpendicular to the 

same line, the ship would go a-head without the el~vation or depression of 

either of its extremities. But the direction of the wind must be considered 

as horizontal; wherefore from C, Nand F draw the lines CJV, NS 
perpendicular, and F R parallel to the horizon.; and through P the line 

TR parallel to NS; then FS+NT=DG+IE=FR=the whole 

direct resistance. 

The triangles CQWand FRP being similar, CQ : CW :: FR : FP, 
and hence CQ x FP = CW x FR. 

As the horizontal effort of the wind on the sails is necessarily equal 

to the horizontal effort of the water on the hull of the ship" the point 

W will be the proper height of the center of -gravity of the sails, the 

direction X Y of the wind on the sails being parallel to the horizon. 

(74.) If the center of, gravity of the sails is not situated in the line 

X Y or in W, but for example in a, then the ship will incline towards the 

head. If on the contrary the center of gravity be in {3, the after part 

win be farther immersed. Wh~refore" that a ship may not have any 

motion of this kind, either forward or aft" by means of the sails" the center 

of effort of the wind on the sails should be situated in some part of the 

lineXY. 
H 
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Hence we see of what consequence it is to have this c~nter at the 

proper height., when the ship sails with the wind aft. For if it is situated 

in a., or in {3., a greater quantity of sail would not increase the sailing 

proportionally to the surface (NOTE 36.), because one or other of the 

extremities of the ship would be depressed., by. which the resistance would 

be increased. 

(75.) In a ship full at the load water-line forward., and lean below, the 
resultant of the effort of the water rises very much; to sail well therefore 

it ought to have high sails: on the other hand., in a ship the forepart 

of which is very full under the water, the resultant .will not rise much: 
consequently, to sail well, it ought to have sails less high. The after part 

of the ship is equally to be considered in the determination of the center 
of effort of . the sails. 

'rhis proves that two ships of the same length, breadth, and tonnage, 

may have the same stability, and yet require different heights of the sails 

to sail equally well with the wind aft. 

(76.) We cannot determine from the last articles the surface which 
the sails ought to have; for the proper height of the center of effort of the 
wind on the sails being once determined, it would. be convenient with the 

wind aft to give the sails the greatest possible surface, without affecting 

the condition in regard to the height. But it is not the same when the 

ship . is on a wind. This center will then be much higher than the 
resultant of the force of the water on the side of the ship, and as soon as 

the wind acts on the ~ails the vessel assumes an inclination, which ought 

not to exceed a certain degree, the moment of the sails., and the force 

of the water being given. 

(77.) To determine the surface proper to be given to the sails, from 
the knowledge which we have of the effect of the wind on planes or sails., 

with different velocities in different directions, it would be necessary to· enter 
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upon long calculations of great difficulty, and yet of little importance. 

We may compare plans of ships and of their rigging, which are tried 

and known, and nothing will be required further than to be guided by 

those ships, which have the best proportion of canvass, with respect to 

the center of effort. of the wind on the sails and the stability; which will 

be seen by what follows: 
Let AB C (Fig. 24.) be a ship inclined by the eWort of the wind H G. 

Let AB be the load water-line; D the center of gravity of the ship; 

E the center of gravity of the displacement,. and G the heig'ht of the 

center of effort of the wind on the sails. If from E we draw a vertical 

line E F, F will be the metacenter. From D draw D K perpendicular 

to E F, make the force of the wind, which acts perpendicularly to the 

line G D = £1; that which acts in the line E F (which is equal to the 

displacement) = D. 

(78.) As the rotatory motion is round the center of gravity 
(Art. 25.), the moment of the sails to incline the ship, will be equal to 
D G xU; the moment of the ship to resist the inclination = D K x D. 
But 'since, whatever be the length of F D,' it preserves a constant pro

portion to KD at equal inclinations (NOTE 37.), we may always express 

the' moment of the ship to resist inclination by F D X D, which moment 

ought to have a certain proportion to D G x U, in order that the 

degree of inclination may be the same, D G being considered as an arm 

of a lever of the second or third order. 

The wind acting in the direction H G, the ship is impelled from B 

towards A, and the resistance of the water will act in the line IL, which 

passes either above or below the center of gravity D. If IL pass above 

the center of gravity, the stability will be increased;' if below it,' the 

stability will be diminished. 

(79.) It requires considerable labour to calculate on the plan of each 

ship, the direction of the resistance of the ,vater on the side; and it may be 

u2 
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sufficient to know that the mean direction of this resistance rises less in 

ships., the hulls of which are very lean, as well towards the extremities as 

towards the keel, than in those ships which are full throughout. As this 

however cannot produce a considerable effect on the ·stability., we may 
suppose, without running the risk of making a great error, that this mean 

direction passes through the center of gravity of the ship. So that the 

moment of the sails, relatively to the center of gravity of the ship, should 

always have a certain proportion to the whole weight of the ship, multi

plied by the distance of the center of gravity D from the metacenter F; 
that is to say, the moment of the sails in all ships is equal to m x D F X D. 
The value of the coefficient m can only be determined by experience. 

(SO.) 1 have calculated the moment of the sails· for several ships 

in use, and I have found, if the length of the ship, from the stem to 

the sternpost =~, that the quantity m=S5~5 nearly. So that the absolute 
X 3 . 

moment of the sails for all ships, as well privateers as merchant ships, 

= 35i5 X D F X D (NOTE 38.). '. If now the center of gravity of all 
x . 

frigates of war and privateers, as also smaller vessels, which are built only 
for sailing, down to the smallest pleasure boat, be supposed to be situated in 

the plane of the load water-line (a supposition which may be made with 

great safety, since it cannot be far from thence). the moment of the sails 
will be reckoned from the same plane of the load water-line. We are ~he 
more authorized to do this in such ships, because the lading for those of 
the same kind is always the same., and the weights, which affect the 

~tability., are similarly placed in them. 

(81.) It is not the same for ships engaged in commerce; they take 

various cargoes, which may differ greatly in specific gravity; whence it 

follows, that the c.enter of gravity may be situated either higher or lower" 

notwithstanding the vessel is brought down to the same draught of water. 
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When the cargo consists of merchandize of little specific gravity, we 
may lower the center of gravity, by putting ballast in the bottom of the 

ship; but as little ballast is taken as possible, particularly when the cargo 
is bulky. Whence the ship necessarily loses stability. If the cargo 
consist of several kinds of merchandize of different specific gravity, 
a skilful arrangement of the heaviest at the bottom" and the lightest above, 

may give the necessary stability. It also sometimes happens that these 
ships sail with only ballast . 

. Hence we see that the center of gravity of a ship with its cargo-is not 
always in the same point; wherefore the moment of stability varies, and 
consequently that of the effort of the sails. 

The expression however for the moment of the sails, in all these 
variations, is equally correct with relation to. the displacement, and the 

position of the center of gravity of the ship and lading. 
We have seen in the preceding articles the manner of determining the 

height of the center of effort . of the wind on the sails, when the wind is 

aft; here is found the product of the area of the' sails" multiplied by the 
distance of their common center of gravity. from the load water-line, or 
from the center of gravity of the· ship. 

(82.) It appears from the investigation of these two points that the 
sails cannot be proportioned so as to conduce most to make the ship sail 
well, by any other method, than by determining the height of the center 

of gravity of the sails, from the mean direction of the water, when the 

ship sails before the wind, and the product of the area of the sails 

multiplied by this height, from the stability of the ship. It hence 

follows, that if we have two ships of the same length, and resisting 
heeling with the same force, but such that the mean direction of the 
water in one, rises more than in the other, the former ought to have 

higher masts and shorter yards than the latter. But one cannot always 
thus proportion the sails; for in a ship where the mean direction 
of the water rises very little, if the moment of the sails is to 
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preserve a proper proportion to the stability, their center of gravity wiU 
necessarily be higher than that which this direction gives; for the yards 

cannot have beyond a certain length, lest they should lock in bracing, 

or the sails becalm each other. It follows, that all other circumstances 
being the same, when these two ships sail with top-gallant sails set, 

the former ought to have the advantage; but if a reef be taken in their 
top-sails, the latter ought to sail the better. 

It is impossible then to proportion the surface and height of the 
sails" so as to obtain in every case the fastest rate of sailing. 

(83.) That the moment of the sails ought to be proportional to the 
cube of the length of the ship, appears to me to rest on no foundation" 

particularly as the force of the wind" on planes of different extent, is pro
portional to their surface. In fact, small vessels have often more canvass 
in proportion to their stability, than large ones; but this arises solely from 

the circumstance of its being desirable to sail as fast in small craft as in 
large ships; the small ones have often occasion even to sail the faster. 

There is less danger besides in giving too much sail to small ships 
than to great ones, because the time taken up in working them" is nearly 
proportional to the homologous sides of the sails: so that a sail twice as 

broad, and twice as high as another, requires twice as much time to work 
it. Whenever therefore a sudden squall takes the ship, the necessary 
manreuvre to prevent dangerous consequences, is executed in less time in 
a small vessel; on ,,~hich account, people venture to give them a little 
greater moment of sail in proportion to their stability. 

The sails, which are comprised in the calculation of their moments, 

are the courses, the top-sails, the top-gallant sails, the main top-mast 

stay-sail" the jib, and fore top-mast stay-sail. 

(8~.) 'Ye cannot find, except by the method of trial, the surface of 
canvass from the moment of the sails. A draught is made of the rigging, 

in which the masts and yards are placed in their usual proportions. The 
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~ails are there also represented in the proper form. and size. The area 

of each sail is calculated, and its center of gravity is determined. The 
product of the area of a sail, multiplied by the distance of its center of 

gravity from the line of floatation, is called its moment. If the surnof 
the moments of all the sails be equal to the given moment, the object 
of research is found. If it be greater or less, the draught must be altered 
till we obtain this equality, the sails still preserving their proportion to each 
other. By dividing afterwards the sum of all these moments, by the sum 
of the area of the sails, we get the distance of t~e center of gravity of the 
sails from the load water-line. 

(85.) The position of the center of gravity of the canvass, with 

respect to the length of the ship, contributes greatly to render the ship 

a good sailer. It is to be determined by the mean direction of the water, 

the ship being close to the wind; and this direction depends on the shape 
of the bottom, according to which it passes before or behind the center of 

gravity of the ship. In a well constructed ship, it ought to pass through 
this center of gravity, or a very little before it; so that, if a sudden 
squall take the ship, it may have a disposition to come to the wind, which 

will not take place, when the direction passes behind this center. 

In ships ,vhich are more lean forward in proportion than they are aft" 
the mean direction passes more before the center of gravity, than in 
those ships which are fuller in this part; on this ~ccount, the center of 

gravity of the sails ought also to be more forward. 'But in this there is one 

inconvenience; which is, that ~he ship inclined by the force of the wind 

is more immersed forward, whence the resistance increases; besides in a 
rough sea the pitching will be more considerable., which must prodigiously 
retard the sailing. 

Experience has led to the discovery of a method of lessening the 

fault of being too ardent; which is., by giving a greater draught of water 

aft than forward, and this difference of draught of water should be greater 

in ships which are lean forward, than in those which are full; by which 
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means., when the ship is close to the wind., the mean direction of the water 

is carried farther aft. Hence the ship becomes less ardent, and the 

center of gravity of the sails may be carried farther aft., taking care 

however., that it still remains at one-twentieth of the length of the ship., 

before the center ~f gravity of the ship. Without which upon an 
inclination of the ship., the direction of the ,wind on the sails (the manner 

in which they are trimmed by the wind being considered) would pass 

too far behind the center of gravity of the ship., whence it would still 
remain too ardent; and" on 'the other hand" this center of gra,vity of 

the sails cannot be situated more than one-tenth of the length Qf the 

ship before the center.of gravity., without producing a great deal of 
pitching occasioned by too much head sail. 

When a ship is too ardent., this ardency may be diminished by putting 

in more after ballast; but such a remedy will be attended with the 

inconvenience that the ship will become a worse sailer., particularly if it 

has full quarters; moreover when it has come about in plying to winq.. 

ward, it will fall off too much. 
When a ship is too little ardent., it is necessary to carry more ballast 

forward. 'But the ship on that account will pitch the more., and when, 

it goes about and the head sails are a-back" it will not be brought round 

easily. 
The rudder may remedy the fault of being too much or too little 

ardent; but by its resistance to the water.,' it will lessen the rate of 
sailing. 

An important conclusion 'which results from all this is., that it is 

necessary to give to a ship a form of body, such that it may neither be too 

much nor too little ardent; and to effect this, one should endeavour to 

make the mean resistance of the water" in sailing close to the wind, pass a 

little before the center of gravity of the ship, as we have said heretofore. 

(86.) Before we' proceed to the application to which the preceding 

rules and remarks lead, it will doubtless be useful to, give the methods 
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of finding, in the easiest manner., t~e center of gravity of sails of every 
form., with a view to calculate their moment as well as their area. 

~he area of a square or rectangular sail, is simply the product 

of its height by its base (Fig. 25.). Its center of gravity is at the 

point of intersection of the diagonals. But for the top-sails, which 

have the form of a trapezium AB CD., if AB = a, CD = b, and EF =mJ 

we shall kave the area = m x a .; b; and if the center of gravity be iii G, 

the distance FG will be = m x 2~ + b b) . 
:3 x a + 

The area of a stay-sail., as AB C (Fig. 26.), is found by multiplying' 

its base B C by half its height A G., and its center of gravity is found., by 

bisecting two of its sides., for example in D and E, and drawing straight lines 

to the opposite angles; these _will meet in the point., which is the center of 

gravity. The area of a spanker sail., as the trapezium ABCD (Fig. 27.)., is 

found by dividing it into two triangles by the line A C; the sum of these 
two triangles ADC and A CB gives the area of the trapezium. 

T,o find its center of gravity., each of its four sides is divided into 

two equal parts in E., F, G., H; from E a line EA is drawn, from F 
the line F C., which meet in I; in the same manner from G the line· G C 
is drawn, from H th~ line HA., which cut each other in K; join Kl. 
From E draw EB, and from H, HD., which meet in L; from F draw 

F B, and from G, GD, which meet in M; join L M, which meets K I 
in N. Then N will be the center of gravity of the trapezium AB CD. 

(87.) Now suppose a Frigate to have 138 feet length from the stem to 

the stern-post, 35 feet and a half breadth; D F (Fig. 24.) or the height of 

the metacenter above the level of the water 5,93 feet; and the displacement 
29000 cubic feet; then the moment of the sails computed from the plane of 

. . . 35,5 x5,93 x 29000
the load water-hne, by the rule given In Art. so, shauld be l' 

(13Srr 

35.,5 = 1,5502284 

{
Log of 5,93 =0,7732110 

29000 = 4,4623980 
Log { 

138 = 2,1398791
of 1 

1383 = 0,7 132930 
. 

6,7858374 
I 
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35 5 x 5,93 x 29000
Thus the logarithm of " 1 = 6,0725444, of which the 

(138)3 

natural number is 1181842 = the moment _of the sails, reckoning' from 
the plane of the load, water-line. 

If we wish to proportion the sails of this frigate, so that their moment 

may be equal to the above moment, we shall not effect it except by 

several trials; that is, by drawing different plans of masts and yards, 
varying the ordinary proportion" so as to get different suits of sails. 

The center of gravity of each sail is determined as it stands in Fig. 28. 

Having calculated the area of each sail, and taken the distance of its 

center of gravity, as well from the load water-li'ne as from the line A B, 

these quantities are ranged in the following order. 

Note. The jib, which is rigged at the top-gallant mast-head, ought 
to be rigged at the head of the top-mast. 

Center of Center of :Moment of The moment gravity of gravity of the sai1sArea of of the sails, Names of the sails. the sails, ' the sails . the sails. from the from the from the from the line AB.water-line. line AB.water-line. 

814 10,041,2 33536,8 8140Mizen top-sail . . . . .. 
1662 22,0116340,0 3656470,0l\tIizen top-gallant sail 
2440 14030087108,0 57,535,7Main sail .. '......... 


24,2240,03028 57,080,0Main top-sail. ' ...... 172596 

1314 160439,4 57,0122,,1 74898Main ,top-gallant sail . 

1416 13126363,5 89916,0Main top-mast stay-sail 92,7 

120,61890 67851,0 227934Fore sail ... ~ ....... 
 35,9 

2428 1~1,4181371,6Fore top-sail ........ 
 29475974,7 

122,8 1320101075 1\2,4 ' 120830,0Fore top-gallant sail .. 

151,2644Jib ............... 
 49,3 31749,2 97373 

164,7Fore top-mast stay-sail 50460,0 14328958,0870 

17581 - 1181842,0 1459126 
':::: 67,22 --_=83 

17581 17581 
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By a little adjusting of the rigging draught, we are able to find the 

moment just mentioned." so that the common center of gravity of the sails 

C ma~ be 67,22 feet above the load water-line; and 83 feet before 

the line AB, or nearly ~ of the length from the stem to the stern-post 

before the center of g-ravity of the ship. But that we nlay be able to see, 

whether or not this common center of gravity is well placed in reg'ard to 

the mean direction of the resistance of the water (Art. 73.), it is necessary 

to g'ive a method for finding this mean dii·ection. 

(88.) To investigate the mean direction of the resistance of the 

water, the plan is used upon which we have calculated the direct resistance. 

We shewed in Art. 72. the method of obtaining all the vertical forces 

Their values are taken upon a scale, and arranged in the order of the 

following table. 
The distance between the water-lines = 2,25 feet, one-third of which 

= 0,75, and two-thirds = 1,50. Also the distance between the' sections 

=4,95, one-third of which = 1,65 and two thirds = 3.13. 
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The vertic~l forces before ¢ for tlte Privateer (Fig. 47~ 48~ 49.). 

Betueen the frames 7(' and f3 (Fig. 20.). Between the frames (3 lind Z. 

Between Triangles. Verti- Force X Triangles. Verti- Force X Between Triangles. Verti- Force X Triangles. Verti- Force X 
the lines t---'-\ cal by the ~ cal by the the lines ~ cal by the .~ cal by the 
offtoat. No. Base. forces. base. No. Base. forces· oase. of float. No. Base. forces. base. No. Base. forces. base. -  - -  -  -  - -  -  --  -  - --- -  - -  --- 
1&2 24 3,40 0~88 2~99 23 4~25 1,40 5,95 1 & 2 22 3,37 1~25 4,21 21 3,74 I~42 5~3I 

2&3 24 2,64 0,65 1,71 23 3,40 1,15 3,91 2&3 22 2,72 1,02 2,77 21 3,37 1,34 4,51 
3&4 24 1,73 0,38 0,65 23 2,64 0,87 2,29 3&4 22 2,07 0,75 .1,55 21 2,72 1,09 .2,96 
4&5 24 0,81 23 1,73 0,58 1,00 4&5 22 1,50 0,49 0,73 21 2,07 0,81 1,67 
5&6 23 0,81 5&6 22 1,00 0,26 0,26 21 1,50 0,56 0,84 

6&7 6&7 22 0,300,12 0,03 21 1,000,31 0,31--- -  - 
5,35 13,15 9,55 15,60 

X by ! height of trian. 1+i 1+i 1++ 1++- - 
Sum of the effects = 6,02 = 14,79 =10,74 = 17,55 

Between the frames Z and X. Betu:een the frames X and U. 

Between Triangles Verti- Force X Triangles. Verti- Force X Between Triangles. Verti- Force X Triangles. Verti- Force X 
the lines ~ cal by the ~ cal by the the lines ~ cal by the ~ cal by the 
of float. No. Base. forces. ' base. No. Base. forces. base. of float. No. Base. forces. base. No. Base. forces. base.-  - -  -  --  - -  -  - -  -  --  - -  ----
1&2 20 2,79 1,18 3,29 19 2,83 1,22 3,45 1 &2 18 2,,39 1,02 2,43 17 2,12 0,95 2,01 
2&3 20 2,47 1,,03 2,54 19 2,79 1,21 3,37 2&3 18 2,47 1,06 2,61 17 2,,39 1,06 ~,53 
3&4 20 1,92 0,88 1,68 19 2,47 1,05 2,59 3&4 18 2,12 0,98 2,07 17 2,47 1,06 2,61 
4&5 20 1,46 0,64 0,93 19 1,92 0,83 1,59 4&5 18 1,50 0,,70 1,,05 17 2,12 0,,93 1,97 
5&6 20 0,&7 0,38 0,36 19 1,46 0,63 0,91 . 5&6 18 0,90 0,42 0,37 17 1,50 0,69 1,03 
6&7 200,50 0,18 0,,09 19 0,97 0,36 0,34 6&7 18 0,40 0,20 0,08 170,90 0,,39 0,35-  -  - 

8,89 12,25 8,61 10,50 
X by ! height of trian. 1++, l+t l+i 1+i-  - 

Sum of the effects = 10,00 - = 13,78 =9,69 = 11,81 

Between the frames U and S. Betwren the frames Saud Q. 

Between Triangles. Vert i- Force X Triangles. Verti- Force X Between Triangles. VerH- iForce X Triangles. Verti- Force X 
the lines ,.--"-' cal by the ~ cal by the the lines ~ cal by the ~ cal by the 
of float. No. Base. forces. base. No. Base. forces. Dase. of float. No. Base. forces. base. No. Base. forces. base.-  - ------ - ---  --  ----  -- 
1&2 16 1,90 '0,81 0,53 15 1,62 0,75 1,21 1 & 2 14 1,39 0,58 0,80 13 1,07 0,47 0,50 
2&3 16 2,12 0,89 1,88 15 1,90 0,90 1,71 2&3 14 1,73 0,78 1,34 13 1,39 0,68 0,94 
~ &4 16 2,01 0,89 1,78 15 2,12 0,94 1,99 3&4 14 1,84 0,81 1,49 13 1,73 0,83 1,43 
4&b 16 1,58 0,73 1,15 15 2,01 0,88 1,76 4&5 14 1,58 0,67 1,05 13 1,84 0,82 1,50 
5 & 6160,93[°,48 0,44 15 1,58 0,70 1,10 5&6 14 0,97 0,46 0,44 13 1,58 0,64 1,01 
6 & 7160,350,20 0,07 150,90 0,40 0,37 6&7 140,40 0,22 0,08 13 1,97 0,44 0,42-  -  -  - 6,85 8,14 5,20 5,80 

X by ! height of trian. 1++ 1+i 1+i 1+i- -  -  - 
Sum of the effects = 7,71 =9,16 =5,85 =6,52 
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- Between the frames Q. and O. 

Between Triangles. Vert.i. Force xjTriangles. Verti- Force X 
the lines ~ cal by the ,-.''--1 cal by the 
oftIoal. No. Base. forces. base. No. Base. forces. base. 

--  --,- 
1 & 2 12 1,060,41 0,43 'Ill 0,7"2 0,28 0,20 
2 & 3 12 1,340,60 0,80 11 1,060,51 0,54 
~ & 4 121,61 0,71 1,14 11 1,340,66 0,88 
4 & 5121,640,70 1,14111,610,73 1,17 
5 & 6121,100,50 0,55 11 1,640,71 1,16 
6 & 7 120,400,22 0,08 11 1,100,43 0,43 

4,14 
X by i heig~t of trian. 1 +t 

Sum of the effects. = 4,66 

4,38 
1+{ 

=4,93 

Between the frames M and K. 

Between Triangles. Verti· Force X Triangles. Verti- Force X 
the lines ~ cal by the ~ cal by the 
of tIoat. No. Base. forces. vase. No. Base. forces. base. 

1 & 2 80,48 0,17 0,08 70,33 0,13 0,04 
2&3 80,67 0,26 0,17 70,48 0,20 0,09 
l3&4 80,96 0,42 0,40 70,67 0,35 0,23 
4&5 81,13 0,47 0,53 70,96 0,47 0,45 
5&6 81,08 0,37 0,39 71,13 0,51 0,57 
6&7 80,400,18 0,07 11,08 0,39 0,42 

-  - 
1,64 1,80 

X by i height of trian. 1+} 1 +-lr -  - 
Sum of the effects. = 1,84 =2,02 

Between the frames Hand F. 

Between Triangles. Verti- Force X Triangles. Verti· Force X 
the lines ~ cal by the ~. cal by the 
of tIoat. No. Base. forces. base. No. Base. forces. tiase.1-_-'__1_______________ 

1 & 2 4 0,20 0,08 0,01 30,14 0,04 0,00 
2&3 4 0,30 0,13 0,03 30,20 0,08 0,01 
3&4 4 0,46 0,22 0,10 30,30 0,,15 0,04 
4&5 4 0,,73 0,31 0,22 3 0,,46 0,23 0,10 
5&6 40,,82 0,,27 0,22 30,,73 0,35 0,25 
6&7 40,350,14 0,04 30,82 0,28 0,22 

- 
0,62 0,62 

X Lyi height of trian. 1+{ 1+{
-  - 

Sum of the effects = 0,70 =0,70 

Between the frames 0 and M. 

Between Triangles. Verti- Force X Triangles. Verti.lForce X 
the lines ~ cal by the ~ cal by the 
oftIoat. No. Base. forces. base. No. Base. forces. tiase. 

1---1--- 
1 & 2 10 0,72 0,160,23 0,20 0,10 
2&3 10 1,02 0,45 

9 0 ,53 
0,45 0,29 .0,20 

3&4 10 1,29 0,56 0,72 
90,72 

9 1,020,5°1 0,51 
4&5 10 1,40 0,59 0,82 91,290,59 0,76 
5&6 10 1,13 0,44 0,49 9 1,400,59 / 0,82 
6&7 10(0,400,20 0,08 9 1,130,41 0,46-

2,72 2,85 
1++ 1++ 

=3,06 =3,20 

Between the frames K and H. 
" 

Between Triangles. Verti· Force X Triangles. Verti- Force X 
the lines ~ cal by the ~ cal the by 
oftIoat. No Base. forces. base. No. Base. forces. base. 

1&2 
2&3 
3&4 
4&5 
5&6 
6&7 

60,31 0,10 
60,47 0,19 
60,72 0,31 
60,93 0,38 
60,90 0,32 
60,390,16 

0,03 
0,08 
0,,22 
0,35 
0,28 
0,06 

50j25 0,07 
50,31 0,13 
50,47 0,47 
50,72 0,72 
50,93 0,93 
50,90 0,90 

0,01 
0,,04 
0,11 
0,25 
0,,39 
0,27 

_ 
1,0.2 

1 +! 
1,07 

1+* 

= 1,14 1,20 

Between the frames F alld D. 

Verti.Triangle!;:.Triangles. Force X Force X Between Verti
cal by the cal by thethe lines ,.-.-'-, ~ 

forces.No. Base. tiase.forces. base.of tIoat. No. Base. -

1&.2 20,15 0,03 0,00 10,10 0,02 0,00 
2&3 20,22 0,08 0,01 10,15 0,06 0,01 
3&4 20,34 0,17 0,05 ] 0,22 0,12 0,02 
4 & 5 20,55 0,20 0,11 1 0,34 0,16 0,05 
5&6 20,79 0,27 0,21 10,55 0,27 0,14 
6&7 .2 0,280,10 0,02-  10,79 0,26 0,20 

- 
0,40 0,4.2 
1++ -  1+~ - 

=0,45 =0,47 
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RECAPITULATION 	
.. 

of the vertical forces, and of the moments' produced by these forces 

. multiplied by their distance from the perpendicular of the stem. 

Distance of 
Sums of the the center of Moments ofN°. gravity of the vertical effect forces from the of the on all the tri triangles from Between the frames. perpendiculartri theperpenangles of the of the stem. angles. dicular of the 

stem. 
same number. 

24 6,02 5,65 34,01 
'1r and {3. ~ •••••••••••••• • • { 23 7,3014,79 107,97' 

10,74 10,60 113,84{3 and Z ••••.••..•••••.•• { 22 
21 12,2517,55 214,99 

10,00 15,55 155,50Z and X .• .•••••••••.•••• { 20 
]9 17,20 237,02 

9,69 
13,78 

20,50 198,64X a~d U .•...•.•••.•. ...•. { 18 
261,59 

7,71 
11,81 . 22,1517 

25,45 196,22Uand S ...•.•••.•••.•.•. { 16 
15 248,24 

5,85 
27,109,16 
30,40 177,84Sand 

13 6,52 32,05 208,97 
4,66 

Q • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • t 14 

35,35 164,73Q and 0 .........•....... { 12 

182,41 

3,06 
11 37,004,93 

40,30 123,32o and M ...........•.... { 10 

3,20 134,24 
1,84 

41,959 
45,25 83,26M and K ...••••..•.••. .•. { 	 8 


7 
 2,02 46,90 94,74 
6 1,14 50,20 57,23K and H •••.•...... ~ •..•. { 
5 1,20 62,22 

0,70 
51,85· 
55,15 38,60Hand F .•.•............. { 	 4 


3 56,80 39,76 
0,45 
0,70 

60,10 27,04F and D .. ..•..•....•...' . { 	 2 
1 29,0261,750,47 

Sum of the effects = 147,99 Sum momts .=3191,40 
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Between the perpendicular of tILe stem and the frame 7r. 

Between the 
water-lines. 

N°. 
of the Vertical 

tri forces. 
angles. 

Base. . Effects. 

Center of 
gravity 

from 
perpen

dicular at 
the stem. 

Moments . 

1st and 2d 
1st and 2d 
2d and 3d 

25 0,98 
26 0,48 
25 0,78 

2,02 
1,08 
1,08 

1,97 
0,51 
0,84 

3,33 
2,64 
3,62 

6,56 
1,34 
3,04 

'Between the perpendicular of the stem and the frame {3. 
I 

I4th and 5th 23 0,58 1,72 0,99 
4th and 5th 24 0,28 0,80 0,22 
5th and 6th 23 0,39 0,80 0,31 

' . 

7,55 7,47 
6,07 1,33 
8,00 2,48 

4,84 22,22 
x by t the height of the triangle. • • • •• , 1 ++ 1 ++ 
Sum of the effects.' ......... ~ . . • • • . . 5,44 moments = 25,00 
Add the sums above ........... ~ .. ' ... 147,99 3191,40 
The vertical effect of the stem ........ '. .8,10 moments = 48,60 

The whole vertical effect before cp •• =161,53 moments =3265,00 

326500 .
Therefore 6' = 20,21 = the' dIstance of the center of gravity from 

1 1,53 

the perpendicular of the stem. 

(89.) "'It remains, in order to determine the mean direction, to know 

the ,quantity of the resultant of the direct resistance, and the 'distance 
at which the resultant passes from the plane of the load water-line.. This 

direct resistance is found in the tables of Art. 7g. and we may observe 

once for all, that the resultant of each' particular force, as. well direct 



as lateral and vertical, passes ~lways through the center of gravity of 
the triangle. 

These forces and the distance of their center ofgravity below the plane 

of the load water-line, are arranged in the order of the following Table; 
and multiplying one by the other, they give the moments. 

Between the water-lines. 
Direct 
forces. 

Center of 
gravity of the 
direct forces Moments. 

below the 
water-lines. 

~st and 2d •..••..•.••• { 19,47 
17,01 

2d and 3d ............. { 14,78 
/ 

10/6 

3d and 4th ......•••.. { 9,38 
6,51 

4th and 5th .....••••.. { 5,91 
3,56 

5th and 6th ° •••••••••• { 2,92 
1,01 

6th and 7th .•.•. • • • • . · . t 0,83 
0,12 

Stem ....•..•.......... 13,16 

Direct resistance = 105,22 

0,75 14,60 
1,50 25,51
3,00 44,34 
3,75 39,60 
5,25 49,24 
6,00 39,06 
7,50 44,32 
8,25 29,37 
9,75 28,47 

10,50 10,60 
12,00 9,96 
12,75 1,53 
4,40 57,97 

moments =394,57 

-394,57 h dO f h - f . f hThen -- = 3,75 = t e lstance 0 t e center 0 gravity 0 t e
105,22 

direct forces, from the plane of the load water-line. 

(90.) We find by the same process, that the vertical effect of the 

water on the part behind the frame cJ> =134, and that its center of gravity 

is at a perp-endicular distance from the sternpost of 24,4· feet; that the 

direct resistance on the after part = 76,39, and that the distance of its 

center of gravity from the load water·line = 3,62 feet. 
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By Art. 66. the effects of the water on the fore-part must be mUltiplied 

by 6, and th'ose on the aft-part by 7. It amounts to the same, to let the 

value of th~ effects on the fore-part remain, and to' increase those on the 

aft-part by one-sixth; these effects will have among themselves the 
following proportions. 

Direct effect = 105,S2.
Afore the frame ~ .... .{ Vertical effect= 161,53. 

SDirect effect = 89,13.
Abaft the frame p .... ) 

. t Vertical effect = 156,30. 

Take on the plan of the ship (Fig. 48.) the point A at the perpendicular 

distance of 20,S1 fee~ from the stem perpendicular, and 3,7t> feet ft'om the 

loa4 water-line. From this point draw the lines A C, AD the one parallel, 
the other perpendicular to the wate!"-line; make the lines A C, A D in the 
proportion of 105,S2 to 161,53. Completing as usual the parallelogram 

ADEe, we shall have the mean direction of t~e water in the diagonal 

EA. 
We find, by the same method, the mean direction abaft the frame !f>. 

Producing these directions, and making the constructions explained in 

Article 74, we shall find that the center of gravity of the sails for this 
ship, when the wind is aft, should be at the height of 89,8 feet above the 

plane of the load water-line. This center is called the point of sail. 

(91.) If we apply the same operation to the frigate, for which we 

have investigated the dimensions of the sails (Art. 87.), we shall see if the 

center of gravity of the sails be too high or too low. 

But as this point of sail is only for the case when the wind is aft" 

it will not be necessary to introduce into the calculations more than the 
!jails which are then set. 

And since a great surface of canvass, as we observed in A~ticle 74. 

does not give to the ship a velocity proportional to the area of c@.nvass, 

K 

mailto:c@.nvass
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when its center of gravity i~ situated above or below the point 

of sail, it follows that it is important to know these points for all 

ships (at least for ships of war and privateers), for the purpose of 

finding mean~, in making use of a certain quantity of sail, to ap

proximate as much as possible their center of gravity to the point 

of sail. 



CHAP. V"I. 

• 
ON THE DIMENSIONS AND DIFFERENT FORMS OF SHIPS. 

(92.) By the dimensions and forms of ships we understalld their 

length, breadth, draught of water; the capacity, more or less, of the 

bottom, and the distribution of that capacity. 

(93.) If it be only required to construct "a vessel to go ahead by 

means of oars, there is no difficulty in determining jts form; the plane 

of resistance must be rendered" as "small as possible., regard being had 
to the lading it is to carry". " Biit if we liave" to construct a vessel, which 

with a certain lading is to go ahead by means of sails, not only with 

a favourable win~., but to get to windward when the wind is contrary, we 

shall find that the form for effecting this, will become much more difficult 

to determine than one would believe. However, we propose to examine 

the proportions and form, which would produce t~e most advantageous 

rate of sailing by the wind, without attending to any other qualities in 

the ship. 

(94.) In order that a ship" may sail well by the wind, it is necessary 

not only to "make the plane of resistance as small as possible, but also 
to give' it a great moment of stability, that it may carry" a press of sail 

without too great an inclination. 
Suppose "then two bodies of different forms. Let one of these 

bodies (Fig. 29.) be composed of two triangular prisms AGE, G CE, 
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of which the uppermost surface is taken for the load water-1ine, being 

as to its figure a rhomboid; let the other body be formed of two wedges 

ABGE, CGED (Fig. so.) and have for its upper surface the rectangle 

AB CD, which is taken also for 'the load water-line; these two bodies 

being' moved in the water, the fluid will necessarily escape by the sh()rtest 

,yay (NOTE S9.); thus in the first case (Fig. 29.) the water will direct 

its course along the side, and in the second (Fig. so.) it will pass under 

the body. 

, Suppose these bodies impelled in ~he water by means of a quantity 

of sail proportional to the stability. Let their half-length ,= L, their 

half-breadth = B, and their draught of water = D ; 'whence the moment 

of stability (Fig. 29.) will -be Bil x L (NOTE. 40.) and the plane
4 

. B3 X D 
Df resIstance = L2 + B2' But as the breadth increases, the plane of 

resistance (NOTE 41.) will increase in the same proportion as the moment 

of stability; consequently, a body of such a figure could not acquire 

a great velocity by means of the sails) and would sail badly close to the 

wind. 

The moment of stability of the body (Fig. 30.) will be BJ L) and the
. D3B 

the plane of resIstance = L2 + D2' As the moment of stability increases 

in a triplicate ratio of the breadth, whilst the plane of resistance increases' 

only in the simple proportion of the said breadth, this form is the most 

advantageous for sailing close to th~ wind. Now this body being impelied 

in the water, the square of its velocity will be in the direct ratio of the 

area of the sails, and in the inverse ratio of the plane of resistance. But 

the moment of stability is as that of the sails., and the m.oment of the 

sails is a~ the area of the sails multiplied by the height of a certain 

point, which height is also proportional to the height of the sails; 

consequently, the area of the sails is as the moment of stability raised 
2 ~ 

tJto the power of 3' that is to say, as (B3 Lr (NOTE 4~.). The area of the 
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(B''3 Lyr
2 

~ails therefore divided by the plane of resistance = B x D3 x (L~+D't.) = 

8 1r~ L4- Lt)"
B x (~ + Ln ); and hence the velocity will be as BT 

1 

x (--; +~ . 
.u" DT n9: 
1 "4'" " 

But L3' is very small compared with LT, so that we may neglect the 
last term of the 'expression, and the velocity may . be considered as pro-

W" xL3'4 

portional to 3' 

DT 

(95.) From all this we see, that when the area of the load water-line 

is given, a floating body or a ship, -to ~ail well by the wind, should 
have great length according to its breadth, and the least draught of water 

possible. 
But if the area of the load water-line be not given, but only its length, 

in that case it is necessary to give great breadth, because the velocity 
increases as the square root of the breadth; and if the breadth be given, 
there should be great length, since this dimension is raised to the_ power. 

F, the draught of water being given. ~ut if, from a certain determined 

length or breadth, we have the choice of augmenting one of these dimen

sions, it is more advantageous, with respect to the velocity, to augment 

the le~gth than the breadth. 
Thus then we cannot assign any constant proportion between the 

length, breadth, and draught of water. 

(96.) From the above expression for the velocity we see that a large 

ship should sail better than a small one~ which is similar to it, but that 
nothing farther is required than to diminish the draught of water to 

tender the small one as good a sailer as the great one. For if the velocity 
1 4

WL3' 
of the large one = s = 12; if the length, breadth and draught

DT 
of water of the small one be 1, band d, the depth d must be = 
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i 

b+lf)T.
( _ In order that the, two ships, built of the same form, may sail 

I~ 

equally well. 

The depth we speak of is not reckoned from. the keel, but is the 

distance between the load water-line and the flat of the bilge. As the 

distance AB (Fig-. 31.), in pursuance of the object in "View, gives a small 

draught of water, which would occasion. leeway, to obviate this inconve

nience, we may make the addition DE F below, so that the keel F may 

still reach a certain depth, and by this means will oppose the leeway in 

oblique courses;· or, for small ships we may make use of pieces called 
leeboards, which are employed in smacks., &c. 

(97".r This form would be advantageous with respect to the direction. 

C?f the water and the filling of the body., at the water's surface, in sailing 

close to the wind when. the sea is smooth. But since a ship, cannot 

without wind, go ahead by means of the sails, and since the wind raises 

the waves" it follows, that by giving to a ship ahead of such a form, 

it would experience, in sailing close to the wind, too great a shock from 

the waves, which shock would be directly opposed to the head. Its 

velocity would thereby be much retarded; on which account, instead 

of giving to the fore part of the load water-line the figure of a rectangle, 

it should be rounded off a little to a point. This would diminish, indeed, 

the moment of stability something, but the effect of the waves on it 
would be considerably less. 

As to the after part., there would be no objection to its having a rect

angular figure, in regard to the effect of the waves; but for the reasons.," 

which we have seen in Art. 43., it is proper to make in it some alteration. 

(98.) As we cannot conclude any thing from the last Articles con

cerning the proportions, which ought to take· place between the length, 

breadth, . anq depth of the .ship, and since its qualities depend greatly upon 
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these proportions, it is necessary to enumerate those qualities, which arc 

essential to a merchant ship; in order thence to determine the proportions 

most advantageous, and most likely to produce such or such qualities, 

which may be required. 

A merchant ship ought: 

1. To be able to carry a great lading in proportion to its size., 

2. 	 To sail well by the wind, in order to beat easily off a coast where 

. it may be embayed, and also to come about well in a hollow sea. 

3. To work with a crew small in number in proportion to its cargo. 

4. To be able to sail with a small quantity of ballast. 

To procure these advantages to a ship, it appears: 

1. That to take a great lading with respect to its size, it ought to 

have great breadth and depth, in proportion' to its length, and to be full 

in the bottom. Such a ship would also work with a small number of 

hands in proportion to its cargo. But it would neither sail well nor beat 
to wind-ward. 

2. That to give the property of sailing and beating to windward, to 
the end that it might beat off a lee shore, as well as come about well in a 
hollow sea, the ship must necessarily have a considerable moment of 

stability in proportion to the plane of resistance, that it may be able to 

carry a press of sail, notwithstanding a strong wind; with this view it 

is necessary to give to the ship in question, great· breadth in proportion 

to its length; to fill it much towards the load water-line, curtailing it in 
the bott~m. Such a ship would require a numerous crew because of the 

largeness of the sails, and the weight of its anchors. 

3. That if it be required to navigate a ship with few men, in 
proportion to the lading, it should have a small surface of sails, and 

anchors of small weight. For this purpose it should have little breadth 

in proportion to its length. 
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It would also be enabled to carry a great lading, in proportion to its 
equipment of men, by giving it .great. fulness iri its bottom; but such 

a· ship would sail badly close to the wind, and would come about with 
difficulty in a hollow sea. 

4. That to enable a ship to sail with a small quantity of ballast, it is 

necessary to fill the body between wind and water, when it has the ballast 
in; it should be large and little elevated above the water. A ship of this 
kind would carry a sufficient lading in proportion to its size, but it would 

ply badly w"hen laden, especially if it were a large ship; without giving it 
a considerable quantity of sail, which would render it necessary to have 
a g'reat number of men. 

(99.) By this it is again proved, that we can conclude nothin~ con
cerning the length, breadth, and depth of ships, since different qualities 

require conditions diametrically opposite to each other. We may succeed 
in uniting two of these advantages by a certain form and by certain 

proportions given to ships, but it is impossible to combine all four in 

an eminent degree. It is not possible to gain on one side without losing 

on another. 

Wherefore, for a merchant ship, it is n.ecessary to combine these 
qualities, so that it may have the most possible of each. That is to say, 

that the expression representing the velocity and quantity of lading divided 

by the number of the'- crew and quantity of ballast, may be a maximum. 

Again., however, as c~rtain commercial speculations require one 
quality in preference to another; the nature of this commerce; the 

latitudes in which it is necessary to navigate; the ports for anchorage; 

all these must be considered in determining which of these qualities ought 

to prevail, without altering in any respect the size of the ship. 

(100.) .We must again observe that the qualities of similar ships vary 

ina different proportion from what a consideration of their size ,voulq. 
give. 
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If the breadth be represented by the variable quantity B, the burden 

of the ship will vary in the proportion of B"I; the velocity of sailing 
1 • 4

BT X LT 1 

---3- will vary as BT, and the number of the crew, which is pro-
DT 

'1 . 8 

portional to the area of the sails B2 LT, will vary in the proportion of B3. 

So that, supposing two ships to be similar, the one of 320 lasts~ and the other 

an eighth of this capacity or 40 lasts, whilst the larger will sail ten knots, the 
small one will only sail eight; and if the great one sail with a crew of 

twenty-four men, the small one will require four.' According' to the capaci

ties of the two ships, it ought to be navigable by three men. Hence we 

see, that in making small ships similar to large ones, the former will sail 

worse, and will require a more numerous crew in proportion to their 

capacities than the large ones. 

(101.) We have seen above, that we may obtain for a small ship a 

property of sailing equal to that ofa large one, by increasing it~ moment 
of stability, and diminishing the plane of resistance; but as then it. would 
have a greater quantity of sails, it would be necessary to. increase the 

number of the crew. 

(102.) It is possible to render a small ship navigable by a crew pro

portionate to its capacity, but it cannot be done without diminishing the 

quantity of canvass, and then the vessel will sail worse. One may remedy 

this fault to a certain point, by giving it less breadth; but we have seen 
that this would not be without inconvenience; so that upon the whole, 

we find that it is necessary to prefer, in small ships, the. property of 

sailing well, to having it in our power to economise in the number of 
the cre,v. 

1 4
BTLT ..

(103.) . The velocity being in proportion to 3' It Increases as 
DT 

the depth decreases, supposing at the same time the length and breadth 

L 
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to increase. The object is attained more easily by adding to the lengwtb, but 

for the greatest safety of the navigation" in· order that the ship overtaken 

by a squall may come to the wind, and that it may come about easily in a 

heavy sea, it is more· convenient to increase its. breadth, whence the 

metacenter will be more elevated; the sails may then have a greater 

surface; but once again, the ship would require a more numerous crew. 

(104.) We see then" that great and small ships cannot, with the 
same form, sail with the sanw security" and that we cannot avoid the 

inconvenience of being obliged to have a more numerous crew in pro
portion in small ships; as in the place of four men, six, &c. 

So that small ships cannot have the same advantages as large ones, 
when it is required to employ tltem in the same trade . 

. (105.) As small ships lose in the quality of sailing, by being of a 

form similar to that of large ones" also large ones would gain in this 
respect by being shaped like small ones; we may thence conclude that 

it is proper to give to large ships the same form which small ones have; 
~ince thereby they would gain in the quality of sailing. But for merchant 
ships, where it is so much the more nece~sary to give great capacities in 

the water" as they are the more large" and as they seldom want a superior 
quality of sailing, provided they are sufficiently stiff upon a wind not to 
be embayed on a lee shore; considering besides, that these ships would 

lose the advantage of sailing with a small crew" and moreover" that a large 
ship costs more in its construction in proportion than a small one: for 

this kind of ships, I say" it is necessary to try to co.mbine qualities th~ most 

advantageous to the interest of the owner. 

(106.) An these inquiries do not bring us to the determination of 

tbe proportion to be given between the length" breadth; and depth of the 

ships" and we see that theory alone is not sufficient for this purpose: 

it becomes necessary therefore to introduce practice" and to see by several 
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trials and various experiments, in what manner different ships answer In 

different cases. Then we may, by means of the above expressions, give 

to large or small ships the qualities which we wish, and carry them to a 

certain degree with relation to those of a known ship. 

The table N°.1. at the end of this book, according to which we may 

regulate all the proportions of merchant ships from the largest, as those 

engaged in the India trade, to the smallest" is founded on experience,. and 

may serve as a guide in preparing the draught of a ship of any required

tonnage. 

But aS,it is not possible to form a ship, which combines in a certain 

degree all the qualities which may be wished, for this reason we have 

given in the table four species of ships. 

(107'.) In the construction of the first kind" under the denomination 

of frigates, it is to be considered, that they are to navigate in s~as 

where hostilities are to be apprehended; which renders it necessary that 

they should carry a certain quantity' of artillery, . and at the same time 

sail well; and since the service of artillery requires a certain number of 

men" we may give to the ship a greater quantity of sail. With cannon, 

a ship has great weight above the water; besides it has to carry a 

greater quantity of sail; to have sufficient stability, it ought therefore 

to have its metacenter of a proper height above the load water-line. On 

which account it should have great length and breadth in proportion to 

the capacity of the hull. 

(l08~) The third kind, under the denomination of barks or cats, 
have few or no guns; they are built solely for trade; and their 

object is to carry the greatest possible lading, and sail with the smallest 

possible number of men. It is necessary that they possess, as far as 

it is practicable, the qualities which have been the subject of the above 

Articles. 
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(109.) The second species, under the denominations of -heck-boats 

or pinks, is that of vessels, which in regard to qualities, preserve a mean 

between the first and the third. 

(110.) The fourth species, under the denomination of flat-floored 

vessels, 'have the same qualities with the third; but not having so great 
a draught of water when laden they want less ballast. 

(Ill.) It will be more plainly seen by the tables and plans contained 

in my book of plates, what difference there is b~tween these three species 

of ships. 
If ,ve find it necessary to carry a certain quality to a g~eater degree 

than the proportions of the tables give, this alteration may be effected 
according to the principles laid down; but it must not be forgotten that 
we cannot improve one quality but at the expence of another. The table 

is so plain" that for its complete application, it only requires an example. 
Thus let there be required the proportions and dimensions of a bark 
of 200 lasts.' 

By a last is meant'18 skiponds iron weight; the skipond' iron weight 

= 320 pounds; so that a last =5760 pounds. A cubic foot of sea-water 

weighs 63 pounds (NOTE 43.); hence a last is nearly equal to 91 cubic 

feet of sea-water; so that 200 lasts = 18200 cubic feet of sea-water. 



---

Logarithms. 

P=;::.18200 = 4,2600714 (NOTE 44.) 

p~ i =' D =4,4676938 =29350 
52 = 1,7160033 

3)6,1836971 

x= 2,0612323 = 115,14 

4 

5 )8,2449292 
4. 

x T = 1,,6489858 
1,,476 =0,,1690864 

z = 1,,4798994=30,,19 
x=2,,0612323 

0,0687077 

Xl~* = 1,,9925246 

7,032 =0,,8470789 

k = 1,,1454457 = 13,,978 
x=2,,0612323 

0,1030616 

Xl+~=2,,1642939 
1,,76 =0,,2455121 

D=4,,4676938 

4,7132065 

. Xl+~=2,1642939 

p= 2,,5489126 =353,9 
x = 2,0612323 

I 

x2 = 1,,0306161 

8,4 = 0,9242793 

I k= 0,,1063368= 1,,277 

Logarithms. 

x = 2,0612332 
2)4,1224646 

!l 

x3' =1,3741548 

18,8 = 1,2741578 

d = 0,0999960 = 1,,259 

Xl +~ = 2,1642939 

Z = 1,4798994 


3,6441933 

1,5 =0,1760913 


W =3,4681020=2938 
9 S 

XTO = 2,3704171 

43,,2 = 1,6354837 


V=0,7349334 =5,43 
J 1 

#0 X9:0 =1,1336777 

2,147 = 0,3318320 


S=0,8018457 =6,,337 
1 1 

x"rO = 1,1336777 

30 =1,.4771213 
11 

30xTO =2,6107990=408,1 
!l S 

xTO' = 2,3704171 = 234,,6 

2,2392995 = 173,5 
64= 1,8061800 

L=0,4331195 :=2,711 
x3 =6,1836969 

6,6168164 
52 = 1,7160033 

M=4,900813l =79590 
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(112.) Thus it appears that a bark of 200 lasts ought to have 29350 

cubic feet of displacement to the outside of the timbers; 115,14 feet in 
length from the stem to the stern-post; 30,19 feet of breadth to the outside 
of the timbers; 13,98 feet measured at the frame l/J, from the load water

line to the upper edge of the rabbet of the keel; the surface of the 

frame ~ will be 353,9 square feet, the keel will have in depth from the 

upper edge of the rabbet 1,277 feet; there. will be 1,259 difference of 
draught of water forward and aft; the surface of the load water-line will 

be 2938 square. feet. The center of gravity of the displacement will 

. :!ldx 
be below the load water-line 5,43 feet; f 3 n or the distance of 

this center of gravity from the metacenter will be 6,337 feet; there will 

be between the metacenter and the common center of gravity. of the 

ship and the lading, a distance of 9.,711 feet; whence the moment of 

stability = 79590. 

It is by the same rules that the proportions of trading ships in Tables 

N°.2, 3, 4 and 5 are calculated. 

(113.) To find immediately the properties of ships, proportioned 

according to table N°. I, Figure 39. is constructed, where the numbers 
20, 40, 60, &c. represent the length from the ste'm to the stern-post. 

If AB be the load water-line for a bark, C C B is the locus of 
the center of gravity of displacement; D D B that of the metacenter; 
EE B that of the center of gravity of the ship and the lading. For a 

frigate, F F B is the lo,cus of the center of gravity of the displace
ment; , G G B that of the metacenter, H H B that of the ship with its 

lading. So that for a vessel of the form of a bark 80 feet long, the distance 

from the .load water-line to the center of gravity of displacement = L C; 
the height of the metacenter above the load water-line =LD; this load 

water-line is above the center of gravity of the vessel 'with its lading by 
a quantity =LE. 

'(114.) But for a frigate, the distance of the center of gravity of the 
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displacement below the water = LF, the height of the metacenter above 

the water = LG; th'e center of gravity of the ship and the lading is 

below the water by a quantity = LH. The line I I B determines 

the length the main-mast ought to have, so as to have the proper pro

portion according, to the stability; that is to say.,. the length of the main

mast is as the distance of lIB from AB. 

(115.) If there be given to large and small ships a form similar to 

that which i~ 110 feet in length, then the straight line MB will be the 

locus of the metacenter, and the other line K K B will determine the length 

of the main-mast, in the proportion required by the stability. 

(116.) In 'determining the center of gravity of the ship and its 

lading, we have supposed the cargoes of ships to be similar; so that, 

if the bark of 80 feet in length has its center of gravity in E, the centers 

of gravity of other barks may be in the line E E B; in like manner" the 

centers of gravity of all frigates are in the line H H B. 

(117.) The place of the midship bend has great influence on the 

form of the ship. When the draught of the ship is to be made, we are 

supposed to know its displacement, its length, breadth, and draught of 

water; with' the place of its center of gravity. If the frame cp is carried 

too far forward, the part before will be too lean; if too far aft, it will be 

too full, and the contrary in the after part. This must be the case, in order 

that the center of gravity may remain fixed at a given point. Hence the 

corresponding areas of the transverse sections fore and aft the midship 

section would differ too much. 

(118.) The place of the midship bend depends more or less on the 

capacity of the extremities of the ship. , For if it be required ~o compose 

a body of two wedges joined at their bases, having given the place of the 

common center of gravity; and if, restrained to the same situation for the 
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common center of gravity, we have to compose another body of the same 

length, but with two hemispheroids, the lengths of these spheroids will not 

have the same proportion to the whole length as those of the wedges; that 

is to say, the greatest breadths of' these two bodies, will be at different 

distances from their extremities. 

(119.) By calculating' the areas of the sections of different kinds 

of ships,. it is found that the areas for sharp frigates, _ follow as well aft 

as forward, the same law which the ordinates of a parabola do, that are

parallel to the axis; the vertex of which parabola is at the greatest 

section; or else, that the said areas are in the same proportion as those of 
the sections of a spheroid. 

(120.) Let ADBI be the body of a ship, C the middle point of the 

length from the stem to the stern-post (FIG. 33.); E the center of gravity; 

F the. place of the greatest section; G the center of gravity of the part 

before the greatest section; H the center of gravity ~f the part which 

is abaft it. 

5' . 3 
In.the parabola AG=s AF (NOTE 45.) and FH=s FB. Let 

AB =a, FA =x, and CE = m; then FB = a - X; the area of the 

spaces A D I, B D I, are in the proportion of x to a - x; so· that 

~ x'2 + (x+ ~ (a - x)) x (a-x) =a x (~ a -m), whence x = ~a-4m;
8 8 . . 2. 2 

that is to say, the distance between the middle of the length of the ship 

and its g-reatest section, ought to be four times the distance between this 

middle point, and the center of gravity of the ship. In a ship fuller in 

its extremities, so that A G is equal to .2. A F, the distance of the greatest 
12 . 

section from the middle will be =6m.. Should it be still fuller., so that 

A G; is equal to 1 
9
6 A F, the distance of the greatest section before the 

middle point will be = 8m. 
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Hence it is seen, that the greatest section should be before the middle 

of the length at a distance for' sharp ships, as frigates, four times, and 

for merchant ships, which are very full, eight times. the distance of the 

middle point of the length from ~he center of gravity of the ship. 

(121.) This ~s the place of the m~dship h.end, when the distances 

are taken on the'load water-line;. hut if they are taken on the upper 

part of the keel, to which the frames are perpendicular, the midship bend 

ought to be a little before the greatest section, by a quantity which 

depends on the difference of draught of water forward and aft, and on 

the curvature of the ship at the middle. 

This distance may be considered, in general, as equal to the difference 

of the draught of water . 

. The'" determination given here of the place of the greatest section, 

agrees with what we said concerning its situation with reference to the 

quality of sailing. 

i\J 



CH·A P. VII. 

• 

ON THE PROPORTIONS OF PRIVATEERS. 

(122.) PRIVATEERS are vessels; which an individual arms in time 

of war, by the authority of government" to take merchant ships and others 

belonging to the enemy. 

In estimating the equipment of,. privateers" it must be considered, 
although some merchant ships are unable to make any resistance, that_ 

other large vessels may be encountered at sea, which are armed with guns. 

It is therefore necessary that privateers should be also well armed and have 

a sufficient crew, as well for action as for taking possession of their prizes. 

For the attack of small ships the least privateers will do; but as these 
can only carry a few guns, the effect of which must be inconsiderable, 

their object should be to board; their principal force consists in the 

number of the crew. 
If ships of superiqf force were not to be feared at sea, all sorts of ships 

might be employed in privateering, provided they were well armed with 
guns and me'n. But as a privateer may possibly meet with ships of the 

line, which are always of greater force, to escape in the chase, it should 

carry sail well, and sail fast in bad weather. 

(123.) Independently of ships of the line, such a vessel is also liable 

to meet with frigates of war and privateers; with respect to privateers, as 
on each side they are armed by individuals, who have no other object but 

their own profit, it is not to be presumed ~hat they will engage in a contest} 
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from which nothing could result but mutual damage, without forwarding 

the views of their- owners. 

It is not so with frigates of war; their object is to attack and take, as' 
much as possible, the enemy's privateers. If then a privateer cannot 

escape by its superiority of sailing (which since frigates are built to sail 
well is usually the case), it is necessary that it should be able to 

defend itself. The qualities of the vessel decide most frequently these 

combats. If the enemy be large and carry heavy guns, the privateer 

should also have them, and rather of a large caliber than in great number; 

which is more advantageous, not only on account of their greater effect, 

but also because there' 
, 

is a gre,ater interval between the guns, so that the 
. 

men at the oars and guns are not too much in the way of each other. 

These oars serve during the battle to present the privateer in an 

advantageous position, and in a calm to retire from a superior enemy. 

The privateer should sail well in all sorts of weather, and especially come 

about well; particularly, it should have a strong force in musketry, some 

small guns or swivels to fire case shot" and a good netting. 

With respect to small privateers" as they are constantly forced to run 

from ships of war" their principal quality should consist in sailing well. 

(124.) Besides the necessary qualities for action, the privateer ought 
to have a sufficient hold to carry stores, both of provisions and ammunition, 

for a cruise of a determined length, without sinking the vessel beyond 

a certain fixed depth. 

Upon the whole it appears that the most advantageous qualities for 
a privateer are to sail fast, and to be sufficiently stiff to carry sail in bad 

weather. 
We have seen in Art. 94. that to attain this object" it is necessary 

.. to give great length and breadth in proportion to the solidity of the 

immersed part. But as the construction of a ship of great length and of 

great breadth is very expensive~ and requires a: numerous crew to work it, 

it is not possible to carry these dimensions so far as might be wished; 

M2 
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but one must be content with less than the greatest perfection in the 

property of sailing well, since the cost of the ship, with the pay and 

subsistence of the men, which amount to a great sum, would exceed the 

advantages gained. And as in constructing a privateer., certain views are 

.entertained, which are to be carried into effect by a certain quantity 
~of artillery., it is therefore the artillery, upon which the proportions ought 

to be founded. 

The displacement of a ship., of which the size is known, as ,veIl as 
the weights it is to carry, may be found without difficulty; but it is not 

possible by theory alone., without the assistance of practical know-' 
ledge., to determi~e the true value, which. the moment of stability ought 

to have. 
By the comparison of different species of ships, it has been found, 

that private'ers in general, large as well as small, have the proper stability, 
when the distance of their metacenter from the center of gravity of the 

ship is 6 feet; and since according to Art. 38., this center of gravity 

should be in the load water-line, the metacenter should be 6 feet above 

the load water-line (NOTE 23.). 

The length, breadth" depth" and displacement, ought therefore to be so 
proportioned with respect to the guns and their position, that the center 

of gravity of the ship may be in the load water-line" and the meta

center 6 feet above. 

But since these proportions" &c. cannot be found but by the means 

of approximation" to facilitate the investigation, I shall give hereafter 

general formulre., which according to the weight, nature, and situation 

of the artillery, express the proportions of all kinds of privateers., from the 

largest frigate to the smallest sloop. For large vessels I have considered 

particularly the force of the artillerl:'; with respect to the least, I have paid 

less attention to the artillery, than to the number of the crew, in. which 

its whole force consists. 

All vessels constructed from these proportions will be good sailers; 

and the smallest will sail equally well with the largest. 
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(125.) As the weight of the artillery and stores, which enter into 

the calculation aQ,d use of these formulre, is the principal foundation 
thereof, I have thought proper to give the following table. 

Weight oj Guns and Stores proper for Privateers~ 

WEIGHT NumbersINumben Weight of the guns,by which by which Weight of the guns, 
. the of the Weight of Weight of carriages, breechings, theweight carriages, breech-the car-Weight of wei,htof the shot,oflhe gUllPOUND- tackles, shot, powder, GUN.a shot in the shot riages, powder, ings, and t.ackles.is divided 

and wadding.provision is multi- breech- wadding. to findERS. ,i "weight. plied to ings and equal toethe weight Ar.A
I ,tackles. weight offind that of theProvision Iron 

l~ shot.of the carriage,weight. weight. CA gun. &c. 

Cubicft. of Cubicft.ol
Caliber. pounds. pounds. Skip. pounds.water631b.pounds. water631b.pounds. pounds. 

each foot. each foot. 

24 215 623529 19,48 4,70 1326 75613654 12011215 178 
22 216 4,63 
20 218 4,56-
18 221 1521,75 4807 4,49 1070 136,772740 8617 5877 93,3 
16 4,42225 
14 4,35230 

342214,5 236 4,2812 10,69 6048 96 42211827799 67 
24310 4,21 -

9~ 24262518 4,147,58 586 1218 4230 30123" 67,1 47,8
18852606 7,25 5,89 4,07 463 :;262 2348914 51,77 37,3
1.,054,8334 4,00270 4,07 326 2240 35,55 1631609 25,9 

3,625 1000 3,123 3,93276 254 12541711 27,16457 20,0 
254 0,803,625Swiv.3 6070 400 11,33 314714 5,0 

2,416 0,53Swiv.2 4216970 266 211 3,357,57377 

In the above table, the weight of the gun is proportioned to the 

weight of the shot;' and in order to follow uniformly the law of the 

increasing proportion between the shot and the guns, as the latter become 

smaller, we have been induced to put in this table several sorts of guns" 
which are not in use. 

http:Cubicft.ol
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To proportion the weight of the gun by that of the shot, is not 

certainly the best method; it should be determined by other circumstances; 

however for the object in view, we may allow this method of proceeding, 
especially since it gives a result very nearly approaching to the ordinary. 

,veight. 
There is moreover in the table, in columns A and C, the weight of 

t~e guns, which must be multiplied by the number to be carried by the 
privateer, of which the plan is required. In the calculation, the whole 

weight of the guns is made equal to A or C. 

It may be allowed that a 24 lb. shot weighs 29 pounds provision 
weight, a cubic foot of iron of this kind weighing 440 pounds: the same 
proportion is observed for -the other shot. 

(1.fl6.) In the following calculations, it is estimated that the weight of 

a man is 170 pounds = 2,7 cubic feet ?f sea-water, supposing one foot to 

weigh 63 pounds; the weight of a man and his effects =4 cubic feet; the 

casks., provisions, wood for cooking during a month = 189 pounds = s cubic 

feet of sea:-water; the water including the cask, for 15 days = 112 pounds 
= 1,78 cubic feet. 

D = the displacement of the. vessel to the outside of. the timbers., 
B = the weight of the part above the water comprising the masts, yards, 

sails, rigging; a = the distance of the common center of gravity of these 

weights from the load water-line; c =the distance of the center ofgravity of 

all the guns, also from load water-line. The center of gravity of the lower 

tier ofguns is supposed to be one-third the height of the middle port from its 

lower sill. In like manner, the center of gravity of the guns on the quarter

deck and forecastle is taken one-third of the heig'ht of the foremost port 

on the quarter-deck. For the center of gravity of the swivels, we take 

that of the middle swivel, z =the breadth of the ship to the outside of· 

the timbers, y = the half breadth, and x =the length from the forepart 

of the stem to the aft part of the stern-post; d =the depth of the ship 

taken at the frame cp., from the load water-lin~ to the rabbet of the ke,el. 
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We may also estimate the number of the crew to be = 3,763 AlJ, of 

which the weight is = 10,16 A+, and with their effects = 15 At. The 
provisions for k months, and water for half the time, casks, wood, &c. 

5 

included = 18 X kA9. 

To be able to observe a certain order between these ships, we have 
supposed the largest provisione~' for a longer time than the small ones, 

!1 

, AT 5 [,!l 

consequently, we may make k = --6' whence 18 x k x R = 6,534 x AO:T. 
2,75 

11 59 

If all the weights 15 A9 + 6,534 AT3' + A = K, the displacement will be 
1 I :1 

well proportioned, D being =6,84 X cT X Kl5". Then we may make 
!11 ' I

DTO DT 
the weight B =-6-, and the distance a =--.

,281 3,48 

Make C+ 10,16 X R 
5 =Q, and let the center of gravity of displace

ment be below the load water-line by an unknown quantity m; the 

moment of stability. according to Art 22. will be expressed by ~ f:Y~.i 

(m+a)xB-(m+c) x Q(NOTE46.); butsince:fy3 .i=(m+6) x D,
" 3 

according to the preceding Article, (m + 6) x D - (m + a) x B 
. aB+ cQ 

(m + c) X Q = 6D; hence m =- D _ (B + Q) . 

It is necessary to take care in making a plan, that the center of 

gravity of the part immersed does not descend lower than this quantity; 

it would be better that it should be higher; for by making it lower, 

the stability will be diminished; the contrary will take place, if it be 

raised. 

~ 1 

We have also found that (m + 6) X D, or : f113:i: may be = z'lx"'Io 
, 3 J ~ , 

9 1 5 

XTO X4 ( ) 4and ,~=-;hence(m+6)xD=--, and thusx= 34J,8 x (m+6) x D I~ 
. 2,36 341,8 
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zxT3 

The area of the load water-line should be = -66' and the area of the 
1, Q 

2,366 x D x
frame £P = J 3 ; also d =-05 . The center of gravity of the. 

"TlI" 1 ,X . 

ballast is supposed to be below the plane of the load water-line by 
7 

a quantity = xT, and the weight of the ballast = 
95 

l,ll x «(m+a) x B+(m+c) x Q) - m Dl 
95 x { 7 S . 

xT. - 95m 

We have found that the moment of the sails, in respect 'to the center 

of gravity of the ship or t~ the load water-line, should be = 35,56 ~ 6 D ; 
:x;3 

the sails are those mentioned in Art. 83. and 87. 

As to the length x, .which we have found here, it might be varied 

according to the distance between the guns, Jhe disposition of the row

ports, and the accommodations; this length, however, must not be much 

altered:, if it be ,vished that the value of ~ .f!!x should remain constant. 

(127.) For a better guide, the following is the least distance, which 

can be allowed between the guns from center to center; for 

24 pounders lot feet; •••• 8 pounders 8t feet; •••• 4 pounders 7# feet; 

18 9i- -- •••• 6 81' -- •••• 3 7t -
]2 gt 
But if it be wished to make two row-ports between each gun, the distance 
from gun-port to gun-port cannot be less than 8 feet. 

The first port forward may be placed, so that the after side may be 

abreast of the center of the foremast; or that the foreside may be a 
little abaft the after side of the foremast. 

It is necessary to set off tlie distance between ~he after-port and the 

stern-post, one distance between the ports and one breadth of a port, more 

or less, according to the disposition of the accommodations. 
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(128.) It is proper in this place to insert the proportions of the ports, 

which experience has proved to be the best. 

Pounders. 
Height of the 

Sills above the 
Decks. 

Height of the 
Ports. 

Breadth of the 
Ports. 

'Inches •. . Inches. 'Inches. 

~~ ~ ~ 

24 pounds 28 34 40 . 

18 pounds 26 31 36 

12 pounds 24 28 33 

8 pounds 22 25 30 
• • I ~. 

6 pounds 20 22 27 

4 pounds 18 19 24 

3 pounds 16 17 21 

For greater clearness, I give below the expressions in the order In 

which they should be employed in the calculations. 

Formulte for the proportions of Privateers. 

5: 5 3 

15R + 6,534ff3" + A = K 
1 .1",,_ 

6,84 X c· x K""I""F =D 
n* . n+ I 

--=B - =a lO,16.tP + C= Q
6/281 ' 3,48 ' 

aB +cQ 
D _ (B+ Q) = m 

(1,11 X (m + a x B + iii+Cx Q) - 'InD)
weight of balIa!t = 95 x ~------,:---------~ 

xT 
- 95m 

4 

34J,8 x (m +6) x D1T = x 

N 

http:lO,16.tP
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-.l!-. .ti 
X 10 ZX!l.3 - = Z~ - = area of the load water-line. 
2,,36 1.,626 

2,366 x D ~ x . 
~--l-3- = area of section cp, -- = d 

xTT 10,5 

~ AT
'.1 

.. 
3.,763 x R = the number of the crew, -6 = k months prOVIsIOns.

2,75 

T~e distance which the center of gr~vity of.the ballast is below the load 
7 

x-r
water-line = - . The difference of the dra~gh~ of water fore and aft 

95 

. ·3556 X 6D
The moment of the sails from the load water~hne =. J • 

. xT 
I 



(129.) To facilitate the use of the formula according to the number 
. . 

of guns, their <;aliber, and the height of the batt~ry, the following table 

has been constructed of the values of A, C, &c. for 16 privateers carrying 

different numbers of guns. 
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Second 

First Battery. 
Battery, 

or that of 
quarter deck, 
and fOl'ecastle. 

No. Cali- No. Cali-
ber. ber. --------

28 18 12 6 
26 18 10 6 
26 12 10 4. 
24 12 8 4 
24 8 8 3 
22 8 - -
22 6 - -
20 6 - -
18 6 - -
16 6 - ,-
14 6 - -
12 6 - -
10 6 - -
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5,5 2)08 0,69 
5,25 1,83 0,61 
5, 1,83 0,61 
4,75 1,83 0,61 
4,5 1,83 0,61 
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.9,36 6,4 2612,4 
7,86 6,3 2425,8 
7,28 6,2 1742,0 
6,78 6,1 1608,0 
6,44 6 1147,2 
6,19 - 1051,6 
5,86 - 820,6 
5,61 - 746, 
5,36 - 671,4 
5,11 - 596,8 
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A=2588; C=1815; C=7,41; log: 7,47=0,8733206; ]og.C!=O,2183301. 

Logarithms.L.0garithms. 
A =~588Iog. ~ 3,4129643 = 2,9969025 =992,9 

= 1,9777236 

15 = 1,1760913 N. Nr. 

A~ = 1,8960913 

= 0,6716339 

= 2,6493575 =44615Af ,. = 3,0721826 = 1180,8 

2,7379079 = 5469
AH = 2,8712239 Ballast 

= 3,4176407=26166,534 = 0,8151791 A =2588 D = 4,4644647 
= 3,6864030 =~ m + 6 = 1,0291808 =10,695

K = 3,9358['98 8627 I ltQ 

K~~ = 3,4110785 J '3 ;y'3x = 5,4936455 =311600 
1 

c+ = 0,2183301 . 3,41,8 = 2,5337721
684 .. = 0,8350561 = 8,0274176 
D = 4,4644647 = 29140 x = 2,1406447 = 138,24 
Df~ = 4,6876879 x,v 

9 

= 1,9265803 
6,281 = 0,7980288 2,36 = 0,3729120 
B = 3,8896591 .= 7756 z = 1,5536683 =35,78." X"2"'3'DTI 

= 1,4881549 = 2,2337162 
3,48 = 0,5415792 = 3,7873845 
a = 0,9465757 = 8,842 1,626 = 0,21.11205 

. . Area of load 
B = 3,8896591 . water-line.l = 3J5762640=3769 
aB = 4,8362348 == 68590 d = 138,24 
Ai- = 1,8960913 10,,5 =13J 16 
10,16 = 1,0068937 C= 1815 D· = 4~4644647 
10,16Af = 2,9029800 = 799,8 2,366 = 0,3740147 

Q = 3,4174717 = 2615 = 4,83S4794 
Hc = 0,873:-l206 x = 2,3190317 

c Q = 4,2907923 = 19534 Area of cp = 2,5194477 =330,7 . 
aB+cQ =4,9450750=88124 A~ =1,8960913 
D - (B +Q) = 4,2734411 = 18769 3,763 ' = 0,5755342 

'm = 0,6716339 = 4,695 Crew = 2,4716255 =296 
m + a· = 1,1315224 = 13,~37 Af = 0,9751326 
B = 3,8896591 2,756 = 0,4402792 
(m + a)B = 5,0211815 = 105000 (k) = 0,5348534=3,426 
m + c = 1,0851121 =- 12,165 xi- = 2,9969025 
Q = 3,4174717 95 = 1,9777236 
( . ) Q 4 50°5838 31810 Ballast belowl 
m + c =, M = water .•••••• 5 = 1,0191789=10,45 

= 5,1361 178 = 136810 x} = 1,3379029 
I,ll = 0,0453230 14,46 = 1 1601683 

== 5,1814408 = 151860 Difl'. ofdraught l 
07 

_ • 
D = 4,4644647 of water ..•.• 5 = 0,11-77346=1,506 

6D(NoTE 47.)= 5,2426408= 1'74840m = 0,671 6339 6 6 
mD = 5,1360986 =136ROO 35,S = 1,5509 18 

=4,1778250= 150bO 6J 7936D2o 

95 = l,g777236 X.;. = 0,71:->5482 

0, 15554t;(J ~l~:::l:~.t.~.~~~~ l =6,0800544==1202400 
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By this process it will be' found, that the privateer of 24 twelve 
pounders on the main' deck, . of S four pounders on the quarter deck 

and forecastle, and having the sill of the middle port of the lowest battery 
6 feet above the water, should have 29140 cubic feet of displace

ment outside the timbers, not including the keel, the stem, and the 

stern-post. 

" The center of gravity of the said displ~cement will be ~elow the plane 
of the load water-line 4,595 feet. 

, ; fy1 dx = 311600. 

The length from the stem to the stern-post = 138,24 . 

. , The breadth to the outside of the timbers = 35,78. 

Ballast in cubic feet of sea-water •..... = ' 2616. 

Area of the load water-line = 3769, square' feet. 

Depth of the frame cp from load water-line to rabbet of keel 13.116 feet. 

Area of frame' cp ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 330,7 square feet. 

Number of crew.·........................ 296 meo. 

1\1onths for which provisioned.............. 3,46 

Quantity by which the center of 'gravity of} 
the ballast should be below load water-line. • 

]045 
.I 

feet. 

Difference of the draught .of water •••••••• 1,51 feet. 

Moment .of sails from t.he center of g.ravity of ~ 
1202400. 

the shIp, or from the load water-hne ••••• 

By following the same rules, and in the same manner, are obtained 

the proportions of 16 privateers in table N°.6; and by the articles 43 and 

12.0, we are enabled to determine the place of the center of gravity of 

the ship with respect to the length; together with the quantity, which 

the frame rp ought to be 'carried before the middle of the length. It is 

here supposed 'that all the frames or tranv~rse sections are perpendicular 

to the keel. 
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, If the artillery had been planned otherwise, or if it were necessary 

to place the battery lower or higher" the proportions of the frigate would 

not be the same: however" it maybe observed" that this height of the 

battery does not differ far from what is in common use. 

(131.) To shew more sensibly the difference of form between small 

and great ships, which are· constructed according to the proportions g'iven 

according to the formulre, figure 34. is constru~ted" which is to be under

stood in the following manner: 

AB C (Fig. 34.) is the nlidship bend of a privateer 138+ feet in length" 

and 351- in breadth; AD C is the frame cp of a 'small privateer or boat 

44f feet in length, and 13 feet in breadth, and A C is the load water-line; 
and according to 'the proportion, which there should be between the 

length and breadth, E F G will be the load water-line of the large 
. . 

privateer, and !lF I that of the small one. The.se elements being known, 

it will not be difficult" with some knowledg'e of construction, and. a 

little practice., to draw plans" which" every thing being well attended to", 

will differ little from those· given -in my Architectura Na'Val~s, since the 
formulre have heen calculated after those plans; or to speak more correctly, 

they have been employed conjointly with others, in finding these different 

expressions. 

I do not pretend to. say, however" that one ought always to observe 
these proportions. Different cases present themselves, which may require 

different alterations: for instance, to navigate in seas where th~ waves 

are short and hig'h, ship~, particularly small ones, should have more 

breadth in'proportion to the length. 

In like manner; different kinds of rigging require alterations in the 

proportions: if the vessel be schooner rigged, it is necessary that ~t should 

have a greater relative leng·th to allow a proper extent to the sails in 

proportion to the stability; the rigging of sloops on the contrary requires 

more breadth in proportion to th~ length. 
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There are' privateers, which are obliged to go out to sea to meet 

with prizes; others have no occasion to go far from the coast; these two 

kinds oug'ht" to be provisioned differe"ntly; the one requires greater 

capacity than the other, although they may be of the same force, a 
circumstance which will ,necessarily cause differences in the principal 

dimensions; regarding it as an invariable principle, that the c'ente"r of 

gravity of the ship with its lading, should be in the plane of the load 
water-line, and the metacenter 6 feet above. 

As far as regards the accommodations, their distribution may be 

partly seen in the plans of my Architectura Navalis; but the size of the 

ships, and also the climates where they are meant to navigate, must 

influence greatly the nature of the accommodations. 

Ships sufficiently large and stable should have large gangways, 

whereon to place the musketry, and they ought to be well netted on the 

gunwales. 

In hot climates, ships should be more open, especially, if they are 

not liable to be sent on expeditions of long duration; but in cold climates" 
care should be taken that the crews be well sheltered: so that, in large 

privateer ships, instead of wide gangways, it would be more convenient 

to extend the quarter-deck and forecastle" with large gratings in the middle 

for the passage of the smoke in action. These gratings should be covered 
with tarpawlings in bad weather. 

In . some countries, th~y have their cables in the hold; In others, 

between decks; both, methods have "advantages and inconveniences. 

There are also different customs for the hours of meals, and for their 

galleys; some cook thrice a day; others cook only once: all this 

requires in a ship different arrangements, and what is right for one" 
is not convenient for the other. 
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Hence. we see, how necessary it: is to be acquainted with all 

these, and many other similar circumstances, before a draught is· begun; 

and. that. it afterwards requires judgment and practice in the business, 
in order to arrange and adapt rightly, and according to circumstances; 

every partic.ular thing; so as to include all possible conveniences, to ~ave 

r,OOIIl to work the, ship, and to avoid crowding. 



C HAP. VIII. 

• 

PROPORTIONS OF MASTS AND YARDS FOR MERCHANT SHIPS. 

(132).. THE masts and yards being made only to carry sails, it 
appears that one ought to determine the area and moment of the canvass 

for merchant ships, ~n the same manner as for privateers., in order to pro

pO.rtion thereby the said masts and yards. Although in these ships., which 
take differen.t cargoes, the moment of stability is very variable, yet there 

may be supposed a fixed point for the center of gravity of the ship and its 

lading., according to which the moment of the canvass might be calculated, 

using as a guide in the first instance the rules given for the proportions 

of merchant ships; as also tables N°.2, 3, 4 and 5., where the length 

of the masts is in proportion to the cube root of the moment of 

stability. But before we attempt to make any alterations in the pro

portions of the masts and yards, it is right to consider the rules, which 

are . usuall y followed in ihis respect, ~nd to examine the true reasons for 

them, in order to see whether they are to be regarded as good or bad. 

(133.) Usually the heig'ht of the masts is proportioned to the breadth 

of the ship, and the length of the yards to the length of t~e same; whence 

~t follows, that ships of the same length' and the, same breadth, but of 

different st~bility., have the same extent of canvass., which however ought, 

one would think., to be proportioned to this stability. Nevertheless, true 

as this rule may be for privateers., that the masts ahd yards should be 

o 
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proportioned to the stability, there may be reasons why the same rule 

may not be followed in merchant ships. 

(134.) When it is considered that· the weight of the anchors of a 

ship is proportioned to the length and breadth, or to the square of the 

breadth, and that the' act of weighing the anchors requires a certain 

number of men, as also working' sails of a certain size; that large 

sails require a numerous crew, and that numerous crews are always 

expensive to maintain; it hence appears, that for a merchant ship it 

is advantageous to have as small a crew as possible, or that it is most 
consistent with good management, that the number of the crew should 

be suited as well to the size of the sails, as to that of the anchors. 
It also hence appears, that it is' the number of the crew, which 

confines the area of the sails within certain limits. 

It is thus not improper to use the same principle for the masting, ai 
for proportioning the anchors." inasmuch' as the number of the crew also 
depends thereon. 

(135.) To see how far the usual proportions of the masts and 

yards are good; if two ships of the same length and of the same breadth" 
have according to custom, the same extent of canvass, but one carries 

sail better than the other, it is not said that this has too much or that 
too little canvass, but that the former has greater stability than the latter. 
One would therefore conclude, that it would be better to reform the sails,. 
or make them smaller with relation to the stability (preserving in other 

respects the ordinary proportions) than to augment the crew, In order 

to be, able to use a larger quantity of canvass. 

(136.) However when the canvass according to the u'sual proportion" 

is found too great with relation to the stability, one should study rather 

to place the parts of the lading of the greatest specific gravity lower, 

than to diminish the area of the sails; especially if the number of the 

crew cannot be diminished on account of the· anchors. 
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Besides, in different circumstances, the same area of canvass may 

be as proper for a ship of greater stability, as for one of less; moreover, 

the surface of the sails may be augmented in the one, by means of 
studding-sails and stay-sails, and diminish~q in the other, by taking in 

reefs according to the state of the .weather. 

One has thus great reason to use the rule according to which the 
masting is proportioned for merchant ships, as that gives most nearly 

those proportions for the masting, which have already bee~ found by 
experience to be the best. 

So that the moment of stability, according to which large ships have 
masts higher, and small ones lower, than the result of the- usual rule, 

will not serve to found thereon. the proportions of masts and yards for 

merchant ships. 

(137.) The proportions then of masts and yards are founded on the 

length and breadth of ships in the following manner. 

As the breadth of ships has the greatest influence on the stability, 

(Art. 16.) the lower masts and top-masts should be proportioned to the 

breadth, whence not only the height of the sails, but moreover the height of 

their common center of gravity, will be in proportion to the said breadth; 

as to the breadth of the sails, or what ,is the same thing, the length of 

the yards, it should be proportioned to the length of the ship: thence 

it follows, that the moment of the sails will be as the square of the breadth., 

multiplied by the length. Small ships then will have a gTeater moment 

of canvass in proportion to the stability, than large ones; which agrees 

with what was observed in Art. 83. concerning the area of canvass for 

small ships: and it is a received custom for small ships, to increase the 

height of the lower masts still more, but at the same time to diminish 

that of the top-masts. The height of the main-mast of a trading" ship 
11 

with three masts, its breadth being' = B, "is = S,QS B--n2, and the height 

of the main top-mast, reckoning from the upper side of" the cross-treesl 

o£ 
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J 1 I ILTo LTO 
that of the main-mast being = L, is -- for frigates, and -- for barks. 

2,73 2,84 

The relation of the masts, proportioned according to this method, to 

the masts proportioned according to the stability, may be seen by Fig. S2, 

where the line BNN ~eterl!lines the height of the masts in the pro-
II 

portion of BTIf. 
The length of the bowsprit outside of the stem, for frigates, IS 1,]5 

'x the breadth of the ship, and for barks 1,1 x ~he said breadth. 

(138.) It is not sufficient to study merely to regulate the height of 
the masts, and the length of the yards, by the size of the ships; but 

also to use those which have such a proportion among themselves" that all 
the rigg'ing may make a handsome appearance. 

That the ships may be well'rigged, it is necessary in the first place, 

that the fore-stay and main topmast-stay should be in a straight line, 

in like manner, the main-stay and the mizen topmast-stay: the fore-stay 

may end on the bowsprit, between one-third and two-fifths of its length 

from the small end; secondly, that the top-sails should be of similar 

figures, or at least, that their sides should be of the same cut; thirdly, 

that when the ship is seen, at one or the other of the extremities" the 

shro'uds and the breast back-stays should appear parallel: this depends 

partly on the breadth of the channels, which ought to be regulated in 

a manner conducive to this end. To effect this" the length or the head 
of the main-mast, from the under side of the trestle-trees, which is * of the 

length of the said mast" being = T, the cap of the fore-ma~t should be lower 

than that of the main-mast by a quantity =2,22 x TT 
J 

for frigates, and = 
2 x Tfr for barks. The cap of the mizen-mast should be on a level 

with the main-top. 

(139.) If the ,length of the main top-mast = S, the length of the 

mizen top-mast will be =:= 1,3 X ST 
6 

for frigates, and = 1,316 X ST 
6 

for 
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barks., supposing the length of the pole to be in the same prop'ortion, 

as for the other top-masts; if it be longer., then that difference is added 

more. 

(140.) The head of the mizen-mast ought to be i-, and that of 

the fore-mast fa of that of' the main-mast. The length of_the fore 

top-mast should also be fa of that of the main; the head of these masts 

--t or -?r of their length. The length of the top-gallant masts to the stop 

= 0)j4 x the length of the top-mast; the length of the main yard = 
o.,5~ x the length of the ship from the stem to the stern-post for frigates., 

an~ the main top-sail yard = 0,79 x by the length of the lnain yard; as 

for barks, the length from end to end being = L., the length of the main 
20 

yard will be = 0,6 x L TT" ; , and the length of the main top-sail yard, 

,viII be = O.,Sl x by the length of the ,main yard. The main top-gallant 

yard =0,7 x by the length of the main top-sail yard. All the yards of 
9the fore mast are of those of the main-mast. 1 0 

(141.) The proportion of the mize~ top-sail yard to its mast, is 

equal to the proportion of the main top-sail yard to the main top-mast,: 

. the cross-jack yard = 1,~~ x the length of the mizen top-sail yard for 

frigates., and = I, IS x this length for barks. The sprit-sail yard = the 

fore top-sail yard; the sprit-sail top-sail yard = the fore~top-gallant yard. 

(142.) The girth of the yards is -A- of their length for the lower 

yards, and those of the top-gallant yards; but + for the top-sail yards. 

(143.) The distance of the center of gravity of the fore-mast from 

the perpendicular at the stem is -A- of ,the length. The center of the main

mast is -h behind the middle of the ship. The distance of the center of the 

mizen-mast from the perpendicular at the stern-post is = 0., ISg x by the 

length of the ship. 

(14..... ) The main-mast should rake aft one foot in thirty; the mizen
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mast should have double the rake of the main-mast; the fore-mast should 

be perpendicular; the elevation' of the bowsprit, above the horizontal 

plane, should be in a length of 7 feet, about four feet for frigates, and 

s feet, for barks. 

It is according to these proportions that the masts and yards in 

tables 7 and 8 are calculated; it will be however necessary, when the 

dimensions of the masts are given for the ship, to make a rigging draught, 

in order to proportion one according to the other, so that the whole may 

make a handsome appearance. 

(145.) As to t~e diameter, experience has shewn that if the length 

of the main-mast, the main-yard, and the maintop-mast, are denoted by 
L, R, and 8 feet, the diameter of the main-mast in inches will be 

J ,I J

L X R3' 810 
---; that of the main top-mast will be -6-; the diameter of the 

13 4, 8 . 

fore-mast will be -Ai less than that of the main-mast; and the diameter 

of the fore top-mast will be -10 less than that of the main top-mast. 

The diameter of the top-gallant ~ast = 0,3 x their length reckoning to 

the stop.. 

(146.) The diameter of the bowsprit will be -a mean between that 

of the main-mast and that of the fore-mast; the diameter of the ji6-boom 

will be +of that of the main top-mast. The diameter of the mizen-mast 

two-thirds of that of the main-mast, and the qiameter of the mizen top

mast f of that of the main top-mast. 

(147.) The diameter of the main-yard, and that of the fore-yard in 

inches = 0,25 x the length of the yard; that of the top-sail yards = 
OJ2~ x also by the length of the yai'ds; that of the top-gallant yard = t 
of their length. The diameters of the sprit-sail yard, an~ cross~ack yard 

= 0,21 the length. The diameter of the sprit-sail top-sail yard = that 

of the main top-ga~lant yard. The diameter of the mizen peak is an 

inch for four feet in its length. The studding sail booms have two feet 
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gl'eater length than half the yard, and their diameter in inches is t or t 
of their length in feet. 

(148.) The depth of the main-trestle-trees in inches is the fourth of 

the hC.ight of the top-mast in feet, less half an inch; the thickness of 
the fore-trestle trees is ~ less than that of the main -trestle-trees, and the 
mizen 4- of the main; the thickness of the top-mast cross-trees is t 
that of the trestle-trees of the respective tops. The breadth of the said 

trestle-trees and cross-trees is 4- or f of their depth. 

The thickness of the caps is t of the diameters of the top-masts. 

(149.) As the masts and yards taper towards their extremities, it IS 

not sufficient to have their greatest diameters, it is necessary also to know 

the proportion according to which they ate diminished, for the purpose of 

giving them the form which according' to experience affords sllfficient 
strength to sustain the efforts to which they are exposed. The distance 
between the greatest and least diameters is divided into four parts; the 
diameter at each of these divisions should be as follows. 

(150.) The lower masts are found to be well proportioned when 

they have their diameter, at the height of the trestle-trees, one-eig'hth 

less than at the deck. So that, the diameter at the deck being 128, 

at the first division it will be 127, at the second 124, at the third 119, 

arid at the fourth 112. The thickness within the trestle-trees win be 

t, and above at the head, +of the diameter at the deck. 

(151.) The top-masts have 1- less diameter under the cross-trees 

than at the cap of the lower masts. So that, the diameter at the cap 

being .80" at. the first division it will be 79" at the second 76" at the 

third 71" and at the fourth, below the cross-trees 64. The thickness 

within the cross-trees and above at the head, will be t of the diameter 

at the cap. 

· (152.) If the great diameter ()f the lower and top-sail yards be 27, 
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at the first division it will be 26, at the second ~3, at the third 18, ,and 

at the outer end 11. 

(153.) If the great diameter of the top-gallan~ yards is S2~ at the 

first division it will be S 1, at the second 28, at the third 23, and. at the 

yard-arm 16. 

(154.) The bowsprit has commonly at the outer end a diameter 

only one half of that at the gammoning; if the diameter at the gammoning 

is 60, at the first division it will be 59, at the second 55, at the third 46" 

and at the fourth· 30. 

(155.) Brigs and sno~s have their foi'e-masts and its appendages, 
as well as the bowsprit, of the same proportions as frigates. But the 

height of the main-mast of brigs ought to be such, that its top may 

be on a level with the cap of the fore-mast; the head of the main-mast 

is equal to the head of the fore-mast. The main top-:mast is of the same 

length with the fore top-mast, the main yard and main top-mast yard are 

the same with the fore yard and fore-top mast yard. 

In snows, the main-mast is a mean between the main-masts of a frigate 

and brig, so also the top-masts; but the main yard. and the main top-sail 

yard, are of the same dimensions with those of frigates. 

(156.) The length of the main-mast of schooners and galiasses to 
the hounds, ought to be thrice the breadth of the vess~ls; and in howker 

sloops the whole of the main-mast ought to be thrice their breadth. 

The proportions for other masts and yards, as also for all of them, 

in small ves~els, will be found in the draughts of Plate LXII. Architectura 

Navalis. The yards have there their half length. 

(157.) East India ships have the length of the main-mast = 2,43 x 

their breadth; the length of the main top-mast = 0,586 x into that of the.' 

main-mast; the length of the main-yard = 0,54 x the length of the ship; 
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the main top-gallant yard 0,7 x by the top-sail yard; the mizen top-mast 

+ of the fore top-mast. 
The cap· of t~e fore-mast is i- of the length of the head of the main

mast lower than the cap of the ,main-mast; the cap of the mizen-mast 

is on a level with the main top. The other masts or yards are pro

portioned like those of merchant vessels frigate built, 

(158.) In privateers the masts and yards are first ·proportioned, as 

for East India ships, after which a draught of them is made, ·in which 
are included the rigging and sails; lastly, their moment is compared 

with ~hat of the stability Art. 80. and by proceeding as in Art. 87. th~ 

masts and yards will be determined, which are suitable to the moment 
of the sails. 

p 



C HAP. IX. 

• 

ON DIFFE-RENT MATTERS RELATING TO THE PRACTICAL PART 


OF CONSTRUCTION. 


Of the scantlings of the pieces for the construction of a ship. 

e) 59.) THE art of proportioning the pieces, which enter into the 
construction of a ship: depends altogether on practice. 

A ship that is to be laden \vith iron, with salt, or other wares of a 

considerable specific gravity, likely to strain the ship at sea, or the working 
of which may tend to loosen the parts of the ship, ought to be more solidly 

put together" than a ship whose cargo is to be light merchandize" as fir" 

timber" planks" &c. The difference of the quality of the wood also renders 

necessary a difference in the scantling, in order to obtain the same solidity. 

(160.) The solidity of a ship does not depend solely on the strength 

of the scantling of the wood; great care ought to be taken also to work 

it properly" as well the timbers for frames as the' planking; to unite well 

all the parts of the e~ifice, and to establis~ properly each piece in its 

respective place. 

(161.) As to the scantling of the timber for the construction of 

privateers, the object of these ships being only to serve in war, 

it is not necessary to build them of g'reater strength, than the probable 

period of their being wanted requires; on which account, the least 

scantling, possible is given them" with, a view to economy in expence. 
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This will be attended with the farther advantage, that the vessel will 

displace less, and that the bottom will be more elastic, which increases the 

velocity of sailing (NOTE48.). 

An able practical man must therefore be guided by circumstances. 

The scantlings of the pieces, which are 'given in the following state

ment, are such as may be used for ships built of oak. 
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(162.) Scantling for. a Merchant Ship built of Oak. 

Length .•• ••••••• 160150140130120110100 90 80 70 60 500 •••••• 0 0 ••• , ••• , 

S42 39+37i35t33 30+28i 26+24 21i 19 16{
Breadth mould~d ••••••••••.•••••••• 'i 39i-37{-35t33t31-}29t27 24+ 22i-20+ 18 15{

Keel sided •••••••••••••• ··.'·· ••• ···18 17tI6{-15i-14t13tI2tll+lO+ 9t' 8 6 
Floors in mid-ship sided • •• • • •• • ••• • 0 14 13t 12{- 11 f 11 10+ 9i 8+ 8 7t 6+ 5{
First, second, and third futtocks sided •• • • • 13 12t 12 11+ 10i 9+ 9 8+ 7 t 6+ 5t 5 
Top timbers sided •••• • • • •• 00 • ••••••• 12 Ilf lit 10f 10 9t 8t 7+ 7 6 5+ 50 

atthefloorhead ••••••••••••• 12+12Ili-l0i-10 9t 8t 7+ 7 6 5 4-! 
MouliJed at the main wales •• • ' .•• • • • • .0 • 10+ 10+ 9+ 8i- St 7t 6+ 6t 5t 4+ 4+ 3t{ 

at the .top side •••••••••••••• 5t 5t 5 4+ 4t 4+ 4 3+ 3t 3t 3 2t 
Main wale thick 7+ 7i- 7 6+ 6 5+ 5 4+ 4 3t 3t 2{0 • 0 •••• 0 0 • 0 •••••• • • •• 

Plank of bottom thick • • •••••••.•• 0 4-} 4 3f 3{ 3-} 3 2+ 2:,} 2t 2t 2 1t0 • • •• 

Channel wale thick ••••••••• • •• • 0 •• 5+ 5-'} 5 4+ 4+ 3+ 3t 3+ 3 - - 
Plank between m~in and channel wales thick.. 3+ 3t 3-} 3+ 3+ 3 2+ 2+ 2t 2+ 2 It 
Plank between channel wale and gun wale tbick 3 3 2i- 2-:} 2 ~ 2t 21- 2t 21- 2, 1+ 1-!
Keelson square. o •• 0 .............. o •• 17 16t 15+ 15 14 13 12 11+ lOt 9t 8 6 
Score of the keelson ••••••••••••••• 0 6 5+ 5f 5 4t 4+ 3t 3t 3+ 3 2+ 2-t 
Foot waling thick •••••••••••••••••••• 0 4 3f 3t 3i 3 2+ 2t 2t 21- 2+ It It 
Lower deck clamps thick • • •••••• • • • • • •• 7 6+ 6i 5+ 5t 5+ 4+ 4t 4 3t 3t 21

moulded • • • • • • • • • • • • 18 17 16 15 14 12+ 11 -;. 10 9 8 7' 5tLower deck beams . 6:1 6{. sided ••••••••••••••• 19 18 17 1 15 13T 12+ II 10 9 8 
Knees sided to •••••••••••••• If •••••• IIi IOf 10 9:i- 8t 7t 7+ 6t 6 5f 4+ 4
Carlings up and down. • • • • • • • • • • • • • •.•• 5f 5t 5 -} 4-:} 4t 4 3+ 3t 3 2+ 2+ 2f 
Ledges ditto. • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • •• 5 4f 4f 4 3f 3t 3t 3 2i- 2{ 2+ 2 
Binding strakes thick. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 6 5f 5t 5i 5 4+ 4t 4t 4 3+ 3+ 2 
Flat of deck thick •••••••••••••••••• " 4 3f 3t 3t 3 2t 2{ 2+ 2+ 2+ 2 1 f 
Water ways ditto .••••••••• ~ • • • • • • • •• 5f 5f 5 4+ 4} 4+ 3 ~ 3t 3t 3 ~ 2+ 1f 
Upper deck clamps. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 5f 5i 5 4f 4+ 4t 3f 31' 3+ 3 2{ If 

10 8 6 5
Upper deck beams ~~doudlded. • • • • • • • • • • • • 12{ I}1 ~ 11 °I! 1 + 1 ~t 108t 9: 7 t 6 6 45lSI e ..•••••••.••••• 13 2~- 4' 1 ~ ~ 8+ 7l"'* 7

Knees sided to .••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 8 7+ 7 6t 6 5+ 5 4+ 4t 4 3+ 3-t 
Carlings up and down • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 4 4 3+ Sf 3 ~ 3t 3i 3t 2t 2+ 2t 2 
Led'ges deep. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 3+ 3t 3t 3 3 2+ 2+ 2+ 2+ 2+ 2 1i 
Flat of d£'ck thick.. • • • • • • • • • • .. • • .. •• 3t 3t 3t 3 2+ 2+ 2+ 2t 2+ 2 If If 
'Vater ways thick • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 4 3t 3t 3-} 3 2i- 2+ 2+ 2+ 2+ 2 1~ 
Quarter deck clamps thick • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 4 3t 3t 3t 3 2+ 2+ 2t 2+ 2+ Ii3 t 
Quarter deck beams moulded • • • • • • • • • • •• 8-:} 8 7t 6f 6t 6+ 5+ 5t 4+ 4+ 3t 3 
Knees sided to • • • • • • .• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 6+ 6 5t 5f 4+ 4+ 4 3f 3t 3+ 3 2-:1
Flat of quarter deck thick. • • • • • • • • • • • •• 3 2{ 2+ 2{ 2-:1- 2 2 22 If 1+, If 
Lower deck transom sided to •••••••••••• 10 9+ 9 8{ 8 7 t 7 6t 6 5t 5 4 
Rudder head across .•••••••••••••••••• 23 2i+20fI9tI8+17t15tI4{14 12 II 8 
Tiller at the after end thick ••••••••••••• 10+ 10 9+ 8t 8 7i 7 6t 6 5t 5 4 

• • • • • • i 8At the fore end thick •• 0 • • • • • • •• 9 82-.8 8 I 7~ 7.1.4 62.. 6.1.. 5~ 5.1.. 4.1.. 4..L2 3• T iii i 
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The fore end of the keel ~,. and the afte:r.: extremity ~65 of the siding· at 
. 12 

the middle. The thickness of the stern-post.} near the transom, and the 

thickness of the stem at the wale, are equal to that of the middle of the 

keel, but the upper extremity of the stem is !. more. 
. (j 

(163.) Scantling for Privateers. 

Length .••••.••••••••.••••••... 160 l50 130 120140 110 100 80 6090 5070 -Breadth ..•...••.••••••....•... 41 38 36 3234 25 2229 27 1519 17-
Keel sided •••••••.•••..•••••••. 15+ 11 1012+14t 14+ 13+ lIt 8. 5-~9 7 

16Sternpost sided at the wing transom •••• 15151 13i14+ 12t 1 Ii  lOt 8 5{9+ 7 
Stem sided at the wale ••••••••••••• 151 14t 11 1013+ 12t14+ lIt 8 5-tr9 7 

21 20 16iStem sided at the head ............ 
 18 154 14i 13i 12t19 11+ 79+ 
6~lIt 10+ 10Floor timbers, and first fuUocks sided to 8+ 6 59+ 9 7i 7+ Il 5+ 
6..L

IilOtThe other timbers of the frame ••••••• 81 819 57t 6t 5+99t 4+ 
6 37 911 810+ 6-}Bt 5{at the floor head . • • • • • • • • 5f"4 44f9+ If 

6t 5t 5-1-
Il 418Moulded at the ~eight of the deck •••• 4t 39 3+7+ 3t 3-~-

4.Q...5at the gun wale ••••••• , •• 4t 4 3 22-
8 

3t 3t4+ 3f 2f 2+4 

6.2.-
8 

32..
II

51 5 4-}415i6+7 2i3f 3+Wale thick .•• c 

3.Q... 2-1.!l 22.
8

4 3 1-1.
!l3+ 2{ 2+3f 2Plank of bottom thick . • • • • • • ••••• • 4 2+ 

3..L
4 

22.
43t 3 1~2~- 2+tstrake above the wale •••••• 2-1-

8 
12..

82f 2f 2t8 8Thickness .d 22.
4 

2.1.. 12-
8 

1.Q...tOP-51 e .•••• •.•......•. 2.1..
II

3 22-it2+ -t 1+It I!-t 

4 34Jl.
45 2.1.

84 1~Orlop clamps. • ••••••••••.' •• • • •• 33t 3+ 3+ 22+If i 

8lL 8.1..Beams of orlop deck square •••••••••• 6t6J}9+ -7t4 7t - - -4 -
22.

8 2t 2-1.
tl 

}.1.
II 

1 13 2J} 22i 2f 1.1.
'l2iFlat of orlop deck. • • • • • •• • • • • • ••• "4 

51l 31l4.1..
86 3i 21l4Upper deck clamps thick ••••••••••• 41 4+ 35t 2tl 8 2+ 

6Jl.
i

1314 12 11 10 8+{moUlded •••••••• 6 459 7+Upper deck beams . d d 16 15 8.l.
4SI e ••••••••••• 14 13 6..L

4
lIt 10+ 9t 59 7i

4~Upper deck knees •••••••••••••••• 6t 3.l...8i 5f 5+ 46+ 4tIj9i 7t 2t 
3 342.4 4~ 4 2-1.

43 2J}Water ways •••• '•••••••••••••••• T 31 3+ 2 1+2+Ij 

32.
4 

2~4 I..}3t 3Quarter deck clamps •••••••••••••• 3+ 2+ 221 2+ 2+Il 

6 5 4+6i 5Quarter deck beams moulded •••••••• 8+ 4 34+7f 7+ 3+ 
2 36 4..L

4 
3.l.

8
5 4}Quarter deck knees sided ••••••••••• 45f 3i 3+ 33+ "4 

5 - - - - --- - - --b {moUlded. • • • • • • • Roundhouse earns sided •••••••••• -- -- -7 - -- --
 - _.2.1..
!l.3 2Quarter deck water ways ••••••••••• 2{ -2+ --- - -

20 14+Rudder head sided . .............. 
 16+ 15+ 13+ 1219+ 18i 17+ 11 9~- 7 
4 36-1-!l 52.. 

Ij
10 5~Tiller square •••••••••••••••••••• 42.

tl
8+ 3{9t 7i 7+ 49i 8 

16 15 12t 11+ 8Riding bitts " ••••••••••••••••••• 10+17 59 6t7+ 7 
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We have not given here all the pieces, which enter into the, construc

tion of a ship, because people, who understand this department, are able 

to act according to circumstances in proportioning those, which are omitted; 

considering both the goodness <?f the execution, and at the same time, 
the weig·ht.. by which the frame of the ship should be limited. I shall now, 

with relation to the latter circumstance, give a method of cubing pieces 

of different forms. 

(164.). The common manner of finding the solid content of timber , 

for building, may be sufficiently exact, when..it i's only with a view to 

selling or buying; but when the object is to deduce' the weight of the 

pieces from the measurement, it is necessary to obtai~ the .true solid con

tent. In this the two following forrnulre will be sufficient. The first is 
found in Sirnpson's Fluxions, Tom. I, Art. 154. 

For the first, let AE GB (Fig. 35.) be a solid, of which the four sides 

A H, A F, CH, C F are plane figures, and its bases AD C B, E F GH 
rectangles parallel to each other. 

,Let the distance between' the two bases taken on a perpendicular = a ; 

the solid content of the body will be = (AB x AI) + EH x EF + 
, 1 

(AB+EH) x (AD+EF) x 6a (NOTE 49.). If EF=o, the body 

will be like a ,wedge, having one end, smaller than the other, and 

its solid content will be = (2AB + EH) x A D x ia, but if EF = EH, 

and AD = AB,'then the body will be the frustrum of a square pyramid; 

the solid content ,viII be = (ABC). + flB x E H + E HCJ.) x ; a; .and lastly, 

if E H in this last expression =0, the body will be the whole pyramid, 

of ' which the solid content will be = AB2 x ~ a. 
3 

For example, let AB = 18 inches, A D = 12 inches, EH = Io,inches, 

EF=8 inches, the height a=20 feet; the solidity will be (18 x 12 + ]0 x 8 

+ (18 + 10) x (1 9 + 8)) X ~ x gO = 2853,33; but as the breadth and -the 
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thickness are in inches" it is nec~ssary to divide tttis quantity .by 144., and 

the solidity will be = 19,814 cubic feet. 

(165,) For the second formula, let FA CD E (Fig,36,) be a round 

body generated by the revolution of the curve ABC about GH as an axis; 

let the generating c~rve AB C be a parabola, whose vertex is at C; let Al 
be an ordinate parallel to .the axis G H, and CI the abscissa of this ordinate, 

I Kits sub-tang'ent; let I K : i C :: m : n, and the parameter = 1, then 

the equation of this parabola will be CIn =AIm; lastly, let the !ength 

G H = a, the diameter CE = b, and the diameter AF = c, 

The proportion of the square of the diameter of th~ circle to its area 
being nearly as 14 to 11, the solidity of this body may be expressed by 

2..!. a x (m + n) x nc'1. + 2mnbc + 2m9.b
Z 

(NOTE 50) If ABC be a 
14 (m + n) x n + 2mn + 2m2 ' 
conic parabola, then m = 2, n = 1, and the solidity will be' = 
11 3 C

Z + 4 be + 8 b'! d 'f h I'd' 'II b II 8 b'1.- a x ; an 1 C =0, t e so J Ity -WI e .a X - • 
14 15 14 15 

If AB C be a cubic parabola of the first species, then m = 3, n = 1, 

," 11 4e
z + 6bc + lsb2 

and ~he solIdIty wIll be =14 a. x 2~ . ; and when c = 0, the 

I'd· 'II b 119b? -so 1 Ity WI e = 14 a X 14 

If ABC .be a cubic parabola of the second species, then m =S, n = 2, 
- ," 11 10 e'1. + 12 be + H! b9. . 

.and the 'solIdlty wIll be = - a x. - -" and when c = 0, . . 14 40 

h rd' 'II b . 1 I gb'1.
t e so 1 Ity WI e =14 a x 20' 

If AB C be 8: right line, then the body is a frustrum of. a cone, and 

m : n :: 1 : I; the soI1'd'Ity WI'II b e = -11 a x c'1. + bc + b2 

; and I ast]y,
14 3 

if c = 0, the body will be an entire cone, of -.which the solidity will be = 
11 b9. 
-ax -,
14 S 

For example, there is required the solid content of a yard 68 feet 

long, 17 inches in diameter at the middle, and 7 inches in diameter 

at the extremities. Then a:to: 68, b = 17, and c = 7: if the gene
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rating curve by 	the revolution of 'which this yard is formed, be a conic 
.. '. 11 S c9. + 4 be + 8 btl. 11 

Parabola, the sohdlty wIll be = - a X 	 = ~ x 68 x
14 15 14 

f3 X 79. + 4 x 17 x 7 + 8 X 17
2 = ]0454; b~t the dia-meter!J 17 and 7 being 

15· 	 ." 

expressed in inches, it will be necessary to divide this quantity by 144, and 
we shall have for the solidity of the yard 7fl.-!o cubic feet. 

Knowing the weight of a cubic foot of wood from which the yard is 
made, we shall easily obtain its whole weight. For example, if a cubic foot 

of this wood weigh 40 pounds, multiply this quantity by 72,6, the product 

will be 2904 pounds = 9 skiponds iron weight, and if 2904 be divided by 
63, we shall have the weight equal to that of 46 cubic feet of sea-water. 

(166.) This formula for the solidity of round timber might serve to 
guage a cask, when the curve is any of the parabolic lines. The operation 

is as follows : 
The inside diameter of the cask both at the middle alld at the 

extremities is measured; CE = b, AF = c; half the difference of these 

two quantities =	n. 
To know the kind of parabola, which is to be used in the calculation, 

a rule exactly straight is laid on one extremity, so as to be a tangent to 
this point, as A K at A. 

From the middle point C of the cask," the length C K is taken on a 
4 

perpendicular to the axis (we suppose the staves equally thick through
out;) CK a_dded to n will give m (NOTE 5~.). Take moreover the length 
of the cask a in the inside. 

." 	 b-c'For example, a=4,04 feet, b =3,4 feet; c = 2,6 feet, so that --2 . = 
0,4 = n. Let the distance C K from the barrel to the rule" A K = 0, IS ; 

then 0,4 + 0, IS = 0,5"5 = m: 

The content then of the cask, according to the formula, will be == 
2 	 . 2!!. x 4,04 X 0,95 	x 0,4 x (2,6) + 2 x 0,22 x 8,84 + 2 x 0,3025 x (3,4) _ 

14 	 0,95 x 0,4 + 2"x 0./l2 + 2 x 0,3025 

II 13,4.12 11 	 . k 
x 4,04 x -- = - x 4,04 x 9,,44 =30 CUbIC feet, or 300 ans.

14 1,425 14 . 	 " 
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One may also, by means of this formula, find the length and diameter 

. of all kinds of casks for a given content. 
For example;suppose' it were required to find of what dimensions a 

cask ought to be to contain 33 cubic feet or 330 kans. 

Let the length = a, . the great diameter = b; the diameter at each 

extremity =c; let these interior dimensions be as 6, 5 and 4; then b = 
!!. a, and c = ~ a; and if the curvature of the staves form a cubic parabola 
66· 

of the second species, m will be = 3" and n == 2. So that ~a3 x
]4 

10 x H + 12 Xi-t + 18 x * = 33; whence a3 = 
. 10 + 12 + 18 


33 x 14 x 86 x (10 + 12 + IS) 6652S0
--- =70,S3; and lastly, a =4,123,
l1X(10X 16+12X20+1SX25) - 9350 

whence b =3,436, and 	c = 2,749 feet. 

The method of laying 	off according to the full size on the '}nould-~oft, 

J01' making the moulds. 

(167.) Let us take for example the privateer (Fig. 45, and 51.). 

For the execution in the fore body, between the frames P, 8" Wand the 

stem are traced other frames [J and R (Fig.. 37.); and in the after body, 

between the frames 21" 24 and the stern-post, those marked 26, 25 and 123 

(Fig. 37.); where, for greater clearness, the plan is made on a larger scale. 

A ship 'which has' sufficiently little rising in her floors to allow her 

taking the ground in tide-ways, ought to have such length of floor, that 

on laying ag~ound, the extremities of the said floors ,vhich touch, may 

be beyond the point- of contact at least one foot towards their heads. 

But since a ship as clean as the one in question, cannot be laid aground, 

we are at liberty to make. the floors as short as we wish. 

Wherefore if the timber for building the ship be on the spot, its form 

and length should be examined, in order after that. to mark on the plan 

the places where the different timbers are to be shifted, as in I, II, I I 1. 

The floors will be I B B I; the first futtocks will be from B to I I; the 

Q 



~econd ruttocks from I to I I I; the third futtocks from I I to C; the top 

timbers from I I I to C. 
Thus each frame is composed of one floor, six futtocks, and two top

timbers; but if the timber· has not the length which' we here suppose, 

it will be necessary to alter the divisions, diminishing the shifts so that 

there may be one futtock more on each side. However timber should 

not be used so short. as not to give, for ships of this size, six feet shift to 

the first futtock and floorheads, and four feet and a quarter to the other 

timbers. 
When all the shifts are thus marked, the diagonal lines], g, 3, 4, 5, 6 

and 7 are drawn on the body plan" nearly in the direction in which the 
plank is br~ught on; according to these diagonal lines the ribbands are 

nailed, when the frames are got into their places. 

(168.) To have the shape of the top timbers, a line is drawn 

between the main breadth line and top breadth line; it is denoted both 

on the body plan and on sheer plan, by 8 (Fig. 37.). The line 9 marks 

the heights of the main breadth, 10 those of the top breadth., and 11 those 
of .,the top side. 

(169.) All these operations being finished, the different distances 

are taken, from which a scheme is formed, such as the following one 
(Fig. 37,45 and 51.). 
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Distribution of th~ frames. Frame cpo 

t HeightIn.Ft. "8 above the Half- -- rabbet of breadth.
4
2 
 4 
 the keel.From after perpr. to 26 


~~ 

t1 _13 
 2
From 26 to 25 
 Ft. Ft. In.In. 8 


- -- -- -2 
 6 
 3 
 First.diagonalFrom 25 to 24 
 1 
 1
2 
 2 
 3 7 

From 24 to 23 
 3 
 2 
 2d1 
 5
1 
10 
 4 
 4 3 


From 23 to 21 
 3 
 2 
 Between 2d & 3d1 
 6 
 5
2 
 2 
 8 4 


From 21 to 18 
 6 
 2 
 4 
 3d 8 
2 
 2 2 


From 18 to 15 


2 
 7 

6 
 Between 3d & 4th4
2 
 1 
 8
3 
 3 
 6\4 
6 
 4th2 
 4
From 15 to 12 
 6
3 
11 
 9 
4
9 


-.~~ 


From 12 to 9 
 Between 4th & 5th6 
 2 
 4 
 6 
10 
11
410 
 7 

From to '6 
 6 
 5th2 
 4 
 6 
12 
 o 1 


From 6 to 3 


5 
11
9 

Between 5th & 6th6 
 2 
 4 
 2 
3 
 10 
3 


From 3 to cp 

12
7 


6th6 
 2 
 4 
 [) 6
8 
 13 
 5 
4 


From cp to C 
6 
 2 
 7th4 
 10 
 1 


From C to F. 


4 
0 13 
10 

Height of Breadth6 
 2 
 4 
 11 
 5
11 
 2 
13 
10 

Between Breadth and I
6 
 2
From F to I 
 4 
 14 
 1 3 


From I toM 

13
6 7 
Top Breadth 

6 
 2 
 4 
 Top Breadth 2 1 
13
17 
 9 5 


. From Mto P 
 6 
 2 
 4 

Height of diagonals at the middle lillC.From Pto R 1 
 2 


From R to S 


3 


1 
 2
3 
 Afore. Aft. 

'From Sto II 
 1 
 2
3 
 3 
10 
1 
 5 
10
First diagonal " • 3 

From llto W 1 
 2
3 
 S 10
Second. e· e ••••• '. 3 
 5
7 
10 


From W to fore perpr. 2
3 
 3 
 8 
 2 
 10
Third ....•••.•. 4 
 4 2 

7" 

\Vhole length between perpl'·. 102 6 0 
 10 
 2 
13
Fourth .•••.. e 6 5 


Fifth .•••....•.. 

9 


13 
 3 
 2 
16 
 4 5 


Sixth ..••..•.... 
15 
 4 
18 
 5 1 


Seventh •••.•••• 

9 


1 
20
3
17 
 3 4 
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Main Breadth Main Breadtl1,· 
After Body. Fore Body. 

Height Height
from the Half . from the Half 

upper edge breadth. breadth.upcer edge
of the rabbet oft erabbet 
of the keel. of the keel. 
~-.-.. ~ ~~ 

1 
 I
I 


-
Ft. In. 1 


-
Ft. In. Ft. In.In.Ft. 

-8" 
-
"8 

-
8"8" 

--- ----12 
0 13
0 10 
 13
1
At the frames 3 
 10 
 1
11 
 6
11
At the frames C 
6 12 
1 
 13
3 
 8 
 2 
 13
1 
4
12
F 9 

9 12 
4 
 1 
13 
 6
5 
 4
13
4 
 5 
 6
I 
12 


12 12 
 13 
 1 
 13 
 5
10 
3
12
7 
 M7 
 7 

15 13 
1 
 12
0 8 
 4 
 12 
 1
6 
 5
P 13 


12
18 13 7 
 5 
 1 
 4 
 11 
 6
1
6
11
13
R. 
21 14 3 
 6 11 
 4 
 3 
 S 8
14 
 5 7 
 9 


6 10
23 14 8 
 11 
 5 
 5
5
U 1 2 
15 
 7 

4 10
24 15 2 
 5 
 4 
 6
3 
11
W 15 
 9 7 


25 15 7 
 2 10 
 o 4 
 At the stem 4 
6
16 

26 In 06 910
9 


At fashion piece 16 
1 
 0 3
9 6 

A t side counter timber 16 
 1 
 8
9 
 9 
7 


Bet'ween Main and Top Breadth Lines. 


After Body Fore Body. 


Height Height
from the Half from the Half 

upper edge breadth. upper edge breadth. 
oftlie rabl:jet ofthe rabbet 
of the keel. of the keel. 
r-A-., ,..-"---, ,.-..-'--,~ 

I 
 I 
 I
Ft. In. Ft. In. Ft. In.8" 8" 8"- 1 -I--
+ ~I.::- -- -At the frames 314 
 13 
 1
7 
4 
 14 
 13 
 1 
 3
At the frames C 7 
3 


614 
 8 4 
13 
 14 
 8 
 13 
 3
F 
9 14 
10 
6 
 12 
 10
9 
6 
 114 10 
 12 
 4 


15 
 1 
4 
12
12 
 6 3 
 M 15 
 12 
 5 
 4
7 

15 
 4 
 1 6 
15 
 12 
 P 15 
 11
4 
 7
7 
 7 
4 

15 
 11
18 
 8 
 3
R I5 10
7 6
7 
 7 
 9 
7
I

16 
 11
21 
 2 
 0 2 
 10
8 15 
 6 
 4
7 
 9 

16
24 
 0 10 
 1
8 
 2
3 
 U 

1 

16 
 2 
 5 
 5
7 

At fashion piece 03 
 5
4 
 W 16 
 3 11 
17 
 7 
0 6
9 

At side counter timber 08 
 6
8 
 8 
 10
At the stem 16 
 3
17 
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Top Breadth, Top Breadth 

Fore Body.After Body. 

HeightHeight 
from the HalfHalffrom the 

upper edge breadth.breadth.upper edge 
oftherabuetoftne rabbet 
of the keel.of the keel. 
~r-A-.~~ 

III tFt. In. 
-
Ft.Ft. 

-
In. 

-
lu.Ft. In. 

-tf8" 88" 
- ---- --- 112 5112 5 11717 9 3 At the frames C 9At the frames 3 

81111 8 3 3 33 176 17 F7 
51011 56 3 55 I 1717 79 1, 11111 3 28 5 3M12 17 7 7 
5101010 11 66 1717 11 P15 7 

1810 5 2 2 3 910 118 4 0 R18 
18 8 111 S18 5 291021 8 7 7 
18 8 41 6 U19 3 4 9 424 79 

8 3 619 10 5At fashion piece 
20 4 2 7 6At side counter timber 7 

Top Side Top Side 

Fore Body.After Body. 

HeightHeight 
Half from the Halffrom the 

breadth. upper edge breadth.upper edge 
oftherabbeloftne rabbet 

of the keel. ofthe keel. 
~ ~~ r--A

t t IFt. 

-
Ft.Ft. In. In. ifFt./ In. 

-
In. tf - 1- - --- -

18 1021 10 4319 8 7 9 6At the frames MAt the frames '15 
9 118· 10 21 191119 P 77 

4II 4 4 819R21 19 97 9 
20 6 1 8 8 3 28 11S 19 7 224 

1021 1 11 21 U 1019At fashion piece 7 77 7 
2 321 8At side counter timber 7 
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Distances on the Diagonals of the After Body. 

Fourth 
Diagonal. 

Second ThirdFirst 
Diagonal.Diagonal.Diagonal. 

,-"---1~~ ~ 

Ft. In.{Ft.Ft. In. t Ft. In. i 
 Inoli 
Fromcpto3 24 


6 

- 1;" Fromcpto3Fromcpto3 Fromcpto3 2- -7 

6 
 6
6
- 51
- 33 77 

1 


714 

4- 104 
 1
- 67 9 
 9 


12 

9 
 9 


23
2
12 
 1 
 53 
 2 
 12
12
- 107 
 ~I~ 
n ....... 4 
 3 
 34 


18 

22
15 
 15
15
1 
 43 
 oM 15 
 3 


4 
 212 
 4 
 64 

21 


18
1106 
 18
18
3-7 

21 
 5
.2 
 21
4 
 21 
 6 17
77 
 5 
 712 


6\1123 
 3 
 23 
 410 
 6 

24 


16 
 23 
 23
- 6 
 57 

8 
 16 


25 

3 
 24 
 6 1:3 24
5 
 24
8 73 
 7 


8 
 44
4 
 32 
 25 
 6 
 25 
 8 25
4 9 

26 
 10
45 
 34 


To mid. line 

4 
 64 
 26 
 6 
 85 
 26 
 26
9 


6 

To mid. line 


5 
 10
To mid. line 1 
To mid. line 6 To the margin 3 7 5 
 111 5 

2
131 8 


t 

UpperFifth Seventh 
Diagonal. 

Sixth 
edue ofDiagonal.Diagonal. 

the Wale. 
~ ~~ ,~ 

I

In. 12,.In.-} Ft. Ft. In.Ft. 8
Ft"f~± ~ Height from - -

Fromcpto3 
 14 
 11
the rabbit 3
2 Fromcpto3 - 6 
 116 

6 


From¢to3- -
41 
 '61256 
 33
6 
 6 
 -6 


9 
 1 
 1- 9 92 
 912
74 
 3
12 


9 
12 
 4 1 
1 
 12 
 12 
12
110,4 1 
- 7 56 


15 
 210- 15 
 2 
 13 
 15 
 82
1 
 15 
12 
 92 

18 
 4·- 3 14
18 
 18
3 
 62
2 
 13
18 
 16 

21 
 62
5 
 4
21 
 54 
 21 
 3 
 13
21
74 
 72 

23 
 6 
 5 1 
 23 
 5 
 24 
 23 
 32 
 23 
13
4 
 103 

24 
 56 
 12
24 
 6 
 24 
 5 - 1 24 
14 
 2
25 


7 

61 
 25 
 6106
8 
 25 
 25 
14
5 
 51 


26 

77 


1 5 
 26 
 26 
 26 
14
5 
11 7 
 65 

To the margin 


7 37
9 

86 
 9 5 
To mid. line To the margin 6 
Atfashion piece 14 
 83 


To mid. line 

17 
-9 
 7 


15 
11 
 To mid. line 16 
 87
-
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. 
Distances on the Diagonals oj the Fore Body. _ 

Fourth 
Diagonal. 

ThirdSecondFirst 
Diagonal.Diagonal.Diagonal. 

~r-'-I~~ 
I Ft. In. i

-
In.{ Ft. Ft. In.In.{Ft. s 

--- - -- -
16- From¢to C --4 From¢toCFrom¢toC 1 7From¢toC --
52 F 621 F-4 -FF -- -

1 23I21 61 II - 1 - 7I -
2 34M111 555 MM 1 - 7M -
310P2.'33P1 11 5P1P 
4101R4 - 1R43 2 616R1R 

S 6 1 S 11 7S 3S 1 42795 

23 U6U 8U2U 45 4-7 7 

W 8WWW  5-7 7 .74 9 
0 

11411To mid. line I-To mid. line 5 11 165 To mid. line To mid. line .3 9 
I 

I 

UpperSeventhSixthFifth edge of Diagonal.Diagonal.Diagonal. the Wale. 
~r-'-I~~ Height above I I Ft. I .. t 

-
Ft: In. {-Ft. In.In.Ft. "iT"iT the rabbit - - -

11 11 5-From cp to C -4 ofl{eel C5 From¢to C-1 -Frompto C -
F, 12 -322F F- 342F --

12 2184I I II 57117 - --
121M 64 1 21 472 - 2 MM M 

P 
 83 
 P 
 \ 
 122 P3-4 56 9P 
12 1154R R9 6 662 R 34R 
13 3S5S 5 1 13 1 81 SS 6 

13! 71uII 6U26II 71158 7 
I 

131161 511 11 WW W1 i 210W 37 
I 

614 1515 At the stem To mid. line To mid. line -6 141 33To mid. line 14 
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(170.) From this scheme the ship is laid down in full size., on the 

mould loft) according to the ordinary foot. .The frames and other curve 

lines in the plans, ~re drawn on the floor ~y means of penning battens, 

which confined to the given spots, take the curvature which is wished. 

The half thickness of the keel., stem, and stern-pos"t., is drawn in 

the body plan· on each side of the middle line; a dotted line a a also 

is drawn for the depth of the rabbet, and those b b for its breadth on 

the stem and stern-post. 

The upper and lower edges of the wales are also denoted by lQ and 13. 

(171.) As well to verify the exactness of the body plan, as to 
obtain the bevellings of the timbers., all the diagonals from the stem and 

stern-post to the mid-ship section must be delineated; to do this., on all 

the diagonals 1, Q, 3, 4 of the body plan., the distances are taken from the 

middle line to each frame" and they are set off from the middle line D D 

on the corresponding frames in the half-breadth plan; this will give the 

diagonals 1, 1; Q, Q; 3" 3; &c. 

(172.) As it is not possible to place the frames near the extremities, 

in a plane perpendicular to the middle line D D, without having too great 

a curvature and requiring timber of too large scantling., on account of 

the great bevelling) the practice is to put them in a vertical plane, but 

oblique with regard. to the plane of elevation or to the middle line D D, 
as KE, F F, G G., H H. These three last frames are called cant frames; 

KE or the aftermost one is the fashion piece, which determines the length 

of all the lower transoms. 

(173.) . It is not proper to carry E too far from the stern-post, this 

lengthens the said transoms too much, and as they are mnch curved, it 

,,"ould be difficult to find pieces proper for maliing them. 

There must be limits also to the canting of the fraInes" for otherwise 

the filling frames 'would necessarily be beat away too much at the heels. 
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(174.) To determine the moulds and bevellings of these pieces (the 

filling-frames, transoms, and fashion-pieces) draw on the body plan, 

some water-lines (NOTE 5~.), in the first place at the upper edges of the 

transoms L, M, ~ 0, and then below, at pleasure, as c, d, f, g, and 

for the fore ones i, k, l, m; transfer these water-lines to the half-breadth 
plan, where they are marked with the same letters. 

The lines M, N, 0, give the moulds of the upper edge of the' 

transoms! and the line L, in I K, the bevelling of the end of the wing 

transom. 
On the half-breadth plan, is taken the distance from E to all 

the points, where the water-lines cut K E or the after edge of the' 
fashion-piece; these distances are set off on the corresponding water

lines on the body plan, from the middle line ; and passing a curve
•

thro~gh all the spots thus g'iven, we have the line q q for the mould of the 
fashion-piece. 

At a distance from K E, equal to the siding of the fashion-piece, dran' 

Pr parallel thereto; from E draw the line EP perpendicular to KE, take 
the distance from P to all the points where P r meets the water-lines, and 

set off also these distances from the middle line of the body plan, on the 

corresponding water-lines. Through all these spots draw s s, this curve 

will give the fore edge of the fashion-pi~.ce, and the distance between 

q q a~d s s will shew how much the bevelling of this' piece is within or 

without the after edge. 

(175.) To find the point where each diagonal meets the fashion
piece qq. 

Take aU the perpendicular distances from the middle line D D to the 

points where the water-lines meet the line KE; set oft' th,ese distances 

on the corresponding water-lines of the body plan, also from the middle 

line; through all tile points which this will g'ive, pass the curve t t, which 

will give the projection of the after edge of the fashion-piece. 

Front the points u, u, where the diagonals meet this curve, dra'l~ 

R 

http:fashion-pi~.ce
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the horizontal lines uw;' then w~ w~ where these small lines meet the 

curve qq~ are ~he points on the true fashion-piece~ where it is cut by 
the diagonals. 

(176.) 'To find the points where the fashion-piece cuts the diagonals. 

Take the perpendicular distance from the middle line to all the points~ 
where the diagonals 1~ 1; ~~ 2; 3~ 3; &c. cut the frames; set off these 
distances on the corresponding frames in the half-breadth plan from the 

middle line D D ; ~ through t~e points~ which this operation ,will give~ pass 
the curves 1, 2, 3, &c. which are dotted; this will give what are called 
~he horizontal diagonal lines. 

From the points x, x~ where the lines meet K E, draw the small lines 
xy, xy perpendicular to the middle line D D; the points!/, 9, ,vhere these 

lines meet the diagonal lines 1, 1; 2~ 2; 3~ 3; &c. are those where the 
fashion-piece is cut by the diagonals. 

(177.) The fashion-piece gives the bevellings of the extremities of 
the transoms; but the bevellings of the said transoms between their 
extremities and the middle are found by the following method. 

Draw on the half-breadth plan the lines IV, V and VI, at pleasure" 
parallel to the middle line D D; take the distances of the points of 
intersection of these lines with the water~lines, fron;t the perpendicular at 
the stern-post; set off these distances on the corresponding water-lines on 
the sheer plan from the said perpendicular at the stern-post, and through 

the points which this will give, draw the curves IV, V, VI; these li~es 

will give the bevelling of the transoms. The bevelling of the 'lower 

transoms may be found by means of the frames 25 and 26. 

(178.) The moulds and bevellings of the cant frames' in the fore and 

after bodies, are found by proceeding as has been done for the fashion· 

piece; which is sufficiently seen by the plan. 
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(179.) After having drawn the square and cant frames, and the' 

transoms, moulds are made' of thin boards, on which all the places for the 

diagonals are marked, the height of breadth, top breadth, wales, and the 
decks, if required. 

The moulds for the fore and after parts, which have great rounding, 

are made to the diagonals 1, 1; 2, 2; 3, 3; &c. in the half-breadth plan, 

of two-inch deals, which are even sheathed to give the greater solidity. 

A ribband is carried above the wales, which may either be placed 

horizontally, or. according to a right line, which is most nearly parallel to' 

the wales. 

The moulds for the floors are made so broad at the middle, as to 
have the whole height of the floors. 

The bevellings of the pieces are marked, either on the moulds themA 

selves, or on bevelling boards. 

(ISO.) It is essential to llRe all possible precision in the laying off 

and in making the. moulds; not only the con~truction. thence becomes more 
conformable to the plan, but also by this means there is a saving in the 

wages of the workmen, ,vho are thereby enabled to put .together the frames 

and get them into their places, without ~eing obliged to retouch them.. in 

order that they may come well together and graduate well. 

On the Construction of the Scale of Solidil!J. 

(lSI.) Suppose we wish to make the scale of solidity for the priva

teer (Fig. 43,44. and 46.), of which we have the displacement calculated in 

Art. 9. 

The calculation for the construction of this scale must commence from 

the plane of the load water-line, so as to obtain in succession the solidity 

between this and each of the lower ,vater-lines; the operation is performed 

in the following manner. 

n2 



To find the solidit!J of the part between the first and second w~tel'-lines. , 

Half the area of the load water-line ....•..••••.•.•.•..•••• 1293,91 

Ditto of the second ............................. ~. . • • • • .• 1178,03 


2)2471,94 

1235,97 

Multiplied by the distance between the water-lines • • • • • • • • . . 1,62 

Half the 30lidity between, the · first and second ,vater'-lines . • •• 2002,27 

Plank. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50,73 

Stem and stern-:post........................................ 2,00 


2055,00 

2 

Displacement of the part, 1,,62 feet below the load water-line .. 4110,00 

=45,16 lasts. 

To find the solidit!J ofthe parts between the first and tltird water-lines. 

Half the area of the load water-line = 1293,,91 x 1 = 1293,91. 

Ditto for the second ............... = 1178,03 x 4 = 4712,12, 

Ditto for the third • • • • • • • .. . . . • .• = 1030,69.x 1 = 1030,69 

7036,72 

Multiplied by one-third the distance between the water-lines.. . 0,54 

Half the solidity between the first and third water-lines. · .... • ... 3799,,83 

Plank ................................................. ]04,17 


Stem and stern-post......................................... 4,00 


cubic feet 3908,00 

2 

Displacement of the part 3,24 feet below the load water-line. • . · 7816,00 

"= 85,89 lasts... 
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To find the solidityo of the pieces between the first and fourth water-lines. 

Half the area of the third water-line ................ o' •••••• 1030,69 

:pitto of the fourth ............. o. • . • . . . • . . . . . . • . • . . • . • •. 856,93 

2)1887,62 

943,81 

Multiplied by the ~istance between the water-lines . . . . . . . . . . 1,62 

Half the solid between the third and fourth water-lines ....... 1528,97 

Half the solid between the first and third water-lines .•...... 3799,83 

Half the solid between the first and fourth water-lines ........ 5328,80 

Plank .......... · · . · · · · · . 0' •• 0 165,20 

Stern and stern-post ... · . · . · · • • · · · .. •..... 
0 

6,000 0 0 •••• 0 ••• 0 •• 0 

5500,00 

2 

Displacement of the part 4,86 feet below the load water-line . 0 •• 11000,00 

= 120,88 lasts. 

To find the solidity of the pieces between th~ first and .fifth water-lines. 

Half the area of the load water-line. 0 = 1293,91 X 1 = 1293,91••• 0 

Ditto of the second. 0 = 1178,03 x 4 = 4712,120.0 0" 0 0 •••••••••••• 

Ditto of the third . 0 = 1030,69 x 2 = 2061,38••• 0 •••••••• 0 ••••••• 

Ditto of the fourth .........••.......... - 854,93 x 4 = 4327,72 


Ditto of the fifth .••............•...••.. = 662,38 x 1 = 662,38 


12157,51 

Multiplied by one-third the distance between the water-lines. . . . 0,54 

Half the solidity between the first and fifth water-lines .....•.. .6565,05 

Plank. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 239,95 

Stem and stern-post ~•......•...•••••••••••••••• , ..•. • • 9,000 • • 

6814,000 

---2 

Displacement of the part 6,48 feet below the load water-line ..• 13628,00 

=149,75 lasts. 
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To find the solidity of the pieces between the first and sixth 'loater-lines. 

Half the area of the fifth water-line........................... 662,38 

Ditto of' the sixth.............................................. 434,83 

2) 1097,21 

548,60 

Multiplied by the distance between the lvater-lines ............_1,62 

888,73 

Half the solidity between the first and fifth water-lines ........ 6565,05 

Half the solidity between the first and sixth water-lines ........ 7453,78 

Plank. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 335,22 

Stem and stern-post ............................................' 12,00 

7801.,00 

----2 

Displacement of the part 8,1 feet below the load water-line. 15602.,00 

= 171,45 lasts. 

To find the solidity ofthe pieces between the first and seventh ~ater-lines. 

Half the solidity between the first and seventh water-line 7947 (Art. 7.) 
Plank. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 426 

Stem and stern-post. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 

8399 cubic feet 
2 

Dis;!~~:~l~~! ~~.t~.~ ~.~r.t.::~~~~~~t. ~~~~~ ~~~. ~~~~} 16798 = 
184,6 lasts. 

To find tILe solidity fro1n the load 'water-line to the keel. 
Half the solidity between first water-line and the keel. . .. 8105 

Plank. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 500 

Stem and stern -post ................................... . 20 

8625 cubic feetDis~!~~:~~~! ~.f. ~~~ .~~~t. ~ ~~~~. ~~~~ ~.e~~~~ .t~l~. ~~~~} 

2 

17250= 

189,56 lasts. 
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To construct from hence a scale of burden. 

(182.) Draw two lines perpendicular to each other, the one in a 

horizontal direction, the other in a vertical direction; make on the 

horizontal line a decimal'scale at pleasure to represent lasts, and on the 

vertical another scale of feet also at pleasure, as is seen in Fig. 50. 

Below the horizontal line and at the distance from this superior line 

of 1.6~" 3.24, 4.28, 6.48, 8.1, 9.72 and 11.2 feet, draw parallels thereto. 

On the scale of lasts,' take the quantities" which have been found" in 

lasts 45.16, 85.89, 120.88, '1~9.75, 171.45, 184.6 and 189.58; set off these 

quantities on the corresponding horizontal lines" from the vertical line. 
Through all the points ~o determined pass a curve, and you will have 

a scale of solidity. . \ 
The horizontal scale is in;French tons" English tons, and Swedish lasts. 

The method of using the scale is this. 
The line a b (NOTE 53.)/ on the sheer plan is the load water-line, 

the privateer being laden. Suppose that the water-line before it is entirely 

laden, were cd; then the d1stances ac, bd are taken, which by the scale 
I 

of the plan give 4 feet Ii- inches- and 5 feet Ii- inches; these two quantities 

are added" and half the sum is taken, 4 feet 7+ inches. 

Take this quantity 4 feet 7-} inches on the scale of solidity" you will 
have eg, which must be transferred perpendicularly to the line ef, until it 

meet the curve in h. From h draw the line hi perpendicularly to fe, 
or what is the same thing, parallel to eg; this line marks on the scale of 
lading the weight, which must be put on board to bring down the ship 

to the line a b, namely, 175 Swedish lasts. 

(183.) If the ship be quite light, one may in this manner find the 

lading, which it can take; or if the water-line of a ship ha~. been once 

observed, supposing another to be found, one may be able" by means of 

the said scale, to obtain the ''''eight which the ship has taken on board, 

or of which it has been discharged, to render it so much more brought 

down, or more raised. 
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If similar scales were made by builders for all ships and vessels con .. 

structed by them, the~ owne~ or commander wo~d have it always in his 
power to determine the lading he could take on board, and that with such 
exactness as not to be deceived one" last in the largest ship, when the load 
water-line was determined. 

This scale is particularly necessary for ships bf war or privateers, to 

the end that knowing the qnantity of provis.ions r.n~ other stores, wh~ch 
they can take, the ballast may be determIned,! whIch they can receive 
without being brought down farther than the load water-line. 
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CHAP. X .. 

ON THE PROPERTY IN SHIPS OF BEING ARDENT. 

(184.) IN sailing by the wind, some ships are more, some less, and 

some not at all inclined, to turn to the wind; that is, some ships are more 

and some less ardent; this may proceed from an increase of sail at 
one, or a diminution of sail at the other end of the ship, which carries the 

center of gravity' of the canvass more towards one or the other extremity. 

There are, however, ships of such a form, that they always are ardent, 

although the c.enter of gravity of the sails be carried farther forward. 
There are others, which are slack, or with difficulty are brought to the 
wind, although the said center of the sails be carried fart.her aft. 

No other forces act on the ship, except the air in motion, and the 

water, that is to say, the wind on the sails, and the water on the bottom 

of the ship; and since the disposition of the sails alone cannot produce 

or prevent the tendency to come to the wind, its cause must proceed from 

the effect of the water against the bottom. 

(185.) Let us consider, for a moment, a ship with relation only to its 

weight, and suppose it to have a body of an indeterminate form, whose 
weight is collected nearly round the center of gravity. Let the body be 
moved in the water with a certain velocity. Suppose another force to 

act in the contrary direction to the motion of the body, not in a line 

passing through the center of gravity, but a little on one side of it; this 

body will be forced to turn round its center of gravity, or round a point 

S 
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very near it, and the etrect of this force, as to the motion of rotation, will 
be proportional to the distance of the line, in which this force acts, 
from the center of gravity. This does not need demonstration, being one 
of the well known laws of mechanics. 

(186.) When a ship sails by the wind, and the resultant of the force 
of the wind on the sails passes throug'h the vertical line, in which the center 
of gravity of the ship is, then the water has the same effect on the ship, 
as the force of which we have just spoken on the supposed body: for 
if the resultant of the resistance of the water passes on one side or 
tbe other of the center of gravity of the ship, it cannot fail to become 
ardent or slack; al'dent, if this resultant pass before the center of gravity; 
s;lack, if it pass behind. 

This rotatory motion to one side or the other, may be prevented by 
luaking the resultant of the force of the wind on the sails pass through 
the vertical line, through 'l'hich the resultant of the resistance of the water 
also passes. The disposition of the sails should always be regulated by 
this effect; but as transferring the center of gravity of the sails towards 
either of the extremities is confined within certain limits determined by 
other considerations, the re~nltnnt of the resistance must therefore have 
likewise its limits, which it cannot go beyond; and as this property of 
a ship is of very great importance, it is necessary to find the resultant of 
the resistance, in order to change the form of the bottom, if it does not 
pass in the proper direction. , 

This resultant can be found in no other way, than by the effects of 
the direct, lateral, and vertical efforts of the water's resistance, ~oainst 
all that part of the' ship, which is in the water; but it must be observed, 

that as we consider here the rotation only in a horizontal plane, we need 
take into account only the direct and lateral forces, which alone are 

effectual in this respect. 

(187.) When the wind is aft, the lateral forces on each side are 

equal. In this case they need not be taken into consideration. But 
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,vhen the ship sails by the wind, the sails are trimmed obliquely with 

respect to the middle line of the ship lengthwise, and part of the force of 

the wind is employed in impelling the ship sideways, at the same time that 

it impels the ship for~ard. The ship has such a form, that the resistance 

to the motion forward is less than the resistance to the -motion sideways, 

and the direction of the course is neither parallel to the middle line, nor 

perpendicular to it: the ship does not make way as it lies up, it goes on 

a line, which is called the line of lee-way. 

(188.) The lateral effort of the resistance of the water i8 no longer 

therefore equal on both 8ides; it is greater on the lee-side than on the 

weather-side; so that, if one be subtracted from the other, there will 

remain the lateral resistance, which, with its whole force, acts on the said 

lee-side. If knowing the point, through which the resultant of the direct 

and lateral forces pass, as well wjth respect to one of the extremities, as 
with respect to the middle line, we funn a .rectangle of the said forces, its 
diagonal will be the mean horizontal direction of the water. Upon this 
direction, the tendency of the ship to turn one way or the other round 
its center of gravity, as we have already said, depends. 

(189.) Seeing therefore what it is that renders a ship more or less 

ardent, and since by Art. 67. we can obtain the effort of resistance both 

direct an'd lateral, it would seem that there was no farther difficulty in 

determining the mean direction of the water: but the ship having a side 

wind, not only is inclined on the opposite side with respect to this force, 

but also, as we have said in the preceding Article, has lee-way; so that, to 

determine this mean direction, it becomes necessary, either to vary the 

construction of the forces (NOTE 54.), or to construct other lines on the 
ship, which represent it in its new position. 

The method of determining the mean direction by lines projected on 

the ship, in its new situation being the most easy and clear, I shall give 

here an example of it, with the calculations which lead to the solution of 
this question. 

s2 
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, (190) , To find the mean direction of the resistance of .the water on 

the bottom of the privateer Fig. 47, 48, and 49, sailing with a side wind. 

To determine this mean direction, it is necessary to project the ship" 

as it would appear in its inclined situation to a spectator placed in the 
direction of its track, or in its line of lee-way (NOTE b5.). 

When a ship sails by the wind, it is inclined on the side opposite 

to the wind, and this inclination is greater or less, accor'ding as the force 

of the wind is greater or less. It is necessary therefore to make some 
supposition. Let the inclination be 7 degrees, and the lee-way half a 

. 0 'IpOInt, or 5 • 37 '2. 

That ,ve may be enabled to represent a ship at such an inclination, and 
~ith such an oblique course, it is necessary to draw a great number of 
'water-lines on the body plan (NOTE 56.). In order that the construction of 

the forces and the measurement on the scale may be made with great exact ... 
ness, I have made Figures 38 and 39 (in this situation of inclination and 
obliquity) of a size uouble that of the plan of the ship for,which they are 
constructed. Figure 38 revresents the' whole of the bottom forward. T is 

the center of gravity of the privateer; W that of the displacement, the 

ship being upright. Fig. 39 represents the whole of the bottom aft. The 
sections aa, b b, cc, and {3{3, zz, !J!J, &c. (Fig. 38 and 39.) are not per
pendicular to ~he middle line or axis of the ship, but to the line of lee-way 
C C Fig. 40; and the distance between these transverse sections -should be 

divisible without a remainder by the numbers two or three, for the purpose, 
of determining the area and position of the center of gravity of each 

triangle. 
In the Figures 38 and 39 the water-lines II, III, IV, V, and VI" are 

drawn at pleasure below the load water-line I; but so that the distance 

between them may be a multiple of 2 or S, to avoid the accumulation 

of figures in the calculation of the areas of the triangles, and of the 

moment of the forces on each of them. 

All the spaces teapq are divided (Fig. 38.), into two triangles by the 

line ce p, afterwards between aU the sections and ~vater.'}ines are drawn the 
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perpendiculars (£111" 111,n, &c. which are necessary in order to determine 

the forces, and the centers of gravity of the triangles tep q, ceap, are 

marked, as in Figure 20, according to Articles 69 and 70. 

~omewhere without the plan, a lill:e B B is drawn perpendicular to the 
water-lines; the distance of the center of gravity of each triangle from 
this line is measured. 

The distances (£lIZ, mn, and ten are taken, and transferred between 

the two parallel lines IIH, II, Fig. 41; whose distance is equal to 
the distance between the sections, that is, to twice the distance between 

the sections aa, bb, &c. Fig. 40. The direct resistances teK (Fig. 4:1.), 
the lateral ones KL, and the vertical ones AfN, are found by a con

struction similar to that by which these forces were determined for Fig. 20. 

The triangles N,os. I, 2, 3, 4, &c. answer to N°s. ), 2, 3, 4, &c. of 

Figure 38. Figure 41 corresponds to the lee-side: in Figure 42 the forces 

are constnrcteu for the weather-side. 
The areas of the triangles, the quantities of the forces and the effects 

of these forces, the distances of the centers of gravity of the triangles 
from a fixed line, and the products of the effects into these distances or 

the moments) are all collected in the following order. 
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CALCULATION FOR THE FORE PART OF THE SHIP- (Fig.3S.). 

Direct forces on the lee-side, and their distances from the line B B. 

Between the water-lines I and II. Bet'Uleen tlte water-lines II and III. 

,,~ u: <Il~ 
<Il til ..s.~~ <Il -S.~~ 
,d. cu on .Q • <Il ...u '0 f g u .... f <Il..... til ... S -= 

.... '" ... :l E.... ~ cu o b.OC
oS <Il~;':: ....  oS cu 

No. o !In . u <Il No. obJI u GJct.e;'::: 

~a 1) ~ ~~] e ~.3 .... ~ ~O<ll e 
0 u 0 

cu· ... " ~ cu ~ ~ ... ,d..... ... ~cu .... )1 CIJ ... ... -~ ... ~ <+' .is :Ed8 ....... 
is .~c:: 6 

A a.. 0 
< A<Il 0

U,:: u,:: ..:-----
I 8,87 1,82 16,14 16,75 270,34 1 2,80 1,24 3,47 15,65 54,38 

2 13,14 2,43 31,93 19,28 615,61 2 8,87 1,64 14,54 17,02 247,47 

3 9,37 1,68 15,74 22,24 350,05 3 6,30 1,19 7,49 18,61 139,38 

4 11,12 1,73 19,23 25,58 491,90 4: 9,37 1,40 13,11 21,29 279,11 
5 8,35 1,10 9,18 27,64 253,13 5 6,53 0,82 5~35 22,75 121,71 
6 7,03 1,15 8,08 30,59 247,16 6 8,35 0,93 7,76 25,83 200,44 

7 6,42 0,74 4,75 31,79 150,00 7 6,91 0,69 4,76 26,80 127,56 
8 4,33 0,66 2,85 33,90 96,61 8 6,43 0,73 4,69 29,96 140,51 

9 4,50 0,51 2,29 34,60 79,23 9 6,31 0,52 3,28 30,57 100,26 

10 3,21 0,45 1,:44 36,09 51,96 10 4,50 0,53 2,38 33,19 78,99 
11· 3,20 0,35 1,12 36,58 40,96 11 4,80 0,39 1,87 33,55 62,73 
12 2,23 0,26 0,58 37,62 21,81 12 3,20 0,38 1,21 35,44 42,88 

13 2,35 0,24 0,56 38,02 21,29 13 3,58 0,30 '1,07 35,65 38,14 
14 1,80 0,19 0,34 38,81 13,19 14 2,36 0,26 0,61 37,16 22,66 
15 1,76 0,17 0,30 39,09 11,72 15 2,50 0,20 O,aO 37,24 18,62 
16 1,58 0,15 0,24 39,75 9,54 16 1,76 0,19 0,33 38,39 -12,66 

17 1,49 0,13 0,19 40,00 7,60 17 2,05 0,15 0,30 38,37 11,51 

18 1,33 0,11 0,14 40,57 5,67 18 1,49 0,12 0,18 39,33 7,07 

19 1,33 0,09 0,12 40,72 4,,88 19 1,67 0,11 0,18 39,30 7,07 
20 1,22 0,08 0,09 41,30 3,71 20 1,33 0,10 0,13 40,15 5,21 

21 1,20 0,07 0,08 41,43 3,31 21 1,26 0,08 0,10 40,10 4,01 
22 1,09 0,07 0,07 41,94 2,93 22 1,21 0,09 0,10 40,85 4,08 
23 0,99 0,06 0,06 42,07 2,52 23 0,93 0,06 0,05 40,77 2,03 
24 1,06 0;06 0,06 42,54 2,55 24 0,99 0,06 0,05 41,49 2,07 
25 0,88 0,05 0,04 42,62 1,70 25 0,70 0,04 0,02 41,29 0,82 
26 0,99 0,05 0,05 43,10 2,15 26 0,88 0,05 0,04 41,98 1,67 

27 0,68 0,04 0,03 43,09 1,29 27 0,63 0,04 0,02 41,71 0,83 
28 0,93 0,04 0,04 43,57 1,74 28/0,68 0,05 0,03 42,39 1,27 

29 0,61 0,03 0,02 43,50 0,87 . -
Effects ... 73,62 :Mom. 1735,06

30 0,81 0,03 0,02 44,04 0,88 
31 0,43 0,03 0,01 43,88 0,43 
32 0,70 0,02 0,01 44,44 0,44-

Effects ... 115,80 Mom. 2767,77 
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Direct forces on tke lee-side, and their distances from the line BB. 

Between the water-lines III and IV. Between the water-lines IV and V. 

Q) >,~ Q)~
Q) ." '5.~;:q Q) -::'>~Q) C),t: • '" .... <eQ)-::ui U !!i .... r:C) :i... '" ~o""e: e: o !>De:~ f;J:._.... ~ .... ~ c.g'" IV .g Q) ....U '" Uo bO QJo bDaJ .... No. u .... No.",e: 4JUOQ) S e:0Q)~ 8~u<et.: 1:: 0 ~~ e <ea.,t:QJ ~~.;:: ~~-:: ~ ..... '1) ...~·c~ :a0 

< ..... '" <:EE s l5is ~~~ ~ ... ° u"" uo!::- ....- 0,40 15,01 2,55I 0,43 0,17 0,30 0,35 5,3415,263 1,17 
1,03 15,552 2,34 2,41 37,47 23,030,53 1,43 16,104 2,71 
0,64 .16,36 35,503 3,39 2,17 1,80 16,820,545 0,30 9,08 

83,824 5,25 0,89 17,954,67 1,23 22,366 0,42 18,182,94 
0,565 2,05 39,1119,083,67 0,46 8,580,241,92 18,677 
0,68 21,206 5,44 78,443,70 20,403,20 0,31 20,198 0,99 
0,44 38,684,00 21,98 0,421,76 2,13 0,20 8,6920,707 9 
0,56 3,22 24,2624,59 1,068 3,635,76 10 22,8979,17 0,29 

25,221,68 8,2542,370,37 0,364,54 0,162,30 22,94119 
0,48 2,52 28,19 71,03 24,1210 5,26 0,2512 0,94 25,673,75 

28,510,32 1,50 32,7611 2,55 0,13 0,33 25,48 8,40134,69 
31,360,38 1,52 47,664,0012 3,26 0,6214 0,19 28,57 17,71 

. 34,6031,461,104,08 0,27 10,1113 15 0,13 0,36 28,092,77 
33,800,80 27,040,2714 0,48 31,112,98 16 14,932~52 0,19 

21,250,20 0,63 33,743,15 0,23 30,3615 2,59 0,09 6,9817 
0,410,20 35,59 14,59 0,122,08 33,0516 18 0:231,95 7,60 

12,030,340,14 35,39 0,08 0,182,44 2,25 5,8132,2917 19 
8,120,13 0,22 36,95 1,56 0,10 5,1818 20 0,151,71 34,59 

36,690,23 . 8,430,12 0,06 3,031,5121 0,091:9519 33,77 
0,11 0,1520 38,09 5,71 1,001,39 22 2,490,07 0,07 35,67 

0,11 4,1521 1,031,26 '0,09 37,78 0,88 0,04 0,03 34,6523 
3,5022 0,09 0,09 38,97 0,05 0,03 36,42 - 1,091,05 0,6624 
1,1538,540,03 -0,0423 0,82 Effects ... 10,58 l\'Iom. 2.'38,25
1,1839,580,030,0524 0,78 
0,3939,020,010,0325 0,51 
0,800,02 40,0426 0,040,58 -

Effects •.. 31,54 Mom. 731,50 



Direct forces on the lee-side and their distances from the line BB. 

Between tIle water-lines V and VI. Below tlte water-line VI. 

a.J~ QI~ 
JL,; '" oS':;1:q a.J rn -=':;~Q) en ,.d. Q)

CJ OS ~ ~ +,'" CJ 

~ ~S 2!+'Q,I "" '" t: ..... .!:l "" !J.....  .2 ..... bIl .... 
No. .2 s::obfl CJ aJ .....  Q,I Obfl CJ 

a.J .....  Q)No. filS:: .... ~ CJOQ) a filS:: .... ~ ~°aJ a~·2 
CJ ~ ~-B 0 

",,,, CJaJ ~ aJ· ... (OJ ~ ","',.d 0
"" )1 <!: "" +,a.J_ 

~ "" .... ~ .~ t: a . ~ .~= 5< ~ W 0 Q ~ ~ .. CJ""..... .....- - ------ - ---
4 0,88 0,29 0,25 15,22 3,80 Brought over effects .. 0,31 Mom.. 5,32 
5 0,82 0,15 0,12 15,58 1,86 20 0,69 0,03 0,02 21,27 0,42 
6 1,35 0,21 0,28 16,36 4,58 21 0,41 0,04 0,01 20,43 0,20 
7 O,j9 0,09 0,07 16,70 1,16 22 0,45 0,03 O~(H 21,72 0,21 
8 1,44 0,17 0,24 17,76 4,26 23 0,44 0,04 0,01 21,05 0,21 
9 0,80 0,08 0,06 17,79 1,06 24 ·0,46 0,03 0,01 22,23 0,22 

10 1,60 0,13 0,21 19,05. 4,00 25 ·0,46 0,04 0,01 21,64 0,21 
11 0,90 0)08 0,07 18,98 1,32 26 ·0,36 0,03 0,01 22,98 0,22 
12 1,73 0,10 0,17 20,59 3,50 27 0,48 0,04 0,01 22,29 0,2? 
13 0,83 0,05 0,04 20,29 0,81 28 0,38 0,03 0,01 2.1,59 0,23 
14 1,92 0,07 0,13 22,21 2,88 29 0,48 0,04 0,01 22,86 0,22 
15 0,85 0,03 0,02 21,57 0,43 30 0,38 0,03 0,01 2~!,17 0,24 
16 2,08 0,06 0,12 24,00 2,88 31 0,47 0,04 0,01 23,47 0,23 
17 0,99 0,03 0,03 22,96 0,66 32 0,37 0,03 0,01 24,67 0,24 
18 1,94 0,04 0,07 26,00 1,82 33 0,47 0,04 0.,01 24,06 0,24 
19 0,98 0,02 0,01 24,63 0,24 34 0,37 0,03 0,01 25,13 0,25 
20 1,69 0,03 0,05 27,94 1,39 35 0,48 0,04 0,02 24,58 0,49 
21 0,79 0,02 0,01 26,14 0,26 36 0,36 0,03 0,01 25,56 0,25 
22 1,13 0,02 0,02 29,49 0,58 37 0,48 0,04 0,02 25,17 0,50 
23 0,65 0,02 0,01 27,42 0,27 38 .0,36 0,03 0,01 25,95 0,25 
24 0,66 0,02 0,01 30,48 0,30 39 0,49 0,05 0,02 25,68 0,51 -

Mom. 38,06 40 0,40 0,04 0,01 26,.19 0,26. Effects . • . 1,99 
41 0,50 0,05 0,02 26,26 0,52 

Below the 'l1:ater-lille VI: 42 0,41 0,04 0,01 26,82 0,26 
43 0,53 0,05 0,02 26,79 0,53

6 0,39 0,14 0,05 15,46 0,77 44 0,45 0,04 0,01 27,29 0,2j
7 0,27 0,09 0,02 15,89 0,31 45 0,56 0,05 0,02 27,35 0,54
8 0,40 0,11 0,04 16,33 0,65 46 0,43 0,04 0,01 27,72 0,27
9 0,29 0,09 0,02 16,64 0,33 47 0,59 0,05 0,02 27,88 0,55

10 0,43 0,09 0,03 17,10 0,51 48 0,47 0,04 0,01 28,15 0,28
11 0,31 0,07 0,02 17,24 0,34 49 0,62 0,05 0,02 28,45 0,85
12 0,52 0,07 0,03 17,82 0,53 50 0,56 0,04 0,01 28,62 0,57
13 0,3:3 0,05 0,01 17,93 0,17 51 0,50 0,01 0,00 28,91 0,00
14 0,51 0,05 0,02 18,75 0,37 keel 26,16 0,07 1,83 21,50 39,34
15 0,35 0,04 0,01 18,58 0,18 sternpt. 0,83 0,07 0,05 29,25 1,46
16 0,55 0,04 0,02 19,48 0,38 rude 2,00 0,07 0,14 29,43 4,12
17 0,37 0,04 0,01 19,20 0,19 stem 9,80 0,14 1,37 14,75 20,20
18 0,67 0,04 0,02 20,36 0,40 gripe . 7,50 6,00 45,00 14,26 64,70
19 0,38 0,04 0,01 19,80 0,19 - -- - Effects ..... 49., 12 Mom. 722.,60
Carried over effects 0,31 Mom.. 5,32 



Direct forces on the weather-side, and their distances from the line BB. 

Between the water-lines I and II. Between the water-lines III and IV. 

QJ t>~ Qj :..rq 
Qj U> ..c::. CJ .n -S.~~..c::. Qj -~ UI ..c:: • Qj .:i... '" CJ 

~ 
....I':!QJ 

i:i -'" CJ .... cdCJ .... ~ ... a ti.s ....~ ... ~ 0"'= = No. a 1oJ) oS CJ QJ ..... -
Qj 

No. a ~J) oS CJ Qj~ 'Q,) 

~a .... ~ CJOQJ 8 C .... ~ ~oQj 8 
CJ a~= 0 ~.~ CJ :S~ ..5 . Qj ~ )l Qj ~ t$c...d ... :Ec a ... ... -QJ

< is < ~ ·~C e 
AlVa AQj a 

CJo!:: CJ.:;:- -  ---  ------  -  - 
I 3,78 1,07 4,04 13,64 55,10 2 1,05 0,37 0,38 13,75 5,22 
2 6,98 1,57 10,95 12,40 135,78 3 1,08 0,13 0,14 13,48 1,88 
3 4,30 0;,72 3,09 10,84 33,49 4 2,19 0;,30 0,65 12;,78 8,30 
4 5,92 1,02 6;,03 9,23 55,65 5 1,06 0,10 0,10 12,48 1,24 
5 3,72 0,45 1,67 8.128 13,82 6 2,17 0,23 °.150 11,59 0,79 
6 4,53 0,59 2,67 6,59 17,59 7 1,02 0,01 0,07 11,54 0,80 
7 3,29 0,34 1,11 . 6,14 6,81 8 2,02 0,18 0,36 10,40 3,74 
8 3,.3.) 0,35 1,16 4,48 5,19 9 0,94 0,06 0,05 10,65 0,53 

9 2,70 0,25 0.,67 4,35 3,01 10 1,87 0,14 0,26 09,32 2,42 
10 2,~8 0,22 0.,50 2,89 ' 1,44 11 0,85 0,05 0,04 09,82 0,39 
11 2,07 0,14 0,08 3,00 0,24 12 1,72 0,12 0,20 08,26 1,67 
12 1,33 0,10 0,13 1,86 0,24 13 0,76 0,04 0,03 09,00 0,27 
13 1,26 0,07 0,08 2,06 0,16 14 1,34 0,08 0,10 07,42 0,74 
14 0,61 0,04 0,02 1,22 0,02 15 0,61 0,03 0,01 08,38 0,08 
15 0,54 0,03 0,01 1,60 0,01 16 0,88 0,05 0,04 06,77 0,27-  17 0,39 0,02 0,01 07,91 0,07Effects .••.• 32,21 Mom. 328,55 

18 0,51 0,03 0,01 06,31 0.106 
Between tile water-lines II and III. -  - 

Effects ..••• 2,95 Mom. 33,47 
1 1,26 0,37 0,46 13,88 6,38 
2 3,78 0,89 3,35 13,28 44,48 Between the water-lines IV and V. 
3 2,62 0,34 0,89 12,46 11,08 

4 0,86 0,08 0,06 13,60 0,81
4 4,30 0,61 2,62 11,30 29,60 6 0,85 0,08 0,06 13,1 ] 0,78
5 2,61 0,29 0,75 10,69 8,01 8 0,81 0,07 0,05 12,57 0,62
6 3,72 0,41 1,52 9,33 14,18 10 0,75 0,06 0,04 12,15 0,48
7 2,43 0,23 0,55 9,08 4,99 12 0,68 0,05 0,03 11,76 0,35
8 3,29 0,32 1,05 7,53 7,90 14 0,61 0,04 0,02 11,40 0,22 
9 2,25 0,19 0,42 7,57 3,17 16 0,49 0,03 0,01 11,14 0,11

10 2,70 0,26 0,70 6,00 4,20 
18 0,31 0,02

11 2,07 0,14 0,29 6,29 1,92 -  - 
12 2,07 0,16 0,33 4,68 1,54 Effects .•••• 0,27 Mom. 3,37 
13 1,49 0,08 0,11 5,16 0,56 
14 1,26 0,08 0,10 3,71 0,37 
15 1,06 0,05 0,05 4,38 0,21 
16 0,54 0,04 0,02 3,17 0,06 
17 0,61 0,03 0,01 3,90 0,03 

- 
Effects .... 13,22 Mom. 138,68 

T 
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Sum of the -directforces and of the mO'lnents front tlte line BB. 

Effects. 

115~80 

73,62 
31,54 
10,58 . 

1,99 
49,12 
32,21 
13,22 

2,95 
0,27 

331~30 

Moments. 

2767,77 
1735,06 
731,50 
238,25 
38,06 

722,60 
328,55 
138,68 
33,47 

3,37 

6737,31 

Lateral forces on the lee-side, and their distances fro'llt the line AA. 

Between what 
water-lines. 

Between I & II 
II & III 

III & IV 

IV & V 

V & VI 


<II.n <II 41 IV C3ui 
... (I) 

-~'". (j-"'IV 
... <:II UCIl(l ~:~No. .........
~ jc£<15.~joS ~ 

-
4 
4 
4 
4 

Effects . . ..••••34,96 
Dist. of center of gravity from the line AA 8 

Moments •••••• 279,68 

Between I & II 6 
II & III 6 

III & IV 6 

7 

448~40 

6,42 
6,91 
4,00 
1,92 

1,20 
1,05 
0~96 
0,76 

7,70 
7,25 
3,84 
1,46 

8 
8 
B 
8 

7 
7 
7 
7 

No. 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

IV & V 6 
V & VI 6 

~.,~ 
Q)=~<.... ~0-.5 

9,37 
6,30 
3,39 
1,17 

7,03 
8,35 
5,44 
2,94 
1,35 

17,241,84 
12,031,91 

5,691~68 
1~18 

1,65111,59 
1,2010,02 
1,15 6,25 
1,02 3~OO 

] ,130,84- 
Effects •••••••• 3 1,99 

Dist. ofcenter ofgravity from the lineAA 16 

Moments ....... 511,84 


....--,- 
4 11,12'1,69 

9~3r 1,54 
5~251,51 

2j 71'1,37

I 


<II 

u No. ~ 
~ 

-
5 

14,43 
18,78 

5 
57~92 
5 
5 

3~71 

44,84 
10 

0,46 80,59- 0,79 

20,71 
20 

414,20 

<II 
<II"'<:11<:11 ~ui...... (j~~~ ...... aJu.. ~j.s<'O.~ 

--~-
1 43 11~948,35 
1,36 8,88 

3,67 
6,53 

4,88 
1,80 

1~33 

1~921,07 
0,640,82 0,78 

28~26 
14 

395,64 

4,33 1~55 6,71 
6,43 1,20 7,71 
5,76 0,90 5,18 
3,20 0,73 2,33 
1,44 0,59 0,85 

22~78 

---
22 

501,16 
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Lateral forces on the lee-side, and their distances fr01n the line AA. 

til c;c.i til ~,n .r5 
<II 

~ui ~ ~~~ !!3 tIlIV<lJ <II IV QJ 

• Between ,vhat $0 .., 
(J ~-5bt $0 IV 

(J ~..cbi (JNo. IV u No. ~~ No. ~~water-lines. $0-: -$0 ~ $0 ..... C ~ f:!,: c ~<'0.::: ""0 < o·S j~ < o.~ 
$0 ~"'" ~ ~ !::. ~.E ~ 

- -  r -  - 
Between I & II 9 4,50 1,24 5,58 10 3,21 1,35 4)33 11 3,20 1,17 3,74 

II & III 9 6,31 0,90 5,68 10 4,50 1,23 5,53 11 4,80 0,91 4,36 
III & IV 9 4,54 0,74 3,36 10 5,26 0,77 4,05 11 4,69 0,09 2,76 
IV & V 9 2,13 0,59 1,15 10 3,6.1 0,58 2,10 11 2,30 0,39 0,89 

V &VI 9 0,80 0,43 0,34 10 1,60 0,42 0,67 11 0,90 0,33 0,29-  -  - 
Effects ....•••• 16,11 16,68 12,04 

Dist. ofcenter ofgravity from the line AA 26 28 32 
--  --- 

Moments ....•• 418,86 467,04 385,28 

Between I & II 12 2,23 1,04 2,32 13 2,35 1,02 2,39 14 1,80 0,89 1,60 
II & III 12 3,20 1,10 3,52 13 3,58 0,87 3,11 14 2,36 0,94 2,21 

III & IV 12 4,00 0,81 3,24 13 4,08 0,51 2,08 14 2,98 0,75 2,23 
IV & V 12 3,75 0,47 1,76 13 2,55 0,31 0,79 14 3,26 0,40 1,30 
Y & VI 12 1,730,29 0,50 13 0,83 0,22 0,18 14 1,920,23 0,44-  -  - 

Effects •••••••• 11,34 8,55 7,78 
Dist. ofcenter ofgravity from the line AA a4 38 40 

--  -  - 
Moments ••••••385,56 324,90 311,20 

Between I & II 15 1,76 0,83 1,46 16 1,58 0,80 1,26 17 1,49 0,72 1,04 
II & III 15 2,50 0,76 1,90 16 1,76 0,78 1,37 17 2,05 0,69 1,41 

III & IV 15 3,15 0,55 1,73 18 2,08 0,63 1,31 17 2,44 0,.53 1,29 
IV & V 15 2,77 0,25 0,69 16 2,52 0,40 1,00 17 2,59 0,22 0,56 
V & VI 15 0,85 1°,15 0,12 16 2,08 0,17 0,35 17 0,99 0,13 0,12 

-  -  - 
Effects. • • • • • • • • 5,90 5,29 4,42 

Dist. ofcenter of gravity from the line AA 44 46 50 -  - 
Moments •••••• 259,60 243,34 221,00 

Between I & II 18 1,33 0,71 0,94 19 1,33 0,69 0,91 20 1,22'0,65 0,79 
II & III 18 1,49 0,66 0,98 19 1,67 0,64 1,06 20 1,33 0,60 0,79 

III & IV 18 1,71 0,59 0,98 19 1,95 0,47 0,91 20 1,39 0,58 0,80 
IV & V 18 1,95 0,35 0,68 19 2,25 0,22 0,49 20 1,56 0,36 0,56 
V & VI 18 1,94 0,15 0,29 19 0,980,09 0,08 20 1,69 0,13 0,22-  -  - 

Effects ..•..••.• 3,87 3,45 3,16 
Dist. ofcenter of gravity from the line AA 52 56 58 

--  --  -- 
Moments •••••• 201,24 193,20 183,28 
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Lateral forces on the lee-side, and their distances from the line AA. 

til CI):O ~.; Ul ~~] i ID:! ~~] "'2 ri ~ Between what No. ~£~ ~ ~ ~ No. ~ ... ~I) 2 (J ~ No.~.::: ~ .; ~ ~ water-lines. <'o.~ j.s ~ <'o.~ j.£ ~ < Q.~...;l~ ~ 
~ 1---- ---

Between I & 11211,200,65 0,78221,090,60 0,65230,990,53 0,52 
II & 111211,260,54 0,68 22 1,210,57 0,6923 0,930,39 0,36 


III & IV 21 1,260,35 0,44 22 1,05 0,43 0,45 23 0,820,26 0,21 

IV & V 21 1,510,17 0,25 22 1,000,27 0,27 23 0,880,11 0,09 

V & VI 21 0,790,07 0,05 22 1,230,10 0,11 23 0,550,0.6 0.,03 


Effects .•••••••• 2,20. 2,17 1,21 
Dist.ofcenterofgravityfrom the lineAA62 64 68 

Moments •••••• 136,40. 138,88 82,28 

Between I & II 24 1,0.60,58 0,61 25 0,8~10,46 0,40. 26 0,990,53 0,52 
.II & III 24 0.,990,46 0,45 25 0.,700,36 0,25 26 0,880,45 0,39 
111& IV 24 0.,780,35 0,27 25 0.,510,16 0,08 260.,580,25 0,14 
IV & V 24 0.,660,19 0,12 25 0.,180,02 0,01 26 0,380.,15 0,05 
V & VI 24 0.,660,07 0,04 25 

Effects. • ••••••• 1,49 0,74 1,10 
Dist. ofcenter ofgravity from the lineAA 70. 74 .76 

l\Ioments •••••• 104,30. 54,76 83.,60. 

Between I & II 27 0..,680.,37 0.,25 28 0..,93 0.,47 0.,43 29 0,61 0.,31 0,19 
II & III 27 0..,630.,30 0.,18 28 0..,680..,39 0,02 

III & IV 27 0..,160.,03 0.,01 28 0.,510.,24 
0.,26 29 0.,270,10. 
0.,12 

Effects .•••••••• 0)44 0,81 0.,21 
Dist.ofcenterofgravityfromthelineAA 80. 82 86 

l\Ioments •••••• 35.,20 66.,42 18.,06 

Between I & 11\ 3D 1°,81\0,4°1 0.,32 311o,431o,19r 0,08 321°.,7%,361 0,25 
II & III 30 0,61\0,30 0,18 31 0,080,01\ 0.,0.0. 32 0)370,16 0.,05 

Effects .••••••• •0,50. 0)0.8 0,30 
Dist.ofcenter ofgravity from the lineAA 88 92 94 

l\loments •••••• 44,00. 7,36 28,20 

Between 1 & 11/3310.,2810,10\ 0,02 34 to,611o,30\ 0,18 

Effects .••• : •••• 0.,02 0,18 

Dist. ofcenter ofgravity from the line A A 98 
 100 

Moments. . • • . •• 1J96 18,00. 
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Lateral forces on the lee-side, and their distances fr01n the line AA, 
below the sixth water-line. 

41 <IJ • .l!i
." c:uieu g.c~~u:4141~ CIl<IJ- 41 ~ eIl"t)""u~41~ 41iui ~o:Sbn e'" t;S<IJNo.U ~e~=~ <IJ <IJ 0 

-
~'"' .... caCJ .- 0 C~-5~ ....Ui'e<IJNo. ~~ ¢: j.s ~ Ac!::::.... 0 c: < o·B ~<'a.~ ~.s ~ ::a

0 

~';::':::!: 
4,4816- 6 0,39 0,74 0,282,600,13 200,27 0,497 4,62228 0,40 0,54 0,213,380,13 260,29 0,459 28 4,760,43 0,41 . 0,17103,540,11 320,380,3 111 34 5,7812 0,52 0,33 0,173,800,10 380,310,3313 4,40400,51 0,22 0,11143,520,08 440,250,3515 5,06460,55 0,20 0,11164,500,09 500,2617 0,37 5,725218 0,67 0,17 0,114,480,08 560,220,3819 5,805820 0,69 0,15 0,105~670,09 630,220,4121 3,78630,45 0,14 0,06227,590,11 690,270,4423 4,83690,46 0,17 0,07248,25Q,11 750,46 0,2525 4,507 50,36 0,18 0,06269,720,12 810,48 0,2627 4,86810,38 0,17 0,062810,440,12 870,48 0,27 29 5,22870,38 0,16 0,063012,090,13 930,47 0,2831 6,519332 0,37 0,21 0,°713,860,14 990,47 0,3033 7,92990,37 0,23 0,083416,800,16 1050,340,4835 9,451050,36 0,25 0,093618,870,17 III0,360,4837 11,101110,36 0,28 0,103824,570,21 1170,4439 0,49 14,041170,40 0,32 0,124025,830,21 1230,420,5041 123 15,990,41 0,34 0,134234,830,520,53 ~,27 12943 21,931290,45 0,38 0,174436,450,27 1350,56 0,4945 22,951350,43 0,41 0,174643,710,31 1410,540,5947 28,201410,47 0,44 0,204852,920,36 1470,62 0,5949 42,631470,56 0,52 0,29506,050,04 151,40,50 0,°951 0,930,01 9·~58 0,°9 0,°91265,2615,43 820,5926,16 0,990,10 0,01 9960 0,°975,650,49 154,40,83 0,59 1,051050,10 0,11 0,0162186,201,18 157,80,592,00 1,11III0,13 0,12 0,01649,80 1,76 17,241,009,80 2,341170,15 0,18 0,0266 
3,69123Effects .••• 30,44 l\1om. 1897,82 0,17 0,20 0,0368 
6,451290,20 0,27 0,057° 9,451350,24 0,30 0,0772 

11,281410,25 0,33 0,0874 
19,111470,32 0,43 I 0, 13 1 

Effects ..••• 3,41 

76 

l\1om.300,93 



1.50 


Sum of the lateral Between the line AA~ and the section (a) of 
forces on the 

the lee-side. lee-side. 

Effects.DistanceAreas Moments.Between what· Lateral I Elfe...No. Moments.of the to the forces. •water-lines. triangles. lineAA. ~~ 

34,96 279,68 
44,84 448,4024,48 2,00 48,962,768,87pt & 2nd{! 28,26 395,64105,12 

18,23 
2,00 26,28 4,0013,14 

511,8431,996,632,80 2,37 2,75nd & 3 rd2 { ~ 414,2020,712,03 18,00 4,35 78,308,87 
501,1622,783,401,46 0,620,43 3,88ard & 4th{~ 16,12 419,1222,612,042,34 4,77 4,95 

5 th 16,68 467,0410,144th & \ 3 1,18 1,381,17 7,35 
5 th & 6th 385,2812,044 0,88 1,16 1,02 9,83 

--
9,64 

385,56.1 1,34 
Effects • • • • • • • • 83,18 1\Iom••• 296,59 8,55 324,90 

7,78 311,20 
5,90 259,60 
5,29 243,34 
4,42 221,00 
3,87 201,24 
3,45 193,20 
3,16 183,28 
2,20 136,40 
2,17 130,88 

82,28 
1,49 

• 1,21 
104,30 

0,74 54,76 
1,10 83,60 
0,44 35,20 
0,81 66,42 
0,21 18,06 
0,50 44,00 
0,08 7,36 
0,30 28,20 
0,02 1,96 
0,18 18,00 

30,44 1897,82 
3,41 r 300,93 

83,18 296,59 

9460,44Elf. 410,62 
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Lateral forces on the weather-side, and their distances from, 

the line AA. 

~~";;rn'; ~,..... ~~. CIt

~.c-"v ~ ~QI- ~~ ~ :3Jl .. ", uBelow wbat 
water-lines. No. ~':o,_~ ~ ~ ~ No. ~t:o ~lJ ~ ~ .:5 No. <~.:: ~[ ~ ~ ~ 

.. ..J "" ~ ~ '!: j..a ~ o,c ..J.g ~ - - _~_- - _0
Between I & II 3 

II &. III 3 
III & IV 3 
IV & V 3 

4,301,76 7,56 4 5,921,8611,01 5 3,721,314,87 
2,62 1,25 3,27 4 4,.30 1,54 6,62 5 2,61 1,06 2,76 
1,080,73 0,78 4 2,19 1,14 2,49 5 1,060,58 0,61 

Effects .•••••••• 11,61 
Dist. ofcenter of gravity to the line AA 8 

Moments. • • • •• 92,8S 

Between I & II 6 4,53 1,37 6,20 
II & III 6 3,72 1,23 4,57 

III & IV 6 2,17 0 ,91 1,97 
IV & V 6 0,850,54 0,46- 

Effects ••••••••• 13,20 
Dist. of center of gravity to the line AA 16 

Moments •••••• 211,20 

Between I & II 9 2,70 0,85 2,29 
II & III 9 2,25 0,66 1,48 

III & IV 9 0,94 0,37 0,34 
IV & V 9 - 

4 0,860,60 0,51 5 

7 3,29 
7 2,43 
7 1,02 

7 

10 2,28 
10 2,70 
10 1,87 
10 0,75 

20,63 
10 

206,30 

1,05 3,45 
0,80 1,94 
0,47 0,48 

- 
5,87 

20 

117,40 

0,83 1,89 
0,79 2,13 
0,57 1,06 
0,28 0,21 - 

8 3,33 
8 3,29 
8 2,02 
B 0,81 

8,24 
14 

115,36 

1,12 3,72 
0,95 3,12 
0,7 1 1,43 
0,42 0,34 

8,61 
22 -- 

189,42 

11 12,070,66 1,36 
11 /2,070,56 1,15 
11 10,85 0,27 0,23 
11 - 

Effects .•••••••• 4,11 5,29 2,74 
Dist. of center of gravity to the line AA 26 28 32 

--  --  -- 
Moments •••••• 106,86 148,12 87,68 

Between I & Iii 12 1,33io,581 0,77 J3 1,260,4.3 0,54 14 0,61 °'281 0,17 
II & 111112 2,071°,59/1,22 13 1,490,39 0,58 14 1,260,42 0,14 

III & 1':\12 1,721°,45 0,77 13 0,760,19 0,14 14 1,340,35 0,46 
IV & V; 12 0,68p,221 0,14 13 14 0,610,20 0,12 

Effects . • ••••••• 2,90 
Dist. of center of gravity to the line AA 34 

Moments •••••• 98,60 

1,26 
38 

47,88 

0,89 
40 

35,60 
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Lateral forces on the weather-side, and their distances from 
the line AA. 

vi~.,;",Itl~";u; C3m'"~<1I:l "'<11~ S~ 
"Q,I"Q,I ~ ucd..=:b"cuBetween what Q,I(J Q,luQ,lu<11-= b.c ~-=biJNo. No. No....... = ..... ...... = --"Q,I .. ~.::: = -~o..~water-lines. ~ ~ 0 ~< o.~ < o.~ ~..,. < o.~~~.s ~~ .. ~"'"!:~ -'. r- 

1615 0,100,54Between I & II 0,19 17 
0,3] 0,101615 0,54 0,61 0,18II & III 1,06 0,30 0,090,17 17 

0,0316 0,22III & IV 15 0,10 0,100,61 0,88 0,25 0,390,17 17 
IV & V 15 0,0616 0,140,49 17 -

0,13Effects ••••••••••0,51 0,37 
Dist, of center of gravity to the line AA 44 46 50 

Moments .•••••• 22,44 17,02 6,50 

18Between I & II 
II & III 18 

III & IV 18 0,51 0,15 0,07 
IV& V 18 0,02 

Effects ••••••••• 0,09 

Dist. of center of gravity to the line AA 52 


Momenh •••••••• 4,68 


0,31 0,07 

l 



-- -- --
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Lateral forces on the weather-side, and their distances froln 
the line AA. 

Sum oj the lateralforccs on the 
weather-side. 

Between the line AA and the section Q. 

ui ... :i§~-;.Ob.D .. ", ~ s:: Effects.Between what fIl= 
~ 

(J Moments.c!::oV;, .v a ellC'!<Il ... ~No.water-lines. f:.£: .....-= ~<Il" CI'<. ..::loa ~ ..2 
QJ ~i5~ 11,61... 92,88of - 20,63 206,302,28 2,00 17,228,613,78 

8,241st & 2nd{ ~ 115,366,98 3,36 65,884,0016,47 
13,20 211,201,421,26 4,89~ 1 1,78 2,75 


2nd & 3d t 2 
 117,40
5,874,:15 32,363,78 1,97 7,44 
8,61 189,421,05 1,213d & 4th I 2 

-
6,281,274,95 

4,11 106,86 
Effects •••• 35,57 1\10. 126,63 148,12 

2,74 
5,29 

87,68 
2,90 98,60 
1,26 47,88 
0,89 35,60 
0,51 22,,44 
0,,37 17,02 
0,,13 6,,50 
0,,09 4,68 

35,57 126,63 

. On the weather-side •••••••••• 122,02 1634,,57 
On the lee-side •••••••••• '••• 410,62 9460,44 

Remainder of the Jateral effects •• 288,60 of mom. 7825,87 

u 
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CALCULATION FOR THE AFTER PART OF THE SHIP (Fig. 39.) . 
--, .  . .. .. 

Direct forces on the 'lVeat!ter-side~ and their distances from the line B B. 

Bet'lceen tIle 'll.:ater-lilles I and II. Between the water-lincs II awl Ill. 

>.:Q Q)~ 
Q) III ~.~~ Q) III -::';:~QJ QJ,.c:. CJ .... ~<!I III ,.c:. CJ ....r:<!I '" .... III ... ID -= 

.... ~ ... ~ =.... .::: .s o b£.5 .... bll ~ o bJl.S 
No, OM. CJ 

QJ .... -
QJ No. CJ 

Q) .... 
QJ 

III = .... ~ ~~~ e 0= ..... ~ ~oQJ e 
'" '" CJ 0 

Ill", CJ 0Cl..l. QJ ~ "' .... ~ ~ ", ... ,.c: 
~~.!: 

... '" <1...... ~ <!I'" -:1)......... ... <J 

~ .~ = a < S .~= S
A'"' 0 A·QJ 0C):!:: CJ<!;: 

- --- ---  - 
2O '0,72 0,01 0,01 1;30 0,01 22 0,72 0,04 0,03 3,20 0,10 
21 0,72 0,02 0,01 2,17 0,02 23 0,90 0,07 0,06 4,54 0,27 
22 0,90 0,04 0,04 1,65 0,07 24 0,95 0,10 0,09 3,60 0,32 
23 0,95 0,05 0,05 ~,68 0,13 25 1,35 0,10 0,13 5,25. 0,68 
24 1,08 0,06 0,06 2,16 0,13 26 1,30 0,12 0,16 4,20 0,67 
25 1,30 0,07 0,09 3,36 0,30 27 1,87 0,12 0,22 6,15 1,35 
26 1,26 0,07 0,09 2,80 0,25 28 1,48 0,12 0,18 4,94 0,89 
27 1,48 0,10 0,15 4,08 0,61 29 2,05 0,13 '0,25 7,14 1,78 
28 1,.,5 0,10 0,13 3,51 0,46 30 1,62 0,i4 0,23 5,80 1,33 
29 1,62 0,11 0,18 4,90 0,88 31 2,48 0,16 0,40 8,37 3~35 

30 1,48 0,12 0,18 4,30 0,77 32 2,16 0,20 0,43 6,92 2,98 
.'31 2,16 0,19 0~41 5,90 2,42 33 2,88 0,20 0,58 9,80 5,68 
32 1,73 0,18 0,31 5,20 ~,61 34 2,30 0,20 0,46 8,30 3,82 
33 2,30 0,22 0,51 7,11 3,63 35 3,06 0,20 0,61 11,40 6,95 
34 1,98 0,22 0,44 6,25 2,75 36 2,70 O,~9 0,7 8 9,80 7,64 
35 2,jO 0,25 0,67 8,35 5,59 37 3,40 0,29 0,99 13,20 13,07 
.,6 2,03 0,21 0,43 7,40 3,18 38 3,06 0,30 0,92 11,40 10,49 
37 3,06 0,29 0,89 9,90 8,81 39 3,67 0,30 1,10 15,16 16,68 
38 2,66 0,29 0,77 8,80 6,78 40 3,60 0,38 1,37 13,26 18,17 
39 3,60 0,36 1,30 11,70 15,21 41 2,21 0,38 0,84 17,40 14,62 
40 2,81 0,35 0,98 10,35 10,14 42 4,01 0,40 1,60 15,35 24,56 
41 4,01 0,42 1,68 13,68 22,98 43 2,21 0,42 0,93 19,77 18,39 
42 3,38 0,42 1,42 12,15 17,25 44 4,57 0,50 2,28 17,75 40,47 
43 4,57 0,47 2,15 15,93 34,25 45 3,78 0,50 1,39 22,18 30,83 
44 3,64 0,44 1,60 14,26 22,82 46 5,17 0,61 3,15 20,30 63,94 
45 5,17 0,56 2,89 18,67 53,96 47 3,65 0,59 2,15 24,60 52,89 
46 4,32 0,52 2,25 16,53 37,19 48 5--,45 0,75 4,09 22,90 93,66 
47 5,45 0:70 3:81 21,68 82,60 49 3,82 0,68 2,60 27,00 70,20 
48 5,89 0,69 4,06 19,36 78,60 50 5~94 1~10 6,,53 25~80 168.,47 
49 5,94 1,16 6,89 25,20 173,6.'3 51 2~34 0,38 0,89 29,00 25,81 
50 7,04 0,94 6,62 22,80 150,94 52 4,55 1,05 4,78 28,37 135,61 
51 4,55 0,95 4,32 29,11 125,75 - 
52 11,11 2,00 22,22 27,30 606,61 

Effects. , . ~0,22 l\fom. 835,67 

Effects ... 67,61 1\1001. 1470,33 



----------------------
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Direct forces on the aft part on the weather-side, and their distances 

from the line BB. 

Between tIle water-lines III and IV. Between the water-li1les IV and V.'I 

I 

>,' a>~ 
00 ~.~~ m ..::->~a> a.> <1J.= a> • ...... r;1IJCol .... 00.: ~ a>i::! ...-5ri '" ~o bJl= .... ~~ 1: o bJ:.=.e....obJl  ~ Col a.>Col o bl)<IJ IIJ .... No. = 8....No. ....ml: m= ~ollJ8 ~~~::~u U 0..: ... .=0<IJ~.~ ~ .... COI_"' ... .=... ~ .... a.> 

A 
~... f·S....... 
 ~~"' .... .!!!C 8.- I: 8 <:<: A Q~.E~~.g 

r- 
0,23 '11,70 


24 

0,02 0,02260,080,01 1,008,000,010,5523 

14,520,02 0,02 0,29 

25 


0,130,020,03 6,53 0,960,75 27 
12,60 0,63 


26 

0,050,04280,35 1,320,041,25 0,03 8,80 

0,62 
13,70 
15,600,040,040,50 1,120,061,12 0,07 7,15 29 

1,230,06301,08 0,09 

28 


0,11 1,431,65 0,07 9,8527 
16,80 1,01 

29 

0,060,0531 1,300,12 8,081,53 0,08 0,97 
0,14 14,90 2,09 

30 
32 0,081,3211,000,12 1,700,071,78 

2,34 

31 

18,000,131,28 0,10331,560,101,71 0,17 9,20 
16,220,10 0,1734 2,76 

32 
3,20 1,740,26 12,300,1.22,13 

35 0,103,60 2,50 

33 
10,30 0,13 19,25O~35 1,270,172,07 

36 0,22 3,88 
20,50 

5,16 1,84 0,12 17,6213,960,370,172,17 
0,140,111,280,48 2,875,7411,950,20 372,4034 
0,356,33 38 0,18 6,65 


36 


19,0015,450,41 1,920,1835 2,29 
13,60 1,20 0,14 ' 0,17 21,700,51 6,94 3,69 

0,48 
0,20 392,55 

8,26 0,35 20,5040 1,8517,20 0,190,20 7,17 
38 

2,4037 
0,2041 22,90 4,58 

0,46 
15,30 1,32 0,158,720,20 0,572,8.1 

8,1021,9042 1,85 0,20 0,378,7419,000,202,3139 
0,26 24,1043 1,32 0,20 6,27 
0,51 

15,2717,160,893,06 0,2940 
23,3044 11,88 

0,24 
0,2814,41 1,8420,800,30 0,692,3141 

25,35 6,08 
0,49' 

45 1,2612,46 0,190,650,35 19,171,8542 
24,6446 0,28 12,07 

4·4 
22,60 17,63 1,750,34 0,7843 2,29 

0,23 26,501,20 6,09 
45 

14,8421,20 0,190,38 471,85 0,70 
0,50 25,954818,06 1,66 0,30 12,97 

46 
0,34 24,330,742,19 

0,22 27,60 6,07 
50 

1,2432,11 0,180,44 23,101,393,15 49 
13,080,48 27,251,6618,13 0,290,34 25,900,702,0747 
·5,4028,4.30,1951 0,28 

27,50 
0,672.'>,10 34,391,370,4548 3,04 

28,30 11,040,3952 0,4119,25 0,960,70 

50 


0,342,0749 
26,85 52,890,62 1,973,18 Effects ...•• 6,16 Mom. 141,59
28,800,26 7,49 


52 

0,2251 1,20 

28,50 27,64 


Effects. . . . 16,3 8 Mom. 347,19 


0,50 0,971,95 - 

u2 



---- ------ --
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Direct·forces on the aft part ofthe weatller __sid~, and their distances 
from the line BB. 

Between the water-lines V and VI. Below.the water-lillc vr. 
" >.~.,; " ,e.:q'5.~~4) II>..s::" • ; ·.:n:~II>-Ill .c " •.... ~"~ .... IIl " O'"'d ..... f"..... ~ 1: ~ !lII>bJl._i

CJ ..... .=!oS G.I ° bed dNo. ° bll oS CJ III .O.bJl IV... " ..... -CJOel s No.::(; CJ ..... ~ ..
CJCJ CO" e~; ~ ~.;:: IV ~ ;~-S ~,",.c~ ° ~f·c f< ... ..... " ... :E°'"' < ....!ii1: a~ 15 ~~§~ IV ° CJ.!: CJ.!:I- -28 0,01 0,010,72 17,20 0,17 8 0,28 0,06 0,02 14,70 0,29

0,0229 0,56 0,01 19,24 0,19 10 0,48 0,03 15,100,06 0,45
0,0330 0,84 0,02 0,3617,90 11 0,06 0,030,49 15,60 0,47
0,0331 0,56 0,02 20,10 0,40 14 0,54 0,03 0,02 16,20 0,32
0,05 0,0532 0,97 1,4428,90 0,6316 0,02 0,01 16,70 0,17

33 0,56 0,06 0,03 0,62.20,80 18 0,02 0,010,67 17,30 0,17
34 0,96 0,07 0,07 1,3919,90 20 0,72 0,010,02 17,80 0,18
35 0,56 0,06 0,03 21,60 0,65 22 0,76 0,02 0,01 18,40 0,18

0,05 0,0536 0,95 1,0420,75 24 0,76 0,02 0,01 19,00 0,19
0,06 0,0337 0,56 22,40 0,67 26 O,HI 0,02 0,02 19,50 0,39
0,1038 0,96 0,10 2,1621~60 28 0,95 0,03 0,03 20,10 0,60
0,1039 0,67 0,07 23,20 1,62 30 0,030,95 0,03 20,80 0,62

,0,0840 0,90 0,07 22,50 1,57 32 0,03 0,030,95 21,40 0,64
41 0,67 0,07 0,05 24,10 1,20 34 0,03 0,030:95 22,00 0,66

0,12 0,1242 0,99 23,50 2,82 36 0,95 0,04 0:04 22,60 0,90
0,09 0,0643 0,67 25,00 1,50 38 0,95 0,04~,04 23,30 0,93
0,17 0,17 24,4044 0,99 4,15 40 1,29 0,05 0,06 24,00 1,44
0,08 0,0545 0,67 25,80 1,29 42 1,36 0,08 9,11 24,60 2,71

0,160,1746 0:94 25,40 4,06 44 1,36 0,10 0,14 25,30 3,54 
47 0,67 0,10 0,07 26,70 . 1,87 46 1,43 0,10 0,14 .26,00 3,64
48 0,90 0,19 0,17 26,40 4,49 48 1,43 0,10 0,14 26,70 3,74

0,10 0,0749 0,67 27,60 1,93 50 1,50 0,10 0,15 27,40 4,11
0,18 0,1750 0,93 4,6427,30 52 1,03 0,10 0,10 28,00 2,88

51 0,45 0,29 0,13 28,25 3,67 -Effects ..•.. 1,21 Mom. 29,2252 0,50 0,31 0,15 28,10 4,21 

keel fO,85 0,07 1,46 21,30 31,10Effects.... 1,93 Mom. 48,11 
~ternpt. 10 00 °10 1,00 29,40 29,40& rude ' , 

stem, 3,85 0,04 0,15 14,00 2,15 

Effects •...• 2,61 Mom. 62,65 
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Directforces on the aft part on the lee-side, and their distances from 
the line BB. 

Between the u.'uter-lines III and IV.Between the water-lines I and II. 

0.,01 0.,3939 1,01 0,02 0,02 0,01 39,30. 
0.,03 38,80. 1,1641. 	 1,84 0,07 0,13 0,02 
0,07 37,80. 2,6542 0,40 O~OI 	 0,00 0,04 

0,02 0,02 39,70 0.,7943 2,63 0,10 0,26 
44 0,65 0,02 0,01 0,05 0,09 36,50 3,28 

0,0.5 0,07 38,70 2,7145 4,23 0,23 	 0,97 
0,12 0,05 0,09 35,20 3,1746 1,53 0,08 

0.,10 0,20 37,40 7,4847 5,47 0,35 1,91 
0,0.6 0,08 33,80 2,7048 3,24 0,20 0,65 
0,18 0,49 36,00 17,6449 5,04 0,59 	 2,97 

0,09 32,50 2,9250 7,65 0,48 	 3,67 0,07 
0,20 0.,54 34,40. 18,58

51 2,25 0,42 	 0,94 
0,04 0,04 31,40. 1,2652 11,,88 0,34 15,92 
0.,18 0,43 32,80. 14,10. 
0.,02 0,01 30.,70. 0.,31 

0.,14 0,27 31,70 8,56
Between the water-lines II and III. 

0,12 0,19 30,80 5,85 

Effects .•••• 2,72 Mom. 93,5b 

Mom. 344,09Effects .•••• 9,82 



--
--- ---

-- ---

--- ---
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Lateral forces on the 'Weather-side, and their distances from the line AA. 

Between what 

water-lines. 


Effects .•••••••• 0,27 0,26 0,56 
Dist.of center of gravity from the lineAA 56 64 62 

Moments •••••• ~5,12 16,64 34,72 

Between I & II 23 0,950,4°\ 0,38 24 1,080,55 0,59 25 \1,300,56 0,73 
II & III 23 0,900,23 0,21 24 0,950,38 0,36 25 1,350,35 0,47 

III & IV 23 0,550,11 0,06 24 0,75 J,21 0,16 25 1;250,21 0,26 

Effects .•••••••• 0,65 1,11 1,46 
Dist.ofcenterofgravityfromthelineAA 70 68 76 

'Moments ••.••• 45,50 75,48 110,96 

Between I & II 26 1,26\0,63 0,79 27 1,481.°,62 0,92 28 1,35/0,70 0,94 I 

1II & III 26 1,300,51 0,66 27 1,87 1\°,47 0,89 28 1,4810,63 0,93 
III & IV 26 1,120,30 0,34 27 1,650,30 0,49 28 1,530,44 0,67 

1IV & V 26 1,000,20 0,20 27 0,96 °,18 0,17 28 1,32/0,12 0,16 
V & VI 27 0,530,16 0,08 28 0,720,12 0,091 

Effects .•••••••• 1,99 2,55 2,79 
Dist.ofcenterofgravityfromthelineAA74 82 80 

Moments •••••• 147;26 .209,1°1 223,20 

Between 1& 11\129 1,620,70 1,13 30 1,480,76 1,12 31 2,160,81 1,75 
11&111292,050,50 1,02301,620,65 1,05312,480,60 1,49 

III & IVI29 1,780,30 0,53 30 1,710,42 0,72 31 2,13 0,40 0~85 
IV & VI 29 1,120,19 0,2030 1,430,32 0,46 31 1,300,27 0,35 
V & VI~ 29 0,560,29 0,16 30 0,840,19 0,16 31 0,560,29 0,16 

Effects .••••••••3,04 3,51 4,60 
Dist. ofcenter of gra.vity from the line AA 88 86 94 

:Momellts •••••• 267,52 301,86 432,40 

Between I & II 32 1,730,90 1,56 33 2,300;91 2,09 34 1,980,94 1,86 
II & III 32 2,]60,73 1,58 33 2,880,64 1,84 34 2,300,77 1,77 


III & IV 32 2,070,47 0,91 33 2,170,47 1,02 34 2,400,55 1,32 

IV & V 32 1,700,31 0,54 33 1,280,31 0,4034 1,740,33 0,57 

V & VI 32 0,970,28 0,27 33 0,560,33 0,18 34 0,96 0,33 0,32 


Effects ..•••••••• 4,86 5,53 5,84 
Dist. of center of gravity from the lineAA 92 100 98 

l\loments ..... 447,12 553,00 572,32 
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Lateral forces on the weather-side, and their distances from the line AA. 

~Q,)~ eui .., '" --;u) !d '" ~~UlQ,)Q.j 

E-5~ sBetween what U "'.c"'r, "'ClI
No. ~::]: ~~ No. <:IU U No. Q,)<I.I U 

water-lines. ~ ~.: § ...... ~ ........ c ~~ ~~ ... 
j.£< oo~ ~.£ ~ < oOE ~ --t: 00.5 ~.£ ~... 

~- -  -  -  -  -  - 
Between I & II 35 2,70 0,93 2,51 36 2,03 0,90 1,83 37 3,06 1,08 3,30 

II ~ III 35 3,06 0,67 2,05 36 2,70 0,83 2,24 37 3,40 0,74 2,52 
. III & IV 35 2,29 0,50 1,14 36 2,55 0,60 1,53 37 2,40 0,60 1,44 

IV & V 35 1,27 0,3.3 0,42 36 1,87 0,41 0,77 37 1,28 0,49 0,63 
V & VI 35 0,56 0,39 0,22 36 0,950,34 0,:32 37 0,56 0,46 0,26 

-  - 
Effects .. ' ..•••• 6,34 6,69 8,15 

Dist. ofcenter ofgravity from thelineAA 106 104 112 
--  ---  -- 

Moments ....••672,04 695,,76 912,80 

Bet\veen I & II 38 2,66 1,16 :,,09 39 3,60 I,ll 4,00 40 2,81 1,14 3,20 
II & III 38 3,06 0,88 2,69 39 3,67 0,83 3,05 40 3,60 0,94 3,38 

III & IV 38 2,83 0,66 1,87 39 2,31 0,74 1,71 40 3,06 0,73 2,23 
IV & V 38 1,92 0,53 1,02 39 1,20,0,53 0,64 40 1,85 0,52 0,96 
Y & VI 38 0,96 0,44 0,42 39 0,67 0,56 0,37 40 0,900,49 0,44 -  -  - 

Effects •••••••• 9,09 9,77 10,21 
Dist. ofcenter ofgravity from the lil1eAA 11O 118 116 

--  - 
Moments ••••••999,90 1152,86 1184,36 

Between I & II 41 4,01 l}OS 4,33 42 3,38 1,15 4,89 43 4,57 1~14 5,21 
II & III 41 4,01 0,94 3,77 42 4,01 1,00 4,01 43 4,01 1,12 4,49 

III & IV 41 2,31 0,88 2,03 42 3,33 0,84 2,80 43 2,29 1,09 2,50 
IV & V 41 1,32 0,69 0,91 42 1,85 0,68 1,26 43 1,32 0,95 1,15 
V & VI 41 0,67 0,58 0,39 42 0,99P,66 0.,65 43 0,67 0,70 0,47-  -  - 

Effects . . • . • • . • 11,43 13,61 13,82 
Dist.ofcenter ofgravity from the lineAA 124 122 130 -  --  --- 

Moments ••••• 1417,32 1660,42 1796,60 

Between I & II 44 3,64 1,15 4,19 45 5,17 1,15 5,94 46 4,3211,14 4,92
II & III 44 4,57 1,12 5-,12 45 3,78 1,32 4,99 46 5,17 1,21 6,26 

III & IV 44 3,33 1,04 3,46 45 2,]9 1,22 2,67 46 3,15(,21 3,81 . IV & V 44 1,84 1,01 1,86 45 1,26 1,01 1,27 461,751,12 1,96 
V & VI 44 0,99 0,79 0,78 45 0,67 0 ,78 0,52 46 0,94 0,83 0,78 

-  - - 
Effects. • • • • • •• 15,41 15,39 17,73 

Dist. ofcenter ofgravity from the lineAA 128 136 134 
-  -  -- 

Moments ••••• 1972,48 2093,04 2375,82 



-- - -- -- - ----
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Lateral forces on the weather-side, and their distances from tlle line AA. 

entil 
<II <II en ~ ~ ";uienfJ~ -ar.i '""aui !!l«.a ... fJ... ~ U U~.cbJl ~ll~Jl "'v UB~tween what 1J .. bJl ~u1JUCIJ ....No No. No. .. c ........
e~ ~--..."", ~water-lines.. 1-e:.... a ~~ j.a -... ~<'C.::; jilj.a< 0.£

c 
~ ~ ~< 0'5 

--!:-
5,45Between I & II 48 1,24 5,94 8,575,89 7,3047 1,39 497,57 1,77 

. II & III 5,623,65 48 3,82 1,851,54 5,45 1,48 8,0747 49 7,07 
2,45III & IV 1,2848 4,381,30 3,04 1,442,07 2,69 2,074947 
1,24IV & V 47 1,15 1,00.1,20 1,2448 1,66j1,20 490,96 1,99 
0,5(]V & VI 47 0,b3 0,800,67 49 0;670,7548 0,9°10,890,79 

19,8322,54Effects ....•••• 17,56 
148Dist.of centerofgravity from thelineAA 142 140 

2934,84Moments ' .•••• 2493,52 3155,60 

Between I & II 50 51 4,557,04 10,49 2,161,49 11,11 2,04 22,669,83 52 
II & III 50 11,52 51 2,34 1,46 3,42 52 2,115,94 1,94 4,55 9,60 

III & IV 50 3,18 1,205,41 51 1,18 1,421,70 52 1,6b 3,221,95 
IV & V 50 1,66 1,30 2,16 51 1,22 0,82 52 1,40 1,340,67 0,96 
V & VI 50 0,93 51 0,45 1,32 52 0,50 0,680,98- 0,91 0,59 1,37 

Effects •••••••• 30,49 16,08 37,50 
Dist.ofcenterofgravityfrom thelineAA 146 

--153 --151 

l\lomcllts •••• 4451,54 5662,502460,24 
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Lateral forces on the weather-side, and their distances front the line AA. 

Below the <L'afer-lille VJ.Between the water-lines V and V I. 

~ 

c:til.c'.... tIl .... ~ 
c;)obllNo.No. EUl= 

~.~ :ao 

<t:: .... 

--·1---1---- --  --1--
1,05 4,85 386,25 

9 0,45 
21,000,057. 0,45 0,11 

12., ,00 88,56 
11 0,45 0,11 

1,35 42 1,:36 0,53 i 0,7237,000,11 0,05 
1,65 44 1,36 0,56 0,763:-;,00 129,00 9 8 ,04 

13 0,45 0,13 
0,05 

135,00 116,10 
15 0,45 0,10 

2,34 46 1,4.3 °,6°11 0,8639,000,06 
141,00 139,59 

17 0,45 0,08 
45,000,04 1,80 48 1,43 

1
°,69\0,99 

2,04 50 1,50 0,70 1,05 147,00 154,35 
19 0,45 0,10 

51,000,04 
151,00 108,72 

21 0,45 0,10 
2,28 52 11,03 0,7°10,7257,000,04 
2,52 EIr - 63,000,04 ..neets•••••• 9,95 Mom. 10 91,61

23 0,81 0,10 69,000,08 5,521_____-.__~~-----~~-------------
25 0,90)0,11 7,50 stem 3,85 0,44 1,09 9,00 15,210,10 75,00 

Efl'eets .•••• 0,55 M 28 05 ked 20,850,58 12,09 80,00 967,20 
om. , sternp. 

& I 10,000,70 7,00 156,00 1092,00 
Below the water-line VI. rue • 

Effects •••••• 20,78 Mom.2074,4J8 0,28 0,53 0,15 21,00 3,15 

10 0,48 0,46 0,22 
 1-----------------------------27,00 5,94 S ... 1' 1 d'

UJn OJ t,le lrect forces, and their33,00 6,60 
14 0,54 0,30 0,16 
12 0,49 0,40 0,20 

39,00 6,24 rnonwnls f!'Onl, the line BB. 
16 0,63 0,30 0,19 45,00 8,5 5 1---l,-:~-e-ct-s.---------l\J-o-m-en-t-s.---1 
18 0,67 0,30 0,20 51,00 10,20 ~ r--'---. 

20 0,72 0,30 0,22 57,00 12,54 . 67,61 1470,33 

22 0,76 0,30 0,23 63,00 14,49 40,22 8.35,67 

24 0,76 0,30 0,23 69,00 15,87 16,38 347,19 
26 0,81 0,30 0,24 7~,00118,00 6,16 141,59 
28 0,95 0,35 0,33' 81,00 26,43 1,93 48,11 
30 0,95 0,37 0,35 87,°°130,45 1,21 29,22 
32 0,95 0,36 0,34 93,0031,62 2,61 62,65 
34 0,95 0,39 0,37 99,00,36,6:1 27,57 978,.'31 
36 0,95 0,38 0,36 105,0°137,80 9,82 344,09 

38 0,95 0,40 0,38 111,0°142 ,18 2,7 2 93,55 

40 1,29 0,53 0,68 117,0°179,56 0,22 7,25
1

58,00 1748,70 
Effects •.•• 4,85 Mom. 386,25 

234,45 6106,66 

x 
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Lateral forces on the aft part on the lee-side~ and their 

distanc~s from the line AA. 

til c;ui ui 
"au; 

Ul fm u,tl)Q)<lI '" ~~~ J5 U1CD<lI 
Between what No. 

<'l,.Q "'CD 'ti No. ... <lI c:J No. ~,.Qbt 

~~ 
c:J:u_ btl CIlf,l CD f.: go CIl c:J 

~ f,:: fJ ~water-lines. ......... ;; -... ttl -.. 
~ o.s:: j,s ~ ~0-E .s,s ~ < 0._ ~,s ~ .... !::-- - - - - --

Between 111& IV 31 0,17 0,23 0,16 33 1,29 0,23 0,30 
IV&'V 31 1,06 0,10 0,11 32 0~56 0,24 0,13 33 1,06 0,25 0,26 

- -
Effects. • • • • • • •• 0,27 0,13 0,56 

Dist. ofcenter of gravit~ from the line AA 94 92 100 - -
1\foments •••••• 25,38 11,96 56,00 

Between II & III 

1,0310,20 

35 1,03 0,20 0,20 
III & IV 35 1,86 0,23 0,43 36 0,85 0,23 0,19 
IV & V 34 0,20 35 0,720,10 0,07 36 1,49 0,19 0,28- - -

Effects ••••••••• 0,20 0,70 0,47 
Dist. of center of gravity from the line AA 98 106 104 

- -
Moments •••••• 19,60 74,00 48,88 

Between 1& II 39/ 1,01 0,27 0,34 
II & III 37 1,60 0,35 0,56 38 0,45 0,12 0,05 39 i2,47 0,37 0,91 

III & IV 37 1,89,°,30 0,57 38 1,33 0,32 0,43 39 \1,72 0,32 0,55 
IV & V 38 1,790,19 0,34 

- - -
Effects .••••••••. 1,13 0,82 1,80 

Dist. ofcenter of gravity from the line AA 112 110 118 
-- -

Moments •••••• 126,56 90,00 212,40 

Between I & 11\ 41 1,84 0,44 0,81 42 0,40 0,12 0,05 
II & 11140 1,01 0,32 0,32 41 3,27 0,49 1,60 42 1,84 0,47 0,86 

III & IV; 40 2,05 
1 

°,.39 0,80 41 1,39 0,38 .0,53 42 2,75 0,44 1,21 
IV & Vi 40 1,5210,19 0,29 42 1,140,28 0,32 

- - -
Effects • • ••••••• 1,41 2,94 2,44 

Dist. of center ofgravity from the line AA 116 124 122 
- - -

Moments •••••• 163,56 364,56 297,68 
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Lateral forces on tILe aft part on the lee-side, and their 

distances from the line AA. 

ui fu; U) 

~~ ,;: U) fuj i",QIQI '" UlQl~ "'ID~
Between what ~-=b£ t:i ~~~L 

s..CIj U <"O:oCi;'flNo. ~~ No. ~ ~ No. ~~ ~ 

water-lines. s.. ... c ~ -s.. ~ t.;:: c ~s.. ... CI! 
j.2 "" s..<I( o,~ ..:1.2 ~ <I::: 0'5 ~ <I( 0,2 ..J.2 ~- --  -. - - 

Between I & II 43 2,63 0,45 1,18 44 0,65 0,25 0,16 45 4,23 0,49 2,07 
II & III 43 3,27 0,~6 1,83 44 2,63 0,49 1,29 45 2,90 0,62 1,80 

III & IV 43 1,25 0,43 0,54 44 2,72 0,53 1,44 45 0,90 0,44 0,40 
IV & V 44 0,77 0,38 0,29- -  -Effects ••••••••'••3,55 3,18 4,27 

Dist.of centerof gravity from the line AA 13G 128 136 
-. -  -

Moments •••••• 461,50 407,04 580,72 

Between 1& II 46 1,53 0,41 0,63 47 5,47 0,65 2,27 48t,24 0,53/ 2,25
II & III 46 4,23 0,57 2,41 47 2,28 0,79 1,80 48 5,470,80 4,38 

III & IV 46 2,41 0,60 1,45 47 0,57 0,18 0,10 48 1,900,70 1,33 
IV& V 46 0,38 0,38 0,14-  - -

Effects ••••••••• 4,63 4,17 7,96 
Dist. ofcenterofgravity from the lineAA 134 142 140 

Moments •••••• 620,42 592,14 1114,40 

Between I & II 49 r04 0,94 4,74 50 7,65 0,70 5,35 51 2,25 1,20 2,70 
II & III 49 1,89 0,80 1,51 50 5,04 1,12 5,64 
III & IV 50 1,570,70 1,10 

~-  --  -Effects ••••••.•••6,25 12,09 2,70 
Dist.of center ofgravity froDl the line AA 148 146 153 

-  -- 
Moments •••••• 925,00 1765,14 . 413,10 

x2 
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Lateral forces on the aft part on Sum of the lateral forces on the 
the lee-side, and their distances 1.oeather-side, and oj'theirmoments 
from the line AA. witlt respect to the line AA. 

-

Effects, Moments, 
~ ~ 

Between what 15,120.,27water-lines. 
0.,26 16,641-------  0.,56 34,72

Between I & II 52 11,88 1,38 16,39 0.,65 45,50.
II & III 52 2,25 1,45 3,26 I,ll 75,48 

1,46 110.,96Effects; •••••••• 19,65 

Dist. ofcenter ofgravity from theline AA 151 
 147,261,99 

2,55 209,10. 
Moments. • • • . 2967,15 223,202,79 

3,04 267,52 
Sum of the lateral forces on the 3,51 301,86 

lee-side, and their 1noments with 4,60. 432,40. 
regard to the line AA. 4,86 447.,12 

5,53 553,0.0. 
Effects. }\foments. S,84 572,32 
~ 6,34 67 2,04~ 

0.,27 25,38 6,69 695,76
0.,13 11,96 8,15 912,80.
0,56 50.,00. 9,0.9 999,90.

.0,20 19,60. 1152,869,77
0,70 74,00. 10.,21 1184,36
0,47 48,88 11,43 1417,32
1,13 126,56 13,61 1660.,42
0,82 90 ,00. 13,82 1796.160 

. 1,80. 212,40. 15,41 1972,48
1,41 163,56 15,39 2093,04
2,,94 364,56 17,73 2375,82
2,44 297,68 17,56 2493,52
3,55 461,50. 22,54 3155,60.
3,18 40.7,0.4 19,83 2934,84
4,27 580,72 30.,49 4451,54
4,63 620.,42 16,0.8 2460.,24 
4,17 592,14 37,50 5662,50. 
7,96 1114,40. 0.,55 28,0.5 
6,25 925,00. 10.91,619,95 

12,0.9 1765,14 20.,78 20.74,41 
2~7o. 413,10 44737,91 t~{d:eather351,9419,65 2967,15 81,32 11330.,59 So.n the lee

Son the ---~slde,113 30.,59 ~ lee-side. 270.,62 3340.7,32 
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, . From these Calculations we have the Etrects of the Forces, and 

, their lVIoments. 


On tlte fore part of tlte ship (Fig. 38.) 


· 6 { Direct effects... .. . • • • • • • • • • • • •• •. . • • •• 331,30
P AGE 14 . 
Their moments from B B . .....••••.....• 6737.,31 

Lateral effects. • • . . . • . • • . . . • . • • • • • • • • •. 288,60
153. .{ Then moments from A'A .•.•••.•.••.••• 7825,87 

On tlte aft part of tlte s/Zip, (Fig. SO.) 

6 {Direct effects .•.•.••••••••...•.. · . . . . •. 234,45 

1 	 1. Their moments from BB . ...........••. 6106,66 

6 {Lateral' effects. · · • • • · • • • • • · • • • • • • • • • • • • 270,62 
1 4. Their moments from AA (NOTE57.) •••••• 33407,32 

According to what was said in Article 66. the effects on the fore part of 

the ship must be multiplied by 6, and those on the. after part by 7, and 

consequently their corresponding moments must be multiplied by the 
same numbers. 

Direct effects forward = 331,,30 x 6 = 1987,80 

Direct effects aft - 234,45 x 7 == 1641,15 

Direct effects . 3628,95 

Moments forward = 6737,31 x 6 = 40423,86 

lVIoments aft = 6106,66 x 7 = 42746,62 

Moments .... 83170,48 

8317048
'Vhence ' = 22,91 = the distance of the line BB from the center 

36£8,95 

' f 1 d' re d 3628,95' h . d' reof graVIty 0 ~ Ie . neet euects" an 13 = 2.79,15 = t e lrect euect 

or the resistance. 

The lateral effects forward = 288,60 x 6 = 1731,60 

The lateral effects aft = .270,62 x 7 = 1894,34 

Lateral effects . 3625,94 

Moments forward = 7825,87 x 6 = 46955,22' 

'lVloments aft = 33407,32. x 7 = 233851,24 

l\1oments .•.. 280806,46 
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Whence 280806,46 = 77,44 the distance of the', line AA from the center 
3625,94 

3625,94 ,
of gravity of the lateral effects, and = 278,92 =the lateral effect 

, 13 

or resistance, when the absolute force is equal to the distance between 

the sections aa, bb, ee, &c. 

The distance of the line B B from the line C C on the plane of the load 

,vater-line = 22,3, subtracting this from 22,91, there remains 0,68 for the 
distance of the direct resistance on the lee-side from the line CC; draw a 

line F D (Fig. 40.) at a distance of 0,68 from the line CC, parallel thereto. 

Draw parallel to the tranverse sections the line FE at a distance' of 77,44 

feet from the line AA. Set off from F to D and from F to E the quantities 
279,15 and 278,92, the direct and lateral resistances, taken according to 

any scale. Complete the rectangle F D G E; the diag'onal F G will be 

the mean horizontal direction of the water. 

(191.) But if lve turn our attention to what has been said heretofore 
on the multiplication of the forces by 6 and 7, it will be seen by Art. 60. 

that these expressions, originate in the contrary directions of the stream's 

of water. That is to say, that the water which is before the greatest 
breadth, goes partly in the same direction as the ship, and that the water 
,vhich is aft, goes in a contrary direction. That this again arises from 

the elevation of the, water forward, and its depression aft; and that this 
elevation is supposed to be half a foot above, and the depression half a 
foot below the natural level 'of the water. 

So that if in Fig. 38. which represents th~ fore part of the ship, you 

make an addition of half a foot above the load water-line, and if in 

Figure 39, which represents the after part, you subtract half a foot also 

from the draught of water, it will be found that the lateral force will be 

transferred 1,5 feet forward, that the ,direct force will approach the line 
CC 0.,3 feet. ' 

This alteration is denot~d by Ie andfd, and, completing the rectangle, 
jg will represent the mean horizontal direction of the water. ' 
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(192.) It must here be observed, that this mean direction is not at 

the level of the water, or at the same height which the center of gravity of 
the ship may be supposed to be, but some feet below; so that the mean 

direction of the water does not pass through the center of gravity, but 

below, nearly in the vertical line passing through the center. This ship 

at an inclination of seven degrees, will not in that case become too ardent; 
but if the inclination be increased, the center of gravity will be carried 

to lee-ward of the mean direction, whence the ship will become more 
ardent. 

If this ship had been sharper forward and fuller aft,' so that the center 

of gravity of the part immersed had been ~ inches farther aft, the lateral 

force would have been a little farther forward, and the mean direction 

lvould have passed some inches before the center of gravity of the ship, 

which would have been in consequence more ardent. 
Let us see now where the mean direction passes, when the effects are 

not multiplied by the coefficients 6 and 7. 

The direct effects forward and aft = 331,30 + 234,4!J =565,75, their 
12843,97 ~ 

moments = 6737,31 + 6106,66 = 12843,97; and 6~ 6 = ~~,70; lrom 
5 :J,7 

which quantity subtracting ~~,3, there will remain 0,4, which is the 

distance of the direct resistance from the line C C. 
The lateral effects forward and aft = 288,6 + 270,6~ = 559,2~; their 

41~33 19 
moments 7825,87 +33407,32=41233,19; and ' = 73,73. Subtract this 

559,22 

quantity from 77,,44, and there will remain 3,71; we cannot suppose the 

water to rise or fall as before; the center of gravity of the effects of the 
lateral forces will therefore be in km 8,71 feet before the place where it 
was found above. Neglecting this elevation also in the direct effects, 

their center of gravity will be moved to the line k l; whence the mean 

direction of the water will be in kn; this mean direction must pass then 
at a distance ip (nearly 2f feet) before and to windward of the center 

of gravity of the ship 0. 
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I n this manner we have two mean directions of the water, namely, 

fg and Iln; the question to be determined is, which is right. 

(193.) According to the ordinary method of rigging ships, the 

common center of gravity·of the sails, with regard to the length should 

be in P, 13 feet before the center of gravity; its height 78 feet above 

the surface of the water. ""Vhen a ship heels 7 degrees, this center of 

gravity of the sails will be 9+ feet to lee-ward of the middle line of the 

load water-line, and by reason of the thickness ~f the masts and yards, 

and of the curvature which the masts take, there will be an addition 

certainly of 2.i- feet; whence the center of gravity of the sails will fall 
Q., lQ feet to lee-ward of the middle line. 

As the ship keeps ahvays the course CC, the sails QR should be trimmed" 

so as to be perpendicular to the mean direction of the water; if then through 

Q, QT be drawn perpendicul~r to QR, the line QT must be parallel to 

kn; and as in this case Q T passes precisely in the line k n, the ship will 

keep its course C C without the necessity of putting the helm to either 

side; this is on the supposition that the sails have their surface plane. 

But as the wind, in filling the sails, first produces in them a curvature" 

which does not allow of their being considered as planes; and secondly, 

on account of its direction coming from the weather-side to pass out at 

the opposite, forms a kind of bag mote on the lee-side than on the 

weather-side: the center of its effect on the sails cannot be in the middle 
line, but must be carried th~ough a distance QR towards the lee-side; 

and this distance must be greater or less, according as they are more or 

less large. I will, as a mean, suppose that in this ship this distance does 

not exceed 6 feet: then the resultant of the effort of the wind on the 

sai~s will be in the line SR" and the ship will tend to the wind, turning 

round its center of gTavity 0 with a moment = Sp x the resistance 

of the ship in the direction kn: but as the ship should go a-head in the 

line C C., it becomes necessary to make such use of the rudder, that the 

above moment may be equa! to the lateral effect of the water on it 
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multiplied by its distance from the center of gravity of the ship; and 

that these momenfs will be. equal, the rudder must make an angle of 

about 15° with the middle line of the ship. 

. A ship of this form, whose center of gravity is about 2+ feet before 

the middle of the length, and the diagonal lines of which in the fore body 

have a similar curvature with this, from experience does not appear to be 

very ardent; so that it is not possible that the ship can be so ardent or 

lie so hard on the rudder, as to render it necessary, when the heeling is 

not more than 7°, to keep the tiller always] 5° to windward of the middle 

line. We may justly conclude therefore that the 'mean direction of the 

water cannot be in tlte line k n, but that it must pass nearer the centel' 

of gra"Oity 0, as in fg, and that it may be situated to leeward of tlle 

same center. 

(194.) Farther, suppose that the 'vater, which -is abaft the greatest 

breadth of the ship in its actual position, not to have the least influence 

upon the disposition to come to the wind: that its effort on the fore part 

alone produces this disposition: the direct effect forward =331,3; its 

d 6737,31 b· b· . fmoment = 6737,31 an = 20,33; su tractmg t IS quantity rom 
331,3 

22,3, the distance of the direct resistance from the line C C to windward= 

1,97 feet; this gives the line qr. The lateral effect forward = 288,6; 

. d 7825,87 h d' f h fIts moment = i825,87; an 6 = 27,11, t e Istance 0 t e center 0 
288, 

gravity of the lateral forces from the line AA :. this gives qs. Completing 

the rectangle of these effects, the diagonal qt will be the mean direction. 

of the water. Through the center of gravity 0 let fall the perpendicular 
0u on the line qt produced; from the point R let fall on 0u the per-' 

pendicular R S, which will· be parallel to quo The. ship will have an 

ardency, whose moment round the center of gravity =Su x the resistance 

on the ship in the direction qt. 
This ardency cannot be· counterbalanced by the rudder, while the center 

y 
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of effort of the sails remains in R. It is necessary to carry it forward" 

so that the resultant of the effort of the wind on the sails" may be situated 

in the line qt or some feet aft: and farther" supposing it possible to carry 

so far forward the center of g~vity of the sails" still the ship would not 

be kept from the wind; for ~pon any inclination. the fore part would 
principally be immersed by the force of the wind on the sails; whereby 

the mean direction of the wat~r would be carried still farther forward j 

so t~at it would not be poss!9le to pr~vent the ship's coming to the 
wind. 

It is' absurd then to lay down a principle" that the water abaft the 
greatest section of the ship has no influence 'on its disposition to come 
to the wind. 

(195.) We obtain from this Chapter an unexpected advantage" in 

the strong confirmation that th~re is no mistake in adopting as a prin
ciple for calculating tke resistance of tlte water against the ship; that 

not only tlle after part ought to be considered in the calculation as well 
as the fore part, but also that the expression for the ejfect of the water 
on the after parti should have a certain coljficient greater than the 
one given to its expression for the fore part. 

We ~ay also find the area of the plane -of resistance for a ship 

sailing by the wind" with the heeling and w~th lee-way which have been_ 
supposed. 

- It has been already found that the sum of the direct effects forward 

and aft multiplied by 6 and 7 = 3698,95; and as the distance between 

the sections a a" bb, &c. which has been considered as the -absolute 

force, =6 feet" according to Article 68 the area of the plane of resis~ance 

"II b 3628,95 ~ fA" I
WI e = 6 x IS - 46,52 square leet. It appears rom rtIc e 71" that 

the plane of resistance for the same ship going with the wind aft = 36,,~4 
square feet; consequently" in order that the ship in both cases may sail 
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with the same velocity, it must n.ecessarily present to the wind 'a much 
greater extent of sails, with a side wind, than ~ith the wind aft (NOTE 58.), 

and not only on account of the greater surface of the load water-line, 
but also from a consideration of the obliquity of the wind on the sails. 

The line P Q (Fig. 38.) is the lateral resistance, the line P R the 

vertical resistance, and the line P S their mean direction" calculated only 
for this part of the ship. 



CH.A P. XI. 

• 
ON THE ~IEASUREl\IENT FOR TONNAGE AND STOWAGE, WITH 

INSTRUCTIONS ON THESE POINTS, AND ALSO DIFFERENT 

IMPORTANT DETAILS CONCERNING THE PROVISIONING, WITH 

A VIE'V TO THE MAKING OF THE ACCOMMODATIONS AND 

STORE-ROOMS. 

On the Measurement for Tonnage. 

(196.) By measurement for tonnage is meant the taking of the 

dimensions of a ship, in order, from the consideration of its form, to 

find the lading it can carry, and with which it can navigate without 
danger. 

(197.) To measure for to~nage in the Swedish manner, IS to 
determine the number of lasts, which the ship can carry, as fonows. 

The length of the ship is taken on the upper deck from the stem 
to the sternpost, the breadth within the cieling, and the draught of water 
from the plank of the said upper deck to the plank of the bottom, these 

three dimensions are multiplied together, and the product is divided by 

200; the five-sixths of the quotient will be the weight, which ·the ship 

can take in lasts of lS skiponds iron weight per last; as much per cl}nt. 

however is subtracted from this quantity as the measurer judges the ship 

more or less full in the floors, or as it carries a greater or less number 

gf guns. The remainder is the burthen in lasts (NOTE 59.). 

It follows from hence that if two ships ,vere constructed from the same 

plan,- but the upper deck of the one placed -one foot higher than that of the 
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other, the former would be found of a greater quantity of ,lasts than the 

latter; . which oug'ht however to be the contrary, for the former ship 

ought to carry less, as its sides being raised a foot weigh more (the 

two ships being laden to the same draught of water). The result of this 

calculation may moreover be erroneous on this account, that the degrees 

of the ship's rising, more or less, will not be always estimated correctly 

by a p~rson in the hold;. whence it happens that the addition or sub

traction on this account must be in a great measure arbitrary; without 

mentioning other· reasons, which render th~ measurement for tonnage, 

by this method, very uncertain. 

If a last were a certain space, -this manner of measuring would be more 

tolerable, but as it is a weight, it is altogether without reason. 

(198.) The method of measuring for tonnage in England, IS not 

used for the direct purpose of finding the quantity of lasts which the ship 
can carry, but to obtain the content, according· to which the ship pays 

the duties. 

The capacity is found thus: the product of the length of the keel 

multiplied by the breadth of the ship to the outside of the plank, and 

again by the half breadth; this product, I say, divided by 94, gives the 

capacity of the ship in tons. If the, ship carries more than this quantity, 

it is said to carry more than its measurement for tonnage, and vice versa. 

Little need be said in regard 'to this' method, because the immediate 

object of it is not to find the burthen; however the manner of deter

mining the length of the keel, upon which length the calculation is 
founded, is faulty; t and -} of the breadth of the ship are taken, for 
'the rake of the stem and stern-post; these two quantities· are subtracted 

from the length taken from the aft side of the wing transom at the middle 

line; the remainder is considered' as the length of the keel. That this 

method is erroneous appears as follows. 

Let the length of the ship from the stem to the stern-post equal 1n, 
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and its breadth = n; then the length of the. keel = m - (~ + ~) x n. 

And as ~ + ! make nearly ~, one may say that the measurement of the 
58. . 4 

ship in tons, by the preceding. rule, will b~ = (m -+:~ x in'. If this 

-expression be made = 0, then the tonnage. of the ship is equal to 0; 

it could therefore carry nothing. It is true, that to make this the case, 
4 " 

the breadth of the ship must be - of the length, which is never the 
3 

case. 

Since when a ship is built by contract, it is usual to give so much per 
ton, it would follow from this method of measuring, that it is advantageous 
to the owner to give great breadth in proportion to length (NOTE 60.). 

(J99.) These two methods of admeasurement being entirely defective., 

I give here the view which ought to be taken of this operation, from which 

will be seen the method of measuring a ship exactly, in order to determine 

the weight it can" carry. "i , 

It is known that the weight a ship can 'carry, is always equal to the 

displacement of water which that weight occasions; the question then is 

only to measure the part of the ship, which" is to be immersed in the 
,vater by the weight of the cargo. This Ineasure"ment may be made with 

greater or less exactness. I shall give here the process necessary to 
attain the object in view, which is the most simple, but at the same time 
the least exact. 

The ship, when its admeasurement is taken, is supposed" to be light; 

its draught of water is taken in this state forward and aft; afterwards 

the draught of water is determined forward and aft; which it is to have 

,vhen the lading is in: hence the number of feet iskriown, to which 

each extremity must be brought down; the'se are added together, and half 

their sum taken. There are known; first, the quantity which the ship 
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would be brought down by the effect of the lading; secondly, its length, 

which is measured from the .wing transom ; thirdly, its breadth "'hich is 

taken to the outside of the pl~nk: these three dimensions are multiplied 

together, and the produc~ is divided, if the ship be full at its extremities, 

by 110; if on the contrary it -be lean, by 115; and the quotient is the 

burthen of the ship in lasts. But if the vessel be a store-ship or have the 

form of one" keeping its greatest breadth almost the whole length" and 

also full at the extremities, 105 is taken for the divisor. 

For example, a ship has length in a straight line before the wing 

transom 134 feet" and breadth to the outside of the plank 34 feet. 

Suppose that it has a draught of water" when light, abaft 12. feet, for .. 

ward 8 feet 7 inches; suppose also that the draught of water when laden is 

abaft 19 feet" and· forward 18; subtracting twelve feet from 19, 7 ,viII 

remain; and subtracting 8 feet 7 inches from 18 feet, 9 feet 5 inches will 

remain, which added to 7 feet" will make 16 feet 5 inches" half of 'which 

is 8 feet 2.+ inches" which the laden should bring the ship down. Multi

plying 134 feet, 34 feet, and 8 feet 2-} inches together" the product wiJl 

be 37400. 

If the ship be a bark" or supposing it to be full in its extremities, this 

number must be divided by 110" and the burthen of the ship will 
be 340 lasts; if it be a frigate, or _a ship very sharp fore and aft, the 

divisor will be 115, and the ship will carry 325+ lasts; if this ship be 

fuller above and below, as well as at the extremities .112 might be used 

as the divisor, and it would carry SS3H lasts. 

This method also depends partly on the correctness of the eye, in 

estimating the degree, more or less" of the rising of the ship" and 
choosing in consequence the divisor; it is to be attained by a Jittle atten

tion and practice. The measurer win not be deceived thus 5 lasts; and 

according to the common method of measuring, he may make an error of 

40 lasts for ships of this size. 
One might perform the operation with more exactness, by taking 

more breadths independently of the middle one, and then there ought. 
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not to be an error of one last; but as this would require more time; 

to take the' measures and make the calculations, I shall not" enter 

upon it .. 

(200.) In loading a ship, i~ is necessary to take care to put no more 

on board than the lading which is consistent with its sailing. 

For example: If the ship has ballast in, when measured, it is neces

sary to add its weight to the burden, which has been found for the vessel: 

but if the water, the provisions,· the guns' 3:nd ammunition, &c. are not 
on board, if there be wanting only a cable, a sail, or any thing of this 
kind, their weight when known must be subtracted from the burden given 
by the measurer. 

To estimate these things, it may be supposed that provisions with 

the casks and wood for one man, for one month, weighs 186 provision 
pounds. The water also for one man .for the same time 217 pounds: 

the man himself with his effects 260 pounds. 
When the number of the ship's crew is known, the time for which 

it is to be provisioned and watered, it" is npt difficult to find the total 
,veight of these things. 

(2~1.) The ,veight of a ]2 pounder with its carriage, breaching 
and tackle, is very nearly 13 skiponds; that of an 8 pounder with the 
same, is 10 ski ponds; of 6, 8 skiponds; of 4, 6 skiponds; of 3, 4-} skiponds; 
of 2, St skiponds; all iron weight. The powder, shot, ,~ads, &c. should 
be an eighth of the weight of the gun and its carriage, in t~me of war; 

in time of peace, less. 

The galley and cooking utensils (if these be not on board) may be 

estimated at solbs. for each man of the crew. 

(202.) It is necessary to see in like manner ifit want cables, hawsers, 

or other parts of the rigging. The square of the circumference of the 

cordag'e divided by 4, gives the weight of a fathom of th~ said cordage. 
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Thus it is required to find the weight of a 15 inch cable; the square 

of 15 is 225; dividing 225 by 4, you will have 56tlbs. for the weight of 

a fathom of this cable. A hundred fathoms of it will, therefore, weigh 

56251bs. which makes nearly 14 skiponds, provision weight, or 17 skiponds, 

10 lisponds, iron weight. 

(203.) If the rigging be wanting altogether, it may be supposed 
that the weight of the whole (NOTE 61.) for a ship, frigate-built, with the 

masts, is equal to its burden in lasts, divided by 1,88; but for a bark, 

which has less rigging in proportion to the lading it can carry, the divisor 

will be 1)98. For ketches, galeasses, bowker-sloops, the divisor should 

be tz,5; this is sufficiently exact for the object in view. 

(204.) To obtain the weight of the sails, it is necessary first to know 

of what kind of canvass they are made for great and small ships. 

Capacity of the Ship in Lasts. 400 200 100 50 25 

Main-sail and fore-sail .••..•• 

The two top-sails ...• '•••.... 

AA 
A 

AA 
A 

A 
B 

B 

C 

B 

T.D. 

Top-galJant sails .•..••...... 

Mizen ••••.•••.•.......... 

Mizen top-sail ...•.......... 

Studding-sails .............. 

Fore-top-mast stay-sail ..•.... 

Mizen stay-sail, &main stay-sail 

Main top-mast stay-sail .••••.. 

T.D. 
AA 
C 

T.D. 

AA 

A 

C 

T.D. 
AA 
C 

T.D. 

AA 

A 

C 

T.D. 
A 

T.D. 
H.D. 

A 
B 

T.D. 

B 
T.D. 

H.D. 

B 
C 

T.D. 

B 

Thickness of bolt ropes 

l\1ain-sail and fore-sail ....•.. 

inches 

4+-4{

inches 

4 -3+ 

inches . inches 

3{--3t 3 -2i

~Iain top-sail & fore-top-sail •. 4{--4 3f-3-} 3+-3 2+ -'- 2+ 

T. D. denotes Tent Canvass, and 1-1. D. Halsing Duck. 


Z 
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Weight of the Length of the Weight of a Breadth.Species of canvass. piece. whole piece. square ell. 

, 
O,81~4 lbs.56 ells 5 qrs. 571bs.AA 
0,7435 52A 56 

Stockholm 'B 0,672556 47
Canvass. 

[) 0,597C 4256 

0,5554'T.D· 4072 
, 

When the height and breadth of a sail are known, its area may be found 
in square ells by Art. 86; this area is multiplied by the weig~t of the 
square ell, adding to this product the weight of the bolt-ropes, and we 
have that of the sail. 

(205.) When in this manner the ,weight of all which is wanting on 

board the ship has been found, it will be necessary to subtract it from 

the quantity of lasts, which the measurement has given; the remainder 
will be the true burden of the ship. 

But to shorten the operation of the measurement,' the measurer ought 

to be provided with a table containing these calculations ready made, 

arranged so that by inspection only he may see the weight' of 'what 
is w~nting. 

On the lading of the ship, or on the manner of finding how much 

a ship can take in of a certain kind of rnercltandise; or, if it be laden, 

lww much thereof it has taken. 

(206.) When a ship is to take. in such or such merchanqise, it is 

necessary to know the quantity thereof which it can take, and with that 
view to be in possession of different articles of information on this subject; 

for example, that 15 tons of Finland tar, 17 tons of pitch, 15 tons of 
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Cagliari salt, 16 {- tons of salt of Saint Hub, weigh nearly one ]ast: 

that three tons t to -} o.f salt make a salm, and 4{- tons a moj; a little 

more or less; for this varies. A last of pitch or tar fills a space of 144 

cubic feet. 

By the following table it is seen how many dozen of fir-planks of 

different dimensions make a last, when they are not too green. 

Tltickness oj the planks in inches.Breadth in I Length in 
A 

I 
rinches. ells. "' 

2 inches I-} inch1 inch It inchIt inchI 

12-{ 10{14{18+ 9i{ 6 

8 
12} lOt15i 897 

1116+ 13t 8'0'91
9 { 6 

11-}14 89+ 77 
1411 11+ 8+9i 7+10 { 6 
12-5, lOt 8t 6+7i7 

lOt13+ 6+9 7+{ 6 
11 

6.;.11+ 7i9~ 5+7· 
9 512+ St 6'Q7tr{ 6 

12 
S-1 6lOt 5+~ 77 

The method of using the table is this: 

It is required to find how many dozen of planks, 1{ inch thick, 

10 inches broad, and 7 ells long, will make a last: in the column of 1+ 

inch, in tIle line 7 ells, to 10 inches in breadth is found 8-}, the number 
of dozen of planks, which will make a last. This number of planks 

fills a space of 148 cubic feet. 

When the planks are green, they may go as far as eight per cent. 
more in weight, but never more. A last of this sort of planks very green, 

takes up a space of 137 cubic feet. 

z2 
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To see the use· of information of this kind: suppose a ship homeward 

bound with a lading. of salt; her draught of water thus laden is set off. 

It is found, after it has been unladen, that it has carried 5157 tons 

of Cagliari salt: ~ividing this quantity by 15-h the quotient will be 340, 

which is the burden of the ship. in lasts. Consequently, reloading this 

ship at the same draught of water, it will carry a weight of 340 lasts. 

But if the ship is to be laden with merchandise so bulky in proporti.on 

to its 'weight, that the ship is full, before it is broug'ht down to its' draught 

of water fixed upon" in that case it is necessary to know the capacity of 

the inside of the ship. 

It is necessary then to have the space of the hold in c.ubic feet" which 
is fOllnd by the following method: 

(207.) 'Vhen the ship is to be laden with merchandise specifically 

light, it is necessary in order to give stability" to put on board some 

ballast of iron, gravel" sand" or something of this sort: the ballast being 

IevelIed horizontaHy or pm'aIlel to the deck" the hold is measured thrice, 

in three different places (NOTE 62.), that is to say, three breadths or 

ordinates are taken through the center of the mizen mast; three others, 

some feet abaft the foremast; lastly, three others at half-way between 

these two sections. 

The~ three breadths" in each section, are taken immediately under 
the deck, upon the ballast" and half-way between the ballast and the 
deck. 

'Ve have, therefore, three breadths in each ~f three sections of the hold. 

The area of each of these s~ctions is found by adding the half of the 

breadths taken under the deck and upon the ballast, to the intermediate 

breadth, and multiplying this sum by half the distance of the deck from 

the banast. 
. The capacity in cubic feet, is g'ot by adding half the areas of the 

sections forward and aft, to the area of the intermediate section, and 

multiplying this sum by half the distance between the extreme sections. 

http:proporti.on
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It is necessary to add the . parts contained between the extreme sections, 
and the stem and stern-post. 

Considering these spaces as paraboloids the area of each extreme 

section is' multiplied, respectively, by half its distance from the stem and 

stern-post, which will give its capacity. 

From the sum of these three quantities, is subtracted the pump well, 
and the capacity of the hold will be had in cubic feet. 

It is necessary also to add the spaces between decks, where merchandise 

is put. 
"the sum of these different spaces is divided by the quantity of cubic 

feet of merchandise, which makes up a last. 
For example: it is required to load a ship, the ballast is levelled so 

that there remains 12 feet of hold below the orlop-deck-beams, to the 

ballast. The measures ought to be taken in three places; abaft at the 
mizen mast; forward three or four feet abaft the foremast; and exactly 
at the middle point between these two sections. 

Suppose then that at the after section the breadth under the deck 

is =27t feet, that up_on the ballast = s feet; the intermediate one (6 feet 

below the beam) = 19-}, the half of 27+ = IS+; the half S = It, and 

IS.} + 19+ + If = S4-h which multiplied by 6 (half of the height of the 

hold) will give for the product 208-~- square feet, which is the area of 

this section. 
As to the middle section, let the breadth under the deck be = SOh 

that upon the ballast = 18-}; the intermediate one 29 feet; the half of 

30+=15t; the half of J8{-=9t; and 15-:1-+29+9+=53+, which multiplied 

by 6 =321 square feet, the area of the middle section. 

Lastly, at the foremost section, let the breadth under the deck be 

= 29+, that on the ballast = 5 feet; the intermediate one = 25+; the half 

of 29-~~ = 14:}, the half of 5 = ~+; and 1# + 25+ + 2+ =42-h which multi
plied by 6 = Q56{- square feet, the area of the foremost section. 

To get from hence the capacity in cubic feet, take the half of 208+ = 
104-h the half of256i-=128t; and we shall have l04-} +321 +128+=553+. 
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Supposing the distance between the sections forward and aft to 

be =87 feet, half of which = 43+; multiplying 43+ by 553+, the product 
will be Q4077i- cubic feet, for the part of the hold, between the two extreme 

sections. 

Suppose the distance from the after section, quite aft (to the 8teroson), 

= 18 feet; half of which = 9;- multiplying 9 by the area of this section 
= 208t the product will be 1876-} cubic feet, the space abaft the mizen

mast. 

Suppose the distance of the fore section quite forward = 16 feet, 

half of which = 8 feet; multiplying 8 by the area of this section = 256-h 
the product will be 2052 cubic feet, the space forward towards the fore
mast. 

Adding ~40i7+, 1876+ aod 2052, the sum is 28005{- cubic feet. 

Let the pump ,veIl be 5 feet in one direction, 4 in the other, with 
I~ feet in height; its content ,viII be 5 x 4 x 12 = 240 cubic feet" which 

being subtracted from 28005-}, the remainder will be 27765-:} for the 
capacity of the hold. 

It is not necessary to subtract any thing on account of the curvature 
of the deck, since a part of the lading may be placed between the beams, 
if it consist of certain articles, as planks, &c. 

If the part of the lading, which is to be placed between decks, 
occupy there a length of 60 feet; suppose the space between decks of 
5~ in height; and its breadth from one side to the other taken within 
the knees = 28 feet; then 60 x 5+ x 28 = 9660 cubic feet, which added to 

27765+ cubic feet will make 37425+ cubic feet, for the whole space that 
the lading is to occupy in the ship. 

If the ship is to he laden with planks., this quantity must be divided 

by 148 or 137., according as the planks are dry or green; in the first case, 

the quotient is=252!! ~., and in the second=Q73 1Q}7 lasts. So that the 
ship considering its capacity, is able to take in a weight of plank == 252 

or ~73 lasts" according to the state in whieh they are. But it remains to 
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see whether the ship is able to carry this lading, without being brought 

down farther than to the determined load water-line. 

(208.) Suppose that the ship having its ballast, but before the cargo 

is on board, has to be brought down when the lading is completed, 5f feet 
aft, and 8f feet forward, so that the mean depth of the space, which the 

ship is to -be brought down in the water by the lading = 7 feet. 

Let the length of the ship be= 134 feet, its breadth=34, then accord

ing to Article 199. the number of lasts, which it is able to carry = 
134 x 34 x 7 
----- =290.

110 

However, if the planks which are to be taken on board be of green 

,vood, they will weigh 273 lasts; the ship would not be brought down 

then but in proportion to this weight, for 'which the depression in the 
273 x 110 .

water should be = =6+ feet, so that It would draw one quarter 
134 x 34 

of a foot less water, than the determined load water-line. 

If the cargo consisted of planks of dry ,vood, it might be found in the 

same manner, that it would not make the' ship sink more than ~ feet, that 

is to say, t of ~ f~ot less than its load water-line. 

(209.) When it is wished to know the number of dozen of planks 

that the ship is able to take in, it is necessal'Y in the first place to be 

acquainted with their quality. . 

Suppose that the cargo ,vhich the ship is to take, consists of four sorts 

of planks, an equall1umber o( each, all ~ inches thick; one sort 6 ells long, 
and 10 inches broad, of which 7+ dozen go to the last; the second sort 

7 ells long, 10 inches broad, and 6t dozen to the last; the third 7 ells long, 

11 inches broad" and 5+ dozen to the last; the fourth 7 ells long, 12 inches 

broad, and 5-} dozen to the last. 

We shall have the number of dozen of planks of each sort by dividing 
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1 1 1 1 h' h' d d . . . 
253 lasts by - + ~, + - + -5,W IC 're uce to a more simple expression 

7t . ut 5+ {- -. 

3 3 4 4 d . . If' 132977= - + - + - + -, an In one smg e ractIon = . 
2~ 19 23 21 201894 
The quotient of 253 divided by this last fraction =- 384, which is the 

number of dozens of planks of-each kind; and consequently, all th~ lading 

will be = 1536 dozens of planks, both dry wood and green wood. 
If the ship be to be laden with pitch, 37425+ "must be divided by 144; 

and multiplying by 15, there will resultu 3898 for ~he quantity of this 

merchandise in tons, which the sbip will be able to contain. 

But for a lading in casks, one cannot always reckon on this mode of 
calculating; because for the little, which the depth of the hold is too small 
to place there one cask, a whole tier is lost; and if the same happens 

between decks, the error might amount to 16 per cent. 

I~ the ship be laden 'with several kinds of merchandise; in order to 

kno'w the quantity of merchandise, which has been really put on board, 

having taken the draught of water before the laden was begun, it is noted 

how much it has brought the ship do,vn: having then this depth, as also 

the length and breadth of the ship, the mode of proceeding is as above" 

whence is got the number of lasts equal to the weight of the merchandise. 

If it were all pitch or tar, multiplying this quantity of lasts by 17 or IS, the 
result would be the number of tons. 

One may in the same manner" by means of the draughts of water, see 
from time to time, of how much the ship is discharged. 

(210. ) We have just given the weight of several kinds of merchandise 

for a cargo; we shall now give in addition that of several others, as well 

as some instructions, which are necessary, when the plans of _certain 

species of ships are to be drawn, and which may serve for a guide in 
the distribution of the accommodations. 
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Weigh.t of a Cubic Fopt (provision pounds) of the following Articles. 

Lead •.•..••••••.•....... 672 

Wrought iron ............. 475 
Cast iron •.....•.•••.•.•• 440 

Pitch. . . • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • •• 83 
Tile ........ ............. . 116 
Lime . . . . . . • • . . • • • • • • . • •• 42 

Sea water . . . . . . . . • . • • • • •. 63 

Fresh water • . . . . • . . • . . . •• 61 
Oak. t. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 53 
Fir. . . .. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 38 

Biscuit .•.•••...•••.•... 26 

Wheat ....••..••.•.•... 44,5 

Finland rie .••••.•••.... 42,6 
Bread rie .............•• 40,'25 
Barley ...••...•.•.••••• 39,5 

Barley-meal ..••.......•. 36,18 
Oats ................... 31 

Oatmeal .....••.••..•.•. 30 

Malt .................... 28,9 
Peas .........•......•.. 52,25 

Weigltt of a Ton (in lisponds provision weight) of the following 
Articles. 

Cagliari salt.. . • • . . . . . . • . . . 19 
Salt of St. Hub ........... • 17t 
Salt Beef.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 
Herrings ...••••. from 15 t.o 18, . 
Ground rie. ..••••.••••••• 12 

S ff£ . !coarse..... 16,9tu or paymg 
clean ..•••. 15,4 

F' I roarse .• , •• 19,2In and tar ••• 
clean •••••• 14,,8 

Dimension of Casks in feet and inches. 

Casks of 300 kans .••.••.. · .• · • • • ••• • · • • · • · • 
Casks of 72 kans. • · •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Barrel of a quintal of powder ..••••....... · .. 
Barrel of tar ....••••.. · .. . · •....••.... • • • • 
Cask of beef, herrings, flour, and stuff for paying 
Hogshead of Bourdeaux wine •••••••.••..•••• 

Outside. Outside. 

Whole 
length. 

4.7 
2·9 
2 . 1 
2.8 
2.6 
3 . 1{

Diameter 
at middle. 

3. 6 
2. 2 
1 . 6 
1 . 11 

1 . 10 

2. 4 
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Dimensions of Casks, in feet and incItes. 

Outside. Outside. 

DiamJ'.Whole 
length. at mid. 

Bourdeaux Wine in a double cask •••••••••••.•....•• 3.5 2.8 

4.1 3.0A Cask of Brandy containing :3 hogsheads of Bourdeaux . 

4.0 3.0~ Cask of Virginia tobacco, containing nearly 1200 lbs... 

4.6 3.4A Cask of Sugar" containing nearly 1700 Ibs.....••.•.. 

Spaces filled by tlte following goods in feet and inches. 

Length. Breadth. Height. 
"I 

A bale of Petersburgh hemp of 5+ skip.•••••••••• 8 . 0 4. 6 4 . 0 

A bale of Smyrna cotton from 300 to 3201bs.•••••• 2.10 2. 07 . 0 

A whole chest of tea . . ...•••••••.•••••.•.•••. 2 .11 2 . 02 . 5 

A quarter chest of 60 cattgies ••..•.••..••••..•• 1 . 11 1 . 5 1 . 6 

Ditto of 25 ditto .••••••••.•..•.••••.. 1 . 5 1 . 1 1 . 3 

0.10Ditto of 10 ditto .••..•• ~ ••.•••"••••.•. 1 . 1 0.11 

A chest of porcelain .••..•.•••..•••••••..•.•. 3 . 4 2. 6 1 . 8 

A last of hemp, fills nearly a space of 340 cubic feet., and one of cotton" 
640 cubic feet. 

Finland birch" ,vhich is reckoned by the cord, is cut to 6 quarters of an 
ell in length, and this cord is four ells long and three ells deep; it weighs 
nearly three skiponds, provision weight. 
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A Stockholm brick of 1~ inches by 6 inches and 3 inches, weighs 

between 14 and 15 pounds, and 8 of them make a cubic foot. 

(211.) These articles of merchandise have not always precisely the 

same weight;. they vary according to their quality, so as to weigh, some
times more, sometimes less. 

A ton of dry provisions = 5,6 cubic feet; 56 kans to the ton, and 32 

kappars also to the ton. 

A ton of liquid provisions contains 48 kans; 8 quarts to a kane 

A last = 18 skiponds, iron weight; 5 skiponds iron weight = 4 skiponds 
provision weight; ~o lisponds make one skipond; ~o pounds make a 

lispond; 16 ounces make a pound, 32 lods also make a pound. 

A thousand pounds, Swedish = 863,8 pounds French (poids de Marc) 

= 932,4 pounds, English. 

A hundred Swedish lasts = 248} French tons = 239f English tons. 
An English foot =. 12ft;- Swedish inches .. 

A French foot = 13t ditto. 
A Dutch foot = 11 e}'0 ditto. 

AHamburghfoot= IIH ditto. 
The pik ,vhich is used at Constantinople = 34t Swedish inches. 

Diameter or Caliber of Guns in inches, nearly. 

Pounders. Pounders. Pounders. Pounders. 

24 =6+ inches 18 =5* inches 12 =5 inches B = # inches 

6 =3+t 4 =3* 3 = 3t 2 = 2+ 

for bullet =St dianleters of the bullet. 
Length of short pieces { .

for lead ball =4 dIameters of the ball. 

AA2 
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Weight of a Foot of Iron Bar of the following kinds, 

in provision weight. 

Thickness 
of the Square. Octagonal. -Round. 

Thickness 
of the Square. Octagonal. Round. 

Iron. iron. 

3 inches 29,45!bs. 24,271bs. 23,141bs. 1+ inch 5,lllbs. 4,14Ibs. 4,021bs 
2.1.:

!.l 
20,45 16,85 16,07 1...L

II 4,14 3,41 3,25 

2t 16,56 13,65 13,02 1 3,27 2,70 2,57 
2 13,09 10,79 10,29 .'L 

8 2,51 2,06 1,97 
1-1.

II 
11,50 9,48 9,04 9 

T 1,84 1,52 1,45 

1+ 10.,02 8,26 7,87 .S 
If 1,28 1,05 1,00 

}..:'L
8 

8,64 7,12 6,79 { 0.,81 0.,67 0,64 
1{ 7,36 6,0.7 5,78 -t 0,46 0.,38 0,36 
It 6,19 5,10 4,86 1 

T 0,20 0.,17 0,16 

According to this table, a foot of a square bar of iron It inches thick, 

weighs 4,]4 pounds; if this bar be octagonal, it will weig'h 3,41 pounds, 

and if it be round, Sf pounds, provision weight. 

By the regulation of 1759, respecting the allowance of seamen, on 
board Merchant ships, each man has per month, or for 30 days: 

Oatmeal............................. 23{ quarts 
Peas ••••••••••....••••••••....•••• 45 ditto 
Salt fish. • • . • • • • . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . •• 8% pounds 
Salt beef, •... '••..• '....... 0 13. ditto
0 •• '0 • 0 ••• 

Salt pork .. 8+ ditto0 •••••••••• 0 • ' ••••••••• o. 

Biscuit •.• 0 21+ ditto'.' •••••••• 0 .0 • 0 • 0 •••••• 0 

Beer ••••••..•.•••••••••••• 0 4+ quarts 


When there is no beer,oil... • • • • • • •• 4t ditto 


Vinegar. ~ ••••....••••••••••••.. 0 •• 2t ditto .
0 

Of common beer ]5 kans, as long as it lasts; or 6 of wine, when it 

can be had; berring, at the Captain's pleasure. 
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They reckon usually on 1+ kan of water a day, for one man; but 

water is never taken ~or so long a time as the other provisions. 

(212.) The knowledge of these details is very necessary. For 
example, a plan of a ship is to be made, for which, we cannot make use 

of the proportions given in Chaps. 6 and 7, because this ship has a 

different object from .either commerce or sailing. It is necessary to know 

the weight of the wood, iron, &c. which must be used in the construction 

of the ship, as also that of the other articles which may belong to it; 
these weights added to that which it is to carry, give the displacement, 

which is to regulate the drawing of the plan. 

If it be the space in the hold, on which we are to reckon, in loading 

with aI)Y particular kind of loose grain, the draught of water of the ship· 

being determined, by knowing the quantity and specific gravity of the 

grain, we may determine the necessary capacity of the hold. For this 
measurement is commonly used the kappar, a part of a ton. 

If the lading be in casks, as of salt beef" herri.ngs,wine, or other 
similar articles, it will not be difficult from the number" size, and weight 

of the casks, to determine the size of the ship, and to settle the depth of 

hold, as well as the height between decks, so as not to lose too much space 

in the stowage. 

(213.) When it is necessary to make accommodations for the pro~ 

visions" as bread, peas, grain, &c., supposing the number of the crew, 

and the time for which the ship is to be provisioned, to be known, it is 

easy to determine the 'capacity which the store-rooms should have; and 

it is the more necessary to make an exact calculation in this respect" 
because there is always in ships very little space for things which are 

essential, particularly in ships of war. If too much be taken for one thing, 

there will be space ,vanting for another. 
For example, . if we wish to know the size it is necessary to give to the 

bread-room of a ship with a cre'Y of 24 men, to be provisioned for SIX 

monthi: 
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The amount of bread for one month, weighs 21t pounds; that for 

six months 129 pounds" and consequently 3096 pounds for the whole crew 

for- six months. The cubic foot of biscuit weighs 26 pounds; divide this 

number 3096 by 26, the quotient will be 119 cub~c feet, which is the space 

which the biscuit should take- up" being well stowed. 

Thus may be found the room proper for putting the peas: one man 

being allowed 45 quarts per month" that is, 270 quarts for 6 months" and 
consequently - 6480 quarts for the whole crew, for the same time,which 

makes S 10 kans" or 14t 'tons; and as the ton conta~ns 5,6 cubic feet" 
multiply this quantity 5,6 by 1#, the products will be 81; wherefore there 
will be wanted for the peas a space of S 1 cubic feet. 

It is necessary, however, to give a little more space than the result of 

the calculation, which depends on the place where the passages into the 

store-rooms can be worked. 

In a similar manner, if the ship take three months or 91 days' 

water" It kan to a man per day, which will make for one man for three 

months 121t kans" and consequently 2912 kans for the whole crew. 
The space which the proper casks will take up, is found by means of their 
dimensions. 

Thus also by the dimensions of barrels of powder, the length and 

diameter of cartridges filled up" the size is found which must be given to 

the powder room and ammunition chest, and also their distribution. 
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Table of Cubes for the calculation oj stability, or to get tlte 

value of the expression ~.rY'3x, (p. IS.) 

Roots. Cubes. Roots. Cubes. Roots. Cubes. Roots. Cubes. 

0,01 0,000001 0,05065.10,37 0,73 0,389 01 7 1,09 1,29 
0,02 0,000008 0,38 0,054872 0,4052240,74 1,10 1,33 
0,03 0,000027 0,39 0,059319 0,4218750,75 1,11 1,37
0,04 0,000064 0,40 0,064000 0,76 1,120,438976 1,40 
0,05 0,000125 0,41 0,45653.,0,068921 1,130,77 1,44 
0,06 0,000216 0,42 0,074088 0,4745520,78 1,14 1,48 

Q,0003430,07 0,43 0,079507 0,493 0390,79 1,15 1,52 
0,08 0,000512 0,44 0,085184 0,80 0,512000 1,16 1,56 
0,09 0,450,000729 0,091125 0,81 0,531000 1,601,1'7 
0,10 0,001000 0,46 0,097336 0,82 0)551000 1,18 1,64 
0,11 0,001331 0,1038230.47 0,83 0,572000 1,681,19 
0,12 0,001728 0,48 0,110592 0,84 0,593000 1,20 1,72 
0,13 0,002197 0,49 0,117649 0,85 0,614000 1,21 1,77
0,14 0,002144 0,50 0,125000 0,86 0,636000 1,22 1,82 
0,15 0,003375 0,51 -0,132651 0,6580000,87 1,23 1,86 
0,16 0,004096 0,52 0,140608 0,88 0,681000 1,24 1,91 

0,530,0049130,17 0,148877 0,89 1,250,7°5000 1,95 
0,0058320,18 0,54 0,157464 0,90 1,260,729°00 2,00 
0,006859 0,550,19 0,166375 0,91 0,754000 1,27 2,05 

0,20 0,008000 0,56 0,175616 0,92 0,779000 1,28 2,09 
0,21 0,009261 0,57 0,185193 0,93 0,804000 1,29 2,15 
0,22 0,010648 0,58 0,195112 0,8310000,94 1,30 2,20 
0,23 0,012167 0,59 0,205379 0,95 0,857000 1,31 2,25 
0,24 0,013824 0,60 0,216000 0,96 0,885000 1,32 2,30 
0,25 0,015625 0,61 0,226981 0,9130000,97 1,33 2,35 
0,26 0,620,017576 OJ238328 0,98 0,941000 1,34 2,41 
0,27 0,019683 0,63 0,250047 0,9700000,99 1,35 2,46 
0,28 0,021 9 5 2 0,64 0,262144 1,00 1,000000 1,36 2,51 

0,0243890,29 0,65 0,274625 1,01 1,030000 1,37 2;57 
0,66 1,020,30 0,2874 960'027000 1,060000 1,.,8 2,63 
0,67 0,300763 1,030,0297910,31 1,09°000 1,39 2,69 
0,68' 0,3144320,032768 1,04 1,1200000,32 1,40 2,74 
0,690,035937 1,05 1,1600000,33 0'~128509 1,41 2,80 

0,039304 o,3430000,34 1,060,7° 1,19°000 1,42 2,86 
0,04'28750,35 0,71 1,220000o,357911 1,07 1,43 2,92 
0,0466560,36 0,72 0,373248 1,2600001,08 },,44 2,99 
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Roots.Roots. Cubes. Cubes. Roots. Cubes. Roots. Cubes. 

3,05 1,85 6,33 2,251,45 11,39 2,65 18,61 
3,11 1,86 6,431,46 2,26 11,54 18,822,66 
3,18 6,541,871,47 2,27 . 11,70 19,0:~2,67 
3,24 1,881,48 6,64 2,28 11,85 2,08 19,25 
3,31 1,891,49 6,75 2,29 12,01 19,462,69 

1,50 3,37 1,90 6,86 2,30 12,17 19,682,70 
3,441,51 . ] ,91 2,31 12,336,97 2,71 19,90 
3,511,52 1,92 2,32 20,127,08 12,49 2,72 
3,581,53 2,331,93 20,3512,657,19 2,73 
3,651,54 2,341,94 12,Rl7,30 20,572,74 

1,55 2,353,72 1,95 20,807,41 12,98 2,75 
:';,801,56 l,g6 2,36 21,027,53 13,14 2,76 

1,57 3,87 1,97 7,64 2,37 13,31 21,252,77 
1,58 2,383,94 1,98 13,48 21,487,76 2,78 

4,021,59 7,88 2,391,99 13,65 21,722,79 
1,60 4,10 2,00 8,00 2,40 13,82 2,80 21,95 
1,61 2,01 8,12 2,414,17 14,00 2,81 22,19 
1,62 4,25 2,02 8,24 2,42 2,82 22,4314,17 
1,63 4,33 2,03 8,36 2,43 2,8314,35 22,66 
1,64 4,41 2,04 2,44 2,848,49 14,53 22,91 
1,65 4,49" 2,05 2,458,61 2,85 23,1514,71 
1,66 2,06 2,464,57 2,868,74 14,89 23,39 
1,67 4,66 8,87 2,47 23,642,8715,072,°7 
1,68 2,OS4,74 2,48 2,889,00 15,25 23,89 
1,69 4,83 9,13 2,49 24,1415,44 2,892,°9 .
1,70 2,104,91 2,509,26 li,62 24,392,9° 

5,001,71 2,11 2,51 15,81 24,649,39 2'9 1 
1,72 2,12 2,525,09 9,53 24,9016,00 2'92 
1,73 5,18 25,152,13 2,53 2,939,66 16,19 
1,74 2,14 25,415,27 2,549,80 16~39 2'94 
1,75 2,155,36 2,55 16,58 25,679,94 2'95 

2,165,451,76 10,08 2,56 25,9316,78 2'96 
5,54 10,222,171,77 2,57 26,2016,97 2'97 

2,18b,64 10,361,78 2,58 26,4617,17 2'98 
10,502,195,731,79 2,59 17,37 26,732'99 

2,201,80 5,83 10,65 2,60 3,0017,58 27,00
-1,81 2,215,93 2,61 3,01 27,2717,781°'79 

6,031,82 2,22 2,62 3,02 27,541°,94 17,98 
6,131,83 2,23 2,6311,09 3,03 27,8218,19 

1,84 6,23 2,24 2,6411,24 18,40 3,04 28.,09 
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Roots. Cubes. - Roots. Cubes. Roots. Cubes. Roots. Cubes. 

-
3,05 
3,06 
3,07 
3,08 
3,09 
3,10 
3,11 

28,37 
28,65 
28,93 
29,22 
29,50 
29,79 
30,08 

3,45 
3,46 
3,47 
3,48 
3,49 
3,50 
3,51 

41,06 
41,42 
41,78 
42,14 
42,51 
42,87 
43,24 

3,85 
3,86 
3,87 
3,88 
3,89 
3,90 
3,91 

57,07 
57,51 
57,96 
58,41 
58,86 
59,32 
59,78 

4,25 
4,26 
4,27 
4,28 
4,29 
4,30 
4,31 

76,77 
77,31 
77,85 
78,40 
78,95 
79,51 
80,06 

3)12 
3,13 

30,37 
30,66 

3,52 
3,53 

43)61 
43,99 

3,92 
3,93 

60,24 
60,70 

4,32 
4,33 

80,62 
81,18 

3)14 
3,15 
3,16 
3,17 
3,18 
3,19 

30,96 
31,26 
31,55 
31,85 
32,16 
32,46 

3,54 
3,55 
3,56 
3,57 
3,58 
3,59 

44)36 
44,74 
45,12 
45,50 
45,88 
46,27 

3,94 
3,95 
3,96 
3,97 
3,98 
3,99 

61,16 
61,63 
62,10 
62,57 
63,04 
63,52 

4,34 
4,35 
4,36 
4,37 
4,38 
4,39 

81,75 
82,31 
82,88 
83,45 
84,03 
84,60 

3,20 
3,21 
3)22 

32,77 
33,08 
33,39 

3,60 
3,61 
3,62 

46,66 
47,05 
47,44 

4,00 
4,01 
4,02 

64,00 
64,48 
64,96 

4,40 
4,41 
4,42 

85,18 
85,77 
86,35 

3,23 
3,24 
3,25 

33,70 
34,01 
34,33 

3,63 
3,64 
3,65 

47,83 
48,23 
48,63 

4,03 
4,04 
4,05 

65,45 
65,94 
66,43 

4,43 
4,44 
4,45 

86,94 
87,53 
88,12 

3,26 34,65 3,66 49,03 4,06 66,92 4,46 88,72 
3,27 34,97 3,67 49,43 4,07 67,42 4,47 89,31 
3,28 
3,29 

35,29 
35,61 

3,68 
3,69 

49,84 
50,24 

4)08 
4,09 

67,92 
68,42 

4,48 
4,49 

89,91 
90,52 

3,30 
3,31 
3,32 

35,94 
36,26 
36,59 

3,70 
3,71 
3,72 

50,65 
51,06 
51,48 

4,10 
4,11 
4,12 

68,92 
69,43 
69,93 

4,50 
4,51 
4,52 

91,12 
91,73 
92,34 

3,33 36,93 3,73 51,89 4,13 70,44 4,53 92,96 
3,34 37,26 3,74 52,31 4,14 70,96 4,54 93,58 
3,35 37,59 3,75 52,73 4,15 71,47 4,55 94,20 
3,36 
3,37 
3,38 
3,39 
3,40 

37,93 
38,27 
.18,61 
38,96 
39,30 

3,76 
3,77 
3,78 
3,79 
3,80 

53,16 
53,58 
54,01 
54,44 
54,87 

4,16 
4,17 
4,18 
4,19 
4,20 

71,99 
72,51 
73,0.3 
73,56 
74,09 

4,56 
4,57 
4,58 
4,59 
4,60 

94,82 
' 95,44 
96,07 
96,70 
97,34 

3,41 
3,42 

39,65 
40,00 

3,81 
3,82 

55,31 
55,74 

4,21 
4,22 

74,62 
75,15 

4,61 
4,62 

97,97 
98,61 

3,43 40,35 :3,83 56,18 4,23 75,69 4,63 99,25 
3,44 40,71 3,84 56,62 4,24 7 6,¥2 : 4,64 99,90 

BB 
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Roots. Cubes. Roots.Roots. I Cubes. Cubes. Roots. Cubes. 

4,65 100,54 5,05 5,45128,79 161,88 5,85 200,20 
4,66 101,19 5,06 129,55 5,46 5,86 201,23162,77 

101,854,67 130,325,07 5,47 202,26163,67 5,87 
4,68 102,50 5,08 131,10 5,48 203,305,88164,57 

103,164,69 1:31,875,09 204,345,49 165,47 5,89 
103,824,70 5,10 132,65 5,50 205,38166,37 5,90 

4,71 104,49 5,11 5,51 206,4213,q,43 167,28 5,91 
105,154,72 5,12 134,22 5,52 168,20 207,475,92 
105,824,73 5,13 135,01 208,535,53 169,11 5,93 
106,504,74 5,14 135,80 5,54 209,58170,03 5,94 

4,75 5,15107,17 210,645,55136,59 5,95170,95 
4,76 5,16107,85 5,56 211,71171,88137,39 5,96 

108,534,77 5,17 138,19 5,57 212,78172,81 5,97 
4,78 5,18109,21 5,58138,99 213,85173,74 5,98 

109,904,79 5,19 139,80 5,59 174,68 214,925,99 
4,80 110,59 5,20 140,61 5,60 6,00175,62 216,00 
4,81 111,28 5,21 141,42 5,61 176,56 6,01 217,08 
7,82 111,98 5,22 142,24 5,62 6,02177,50 218,17 
4,83 112,68 5,2.3 143,06 5,63 178,45 6,03 219,26 
4,84 113,38 5,24 143,88 5,64 6,04 220,35179,41 
4,85 114,08 5,25 144,70 5,65 180,36 6,05 221,44 
4,86 5,26114,79 145,5.3 5,66 181,32 222,546,06 

115,504,87 146,365,27 182,285,67 223,656,07 
4,88 116,21 5,28 5,68 183,25147,20 6,08 224,76 
4,89 116,93 148,045,29 184,225,69 225,876,09 
4,90 117,65 5,30 148,88 5,70 185,19 6,10 226,98 

118,374,91 5,31 5,71 186,17 6,11 228,10149,72 
4,92 5,32119,09 150,57 5,72 6,12 229,22187,15 
4,93 119,82 230,355,33 6,13151,42 188,135,73 

120,554,94 5,34 6,14189,12 231,47152,27 5,74 
4,95 121,29 5,35 153,13 6,15 232,61190,115,75 

122,024,96 5,36 153,99 191,10 6,165,76 233,74 
122,764,97 154,855,37 192,10 234,885,77 6,17 
123,51 5,384:98 155,72 193,10 6,18 236,035,78 
124,254,99 5,39 156,59 194,10 237,185,79 6,19 

5,00 125,00 5,40 238,33·5,80157,46 6,20195,11 
5,01 125,75 5,41 158,34 5,81 6,21196,12 239,48 
5,02 126,51 5,42 5,82 240,64159,23 6,22197,14 
5,03 127,26 5,4.3 160,10 5,83 241,806,23198,15 
5,04 128,02 5,44 5,84160,99 6,24 242,97199,18 
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Cubes. Roots.Roots.Cubes. Cubes.Roots.Cubes.Roots. 

.'350,406,65 294,08 7,45 413,49 
6,26 

244,14 7,056,25 
415,16 

6,27 
6,66 7,46351,90245,31 295,41 7,06 

416,83 
6,28 

353,396,67246,49 29n,74 7,477,07 
418,51 

6,29 
6,68 354,89298,08 7,487,08247,67 

356,40248,86 420,19 
6,30 

6,69 299,42 7,09 7,49 
421,87 

6,31 
250,05 .357,91 7,50300,76 7,106,70 

423,56 
6,32 

302,11 7,51359,42251,24 7,116,71 
425,26 

6,33 
2!)2,44 360,94 7,52303,46 7,126,72 

426,96 
6,34 

304,82 362,47 7,53253,64 7,136~73 
428,66 

6,35 
7,54306,18254,84 363,997,146,74 

365,53 430,37 
6,36 

256,05 7,556,75 307,55 7,15 
432,08 

6,37 
367,06 7,56308,92 7,166,76257,26 

433,80 
6,38 

368,60310,29258,47 7,17 7:576,77 
435,52 : 

6,39 
370,15 7,58311,67 7,186,78259,69 

437,24 ' 
6,40 

313,05260,92 371,69 7,597,196,79 
438,98 ' 

, 6,41 
314,43262,14 6,80 373,25 7,607,20 

440,71 . 

! 6,42 
315,82 374,806,81 7,61263,37 7,21 

442,45, 
6,43 

7,62264,61 6,82 317,21 7,22 376,37 
444,19, 

6,44 
318,61 7,63265,85 6,83 7,23 377,93 

445,94 

: 6,45 
320,01 7,646,84 379,507,24267,09 

381,08 447,70 
6,46 

321,42268,34 7,656,85 7,25 
449,45 
451,22 . 

382,66322,8.3 7,666,86 7,26269,59 
384,24324,24 7,67 


6,48 

270,84 6,87 7,276,47 

452,98 
6,49 

385,83325,66 7,686,88 7,28272,10 
454,76 

6,50 
7,29 ' 387,42273,36 3 27,086,89 7,69 

456,53 
6,51 

328,51 389,02274,62 7,706,90 7,30 
458,31 

6,52 
390,626,91 7,71275,89 329,94 7,31 

460,10 
6,53 

392,22331,37 7,32 7,726,92277,17 
393,83 461,89 

6,54 
332,81 7,33 7,736,93278,44 

463,68334,25 395,457,34 7,74 

6,55 


6,94279,73 
465,48 

6,56 
335,70 897,067,35281,01 7,756,95 

7,36 398,69 567,29 
6,57 

282,30 337,15 7,766,96 
400;31 469,10 

6,58 
338,61283,59 6,97 7,37 7,77 

470,91 
6,59 

401,95284,89 6,98 340,07 7,38 7,78 
403,58341,53 472,73 
405,22 

286,19 7,396,99 7,79 
474,557,80:143,00 7,40 

406,87 
7,00287,506,60 

476 ,387,81344,47 7,41 
408,52 

7,01288,806,61 
478,217,82 
480,05 

7,42:145,957,02290,116,62 
410,17 7,83 
411,83 

7,43347,437,03291,436,63 
481,897,847,44348,917,046,64 292,75 

BB2 
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Roots. Cubes. Roots. Cubes. Roots. Cubes. Roots. Cubes. 

7,85 48.~,74 8,25 561,51 8,65 647,21 9,05 741,22 
7,86 485,59 2,26 563,56 8,66 649,46 9,06 7 43,68 
7,87 487,44 8,27 565,61 8,67 651,71 9,07 746,14 
7,88 489,30 8,28 567,66 8,68 653,97 9,08 748,61 
7,89 491,17 8,29 569,72 8,69 656,23 9,09 751,09 
7,90 493,04 8,30 571,79 8,70 658,50 9,10 753,57 
7,91 494 ,91 8,31 573,86 8,71 660,78 9,11 756,06 
7,92 ~ 496,.79 8,32 575,93 8,72 663,05 9,12 758,55 
7,93 498,68 8,33 578,01 8,73 665,34 9,13 761,05 
7,94 500,57 8,34 580,09 8,74 667,63 9,14 763,55 
7,95 502,46 8,35 582,18 8,75 669~92 9,15 766,07 
7,96 504,36 8,36 584,28 8,76 672,22 9,16 768,57 
7,97 506,26 8,37 586,38 8,77 674,53 9,17 771,09 
7,98 508,17 8,38 588,48 8,78 676,84 9,18 773,62 
7,99 510,08 8,39 590,59 8,79 679,15 9,19 776,15 
8,00 512,00 8,40 592,7° 8,80 681,47 9,20 778,69 
8,01 513,92 8,41 594,82 8,81 683,80 9,21 781,23 
8,02 515,85 8,42 596,95 8,82 686,13 9,22 783,78 
8,03 517,78 8,43 599,08 8,83 688,46 9,23 786,33 
8,04 51 9,72 8,44 601,21 8,84 690,81 9,24 788,89 
8,05 521,66 8,45 603,35 8,85 693,15 9,25 791,45 
8,06 523,61 8;46 605,50 8,86 695,51 9,26 794,02 
8,07 525,56 8,47 607,64 8,87 697,86 9,27 796,60 
8,08 527,51 8,48 609,80 8,88 700,23 9,28 799,18 
8,09 529,47 8,49 611,96 8,89 702,59 9,29 801,76 
8,10 531,44 8,50 614,12 8,90 704,97 9,30 804,36 
8,11 533,41 8.,51 616,29 8,91 707,35 9,31 806,95 
8,12 535,39 8,52 618,47 8,92 709,13 9,32 809,56 
8,13 53 7,37 8,53 620,65 8,93 712,12 9,33 812,17 
8,14 539,35 8,54 622,83 8,94 714,52 9,34 814,78 
8,15 541,34 8,55 625,03 8,95 716,92 9,35 8 17,40 
8,16 543,34 8,56 627,22 8,96 719,32 9,36 820,03 
8,17 545,34 8,57 629,42 8,97 721,73 9,37 822,66 
8,18 547,34 8,58 631,63 8,98 724,15 9,38 825,29 
8,19 549,35 8,59 633,83 8,99 726,57 9,39 827,94 
8,20 551,37 8,60 636,06 9,00 7 29,00 9,40 830,58 
8,21 553,39 8,61 638,28 9,01 731,43 9,41 833,24 
8,22 555,41 8,62 640,50 9,02 733,87 9,42 835,90 
8,23 557,44 8,63 642,74 '9,03 736,31 9,43 838,56 
8,24 559,48 8,64 644,97 9,04 738,76 9,44 841,23 
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H.oots. Cubes.' Cubes.Roots.Cubes.Roots.Cubes.Roots. 

9,45 
9,46 
9,47 
9,48 
9,49 
9,50 
9,51 
2,52 
9,53 
9,54 
9,55 
9,56 
9,57 
9,58 
9,59 
9,60 
9,61 
9,62 
9,63 
9,64 
9,65 
9,66 
9,67 
9,68 
9,69 
9,70 

9,7 1 

9,72 

9,73 

9,74 

9,75 
9,76 
9,77 

, 9,78 

9,79 
9,80 
9,81 
9,82 
9,83 
9,84 

843,91 
846,59 
849,28 
851,97 
854,67 
857,37 
860,08 
862,80 
865,52 
868,2,'> 
870,98 
873,72 
876,47 
879,22 
881,97 
884,j4 
887,50 
890,28 
893,06 
895,84 
898,63 
9 01 ,43 
9 04,23 
90 7,04 
909,~l> 

9 12,67 
9 15,50 
9 18,33 
9 21 ,17 
924,01 
9 26,86 
9 29,71 
932,57 
9 35,44 
9 3S,31 
9 41 ,19 
9 44,08 
9 46,97 
949,86 
9 52,76 

9,85 
9,86 
9,87 
9,88 
9,89 
9,90 
9,91 
9,92 
9,93 
9,94 
9,95 
9,96 
9,9j 
9,98 

9,99 
10,00 
10,01 
10,02 
10,03 
)0,04 
10,05 
10,06 
10,07 
10,08 
1U,09 
10,10 
10,11 
10,12 
10,13 
10,14 
10,15 
10,16 
10,17 
10,18 
10,19 
10,20 
10,21 
10,22 
10,23 
10,24 

955,67 
958,58 
961,50 
964,43 
967,36 
970,30 
973,24 
976,19 
979,15 
982,11 
985,07 
988,05 
991,03 
994,01 
997,00 

1000,00 
1003,00 
1006,01 
10°9,03 
1012,05 
1015,°7 
1018,11 
1021,15 
1024,19 
1027,24 
1030,:iO 
1033,36 
10;36,43 
1039,51 
1042,59 
1045,68 
1048,77 
1051,87 
1054,98 
1058,°9 
1061,21 
1064,33 
1067,46 
1070,60 
1073,74 

10,25 
10,26 
10,27 
10,28 
10,29 
10,30 
10,31 
10,32 
10,33 
10,34 
10,35 
10,36 
10,37 
10,38 
10,39 
10,40 
10,41 
10,42 
10,43 
10,44 
10,45 
10,46 
10,47 
10,48 
10,49 
10,50 
10.,51 
10,52 
10,53 
10,54 
10,55 
10,56 
10,57 
10,58 
10,59 
10,60 
10,61 
10,62 
10,63 
10,64 

1076,89 
1080,05 
1083,21 
1086,37 
1089,55 
1092,73 
1095,91 
1099,10 
1102,30 
1105,51 
1108,72 
i 111,93 
1115,16 
1118,39 
1121,62 
1124,86 
1128,11 
1131,37 
1134,63 
1137,89 
1141,17 
1144,44 
1147,7·~ 
1151,02 
1154,32 
1157,62 
1160,94 
1164,25 
1167,58 
117°,9° 
1174,24 
1177,58 
1180,93 
1184,29 
1187,65 
1191,02 
1194,39 
1197,77 
1201,16 
1204,55 

10,65 120 7,95 
1211,3510,66 

10,67 1214,77 
1218,1810,68 
1221,6110,69 
1225,0410,70 
1228,4810,71 
1231,9210,72 
1235,3810,73 
1238,8310,74 
1242,3010,75 
1245,7710,76 
1249,2410,77 
1252,7310,78 
1256,2210,79 

10,80 1259,71 
1263,2110,81 
1266,7210,82 
1270,2410,83 

10,84 1273 ,76 
10,85 1277,29 

1280,8210,86 
1284,3610,87 

10,88 1287,91 
10,89 1291,47 

1295,0310,90 
1298,6010,91 
1302,1710,92 
1305,7510,93 
1309,3410,94 
1312,9310,95 
1316,5310,96 
1320,1410,97 
1323,7510,98 
1327,3710,99 

11,00_ 1331,00 
1334,6311,01 

11,02 1338,27 
1341,9211,03 

11,04 1345,57 

, 
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Cubes.Roots.Cubes.Cubes. Roots.Roots.Cubes.Roots. 

12,25 1838,27 
1] ,06 

1664,011501,12 11,8511,4511,05 1349,23 
12,26 1842,77 

1847,28 
1668,2211,46 1505,06 11,861352,90 

12,27 
11,08 

1672,451509,0011,47 11,871356,5711,07 
1851,80 
1856,33 

12,2811,48 ] 512,95 1676,68136025 11,88 
12,29 

11,10 
1680,911363'94 11,49 1516,91 11,8911,09 

1860,87 

11,11 
12,301685,1611,501367'63 1520,87 11,90, 

1865,4112,3111,51 1689,411524,851371 33 11,91 
11,12 

, 
1869,96 

11,13 
12,3211,52 1528,82 1693,671375 04 11,92, 

1874,5212,33 
11,14 

11,53 1532,81 1697,94137 8,75 11,93 
1879,0812,34 

11,15 
11,54 170 2,211536,80138247 11,94 

1883,6512,35 
11,16 

1386'20 11,55 1540,80 170 6,4911,95, 
1888,2312,3611,56 17 10,78 

11,17 
1544,80 11961389,92 , 

1892,8212,37 
11,18 

11,57 1548,82 1715,0711,97139 3,67 
12,38 1897,41 

11,19 
1552,8411,58 1719,3711,981397,42 

1902,01 
11,20 

12,391556,86 1723,681401,17 11,59 11,99 
1906,62 

11,21 
12,401200 1728,0011,60 1560,901404,93 , 

1911,2412,411201 1732,321564,9411,611408,69 , 
1915,86 

11,23 
12,42120211,22 1736,6511,62 1568,981412,47 , 

1920,50 
11,24 

12,4312031416,25 11,63 1573,04 1740,99, 
1925,13 

11,25 
11,441204 1745,341420,03 11,64 1577,10 , 
12,45 1929,78 

11,26 
1205142.'3,83 11,65 1581,17 1749,69, 

1934,43 
11,27 

12,4612061427,63 1585,24 1754-,0511,66 , 
1939,10 

11,28 
1431,43 12,4711,67 1758,421589,32 12,07 

1943,761435,25 11,68 12,48 
11,29 

159:~,41 12,08 176 2,79 
1948,44 

11,30 
12,491439,07 11,69 1597,51 12,09 1767,17 
12,50 1953,12 

11 ,:-J 1 
1601,61 12,10 1771,5611,701442,90 

12,51 1957,82 
11,32 

12,111605,72 1775,961 J,711446,73 
1962,51 

11,33 
12,521780,3612,121609,841450,57 11,72 
12,53 1967,2212,13 1784,77 
12,54 

1454,42 1613,9611,73 
1971,93 

11,35 
12,141618,10 1789,1911,34 1458,27 11,74 

12,55 1976,66 
11,36 

12,15 1793,611622,231462,13 11,75 
12,56 198 1,38 

11,37 
12,16 1798,051626,381466,00 11,76 

12,57 1986,12 
11,38 

1802,481630,53 12,171469,88 11,77 
12,58 1990,86 

11,39 
12,18 1806,931634,7011,781473,76 

12,59 1995,62 
2000,38 

1811,391638,86 12,191477,65 11,79 
12,60 

2005,14 
1815,8512,201643,0311,40 11,801481,54 

12,61 

11,42 
1820,3212,2111,41 1485,45 11,81 1647,21 

2009,9212,62 
2014,70 

12,221651,40 1824,7911,821489,35 
12,63 

11,44 
12,23 1829,2811,83 1655,5911,43 1493,27 

2019,4912,6412,24 1833,7711,84 1659,801497,19 
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Roots. Cubes. Roots. Cubes. Roots. Cubes. Roots. Cubes. 

12,65 2024,28 13,05 2222,45 13,45 2433,14 13,85 2656,74 
12,66 2029,09 13,06 2227,56 13,46 2.138,57 13,86 2662,50 
12,67 2033,90 13,07 2232,68 13,47 2444,01 13,87 2668,27 
12,68 2038,72 13,08 2237,81 13,48 2449,46 13,88 2674,04 
12,69 2043,55 13,09 2242,94 13,49 2454,91 13,89 2679,83 
12,70 2048,38 13,10 2248,09 13,50 2460,37 13,90 2685,62 
12,71 2053,22 13,11 2253,24 13,51 2465,85 13,91 2691,42 
12,72 2058,08 13,12 2258,40 13,52 2471,33 13,92 2697,23 
12,73 2062,93 13,13 2263,57 13,53 2476,81 13,93 2703,04 
12,74 2067,80 13,14 2268,75 13,54 2482,31 13,94 2708,87 
12,75 2072,67 13,15 2273,93 13,55 2487,81 13,95 2714,70 
12,76 2077,55 13,16 2279,12 13,56 2493,33 13,96 2720,55 
12,77 2082,44 13,17 2284,32 13,57 2498,85 13,97 2726,40 
12,78 2087,34 13,18 2289,53 13,58 2504,37 13,98 2732,26 
12,79 2092,24 13,19 2294,74 13,59 2509,91 13,99 2738,12 
12,80 2097,15 13,20 2299,97 13,60 2515,46 14,00 2744,00 
12,81 2102,07 13,21 2305,20 13,61 2521,01 14,01 2749,88 
12,82 2107,00 13,22 2310,44 13,62 2526,57 14,02 2755,78 
12,83 2111,93 13,23 2315,68 13,63 2532,14 14,03 2761,68 
12,84 2116,87 13,24 2320,94 13,64 2537,72 14,04 2767,59 
12,85 2121,82 13,25 2326,20 13,65 2543,30 14,05 2773,50 
12,86 2126,78 13,26 2331,47 13,66 2548,90 14,06 2779,43 
12,87 213],75 13,27 2336,75 13,67 2554,50 14,07 2785,37 
12,88 2136,72 13,28 2342,04 13,68 2560,11 14,08 2791,31 
12,89 2141,70 13,29 2347,33 13,69 2565,73 14,09 2797,26 
12,90 2146,69 13,30 2352,64 13,70 2571,35 14,10 2803,22 
12,91 2151,68 13,31 2357,95 13,71 2576,99 14,11 2809,19 
12,92 2156,69 13,32 2363,27 13,72 2582,63 14,12 2815,17 
12,93 2161,70 13,33 2368,59 13,73 2588,28 14,13 2821,15 
12,94 2166,72 13,34 2373,93 13,74 2593,94 14,14 2827,15 
12,95 2171,75 13,35 2379,27 13,75 2599,61 14,15 2833,15 
12,96 2176,78 13,36 2384,62 13,76 2605,28 14,16 2839,16 
12,97 2181,82 13,,"7 2389,98 13,77 2610,97 14,17 2845,18 
12,98 2186,88 13,38 2395,35 13,78 2616,66 14,18 2851,21' 
12,99 219 1,93 1.'3,39 2400,72 13,79 2622,.,6 14,19 2857,24 
13,00 2197,00 13,40 2406,10 13,80 2628,07 14,20 2863,29 
13,01 2202,07 13,41 2411,49 13,81 2633,79 14,21 2869,34 
13,02 2207,16 13,42 2416,89 13,82 2639,51 14,22 2875,40 
13,03 2212,24 13,43 2422,30 1.3,83 2645,25 14,23 2881,47 

13,04 2217,34 13,44 2427,72 13,84 2650,99 14,24 2887,55 
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Roots. Cubes. Roots. Cubes. Roots. Cubes. Roots. Cubes. 

14,25 2893,64 14,65 3144,22 15,05 3408,86 15,45 3687,95 
14,26 14,662899,74 3150,66 15,06 3415,66 15,46 3695,12

2905,8414,27 14,67 3157,11 15,07 3422,47 15,47 3702,29 
14,28 14,682911,95 3163,57 15,08 15,48 3709,483429,29 
14,29 2918,08 14,69 3170,04 15,09 3436,11 15,49 3716,67
14,30 2924,21 14,70 3176,52 15,10 3442,95 15,50 3723,87
14,31 2930,35 14,71 3183,01 15,11 3449,80 15,51 3731,09
14,32 2936,49 14,72 31 89,51 15,12 3456,65 15,52 3738,31 
14,33 2942,65 14//3 3196,01 15~13 3463,51 15,53 3745,54 
14,34 2948,81 14,74 3202,52 15,14 3470,38 15,54 3752,78
14,35 2954,99 14,75 3209,05 15,15 15,55 3760,033477,26
14,36 2961,17 14,76 3215,58 15,16 3484,16 15,56 3767,29
14,37 2967,36 14,77 3222,12 15,17 3491,05 15,5j 3774,56
14,38 2973,56 14,78 3228,67 15,18 15,58 3781,833497,96 
14,39 2979,77 14,79 3235,22 15,19 3504,88 15,59 3789,12
14,40 2985,98 14,80 15,203241,79 3511,81 15,60 3796,42
14,41 2992,21 14,81 3248,37 15,21 3518,74 15,61 3803,72
14,42 2998,44 14,82 15,223254,95 3525,69 15,62 3811,04
14,43 3004,68 14,83 3261,55 15,23 3532,64 15,63 3818,36
14,44 3010,94 14,84 3268,15 15,24 15,643539,61 3825,69
14,45 3017,20 14,85 15,253274,76 3546,58 15,65 3833,04
14,46 3023,46 14,86 3281,38 15,26 3553,56 15,66 3840,39
14,47 14,873029,7"1 3288,01 15,27 -3560,55 15,67 3847,75
14,48 3036,03 14,88 15,283294,65 15,683567,55 3855,12
14,49 3042,32 14,89 3301,29 15,29 3574,56 3862,5015,69
14,50 3048,62 14,9° 15,303307,95 3581,58 15,70 3869,89
14,51 3054,94 14,91 3314,61 15,31 3588,60 15,71 3 877,29
14,52 3061,26 14,92 3321,29 15,32 3595,64 15,72 3884,70
14,53 3067,59 14,93 15,333327,97 3602,69 15,73 3 8 9 2,12
14,54 14,9430 73,92 3334,66 15,34 15,74360 9,74 3 899,55
14,55 3080,27 14,95 3341,36 15,35 3616,80 15,75 3906,98
14,56 3086,63 14,g6 3348,07 15,36 3623,88 15,76 3914,43
14,57 309 2,99 14,97 3354,79 15,37 3630,96 15,77 3921,89
14,58 3099,36 14,98 3361,52 15,38 3638,05 15,78 3929,35
14,59 3105,75 14,99 3368,25 15,39 3645,15 15,79 3936,83
14,60 3112,14 15,00 3375,00 15,40 3652,26 15,80 3944,31
14,61 3118,53 15,01 3381,75 15,41 15,813659,38 ·'3951,80
14,62 3124,94 15,02 3388,52 15,42 3666,51 15,82 3959,31
14,63 3131,36 15,03 15,433395,29 3673,65 15,83 3966,82
14,64 15,043137,78 3402,07 15,44 3680,80 15,84 3974,34 
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Roots. Cubes. Roots. Cubes. Roots. Cubes. Roots. Cubes. 

15,85 3981,88 16,25 4291,02 16,65 4615,75 17,05 4956,48 
15,86 3989,42 16,26 4298,94 16,66 4624,08 17,06 4965,20 
15,87 3996,97 16,27 4306,88 16,67 4632,41 17,07 4973,94 
15,88 4004,53 16,28 4314,82 16,68 4640,75 17,08 4982,69 
15,89 4012,10 16,29 4322,78 16,69 4649,10 17,09 4991,44 
15,90 4019,68 16,30 4330,75 16,70 4651,46 17,10 5000,21 
15,91 4027,27 16,31 4338,72 16,71 4665,83 17,11 5008,99 
15,92 4034,87 16,32 4346,71 16,72 4674,22 17,12 5017,78 
15,93 4042,47 16,33 4354,70 16,73 4682,61 17,13 5026.,57 
15,94 4050!'09 16,34 4362,71 16,74 469 1,01 17,14 5035,38 
15,95 4057,72 16,35 4370,72 16,75 4699,42 17,15 5044,20 
15,96 4065,36 16,36 4378,75 16,76 4707,84 17,16 5053,03 
15,97 4073,00 16,37 4386,78 16,77 4716,28 17,17 5061,87 
15,98 4080,66 16,38 439 4,83 16,78 4724,72 17,18 5070,72 
15;99 4088,32 16,39 4402,88 16,79 4733,17 17,19 5079,58 
16,00 4096,00 16,40 4410,94 16,80 4741,63 17,20 5088,45 
16,01 4103,68 16,41 . 4419,02 16,81 4750,10 17,21 5097,33 
16,02 4111,38 16,42 4427,10 16,82 4758,59 17,22 5106,22 
16,03 4119,08 16,43 4435,19 16,83 4767,08 17,23 5115,12 
16,04 4126,80 16,44 4443,30 16,84 4775,58 17,24 5124,03 
16,05 4134,52 16,45 4451,41 16,85 4784,09 17,25 5132,95 
16,06 4142,25 16,46 4459,53 16,86 4792,61 17,26 5141,88 
16,07 4149,99 16,47 4467,67 16,87 4801,15 17,27 5150,83 
16,08 4157,75 16,48 4475,81 16,88 4809,69 17,28 5159,78 
16,09 4165,51 16,49 4483,96 16,89 4818,25 17,29 5168,74 
16,10 417:i,28 16,50 4492,12 16,90 4826,81 17,30 5177,72 
16,11 4181,06 16,51 4500,30 16,91 4835,38 17,31 5186,70 
16,12 4188,85 16,52 4508,48 16,92 4843,97 17,32 5195,69 
16,13 41 96,65 16,53 4516,67. 16,93 4852,56 17,33 5204,70 
16,14 4204,46 16,54 4524,87 16,94 4861,16 17,34 5213,71 
16,15 4212,28 16,55 4533,09 16,95 4869,78 17,35 5222,74 
16,16 4220,11 16,56 4541,31 16,96 4878,40 17,36 5231,77 
16,17 4227,95 16,57 4549,54 16,97 4887,04 17,37 5240,82 
16,18 4.235,80 16,58 4557,78 16,98 4895,68 17,38 5249,88 
16,19 4243,66 16,59 4566,03 16,99 4904,33 17,39 5258,95 
16,20 4251,53 16,60 4 574,30 17,00 49 13,00 17,40 5268,02 
16,21 4259,41 16,61 4582,57 17,01 4921 ,67 17,41 5277,11 
16,22 4267,29 16,62 4590,85 17,02 493 0,36 17,42 5286,21 
16,23 4275,19 16,63 4 599,14 17,03 4939,06 17,43 5295,32 
16,24 4283,10 16,64 4607,44 17,04 4947,76 17,44 5304,44 

Cc 
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Cubes.Roots.Cubes.Roots.Cubes.Roots.Cubefl.Roots. 

6486,89186518,25 6078,39 
6088,39 

5687,4117,855313,5717,45 
18'66 6497,3318,26 

6098,40 
,5696,9817,865322,7117,46 

6507,7818,6718,27 
18,68 

5706,555331,86 17,8717,47 
6518,246108,41 

6118,45 
18,285716,145341,02 17,88]7,48 

6528,7218,6918,295350,19 5725,7317,8917,49 
6539~206128,49 18,70 
6549,70

18,305735,345,'159,37 17,9017,50 
6138,54 18,71 
6148,60 

18,315368,57 5744,9617,9117,51 
6560,2118,7218,32 

6158,68 
5754,5817,52 17,925377,77 

657°,7318,7318,33 
6581,26 

5764,225386,98 17,9317,53 
6168,76 18,7418,34 
6178,86 

5773,875396,2117,54 17,94 
6591,8018,7518,35 
6602,35 

5783,535405,44 17,9517,55 
18,766188,9618,36 

6612,91
5793,205414,69 17,9617,56 

18,776199,085802,89 18,37 
6209,21 

5423,94 17,9717,57 
6623,4918,785812,58 18,38 
6634,07 

5433,21 17,9817,58 
621 9,3"5 18,79 

18,80 
5822,28 18,3917,59 5442,49 17,99 

6644,675832,00 18,40 6229,50 
18,81 

18,0017,60 5451,77 
6655,2818,415841,7218,01 6239,67 

18,82 
5461,0717,61 

6665,905851,46 18,42 6249,84 
6260,02 

18,0217,62 5470,38 
6676,5318,835861,21 18,43 

18,84 
18,035479,7017,63 

6687,1718,44 6270,22 
6280,43 

18,04 5870,975489,0317,64 
6697,8318,8518,45 

18,86 
5880,7318,0517,65 549 8,37 

6708,495890,51 18,46 6290,64 
18,87 

18,0617,66 5507,72 
6719,176300,87 

18,88 
5900,30 18,4718,075517,0817,67 

6729,865910,11 6311,11 
6740,56 

18,485526,46 18~0817,68 
6321,36 18,89 

18,10 
5535,84 18,09 5919,92 18,4917,69 

6751,2718,906331,6218,505&45,23 5929,74 
18,11 

17,70 
6761,9918,916341,9018,51593 9,57 

18,12 
5554,6417,71 

6772,7218,926352,1818,525949,42 
18,53 

5&64,0517,72 
6783,4718,936362,4818,13 5959,27 

18,54 
5573,4817,73 

6794,2218,946372,7818,14 5969,14 
18,55 

5582,9117,74 
6804,9918,956383,1018,15 5979,02 

17,76 5601,82 
5592,3617,75 

6815,77 
6826,56 

18,966393,4318,5618,16 5988,91 
18,97 

18,58 
6403,7718,575998,8017,77 5611,28 18,17 

6837,366414,12 18,986008,71 
6018,64 

18,185620,7617,78 
6848,186424,48 18,9918,59 

6434,86 
5630,25 18,1917,79 

6859,0019,0018,60 
6445,24 

6028,5718,205639,7517,80 
6869,8419,0118,61 

6455,64 
6038,5118,215649,2617,81 

6880,6819,0218,62 
6466,04 

6048,4618,225658,7817,82 
6891,5419,0318,63 
6902,41 

6058,4318,235668,3217,83 
19,0418,64 6476,466068,4018,2417,84 5677,86 
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Roots.Cubes. Cubes.Roots. Roots. Cubes. Roots. Cubes. 

19,05 19,45 20,256913,29 7821,3519,85 8303,777357~98 
6924,1819,06 19,46 20,2619,86 7833,17 8316,0'77369~34 
6935 ,0'919,0'7 19,47 7845,0'17380',70 20',27 8328,3919,87 
6946,0'0'19,0'8 19,48 20',287856,8619,887392,0'8 8340',73 
6956,9319,0'9 19,49 8353,0'7740'3,47 20',2919,89 7868,72 

19,10' 19,50'6967,87 7880,60' 20',30' 8365,437414,87 19,90' 
19,11 6978,82 19,51 20',317426,29 7892,4819,91 8377,80' 

19,5,219~12 20',326989,78 790'4,38 8390',187437,71 19,92 
19,13 19,1f370'0'0,75 20',33 840'2,577449,15 19,93 7916,29 

70'11,74 19,5419~14 20',347460',60' 8414,9719,94 7928,21 
19,15 70'22,74 19,55 19,957472 ..0 6 20',357940',15 8427,39 

19,56 7483,5370'33,7419,16 20',3619,96 8439,82795 2,09 
70'44,76 19,57 7495,01 7964,0'5 20',37 8452,2619,17 19,97 

19,58 750'6,51 20,3819,9819,18 70'55,79 7976,0'2 8464,72 
70'66,83 7518,0219,59 7988,01 20,3919,19 19,99 84717,18 

20',0'019,60 8000,0'0 20,4019,20' 7529,5"470'77,89 8489,66 
20',0'119,61 8012,0'1 20',4170'88,95 7541,0719,21 850'2,15 
20',0'219,62 80'24,0'2 20,42710'0',0'3 7552,61 8514,6619~22 

19,63 80'36,0'5 20',437111,12 7564,1619,23 ~0,O'3 8527,17 
19,647122,22 20,0'4 20',448048,0'919,24 8539,707575,73 
19,65 20',0'5 8060',157133,33 20',45 8552,247587,3119,25 
19,66 20',467144,45 20~O'6 807 2,22 8564,797598,9019,26 

7155,58 7610',50 8084,2919,67 20',0'7 20',47 8577,3619,27 
20,0819,68 7622;11 20',487166,73 8096,3819,28 8589,93 

8108,4919,69 7633,74 20',0'9 20',49 860'2,527177,8919,29 
20,10' 8120',60' 20',50' 8615,1219,30' 71 89,0'6 19,70' 7645,37 

7200,24 20',5120',11 8132,7319,31 19,71 7657,0'2 8627,74 
20',52'7211,43 20',127668,68 8640',368144,8719,32 19,72 

7222,63 20',13 20',53 8653,0'0'8157,0'27680',3519,33 19,73 
20',547233,85 20',14 8665,658169,1819,34 19,74 7 69 2,0'4 

20,15 8181,35 20',5519,35 8678,327245,°7 19,75 770'3,73 
19,36 7256,31 20',5620',16 8193,547715,4419,76 8690',99 

7267,5619,37 20',57 870'3,68820'5,7419,77 20',177727,16 
7278,83 20',5820',1819,38 8716,3819,78 8217,957738,89 

8230',1720',19 20',597750',64729°,10' 8729,0'919,7919,39 
20',60'20,20' 8242,41 8741,827301,38 19,80' 7762,3919,40' 

8254,65 20',61 8754,5520',2119,817312,68 7774,1619,41 
20',6220',22 8266,91 8767,30'19,82 7785,9419,42 7323,99 
20',63 8780',0620',2319,83 8279,197335,3119,43 7797,73 
20',6420',24 8792,8419,847346,64 829 1,47780'9,5319,44 

cc2 
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Roots. Cubes. Roots. Cubes. Roots. Cubes. Cubes.IRoots. 

20,65 8805,62 21,05 21,459327,31 10431,6821,859869,20 
20,66 8818,42 21,06 9340,61 21,46 21,86 10446,019 883,01 
20,67 8831,23 21,07 21,4793 53,92 10460,3521,879 89 6,83 
20,68 8844,06 21,08 21,489367,24 21,88 10474,719910,67 
20,69 8856,89 21,09 9380,58 21,49 10489,089924,51 21,89 
20,70 8869,74 21,10 21,50 10503,469 393,93 21,909938,37 
20,71 8882,60 21,11 21,51 10517,859 407,29 21,919952,25 
20,72 8895,48 21,12 21,52 10532,269 4 20,67 21,929966,14 
20,73 8908,36 21,13 10546,6821,539 434,06 21,939980,04 
20,74 8921,26 21,14 10561,1221,549 447,46 21~949993 ,95 
20,75 8934,17 ~1 ,5521,15 9460,~7 10575,5610007,87 21,95 
20,76 8947,09 21~16 21,56 10021,819 4 7 4 ,30 21,96 10590,02 

8960,0320,77 21,17 21,579 487,74 10035,76 10604,5021,97 
20,78 21,188972,98 21,589 501,19 10049,73 21,98 10618,99 
20,79 8985,94 21,19 9 514,65 21,59 10063,7 1 10633,4921,99 
20,80 8998,91 21)20 21,609 5 28,13 22,00 10648,0010077,70 
20,81 9011,89 21,21 9 541,62 21,61 10091,,70 22,01 10662,53 
20,82 9024,89 21,22 2i,629 555,12 10105,71 22,02 10677,07 
20,~3 21,23 9568,63 21,639037,91 22,0310119,74 10691,62 
20,84 21,249050,93 21,649 582,16 10133,79 22,04 10706,19 
20,85 21,259063,96 21,659 595,70 22,0510147,84 10720,76 
20,86 21,269 0 77,01 21,669609,26 10161,91 22,06 10735,36 
20,87 21,279 09 0,07 9 6 22,82 21,67 22,07 10749,96101 75,99
20,88 9 103,14 21,28 21,689 636,40 22,08 10764,58101 90,09 
20,89 9 116,23 21,29 21,69 10204,199 649]99 22,09 10779,21 
20:90 21,309 129,33 9 663,60 21,70 10218,31 22,10 10793,86 
20,91 9 142,44 21,31 21,71 10232,459 677,21 22,11 10808,52 
20,92 9155,56 21,32 9 690,84 21,72 10246,59 22,12 10823,)9 
20,93 9 168,69 21,33 21,73 22,1310260,75 10837,889704,49 
20,94 9 181,85 21,34 9718,14 21,74 22,14 10852,5810274,92 
20,95 21,359 195,01 9731,81 21,75 10289,11 22,15 10867,29
20,96 9 208,18 21,36 21,i69745,49 10303,31 22,16 10882,01 
20~97 9 2 21,37 21,:37 21,779759,18 1_o317.,52 22,17 10896,75 

9 234,56 21,3820·98 21,789772,89 10331,74 22,18 10911,50 
20,99 21,399 247,78 9786,61 10345,9821,79 22,19 10926,27 
21,00 21,409 261,00 21,809 800,34 10360,23 22,20 10941 ,05 
21,01 21,419274,24 21,819 8 14,09 10374,50 22,21 10955,84 
21,02 2J,429 287,48 21,829 8 27,85 22,2210388,77 10970,64 
21,03 21,439300,75 21,839 841,62 10403,06 22,23 10985,46 
21,04 21,449314,02 21,849 8 55,40 22,24 11000,291041 7,36 
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I
Roots. Cubes. Roots. Cubes. Roots. Cubes. Roots. Cubes. 

22,25 11015,14 22,65 12246,5211619,96 23,05 23,45 12995,21 
22,26 11030,00 22,66 11635,36 23,4623,06 12262,47 129 11 ,72 
22,27 11044,87 22,67 11650,77 12278,4323,07 12928,2423,47 
22,28 11059,76 22,68 11666,19 23,4812294,4023~08 129 44,77 

11074,6522,29 11681,6322,69 12310,3923,09 23,49 12961 ,31 
22,30 11089,57 22,70 23,10 12326,39 23,5011697,08 12977,87 
22,31 11104,49 22,71 11712,55 1234.2,41 23,5123,11 12994,45 
22,32 11119,43 22,72 11728,03 12358,43 23,5223,12 13011,04 
22,33 11134,38 22,73 11743,52 23,5323,13 12374,48 13027,64 
22,34 11149,35 23,54 13044,2622,74 11759,03 23,14 12390,53 
22,35 11164,33 12406,60 23,5522,75 13060,8911774,55 23,15 
22,.36 11179,32 22,76 23,5623,16 12422,6911790,08 13077,53 
22,37 11194,33 11805,63 12438,7922,71' 23,17 13094,1923!57 
22,38 11209,34 22,78 11821,19 23,18 12454,90 2:1,58 13110,87 

11224,3822,39 11836,7622,79 23,19 23,59 131 27,551. 247 1,03 
22,40 11239,42 22,80 11852,35 23,20 23,6012487,17 13144,26 

11254,4822,41 22,81 11867,95 23,21 12503,32 23,61 13160,97 
22,8222,42 11269,56 11883,57 23,22 23,6212519,49 13177,70 

11284,64 22,8322,43 11899,20 23,23 23,6312535,67 13194,45 
22,8422,44 11914,84 23,24 12551,87 23,6411299,74 13211,20 

.11314,86 22,85 11930,50 12568,0822,45 23,25 23,65 1322 7,98 
22,86 12584,3011946,17 23,2622,46 23,6611329,98 13244,76 

11345,12 11961,85 12600,5422,87 23,27 13261,5622,47 23,67 
11360,28 22,8822,48 23,2811977,55 23,6812616,79 13278,38 
11375,4422,49 22,89 11993,26 12633,0623,29 23,69 13295,21 

22,50 11390,62 22,90 12008,99 23,30 12649,34 13312,0523,70 
11405,8222,51 ) 2665,6322,91 12024,73 23,31 23,71 13328,91 
11421,0322,52 12040,4822,92 23,32 12681,94 13345,7823,72 
11436,2522,53 12056,2522,93 23,33 1269 8 ,26 13362,6723,73 

22,54 11451,48 12072,03 23,3422,94 12714,60 23,74 13379,57 
22,55 11466,73 12087,8222,95 23,35 13396,4812730,94 23~75 
22,56 11481,99 22,96 13413,41121~3,63 23,36 12747,31 23,76 
22,57 11497,27 22,97 12119,45 13430,3612763,6923,37 23,77 

11512,5622,58 22,98 23,.3812135,29 12780,08 1:3447,3123,78 
12151,1411527,86 23,39 13464,2922,99 12796,4822,59 23,79 

23,00 23,40 23,8012167,00 12812,90 13481,2711543,1822,60 
12182,882.'3,01 23,41 12829,34 23,8111558,51 13498,2722,61 

13515,2923,02 23,8223,42 12845,7922,62 11573,85 12198,77 
12862,25 13532,3223,8323,03 23,4312214,~711589,2122,63 

23,04 23,8412230,59 23,4411604,58 12878,7222,64 13549,36 
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Roots. Cubes. Roots. Cubes. Roots. Cubes.. Roots. Cubes'. 

23,85 13566,42 24,25 14260,52 24,65 14977,89 25,05 15718,94 
23,86 13583,49 24,26 14278,16 24,66 14996,13 25,06 15737,77 
23,87 13600,57 24,27 14295,83 24,67 15014,38 25,07 15756,62 

23,88 13617,67 24,28 14313,51 24,68 15032,65 25,08 15775,48 

23,89 13634,79 24,29 14331,19 24,69 15050,93 25,09 15794,36 

23,90 13651,92 24,30 14348,91 24,70 15069,22 25,10 15813,25 

23,91 13669,06 24,31 14366,63 24,71 15087,53 25,11 15832,16 

23,92 13686,22 24,32 14384,37 24,72 15105,86 25,12 15851,08 

23,93 1.1703,39 24,33 14402,12 24,73 15124,20 25,13 15870,02 

23,94 
23,95 
23,96 
23,97 

13720,58 
13737,78 
13754,99 
13772,22 

24,34 
24,35 
24,36 
24,37 

14419,88 
14437,66 
14455,46 
14473,27 

24,74 
24,75 
24,76 
24,77 

15142,55 
15160,92 
15179,31 
15197,70 

25,14 
25,15 
25,16 
25,li 

15888,97 
1590 7,94 
15926,92 
15945,92 

23,98 13789,47 2:1,38 14491,09 24,78 15216,12 25,18 15964,94 

23,99 13,806,73 24,39 14508,93 24,79 15234,55 25,19 15983,96 

24,00 13824,00 24,40 14526,78 24,80 15252,99 25,20 16003,01 

24,01 13841,29 24,41 14544,65 24,81 15271,45 25,21 16022,07 
24,02 13858,59 24,42 14562,53 24,82 15289,92 25,22 16041,.14 

24,03 13875,90 24,43 14580,43 24,83 15308,41 25,23 ' 16060,23 

24,04 1389 3,23 24,44 14598,34 24,84 15326,92 25,24 16079,..14 

24,05 13910,58 24,45 14616,27 24,85 15345,43 25,25 16098,45 

24,06 .13927,94 24,46 14634,21 24,86 15363,97 25,26 16117,59 

24,07 
24,08 

13945,31 
13962,70 

24,47 
24,48 

14652,17 
14670,14 

24,87 
24,88 

15382,51 
.15401,08 

25,27 
25,28 

16136,74 
16155,90 

24,09 13980,10 24,49 14688,12 24,89 15419,66 25,29 16175,08 

24,10 13997,52 24,50 14706,12 24,90 15438,25 25,30 16194,28 

24,11 14014,95 24,51 14724,14 24,9 1 15456,86 25,31 16213,49 

24,12 
24,13 
24,14 
24,15 

14032,40 
]4049,86 
14067,33 
14084,82 

24,52 
24,53 
24,54 
24,55 

14742,17 
14760,21 
14778,27 
14796,35 

24,92 
24,93 
24,94 
24,95 

15475,48 
15494,12 
15512,77 
15531,44 

25,32 
25,33 
25,34 
25,35 

16232,7] 
16251,95 
16271,21 
16290,48 

24,16 14102,33 24,56 14814,43 24,96 15550,12 25,36 16309,77 
24,17 14119,85 24,57 14832,54 24,97 15568,82 25,.17 16329,07 

24,18 14137,38 24,58 14850,66 24,98 15587,53 25,38 16348,38 

24,19 14154,93 24,59 14868,79 24,99 15606,26 25,39 16367,72 

24,20 14172,49 24,60 14886,94 25,00 15625,00 25,40 16387,06 

24,21 14190,06 24,61 14905,10 25,01 15643,76 25,41 16406,43 

24,22 14207,65 24,62 14923,27 25,02 15662,53 25,42 16425,80 

24,23 14225,26 24,63 14941,47 25,03 15681,32 25,43 16445,20 

24,24 14242,88 24,64 149 59,67 25,04 15700,12 25,44 16464,60 
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Roots. Cubes. Roots. Cubes.Cubes. Roots.Roots. Cubes. 

i6484,03 25,59 17034,1125,7316757,56 17313,6825,45 25,87 
25,60 25,8816503,47 25,7425,46 16777,22 17053,97 17333,77 
25,6116522,92 25,75 17073,86 17353,8616796,88 25,8925,47 
25,6216542,39 25,7625,48 16816,57 17093,76 25,90 17373,98 
25,6316561,87 16836,27 17113,67 25,91 17394,1125,7725,49 
25,6416581,37 25,78 17133,6016855,9825,50 25,92 17414,26 
25,6516600,89 25,79 17153,55 25,9325,51 17434,4216875,71 
25,6616620,42 25.,80 j 17173,51 17454,6025,9425,52 1689 5,46 
25,67 16915,22 25,81 : 17193,49 25,9525,53 16639,97 17474,79 

25,82 1 17213,4825,6816659,53 25,96 17495,0025,54 16934,99 
17515,2325,8325,69 17233,4916679,1025,55. 25,9716954,79 

25,8425,56 25,70 17253,51 17535,471669 8,70 25,9816974,59 
17555,7316718,30 25,71 17273,5525,57 ~5,85 25,9916994,41 

26,0025,86 17576,0025,58 25,72 17 293,6117014,2516737,92 
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(N°.1.) Rules for Proportions of Merchant Ships. 

SPECIES 
OF 

SHIP. 

Frigates. 

1---------

Heckboats 
or 

Pinks. 

Cats 
or 

Barks. 

1--------II-----I-------·�-----~--------I-------I--------I------_4 

.±. 
18 1 x.'>

pt7(S6D)T 
1,383 

x 
'1 3 

1,70sD x T x T ZXl +-fo 
Xl +-n 4,64 23,3 1,498,1 

----1-___1·-___11 ____1_________ 

1---·---'1---,1-'--------------- - -____ 

D* pH (S2.Dyt x1 x 1--fo 1,76D x+ xt ZXl+~ 
1,476 7,032. Xl +~ 8,4 18,8 1,5 

--- --- ---_I----I-- ---_ 
i'l" I !l 
~ 1 -r I I Il D 2" -3 "'x1+....L

I,07DH~(6sDr3' X" ~_%l_,_1_ ~-=- XJ :1 0 

1,07 1,6 6,436 Xl ++0 9,8 ~4 1,4 

I 

Flat-bottomed 
Vessels, 

or Vessels with 
a small draught 

0/ water. 



---

-- --

-- ---
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Sequel of rules for proportions of Merchant Ships (N°. 1.) 
Or 

.... ,~I~ 0 .... _«I..a ..a 
~~ = ... co:... ~..atn; (11«1'" 
SQ,'Ci,,2 ==~~ 0'

~~ ....Lo~ 

~.D 
 c!:-5i~«I .... 

~OO ... ~~.~ ..a-
CII ..... ~..a.... ~.e-
(,1= =....~~·5 r.:~~ ~'a..as 
..... (11 .....~] tn~ 

~>.t l':l .... ~.=~ iS.-:=(,1- •SPECIES 
• - Q,~ ~~~~ ~~ ..c '" = ..a'"~;a~ ... b.D ~~~~;OF ')c Iq>.IIJ'" ........
.. ....c..a~ ~ ~~,,2 00 0~.... co: ;a"S.~~ ~ ... bil.e-'c; ~SHIP. x ~;6~.:!l ~~~.s -='Et>~ c;a,c:<') ~=~ a«1.- 0 ':: ... ~b.D ..... 1IJ1:'3 

.~ u .....o~- o 0:c.s~ :a0 
Ol ~=.e>~~ 

·~·S ~:;;etQ;:= ; ,M , 

, , 

S17 L~ 

\,"--v--J'--v-l'-v--' V" " 
'I 1 'I..L 

x~x7i' 49,6SXT -x~1 x' (49,65X+ - xi)Frigates. 4- 1,28948 64 56 64 

~ I H{-Heckboats x-:tXl+H-0 38 8 XTO - X 0, II2 x" cs,sx"r.r - x', ~ ~)or 71,65145,54 64 54 64Pinks. 

..w...!2. -L!.. .u..Cats 
X~ 0x~ 0 30x~ O_X'l 01 x" cox*- x¥o-)or 343,2 2,147 64 5~ . 64Barks. 

Flat-bottomed 

xT
1 ~Vessels, 324,23xT1 

-x -X 1 x (24,23 X II -X) 
01' Vessels with a 51,341 32,5 63 32,5
small draught of 

26 

water. 

DD 
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(N°.2.) Proportions, of Merchant Ships, ~alcull!,ted by the 

rules in the preceding Table N°.1. Frigates. 

, .~ ' ~l. c ..c:.. CIJ..c::ec CIJ0 ,.g .... \1)~.sl~ til ....CIJ~ C .... c..... Ul-e. ~Ul ~,.g0 -e. 0 .s'd::: -ell~oS c:.I .,c'  ~~5.. Draught of .9 
~ 

~ ,~ ;...8 CIJ .... ,.c .... :a~~water. 0-:;; ~'r: •~'" ;a ~ CIJNo. CIJ ~ 's 5~ ;...~CIJ~E CIJ C ;... 0$ '" 
's
..gjECI) ~..... .::.= .c tiJ:g ,.g CIJ.!::0 o  ....8 CIJ -a,9 o!:: .0-=..=0CIJ -CI) ~'-erE ,,E 0..d ........ c:.I '':: tD'O~.:::0;5 ~.::.=0~ .; .... C .. CIJ~c:bl) ~ ~ =::s CI) ~11 ~CI)..c~ CI)' .. ~ \I)c ~..c ::\ .........
CI) ::s.sl~'~ CIJ~ ~...... 0CI) <.... ~ .. ~ 
< 

' 01c:l 01~<...::! CQ A~ ==-- feet. sq. ft. feet.feet.feet.feet.sq, ft.feet. feet. feet.cub. ft,-- 12,041,66 585321,,61 2,3723,6220,8]168,6500I 85510 43,71 760,9 
1,65 11,862,33570023,30 21,~120,51166,1 43,214802 739,581890 
1,64 554521,00 2,30 11,6922,9720,20163,6460 42,693 78280 717,9 
1,63 5388 11,51 

20,37 
22,63 2,2620,71161,1 42,16 694,4 19,894 440 74680 

1,62 5229 2,23 11,3222,2941,61 673,,8158,5 19,575 420 71090 
50661,6120,03 2,18 11,1321,92651,341,04 19,23155,86 400 67520 
49001,6021,56 2,1519,69 10,93628,,4153,0 40,45 18,89380 639507 
47321,59 2,1019,3321,17 10,72 

581,5 
605,2 18,53150,18360 39,8460390 

45601,58 10,5118,96 2,0720,,7718,1639,20340 56840 147,19 
4384 2;03 10,2920,36 18,57 1,5638,53 557,5144,010 320 53310 17,78 
4205 10,05IS,17 1,55 1,9819,93533,0,'300 17,3837,8411 140,749790 
4022 9,SI1,931,5317,7{J19,47508,0 16,9612 280 37,1146280 137,4 
3833 I,S8 9,5617,31 1,5219,00482,3 16,5213 36,34260 133,842790 

1'6,S6 3640 1,82IS,50 1,50 9,29 
15 

456,2 16,0635,5314 240 130,139310 
16,36 34421,48 9,01 
15,85 

1,7717,9834,66 15,57126,1 429,635850220 
3234 8,711,46 1,7217,4215,06401,720016 <12410 122,°,33,75 

1,65.3022 8,3916,S2 1,4415,2914,51ISO 117,5 32,75 37·1,317 28990 
1,58 8,051,4216,18 14,70 279931,6818 13,92160 343,9112,725590 

2568 1,51 7,6814,,05 1,3915,4930,50 315,5 13,28 
20 

140 22220 107,519 
1,4313,35 1,36 232414,72 7,27 

21 
281,4 12,57120 101,8 29,2118870 

2066 6,82 
22 

12,56 1,341,3313,87247,8100 11,799 5,5 27,7515557 
13,40 12,12 1,301,31 6,57 

23 
230,,'326,g3 11,36 192992,01391590 

6,31 

24 
1,2411,66 1,2812,9026,05 212,188,3 10,9012283 179080 

6,01164012,34 11,15 1,26 1,17 
25 

84,2 10,4025,08 193,21066470 
I,ll 5,6914841,2311,73 10,5924,0260 9,85173,69 05 8 79,7 
1,05 5,341318 

1141 
1,2011,0622,81 152,850 9,2326 74,S 9,97746s 

4,941,16 0,97 
28 

8,5:3 10,29 9,2621,42 130,S69,140 589627 
4,460,88S,41 1,1262,4 9,3730 4348 107,1 9 4719,79 7,71 
3,860,701,068,236,6854,1 72920 7,372830 17,6129 sO,7 
3,030,604656,60 5,885,2342,4 0,9614,48~O 49,810 1359 
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Proportions of Merchant Ships, <tc. Sequel of tlte Table on the 
other side (N°.2.) 

....... 
 ... ...."taJ ..:.v 0 .va.a.~.a £~] .a"'''0 ~ ~ "0 .v-S.ac~ ..,!~.~ .aJ .... \ "0';:; 0 aJ,tJ;.. tI>&c c::.a'O~ .~:.c.; e....... 
 ~ f.::"'''' ~ '":ab~ Q.,"O C '""till Height of the main-mast ine b£"Q &~ .... .a ·z ~.v.!="aJ6.... ...~.. :E
ClIO'; :; ~6"proportion to the stability. .;; 

" 
~r!.!!1No. ~~-S..c c.. = ~ ... Q,)->.blI... ... ... 
tI 

e~.g-5.... ,," ........ -~ oS" A..::I'e~ r , .ae.a'O0'o~~ o ~ a. .... 0cu u·  .~ ~ b'D",>. ... e . "tItI ... a ...Above Belowc:: .a~c".:a~~~ ~6~~ e-a III ~ ~-" ....a "center of the center WholeceOUl ~'";5.;!~ t.o~~] e 8.~::! .., a.~ gravity of.~~;a .~t,.. .. of $ra length. 0:6£/f:l
Q Ibeship.~ VJty.C? :aa 

ZZ- ~ 
feet. feet. feet. feet. feet. skip. lisp.feet. 

1--  --
I 8,253 10,072 3,883 332000 1615,28 110,06 1,5005794,78 -
2 8,115 10,000 3205003,914 15 551415,0693,68 108,74 
3 3086003,942 15 8 5214,857,975 9,925 92,52 107,37 
4 7,830 15 1 502968509,847 14,623,975 91,31 105,93 
5 7,681 4,006 284820 13149,767 14,36 104,4090,04 47 
6 9,684 4,0367,529 5 4514272520 14,15 1,50488,74 102,89 

424,067 260100 139,5967,37 1 101,2713,90 177 87,37 
8 9,505 13 839 

9 


247500 13,644,0997,209 85,95 99,59 
16 ,~74,1287,041 12234650 84,439,409 13,37 97,80 

6,868 435 

11 

10 4,157 122215509,309 82,84 13,10 95,94 

34 

12 


126,688 119,204 2085004,187 81,16 12,82 93,98 
326,500 114,217 195200 1,50812,529,092 79,40 91,92 -

8 30 

14 


6,305 4,24513 10181640, 8,975 12,19 89,7077,51 
6,101 8,848 16 284,273 87,4075,53 11,87167990 9 
5,886 8,71315 1541004,299 3 2711,51 84,8973,38 9 

25 

17 


8,568 1016 5,659 4,324 82,24 8140120 11,1471,10 
238,410 4,3465,419 17125960 68,62 79,3610,74 7 

4 2118 5,162 4,3658,237 1,510 
19 

10,31 76,23111710 65,92 7 
4,886 108,045 64,381 1972,8162,96 9,8597330 

20 4,586 1657,830 4,391 82850 69,01 179,3459,67 
21 4,254 1 157,582 54,391 68202 64,7255,95 8,77 
22 4,388 134,075 7,425 13462,3461d52 8,4553,89 

5 12 

24 

23 3,881 4,380 47,289 8,1251,6753795 59,79 

114,366 346555 1,525 
25 

7,119 49,24 1756,993,673 7,75 
34,344 9 10 


26 

46,55 53,9039340 7,356,9283,447 

-50,45 3 -4,311 43,5532190 6,90 93,198 6,70 9 
1124,263 46,4725140 6,386,450 40,09 727 2,917 

61 


29 

24,18628 182006,130 36,00 41,792,591 5,79 

10 4 

-
14,061 5,03 35,9211494 30,892,193 5,70 7 

18 3 1,55330 3,814 27,641,648 5,050 5182 3,9523,69 

DD2 




-- --------------
-------- --

(N°.3.) Proportions of Merchant Ships: Heckboats or 
Pinks. 

~ 

dC 0J.4 

-e~ U>.... ....0 -e. (1$...] 
a (I) Draught of water.CI) 
CI)btJ .s 

~ 

s.. ~t; (1$No. ...; 
A.:: CI)~ ~d -
a CIICII (I) ..... " 0 .:.=0a.= ~.::: ....CII .011&:.= 0CI) .... 

£ 
CII .... s..(1$= btJ..:-I0~ (1$"t:l =,CII £p. ~~ ~ ~ c: ~CIICII J.4fo£ CI)J.4CII ~ 0=' is ~ ~ --~ A A~< < 

~--

cubic feet. feet. feet. sq. feet. feet. feet.feet.feet. 
I- - -- -----

4 440 69940 155,7 39,71 644,1 18,97 21,46 19,81 1,54 
5 420 66600 153,2 39,20 623,8 18,67 21,14 19,60 1,53 
6 400 63260 150,6 38,69 603,2 18,36 20,80 19,19 1,51 
7 380 5994 0 147,9 38,10 580,9 18,03 20,46 18,86 1,50 
8 360 56620 145,1 37,54 561,0 17:70 20,10 18,52 1,49 
9 

10 
340 53310 
320 50020 

142,3 
139,3 

36,94 
36,32 

539,3 
517,2 

17,35 
17,00 

19,73 
19,35 

18,17 
17,81 

1,48 
1,46 

11 300 46740 136,1 35,66 494,7 16,62 18,94 17,43 1,45 
12 280 43460 132,9 34,97 471,8 16,23 18,52 17,04 1,44 
13 260 40200 129,5 34,26 448,3 15,82 18,08 16,62 1,42 
14 240 36950 125,9 33,49 424,3 15,39 17,62 16,19 1,40 
15 220 3~-J720 122,1 32,69 399,6 14,93 17,13 15,72 1,38 
16 200 30500 118,1 31,82 374,2 14,45 16,61 15,24 1,36 
17 180 27300 113,8 30,90 348,0 13,94 16,05 14,71 1,34 
18 160 24120 10 9,2 29,89 320,9 13,38 15,45 14,15 1,32 
19 140 20950 104,2 28,79 292,7 12,78 14,80 13,54 1,29 
20 120 17810 98,7 27,57 263,2 12,12 14,08 12,86 1,26 
21 100 14703 9 2,6 26,20 232,1 11,38 13,28 12,11 1,23 
22 
23 

90 
80 

13159 
11625 

89,2 
85,6 

25,44 
24,60 

215,9 
199,1 

10,97 
10,5:3 

12,84 
12,36 

11,7° 
11,25 

1,21 
1,19 

24 
25 

70 
60 

10101 
8588 

81,7 
77,4 

23,70 
22,69 

181,5 
163,3 

10,0" 
9,54 

11,81 
11,28 

10,74 
10,24 

}'17 
}'14 

26 50 7088 72,6 21,57 144,0 8,56 10,64 9,64 I,ll 
27 
28 

40 
30 

5605 
4]41 

67,1 
60,6 

20,25 
18,68 

123,5 
101,3 

8,29 
7,51 

9,91 
9,05 

8,96 
8,16 

},°7 
1,03 

29 20 2702 52,6 16,67 76,6 6,53 7,96 7,15 0,97 
30 10 1302 41,3 13,72 47,5 5,14 6,40 5,72 0,87 
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Proportions for Merchant Ships: Heckboats or Pin/cs. 

Sequel of the Table on the other side, (N°.3.) 


"d 'III I III • 
CIS =..::: III..::: c:: 
.£ III .... ..c ..... '" CJ III rIl B .... III'" .-~ til 

0 -E-s 'S- 0 .s 
III oJ::..c .c~ S 
= CJ", .~:a ~CIS :.c.;,No. ~ ..:::.- '" 

~ssIJQ) ~.<;; 

£~ . :>.. 0 

=;§ ..cCllo!:: 
.... l. .cbJl~ .::--=..c0111 .,...c..-.~ 

-.:: Q) bn 
C1t~ 

"'0"d 
~ ~'§ =... 1:: 

~~ co:!OQJ
::l =~,... 

< O? C?------- 

~~c.: 
111<:.1111 
CJ~~ 

1l ~~ .... ;.a III 
.c .... ..c:: 
CJO ..... 

:.c >. :: 
~::: oS 
£~~ 
:>..bJl.~ 

.:E'O -= 
=,",<Ii 

~~ S 
O? 

~.::-
c·~ 
~tn ......... 
III 0 •s,.. 111=
III-III..c::=s.: ~ ~ 
OCIIC':l 

lj-=]. 
B§~
.~~ 0 
~ 

'"' >. •III ..... bJl 
_.- Q

ffi;;;.a 
~~ 

.... .... rIlE0.<;;
'"'oJ::

QJ~:=-: ~ ~ 
....CJQ. 

~~~ 
~81l

.;3 or:; 

.~t!: 0 
~ - 

I 

~ ... 
0 

..... 
I:: 
<1> 

S 
0 e 
~io- ....o rIl· ... 
..c..c 
< 

~"de~ 
:;..§~ ~ 
;5coJ::~
::sQJ~~ 

s~~ . 
CJ III ::l$ 

..cClS-C" 
CJ Q)aJ 

:.a~~s 
~._..c 1::.., 
"d~<lio!:: 

~1l~.9 CII
..c""'.:-"d-:
S >..::: c:: ....
::l..c-o QJ 0 z 

- sq. ft. feet. feet.----- feet. feet. feet.-  ---- 
4 5093 2,20 11,97 7,605 8,576 3,171 221720 1,434 
5 4943 2,15 11,78 7,463 8,502 3,202 213220 
6 4790 2,11 11,58 7,316 8,426 3,228 204230 

7 4634 2,07 . 11,37 7,165 8,347 3,257 195200 
8 44i4 2,03 11,16 7,009 8,264 3,284 185940 

9 4312 2,00 10,94 6,848 8,178 3,312 176610 
10 4146 1,95 10,71 6,682 8,087 3,339 16 70 20 1,440 
11 ·'3976 1,91 10,47 6,509 7,991 3,367 157370 
12 3804 1,87 10,22 6,329 7,890 3,394 147500 
13 3625 1,82 9,96 6,132 7,783 3,428 137810 
14 3442 1,76 9,68 5,944 7,669 3,447 126780 
15 3255 1,71 9,39 5,738 7,547 3,472 117070 1,447 
16 3059 1,66 9,08 5,552 7,416 3,495 106610 

17 2859 1,60 8,75 5,289 7,27·'3 3,519 96050 
18 2649 1,53 8,40 5,041 7,118 3,536 85262 

19 2430 1,46 8,01 4,775 6,986 3,555 74480 
20 2199 1,39 7,59 4,485 6,750 3,564 79930 1,458 
21 195 5 1,30 7,12 4,168 6,527 3,56 7 52450 
22 1827 1,25 6,86 3,990 6,401 3,56g 46960 
23 1692 1,20 6,58 3,804 6,264 3,564 41430 
24 1551 1,15 6,28 3,603 6,112 3,553 35890 
25 1405 1,08 5,95 3,384 5,941 .'3,539 28070 1,471 
26 1249 1,02 5,58 3,135 5,745 3,514 24910 

27 1081 0,95 5,16 2,870 5,514 3,475 19475 
28 898 0,87 4,66 2,553 5,228 .'3,415 14141 

29 690 0,77 4,04 2,166 4,852 3,316 8958 

30 441 0,70 3,17 1,634 4,271 3,113 4054 1,506 



-- ---------------- --
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(N°.4.) Proportions of Merchant Ships: Cats and Barks. 

IIUlUlU a) 
C,.c,.c-c = ....c;; :II ....Q) :§"" CoIQ).......
t: t. IU'"~QJ ,.c~0 ~ ~... .... IU 

~""~ .c.Q",=, ~e Q) Col",Draught of water. .. CII ~~.8~ -e..~ :E'>,..:rt:No. ~IU ~,~] '" 4) .£ 
~ 

>.;>0e ~8IU-= '0$0 ~ -5,S .of.8 .... e-...: .....::: c!:: o:S '" IU >'b.Iltlit: 0.c:ll:llCol .... ....CII -e-5 .~~~0 0-5 bDe~ ~ o:So:S btl ~ ~~]. 
~ 

it ~ ;; t'ec cu 

--< 
cu...""::::I ~~'O 0 ....CII2:: ...~ 0"" QQis ~ 01~< <= =- cub. feet. feet. feet. feet. sq. ft. feet.sq. feet. feet. feet. feet.-

380 56880 4432 2,15143,5 36,02 544,1 1,4317,30 18,1219,587 
360 2,108 428053750 35,48 524,4 1,41140,9 16,99 19,24 17,80 
340 50620 138,1 504,4 16,66 412634,91 1,40 2,0718,899 17,47 
320 34,3310 47510 135,2 484,0 16,32 18,52 1,38 2,0317,12 3968 
30011 44400 132,2 463,233,70 18,15 380215,97 1,3716,77 1,98 
28012 41300 15,6033,37129,0 441,9 1,35 363616,3917,75 1,92 
26013 38230 125,7 420,2320,9 15,22 1,33 346816,0017,33 1,88 
24014 35140 122,3 31,68 1,3215,58397,2 14,71 16,89 3293 1,83 
22015 32080 118,6 14,38 1,3030,92 375,0 16,42 311315,14 1,78 
20016 29350 115,1 1,28 293816,0030,19 353,9 13,98 1,7314,73 
180 26000 110,6 1,2513,44 1,6617 29,23 15,41327,1 14,18 2737 
16018 22980 106,1 25401,2328,28 14,84301,9 12,92 13,65 1,59 
140 2321 1,5119 101,3 1,2019983 12,3527,25 14,22275,6 13,07 
12020 17002 2105 1,4426,1096,0 248,1 13,54 1,1712,4211,72 
10021 14046 90,1 24,81 1,351,1311,02 1870219,2 12,78 11,71 

22 90 86,812579 204,0 10,64 I,ll 1,3024,09 12,35 11,31 1747 
8023 11155 83,4 162:,23,33 1,2510,23 1,09188,7 11,91 10,90 

24 148670 1,06 1,2022,459667 10,4279,5 11,49171,9 9,77 
6025 8225 1,03 1345 1,1310,8675,3 21,51 154,8 9,28 9,91 
5026 1,006795 20,44 10,25 11958,72 1,06136,770,7 9,35 
40 5378 65,427 19,20 117,4 8,09 10340,969,56 8,69 1,00 
3028 59,13979 96,5 7,3417,72 0,928,73 859 0,907,92 
20 2602 51,329 15,82 6,40 0,8573,3 661 0,807,68 6,95 
10 125830 40,3 13,04 42445,7 5,07 5,566,19 0,76 0,70 
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Proportions of Merchant Ships : Cats and Barks. 
the Table on the opposite side. (N°.4.) 

Sequel oj 

(I) .... s ' , "'" '" ;;.., , ~ >.~~ 

~~t (I)'" (1) .... -0S~<I.I .... > ,Q~§-$.c~ 
...., .... ~ 

~f.  ~ 
(I)"C.Cii 

<1.1'"' ~~- .;. ~.;;: 0 
~:g <1.1 ColbD t.l'"'''' (I) 

~~~ ~'g~ ~ bD .... 

~ 
GJ.- ...... a> 

..c.-..c (I) ._-0-0 e 
.... 8 .... ~~; Height of the main-mast in ~ Q..~ C (Ij 

..c (I) 8 ..c .... ..c 8"'<1.1 
~~.~ 

.z; r.1~ColO .... <I.I~ 8 :c 
==:a~~ ;a >.~ proportion to thestabiIity• C1I :; sE <1.1 

No. ..c c ~ ~ ..c (I)
..cCQ., .... 8 c °..c 

~f.;3 
~.";::- ..... :v~ '" 

.... '"' QJc!:::""";;..,><1.1 t.l_ ...... Q) .... t.l 
'O(I)~ .... t.l..c .... .... .... ..ce..c'o,Q.E bn ci ,Qr:,Q 04.1'" 0 1 0 0 .~ ~ tn~>.<lJC,", ;;..,bA:!l ~~;a ~-:: II .... Above Below '" .~!~~ .:p '01: c: ...... (I) ..c~c<:)a8'g c: S ..... (I) the the Whole ..c'"' .a ::-c...£ ~ 

c·- <1.1 '" c,",<1.1 
.~.§ 'O.!f e be O 8 

~ -e.:5.s ~~S .~.5 to center of centerof length. .-..c o~£"0 QJ<:) ::s 
01 01 ~ A ~ gravity. gravity. 

== 
Z Z- -  -  -feet. feet. feet. feet. feet. feet. feet. sk. lisp.- -  -  -  -- - - - --

7 11,96 6,999 7,153 2,474 140700 74,54 12,07 86,61 10 15 27 1,390 
8 11,73 6,849 7,080 2,502 134400 73,41 11,88 85,29 10 6 26 
9 11,50 6,693 7,002 2,528 127980 72,21 11,65 83,86 9 17 25 

10 11,26 6,517 6,921 2,556 121440 70,95 11,43 82,38 9 8 24 
11 11,01 6,366 6,836 2,583 114690 69,61 11,19 80,80 8 19 23 
12 10,7.5 6,191 6,746 2,609 107780 68,20 10,94 79,14 8 10 22 
13 10,47 6,010 6,650 2,637 100810 66,69 10,69 77,38 8 J 20 
14 10,19 5,820 6,549 2,662 9357° 65,05 10,41 75,46 7 12 19 
15 9,88 5,620 6,441 2,688 86230 63,30 10,12 73,42 7 3 18 
16 9,59 5,432 6,336 2,711 79590 61,63 9,87 71,.50 6 14 17 
17 9,21 5,185 6,197 2,738 71180 59,38 9,48 68,86 6 5 16 
18 8,84 4,946 6,058 2,761 63460 57,15 9,12 66,27 5 14 14 1,400 

19 8,44 4,687 5,905 2,778 55520 5"1,66 8,73 63,39 5 3 13 
20 7,99 4,406 5,733 12,797 47550 51,91 8;31 60,22 4 11 12 
21 7,50 4,095 5,535 2,808 39440 48,77 7,83 56,60 3 19 II 
22 7,23 3,925 5,412 

1 

2,809 35340 47,02 7,56 54,58 3 13 9 
23 6,95 3,748 5,307 2,811 31360 45,18 7,28 52,46 3 7 8 
24 6,62 3,549 5,169 1 2,806 27130 43,05 6,96 50,01 3 1 8 1,413 
25 6,28 3,335 5,018 2,799 23020 40,76 6,63 47,39 2 14 7 
26 5,89 3,100 4,846 2,784 18920 38,22 6,24 44,46 2 7 6 
27 5,45 2,834 4,642 2,759 14842 35,21 5,80 41,01 2 - 6 
28 4,93 2,525 4,:~93 2,715 10806 31,68 5,28 36,96 1 12 4 
29 4,28 2,145 4,064 2,641 6871 27,24 4,62 31,86 1 4 3 
30 3,35 1,624 3,557 2,483 3125 20,95 3,69 24,64 - 14 3 1,464 



--------------
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(N°.5.) Proportions of Merchant Ships of a small "draught 

of 'lVater~ in form like Barks. 

CIJc CIJCIJ.c'O .c ~ ;oJ..,-;;CIJ 
;oJ 

III 


......... ~ 
~CIJPo ° .8 -e. Col~Po c: •CIJ=' Draught of water.CIJS nlCIJ'4)..... CIJIII -c:e CIJ.s ~..c:tE ~IIINo. ~~.!III~;oJ •"E <!:: ~ CIJ~CIJS .... .8'4)CIJ CIJ .c~-5.s 

~ 

0-s.]e <!::° ....-5CIJ .... -~ ~c: ..aCJ .... ~CIJ ~ 0"d 

i-
~ -5 0 °~~81l,.d '0bJI ~~='~ ...~ '[~ ~1:: CIJ 0c: 

0 
~CIJ CIJ ~<!::'O CIJ::s CIJ ... 

< 
~ ~ < ~-CQ 1:5 a:o. ~~ ~ A <-

sq. feet.cub. feet. feet. feet. feet. feet.feet.sq. feet. feet.-
1O 320 44400 140,9 1,21 3908 
11 

32,74 403,4 14,0813,35 15,21 
300 41500 32,15137,8 386,6 13,08 13,81 1,2014,92 3749 

12 280 134,538080 31,54 12,80 14,61 13,52 3588 
13 

369,3 1,18 
260 131,035720 12,5030,89 13,2235~,5 3421 

14 
14,29 1,17 

240 32840 30,21127,4 333,4 12,19 1,15 3250 
15 

13,96 12,99 
220 123,6 29,48 11,86314,7 13,60 1,1329990 12,57, 3074 

16 200 27140 119,6 11,5128,70 13,22295,4 12,21 1,12 2891 
17 180 24300 115,2 27,88 11,14 12,81 11,82275,4 1,09 27°3 
18 160 21480 110,6 2506 
19 

12,36 11,40254,7 10,7326,97 1,07 
140 105,618670 2302 

20 
233,1 11,88 1,0510,29 10,9525,99 

120 1,02 2086 
21 

100,1 210,615900 10,4524,90 11,359,81 
100 13130 1855 

22 
23,65 186,5 9,26 10,75.93,9 9,89 0,99 

9 0 11756 10,4190,5 1734 
23 

22,97 8,96173,9 9,57 0,97 
80 86,810391 22,23 160,8 8,63 10,05 1609 

24 
9,23 0,95 

21,419034 8,2870 82,9 8,88147,1 1476 
25 

9,66 0,93 
60 1338 

26 
20,bl 132,8 8,4678,57687 0,909,237,89 

50 6350 8,01 1190 
27 

0,8719,48 8,7573,7 7,45117,7 
40 0,84 1038 

28 
8,1868,2 18,31 101,55027 7,496,94 

30 0,80 850 
29 

6,8861,6 6,34 7,5216,903719 83,9 
20 2432 53,5 15,02 5,5864,1 6,08 650 

30 
6,67 0,75 

10 42,01176 12,43 40,4 5,44 4244,49 0,664,94 



-----------------------
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Proportions for Merchant Ships} ~c. Sequel of the Table on 
the other side, (N°.5.) 

.,<I) ....1<1) "', '" »<I)'.C III • »"0"0C,.d IV,..."O,SO ..c IV c •IV,... ~~..;CIS V ~~2~ V :EIV"Sr~~IV"'C..:::::a ~ !>.tvv"" ~.~B IVIV "0 1l ~~,.d.8 ~""'"<':l bll"",.d .... .5 .... S ....,c..... ........ <1) ._"0"0 = ~:.a!V IV 0 <I).... 8 "Q."O C ~IV 0"0.c..c ,.d .... ..c ~ Height of the main-mast in ·z ~ ... ..:::uo'" IV CIS~'" ~]~ S"'u . ~ 2l ~;C';' 
,.d~ :a »~ proportion to the stability. :i ~§~1l=].No. ,.dCc..:::."::: ~==.-::: ... ~.- ...., Q).- Sv":::+'»>v .... u"O ....u.c~~-5 ......c:;..c 0<1)<1) ,.dS,.d'o,OIV'"£~. ..c.8 bll 0 'rv..c,.d.... !>.tQ.l .... lVc »b~2l .~ ~r.()..:.....u ........
.... ..c aJ Above Below~-B1l C ..c CIS c "" ·"prn~·5o:g :::-C) ..':0'01: IV~S'O c,...::; ..:the the;;; § .... be Wholec·- IV C""aJ S.......... c 
 center of centerof length.~ 2l'S 0.~c.,.. 0 ......~cE~~S S~-s.:5 o~£11

gravity. gravity.01 ~ ~Cl 01 ~ Z- feet. feet. feet.feet. feet. feet. .feet.feet.-
1O 2,12 8,852 200400 83,6410,84 4,514 9,555,419 1,28093,19 
11 4,5112,07 8,752 187200 81,76 9,3610,59 5,298 ·91,12 
12 2,05 8,648 4,50510,34 1739005,172 88,969,1779,79 
13 4,5015,64010,08 8,5371,96 160790 "8,96 86,6977,73 
14 1476608,4181,91 84,314,901 4,495 75,56 8,759,80 
15 1,85 1345204,486 8,528,291 7;3,244,755 81,769,51 1,300 

8,36'16 1,80 1214008,154 4,474 70,764,599 79,129,19 
~

8,018,005 108340 68,134,4438,86 4,4981,74 76,1417 
4,25:518 8,51 95300 65,291,67 7,843 -7,73 78,02 


19 

4,437 

82400 62,204,060 4,412 69,62 

20 


8,12 7,427,6621,59 
58,811,50 4,360 69360 65,90 1,325 


21 

3,849 7,097,4697,69 

1,41 4,3363,610 54,98 6,71 61,69 
22 

7,225 569107,22 
1,36 50640 6,503,480 4,308 52,897,093 59,396,97 

23 1,31 44440 50,626,68 6,27 56,893,339 4,2776,949 
24 1,24 38280 6,026,788 48,17 54,193,187 4,2376,37 

1,356 
26 
25 45,481,18 6,608 32220 51,276,04 3,020 4,190 5,79 

5,44262401,11 6,401 42,495,66 2,834 4,132 47,93 

27 44,12 
28 

20420 5,071,02 4,062 39,052,622 6,157p,24 
4,6535,02 39,67 

29 
5,8550,93 3,960 147272,3714,74 

34,12 
30 

30,01 4,110,80 5,455 3,8064,11 2,058 9256 
1,4420,63 26,333,3323,003,23 1,616 4,833 3,544 4170 

EE 
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(No.6.) Proportions for Privateers, according to the formulte 
in p.97. 

ARTILLERY. € . .... "l:I a30", :§Q,IQ,I CI)~ 
GUNS. -"l:I "t3 ~." ... 

o~ -.8] Q,I -s.~ -= .... 
Bow =.... co: 

Onthe S"ivels. eO 0 .... ~ CI) 

In quarter chases. Q.)O 
Cl)coS "l:I S 

No. -battery. deck, <IlCl) .c ... '" '" e~ 
.... <1). ~ c!: 

~c. 0CI.I~ Q3 .~ CI.I CI)-- --- .§-g -~~ e ~ -5 -5 
~ ~ ~ o:So!:~ 

Q,I .... ....
'"' 11)S Cj 

~[C")Q,I Q,I Q.I Q,I '" 0 0 
~ ~ s.: :e s.: ~ s: :S "'CI.I ..... 

~ coS coS 
CI.I ~ QJ ~ CI.I ~ QJ ~ 

e.g e-5 ~ ~ CI.I ~ ~ .0 ~ ~ .!i Q '"' 8 u e u 8 u 8 u ~ <: <- ::s = - = = Z lb. Z lb. Z lb. Z lb. feet. feet. cub. ft. sq. ft. sq. ft.-  -  - 
I 28 18 12 6 - _. - - 161,52 41,16 47170 558500 5086 452,3 
2 26 18 10 6 - - - - 155,65 39,82 42330 486200 4747 422,0 
3 26 12 10 4 - - - - 142,38 36,74 31910 348100 3995 350,8 

~ 

4 24 12 84 - - -: - 138,24 .15,78 29140 311600 3769 330~7 
5 24 8 8 3 

,... 
126,75 33,10 22080 225400 Q184 275,3- - - -

6 22 8 - - - - - 119,78 31,45 18430 182060 2853 244,3 

7 22 6 - - - - - 112,60 29,75 15064 143350 2530 213,5 
8 20 6 - - - - - 109,84 29,09 13907 131545 2411 202,5 
9 18 6 - - - - - 106,94 28,40 12749 118970 2288 191,1 

10 16 6 - - - - - 103,82 27,65 11577 106470 2160 179,2 
11 14 6 - - - - - 100,46 26,84 10395 94130 2027 166,7 
12 12 6 - - - - - 96,76 25,96 9185 81780 1884 153,4 
13 10 6 - - - - - 92,70 24,97 7967 69620 1734 139,4 
14 8 6 - - - - - 88,01 23,83 6698 57300 1567 124,0 
15 - - - - 112 16 3 81,31 22,19 5175. 42590 1343 104,38 
16 - - - - 1 816 2 74,60 20,54 3845 30825 1136 85,13 
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Proportions for Privateers, ~c. Sequel of the Table on the 
other side, (N°.6.) 

,, 111 •Q).w ~ 'Q) Q) ...c: .... ,
:cCJ Q) 11I"CI"CI •Q)aJ~ Q) .;:s:::~ Q),c s::: _0'"s:::<11 

0 
~...c::.; ...c: Q) s:::-s....c:...c: 0 ... aJ.c_~ fn<::: "'Q)::::::: 0 ;.~ Q) Q)~:2......  ~~ .....::s, Q) ::s.... Q) ... .c:u QJ<II~ CJ._c....'" .....ell .... ~«! <II1:1.,co,c CJ ,c.~ S ~],c ~ "' .... ~ o~ _c~~ .s. 0 .B "CI"CI"CI ...S"CI.1 -", ~<11

:a 
,c
CJ.S:! Oen QJ • »Q) .~ ~:SQJ.c'" ~]~~~~ .... .c11:;8 ~~~'S:'" ....... 
 ~ .c .~ »8~ QJQJ-:5 <II~.c ..... o11I.c • ~ ..... ,c '2~ 6-:5:E::!~ =~ ~~ ~ ~ ... ....QJ'" -:5-:5 .....c ",-e-No. <II~ - s::: 0' ~ .»bt. s::: ~ Q)0 =' Q)..!:: 0...bA2.s~ ,c<ll CJ»<IIQJ ...-~ » 

~8-
§ ..c,..:QJ..:::I,-e~ .... 00QJ .... e 8-£ ~-Q)....0",".c t:g ~..:c:u_ .... ,c .... .0,c]..!:: 0 .... '"0~~ S CJQ) '- 0_ ~ ~ bJ)~»s..CJ<II"'eII 0:;:?:..... ... 0<11.... "CI~.o-.c 

r2
",..aQJ.~.; 08 ~~ .c QJ .- '" s::: Q).-=:::..:: ~ .... ~ ... eII1:~..!:: ~ :ii':; •,c........
.:c~ .c~.c... ~ QJ.~~~ .... cC s.. Q)'E s::: ~QJ CQ) ~J):UbIl O e bll~ ~CO ~ '" » .....~2] 15'"; 6 ._,c«:OQJ._..:::1 "'Q),c eIIQJ~ ._ ....0<II ""-.c::s CJooo_ ::s .......
Q)", o 2! bL:.:: o:.e,c II::s::S'-" QJ.o:u"'_ Q)'"~.;;; =....

Ol Ol u Z:z:: OlOl ::r:: ~ Z~ -- =-
feet. . feet.feet. No.feet.feet. feet. cub. ft. ' feet.feet. - -

I 1,61 8,10 4005,8415,40 1,66 4224 4,00 8,501,300 1,54819350006 
2 5,485 1,56 381 '7,0014,80 6 4,00 -1,5527,86 12,341,62 3705 1679100 

1,423 312 6,501303800 1,5656 7,21 1,53 2861 3,5213,50 4,907 10,89 
1,38 6,004 1202400 1,568 

5 
3,437,03 1,51 2616 10,456 29613,16 4,695 

2446,504,205 3,10 1,580 
6 

1,27 9380006 1,42 2020 5,7512,10 9,26 
1,20 5,50 1,5886,176 8,55 217 2,923,87811,40 1,37 1676 797700 
1,13 665600 5,251885,863,582 1,595 

8 
6 2,711,34 1393 7,8410,707 

5,001,10 2,64 619525 1,600 
5,56 

1,30 12865,70 1786 ,7,5710,40 3,459 
168 2,561,28 1183 573100 1,603 

10 
3,331 6 1,07 4,7510,10 7,299 

5,411,04 ' 525600 4,501,25 10706 157 2,477,00 1,6073,1979,80 
5,2311 3,055 1,00 1,23 959 146 4,256 6,68 2,38 1,612 

12 
' 4771009,50 

4268555,08 134 4,00 1,616 
13 

6 2,281,20 856 6,342,9039,20 0,97 
121 1,622 

14 
2,166 4,89 375600 3,758,80 0,932,738 1,17 742 5,97 

3212680,88 4,65 2,032,555 6 1,13 626 5,55 3,50 1,629 
15 

8,40 107 
86 1,81 2549004,00 1,640 

16 
4,322,230 6 0,81 1,08 503i- 4,977,70 
,4,02 1,02 36762,018 1,62 1948503,i5 1,65'14,41 690,757,10 , 
 \\I 

" 

EE2 

' 
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(N°.7.) Proportions of Masts and Yards for Merchant Ships with 
th1'ee Masts: Frigate-built. 

, 
c 

E Q)..; 

's
!<Igj 

~ ~ 
Q) 


-+J 

0 Q) 

.a 
s.. 

Main-top Fore Fore-top -:5Main Mizene 
Q)Q) Main-mast. gaJlant-mast. top-mast. gallant-mast. top-mast.top-mast. .c1;; .........~ r-"-l ~r---'..-.. 0~ ~....a 0r.: s..r.: r.:r.:r.:.;:0 

r.: 
-5oS .c $ CI)Q)~ '" $ ~.~ $ ...Q) ~ Q)Q) Q)'"Qj Q)Q) Q) Q)..... .9-:S..0 .:S~ e -=bJl t:Jl 8~1:0 1:0!oo ae i 8 bOa 8e 8C C oS CoS CC oSC oS C.~ S.~::l Q) Q)'"~ Q).~ Q)Q) Q) Q) .~

Q--is' Q is~ ~~ isZ 0 --is...:I ~ Q~ ...:I ...:I-
feet. feet.feet. in". in". feet. inl.feet. feet. iu".inl. in". feet. iu". feet. in". -

1 168,6 35,2103,0 34,043,71 60,0 18,2 23,532,5 54,019,2 29,0 8,7 43,59,7 12,9 
2 166,1 43,21 102,0 34,6 33,432,2 53,5 18,059,2 23,119,0 9,6 28,7 8,7 43,0 12,7 
3 101,0 34,1163,6 42,69 58,5 32,0 32,7 8,628,518,7 9,5 52,7 17,7 22,7 42,5 12,6 
4 161,1 42,16 99,7 32,133,5 31,518,5 52,0 28,2 8,59,4 17,5 22,457,7 42,0 12,5 
5 158,5 41,61 33,0 31,59 8 ,5 31,018,2 51,2 8,457,0 28,017,2 22,09,2 41,5 12,4 
6155,8 41,04 97,2 32,4 56,2 30,518,0 30,9 50,5 8,29,1 17,0 21,627,7 41,0 12,2 

40,457 153,0 30,255,59 6,0 30,031,7 8,116,7 21,29,0 27,217,7 49,7 40,5 12,0 
8 150,1 39,84 31,1 29,5 16,5 8,054,7 29,517,59 4,7 8,9 49,0 26,7 20,9 40,0 11,7 
9 147,1 39,20 30,593,5 29,0 48,2 16,1 26,2 20,253,7 29,017,0 8,7 7,9 39,5 11,5 

10 144,0 38,53 28,29 2,2 28,5 8,552,729,7 16,7 47,5 15,7 25,7 19,97,7 39,0 11,2 
11 140,7 37,84 90,5 28,029,0 ·8";4 15,451,7 16,5 25,227,5 19,47,646,7 38,5 11,0 
12 137,4 37,11 28,288,7 16,0 8,250,7 27,5 26,9 15,0 19',045,7 24,7 7,5 37,7 10,7 
13 133,8 36,34 87,0 26,127,5 8,0 18,414,6 24,2'1.7,015,7 44,749,7 7,4 37,0 10,5 
14 130,1 35,53 85,2 25,426,526,7 48,7 15,4 14,2 18,043,7 23,7 7,2 36,27,9 10,2 
15 126,1 34,66 83,2 24,515,025;9 47,5 25,7 7,6 42,7 23,213,9 17,2 35,57,1 10,0 
16 122,0 81,233,75 25,0 46,2 25,014,5 13,5 16,623,7 22,5 6,97,5 41,7 34,7 9,6 

6,617 117,~ 32,75 16,013,124,0 40,514,0 24,2 21,779,0 34,044,7 22~7,2 9,5
18 3i,68112,7 6,421,0 15,412,743,2 23,1 39,013,5 21,976,7 23~0 33,07,0 8,9

107,5 30,5019 20,674,0 12,4 6,122,5 20,221,7 13,0 37,5 14,641,7 6,7 32,0 8,5
20 101,8 29,;21 71,2 20,5 40,0 21,5 6,512,4 36,0 12,019,5 19,5 5,9 13,7 30,7 '8,1
21 68,09 5 ,5 27,75 18,220,519,2 38,0 11,6 6,1 34,0 11,2 5,518,5 13,0 29,2 7,7
22 66,09 2,0 26,93 18,5 20,011,2 6,0 33,0 5,417,537,0 10,9 18,0 12,5 28,5 7,5
2.'3 88,3 26,05 64,0 32,017,6 16,7 10,5 5,110,9 19,235,7 12,05,7 17,5 27,7 7,2
24 84,2 25,08 62,0 34,2 18,5 16,,016,9 10,5 5,5 10,0 5,0 11,430,7 16,7 27,0 7,0
25 24,02 59,5 15,010,0 5,215,9 16,079,7 32,7 29,5 10,6 26,04,717,7 9,5 6,7
26 22,817 4 ,8 56,7 14,031,0 5,0 4,515,214,7 16,7 28,09,4 9,0 9,7 24,7 6,4 

21,4227 69,1 53,5 13,013,6 26,2 14,2 4,215,7 8,229,2 4,78,7 9,0 23,5 6,0
28 62,4 14,5 4,4 11,6 4,012,2 8,0 13,024,227,0li!79 49,7 7,5 8,1 21,7 5,7 
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Proportions of Masts ~nd Ya1'ds for Merchant Ships, Sse. 
Continuation of the Table on the other side" (N°.7.) 

-::
(I) (I) (I) ':I) 

..=o;S 2:!o;S..... ........ .... .E
00 0 (1)=

..=~ - 'tS 'tS'tS --5~ ~c:S 
(I) (I) (I) ..= Main-t1. Main-top~ c....= ..= ~Bow sprit. Main-yard.• - 4J sail-yar • gallant-yard. Fore-yard...=;;,.(I) (I) •No. ~ Jl..; ~o..; ~ ,.:::~ ~ ~~..,.en -5..: 

.::l>r'''' ~ .... -~6..: ..:~~ 0,'OS ..:>,.:!l e ,(I) e ..: ..:.... ~ (I)ca:;.d !l..==..=9 ~..== (I).- ..... = .ci .d0 .... (1) .dIl.I...... (I) QJ-EbJl~ bf)c..!n e tt.~ 6-= ~·a t'n til-? bJl6 !nc S8r:s cQJ c c~6 ~88 (I) 
c~.E ~6~ .~CIJ .~.~(I) (I)...:I A ~ ...:I is 

~ 

-- ~ -...:I 01...:I ~ ~ ~ --~ ~-...:I 
ins.feet. ins,inS. £t. ins.inS. feet. 

-ins.ft. ft. inS. 
-ft. feet. inS. inS.inS. feet.feet.-- -- - -- -34,6148,5 14,4 14 412 21,g10 10 587,5 6g,29 5 16,0 48,5 8,0 79,0 19,7

248,0 34,1 1414,2 212 586,2 21,68 5 910 68,2 15,7 8,0 19,547,7 77,7
33,5347,5 14,1 14 12 485,0 21,4- 6 5 710 67,2 15,4 47,0 76,5 19,27,9
32,g447,0 14,0 13 10 12 21,1610 483,75 5 66,2 15,1 46,2 75,2 19,07,7
32,2546,5 13 812 482,513,9 410 3 5 20,7 65,2 45,514,9 74,0 18,77,6 

646,0 31,6 1313,6 612 20,4381,0210 2 5 64,2 14,6 18,,444,7 72,77,5 
31,0 13 41213,4 20,07 45,2 10- 5 379,5 63,0- 14,4 18,,044,0 71,57,4 
30,4844,5 13 21113,1 10 gIl 378,05 19,6 14,161,7 43,2 70,2 17.,67,2 

13 II- Ig,212,9 829,7 376,5 60,59 43,7 ] 3,9 42,5 68,79 5 17,,27,19 
1243,0 12,610 29,0 911 6 18,7274,7 13,6 41,55~,2 67,27 5 7,09 16"g
1242,2 28,2 12,411 3 18,47 11 5 5 2 73,0 58,0 16,513,4 40,5 65,76,79 
12 4 II41,5 12,112 27,5 I 3 5 271,2 56,517,9 64,213,0 39,5 6,6 16,19 
12 1 1013 1026,7 16g,540,7 11,9 5 17,4 55,0 62,512,6 38,.? 6,5 15,69

26,0 11 10 1014 11,6 8 581039,7 1 67,5 16,9 53,5 15,112,2 37,5 6,2 60,7 
25,1 11,215 1138,7 5 - 65,5710 8 5 16,48 14,66,011,9 36,251,7 59,0 
24,2 410II16 210,9 63,5-837,7 6 5 15,9 50,0 14,,111,5 35,0 5,g 57,0 

-36,5 23,4 10,5 II 11 61,08 3 4 15,4911 13,617 48,2 55,011,1 33,7 5,6 
22,5 10 818 35,2 10,1 8 4 II 58,5 14,9 46,2 13,,110,6 32,5 5,4 52,797 

34,0 21,2 410 3 10 56,0 14,119 10,1 .) 1,0 50,2 12,544,0 5,19,7 9 49 7 
20,032,520 811 5 49,4 911 13,29 53,0 9,6 11,941,7 29,2 4,9 47,77 

31,021 18,7 5 88,9 5 1 4 12,4 11,14,69 849,7 :39,2 9,0 44,727,57 
18,0 230,0 8,422 8 3 6 8 4 848,0 12,09 8,6 26,5 4,5 43,0 10,737,7 

8 11'8,117,2 823 629,0 11,5746,0 8,236,2 41,2 10,425,5 4,47 4 
8 6 5 4 16,5 11,028,024 34,5743,7 7,9 24,2 4,17,9 39,57 7 9 9,9 

38 5 6 2 4 641,515,5 10,425 7,5 7,5 23,0 4,032,7 37,2 9,426,7 7 
1 45 11 711 35,026 14,5 7,} 21,525,5 539,07,0 8,730,7 3,77 9,7 

6 8 56,5 436,013,4 32,2 8,028,27 5 3,523,7 7 427 9,0 6,5 19,7 
611 6 3 528 2 4 332,5 8,1 5,9 18,022,0 12,0 3,125,7 29,2 7,2.~,9 
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Proportions for Masts and Yards of Merchant Skips, ~c. 


Continuation of the preceding Table, (N°.7.) 

-_. -

. Depth of the trestle trees. 
Fore-top Sprit-sail 

top-sail OflheSprit-sail 
yard.

Mizen-topgallant Cross-lackFore-top- Cross trees. Of the tops.yard.sail yard.yar .yard.sail yard. 
A~, , r-"-\~~r--""-" ~ ~ 

No. ... 
k CIl~~ ~r.: 0...: Q..~~ ~ 

t -5.c a o~~$~$~ Q.Ior: Q.I Q.I .saQ.I.::i <:.l ..s -~ Q.I Ii 
e e Q.IC:b.O q)b.O .=c=tD 'to eee Q.I~ 

~ 
bn ...cc '(;jcc c .~ '; :.0,~ .~Q.I,~ .3 

~ 

.~ ~~ Q.I CI.I 0Q.I Q.I,~<1l Q Q to.. =e =e=e to..~ --Cl~~ ~~ ~~....J ~ --i_ -- ius. inl.in·.feet. in". 
-in".inl. ill".feet.feet.feet. in", inl. in".feet.feet. inl, -.-

6,214,5 13,743,5 8,0 8,762 5,9 
13,6 

11,5 13,050,061,043,7 12,77,21 62,2 14,2 
8,5 6,114,243,0 8,0 5,7 

13,5 
11,4 6143,2 12,6 49,5 12,960,2261,5 7,114,1 

6,08,414,1 5,642,211,1 60 12,612,542,5 49,0 7,9 
41,5 

7,0 59,5360,5 13,9 
13,2 8,214,0 6,011,048,5 12,4 5,6 

558,5 
12,441,7 5958,7 7,713,6 6,9459,5 

13,1 8,24] ,0 12,158 40,7 13,712,158,0 10,9 7,6 5,5 
13,0 

47,5 5,96,913,4 
40,0. 13,5 8,112,040,2 6,7 12,0 10,7 7,5 5,5 

7 56,5 
46,7 5,713,1 57,2 57657,5 

13,5 8,046,0 12,710,5 56 39,26,6 56,2 7,4 5,7 5,4 
855,5 

11,711,712,9 39,5 
12,513,238,5 8,045,2 10,4 55 11,5 7,2 5,2 
12,2 

6,5 55,2 11,6 5,738,712,6 
13,0 5,544,5 10,1 54 5,1 

10 
38,0 6,4 11,254,2 11,4 7,137,712,4 7,99 54,5 

12,1 5,5 5,0 
11 

10,0 53 37,0 12,76,1 11,1 7,053,237,2 43,753,2 12,1 11,1 7,7 
12,5 5,236,2 11,9 7,5 5,0 

12 
36,5 52 11,06,0 6,752,2 11,052,0 42,711,9 9,7 

11,6 5,212,235,5 6,6 7,451 4,9 
13 

51,235,7 41,7 10,711,6 5,9 10,7 9,550,7 
11,4 5,012,06,5 7,210,5 34,7 4,9 

14 
5010,511,4 40,734,749,5 5,7 50,9 9,4 

11,1 p,o34,0 6,2 11,7 1',0 4,7 
15 

10,248,0 5,611,1 10,233,7 48,7 9,139,7 49 
11,5 10,9 4,5 

16 
6,033,0 6,7 4,746,5 5,432,7 10,0 38,710,7 47,5 8,9 9,947 

10,5 4,6 4,411,2.8,5 6,7 
11,0 

5,2 45 31,7 5,945,0 10,4 46,031,7 9,537-,79,7 
10,2 6,5 4,5 4,230,5 5,6 

6,2 
4330,5 5,0 36,544,5 8,243,5 10,0 9,09,417 

4,5 4,1 
5,1 
5,48,6 10,741 9,9. 9,0 35,2 28,742,0 29,2 8,018 4,9 42,79,6 

6,0 4,210,2 9,5 3,98,1 27,5 
20 

40,0 4,6 41,0 8,6 33,727,79,2 7,6 3919 
4,09,0 5,726,0 9,54,9 3,7 

21 
26,2 4,4 32,08,1 ,7,2 .378,7 39,0 7,737,7 

8,5 5,524·5, 4,6 9,035 3,6 
22 34,0 7,9 23,7 4,0 

35,2 4,1 . 3,730,2 7,48,1 24,7 37,0 7,07,7 
8,223,5 4,5 5,2 3,633 8,7 3,5 

23 32,7 7,5 22,7 3,9 
7,035,7 29,27,5 6,7 

8,0 5,022,5 4,4 8,5 3,528,2 32 3,4 
24 31,2 7,1 

34,5 i 6,5 6,77,2 
8,2 3,521,5 4,16,5 3,1 

25 
4,73133,0 6,121,7 3,6 27,0 7,77,0 

3,2.4,520,2 4,0 7,2 3,0 
26 

6,03,4 31,529,5 6,7 20,7 .6,6 25,7 7,7295;9 
4,2 3,26,9. 6,2 5,6 19,0 7,224,5 2,9 

6,4 
3,2 5,5 3,76,2 19,2 2727,7 29,7 

4,0 3,0 2,6 
28 

.5,2 3,5 6,725 17,55,125,5 3,0 22,75,75,7 17,727 27,7 
6,16,2 3,7 2,7 2,5.'3,123 16,023,0 4,6 4,916,0 3,0 25,2 5,25,2 20,7 
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(N°.8.) Proportions of Masts and Yards for .Merchant Ships with 
three Masts: Bark-built. 

I 
Qd 
Q.I~ 
's

toil.e'" 8til JJoS 
.E '" Q.IMain-top Mizen-topFore-topFore-topMain-top8 .dMain mast. ....Q.Imast. mast.gallant mast.gallant mast. mast.~ .;ztilNo. r-"'--; .... ~~ ~~~ 

0 

0 


....8 
0..: s.: ..:..:..:..:~ <II '" ~oIJ ~ ~. ~ ~ '" ~.e ..g.s .cQ.I .cQ.I Q.Icu .....c Q.I CJ-E..s <II Q.I

bJ)btl btl'to 8 bn tn8 bn eS~S 8~ 8 8Q C QQ QQ C':S C':SQC':S C':Sw C':SC':S C':SQ.I .!: eQ.I Q.I 
~ ~ 15~~ 1:5 ...:IlXl'" .!1 ~~ 1515 ~.!1 15

I-
feet.feet. feet.feet. in'. in'.feet. in'. feet. feet.feet. iu'. in'. in',in'. in'. 

i 

86,2 10,047,5 15,0 36,0143,5 36,02 25,2 14,2 23,025,5 42,7 16,924,0 7,17,67 
85,0 46,7 35,542,08 14,7140,9 35,48 24,7 14,0 16,525,2 9,923,5 22,7 7,07,5 

46,024.,2 14,5 35,041,2138,1 34,91 83,7 22,5 16,125,0 13,7 9,723,0 6,97,49 
45,282,510 135,2 14,2 34,534,33 40,5 9,5 

11 
23,7 13,5 22,224,5 15,922,5 6,77,2 

44,581,2132,2 23,2 34,014,0 9,433,70 15,524,0 13,2 6,622,0 21,739,77,1 
33,512 9,1 

13 
22,6 43,7 13,4 15,1129,0 21,233,07 39,0 6,523,5 21,5 12,97,079,7 

3a,0 8,9 
14 

22,0 13,442,7 38,278,2 12,6 6,4 14,7125,7 32,39 23,0 20,721,06,9 
8,632,2 

15 
41,7 14,221,4 13,0 20,2 6,2122,3 31,68 12,222,5 37,520,676,7 6,7 

8,5 
16 

31,540,7 12,6 6,1118,6 75,2 20,7 36,7 12,0 13,930,92 22,0 6,6 19,719,6 
8,2 

17 
20,0 13,4 30,712,4 6,0115,1 39,7 35,7 19,221,5 6,530,19 73,5 11,719,0 

38,5 30,012,911,9 6,2 34,7 11,4 18,7 7,9 
18 

110,6 71,2 19,2 20,7 18,2 5,929,23 
12,237,2 11,4 33,5 7,6 

19 
18,0 29,220,0 5,6106,1 28,28 69,0 18,7 6,0 10,917,4 

35,7 28,2 7,2 
20 

101,3 66,7 32,5 5,427,25 17,5 10,9 10,4 17,2 11,716,619,2 5,7 
34,264,226,10 16,5 6,9 

21 
16,5 11,0 27,210,4 118,5 5,5 5,196,0 15,4 30,7 9,9 

6,626,0 
22 

32,561,2 10,424,81 15,5 15,75,2 4,99 0,1 29,2 9,49,7 17,5 14,7 
6,425,5 

23 
31,5 10,014,Q 15,286,8 28,524,09 5,1 14,1 4,759,7 17,09,5 9,1 

6,230,5 24,7 
24 

14,2 4,6 9,523,33 58,083,4 14,716,5 5,0 13,5 27,59,2 8,9 
6,024,014,2 9,1 

25 
29,5 4,522,45 13,6 26,5 8,556,0 16,0 13,08,9 4,779,5 

5,623,0 
26 

8,628,2 4,225,2 8,0 13,721,51 8,4 15,2 4,5 12,253,7 12,975,3 
5,222,08,14,0 

27 
20,44 13,051,2 12,1 26,7 24,014,5 4,2 11,6 7,470,7 7,9 

5,021,0 
28 

65,4 11,1 25,0 12,5 7,519,20 48,5 3,713,5 4,0 10,6 22,77,4 7,1 
4,519,510,0 23,2 3,545,0 11,2 6,76,512,559,1 17,72 6,7 20,73,7 9,4 

~ 
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Proportions of ,Masts and Yards for Merchant Ships, ~c. 


Continuation of the preceding Table, (N°.8.) 


~ CIJ CIJ 'CIJ 
~-5..s ..s ..s ..E........ .... ClJe:0 00 
'"'~ O:;::;,c"d"tl "d 

~ ~ ,c .... Main-top-CIJCIJ l\fain~t0S-CIJ ,.d,c ,.d 
~ 

Fore yard.gallant yard.No. Bow-sprit. Main yard. sail yar •:E1ii~ CIJ •CIJ CIJ ~~,c .... ~~ ~,.d' ~~...: .... ~:E 
~ 

..s~-t:.... ....~ ,.:.s: ~ ,.:,.: ,.:,.: ~ S ~~~oS .0.... e CIJ CIJe 2~2 .d....,.de:0 .as CIJ.::.d CIJ".... ...., = OJ ...CIJ CIJ.e0.£ ':.S -CIJ .... ~ btl S1: ~.~ bllII.C._ Sbtl tilbSJ btl ... .c bIl~e e e: 
6 
~ 

6 
~e:~e: ~ e: e: 

6 
~ CIJe:S §,s §S ~SS CIJ.c CIJ ..J;.:; A ~1:3 ..J~ ~..J ~~ ~f-

feet. in,.ins. feet. in'.feet. ins. feet. feet. in'.in'. 
-
ft. -in'. 

-ft. -in'. 
-
ft. -in'. ft. in'. -- 61,2 15,46,43S,524,5 12,610 17,0 55,06s,011,27 3 9,5 12 '9 9 3-- 9 

60,0 15,06,216,624,0839,0 10 8 8 12,411,0 1010 66,7 5:4,03 37,711 9 
59,016,4 6,1 14,723,5 53,093S,5 810 5 S 65,5 12,1 37,010,9 11 93 9 

14,510 16,0 6,036,323,0 4 8 52,0 57,7510 8 64,2 12,010,737,7 11 7 3 
56,5 14,1 

12 
11 15,622,5 51,037,0 2 810,5 310 35,7 5,95 3 S 62,7 11,711 

55,336,2 13,9 
13 

i5,222,0 8 61,5 11,510,2 - 34,710 8 43 5,7111 49,7 
54,0 13,55,635,5 15,0 34,021,5 60,0 11,18 48,510,0 10 2 3 10 79 9 
52,5 13,114 5,514,6 33,021,0 58,334,7 47,28 3 10,910 7 89,7 - 79 

12,650,75,415 32,234,0 14,156,5 46,0 10,520,0 105 3109,5 5 7 79 
12,449,55,231,216 33,2 6 55,0 10,213,7 44,719,4 2 8 3109,2 279 
12,05,030,0 47,717 32,0 13,2 43,06 53,081118,9 11 5 38,9 9,979 

46,0 11,5IS 31,0 4,929,041,36 51,08,5 6 12,78 23 9,517,7 8 79 
11,043,74,630,0 12,219 17,0 8,2 5 27,748,7 39,5 9,03 8 347 -9 
10,520 41,74,4 

21 
26,216,028,7 S 11,5 8,66 5 46,3811 8 3 37,57,9 

39,24,18,1 9,727,2 15,0 43,5 35,3 24,786 54 3 10,987,4 6 7 
9,422 26,5 37,73,9. 7,7 23,714,4 10,5 34,05 6 42,043 337,1 8 7 

36,5 9,123,023 '3 3,725,7 10,1 7,540,5 32,713,7 36 46,9 8 7 -
35,03,622,0 8,724 13,2 31,3 7,124,7 6,6 5 9,610 43 38,7797 
33,03,425 8,212,5 20,723,7 6,76,2 36 6 9,136,7 29,79 5 737 ., 
 . 8,626 31,222,5 11,9 3,128,0 6,46 5 5 435,9 2 19,734,7 7,77 

'621,0 10,9 5,5 18,2 3,0 29,01 5 8,0 26,0 6,0 7,227 6 2 32,23-9 
6,428 26,35,1 16,519,0 6 .'3 8 45 8 3 2 5,4 2,723,79,9 29,2 7,2. 
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Proportions of Masts and -'Yards for Merchant Ships, ~c. 


Continuation of the Table on the other side, (N°. S.) 


Depth of the trestle trees. 

Sprit-sail-
Of theSprit-sailFore-top Fore-top Cross-jack top-sailMizen-to£. Of the tops. cross trees. yard.yard. sail yar . yard.sail yard. gallant yard.

No.~ A , ,-.'~r--"-,~ ~~ ~ 

(I) 

0= 
I •..: Q...!..:..:r.: c.:..: <:<j 
~-= ~ ~ !l!l ~ 0~-,Q ,Q s,Q ..d QJQJQJQJ ~,IV <:J ... .!:"t~-oJ'5 = br. bDbn b.o ~bDbn ~.-;S 6 aS a a ..u .::'?'= c<:<j c a CISc c s CIS a CIS a CIS <'1 <::bL ; /;1)== QJQJ CIJQJIV ~ ~ 

-~ ~~ t2...:I ...:I ~~ A 0~ ~~ -
int.feet. inl. feet. in", ill".feet. feet. feet. feet. in". in". -in". in".in". ill". inl.- -

11,234,5 5,0 4,6 
848,5 

13,4 34,5 10,4 10,249,5 6,441,7 10,75,7 7,0749,5 9,649,7 
11,048,5 10, I 34,011,1 34,0 10,2 41,0 10,6 4,5 

9 
5,6 6,2 4,948,7 9,4 6,9 

11,011,0 33,3 5,5 40,3 10,0 33,3 10,448,0 10,0 4,46,1 4,79,2 6,747,747,7 
4,610 5,4 10,2 6,6 4,246,7 32,7 6,0 10,746,7 10,7 32,7 47,3 9,139,7 9,79,9 

6,5 4,5 4,1 
12 
11 32,2 5,2 32,2 10,010,5 46,3 10,745,7 9,645,7 39,0 9,0 5,99,7 

10,5 6,4 4,4,31,2 31,2 4,0 
13 

5,1 45,3 ~38,210,2 44,7 9,29,544,7 8,7 5,7 9,7 
10,2 6,2 4,45,0 44,3 4,0 

14 
10,0 8,5 30,7 5,630,7 37,3 43,7 9,1 9,69,243,7 

4,243,5 10,0 6,0 4,0 
15 

42,536,5 8,4 8,9 5,54,9 9,442,5 29,79,129,79,7 
4,142,5 41,5 29,08,2 8,7 5,4 9,1 3,9 

16 
4,7 35,7 5,941,5 29,0 8,99,5 9,7 

8,4 28,04,6 4,041,2 40,228,0 8,6 8,1 5,234,7 8,9 5,7 3,9 
17 

40,2 9,59,2 
8,14,5 8,6 5,5 4,08,4 33,5 27,0 5,038,727,0 9,2 3,7 

18 
39,79,038,7 7,7 

26,04,426,0 8,1 32,5 8,4 5,2 3,6 
19 

8,5 38,7 37,0 3,97,4 9,07,7 4,937,0 
4,2 31,2 35,5 5,0 3,4 

20 
7,4 24,7 4,6 8,5 8,08,2 24,7 37,235,5 7,1 3,77,7 

4,0 3,5 3,1 
21 

23,2 35,3 8,07,0 23,7 4,4 4,733,7 7,67,4 6,933,7 29,77,9 
6,6 22,2 4,6 3,4 3,0 

22 
22,2 4,128,2 6,63,7 31,7 7,233,7 7,031,7 7,4 7,7 

6,4 4,521,3 3,13,521,3 32,5 6,2 30,7 2,97,5 7,027,2 ,3,96,730,7 7,0 
6 ....6,1 4,4 3,03,2 6,0 20,731,2 26,2 2,9 

24 
23 6,5 2~,520,7 7,23,7 ,I29,5 6,7 

4,26,528,23,1 3,630,2 25,3 2,7 
25 

28,2 6,4 6,2 3,919,7 7,05,719,7 5'9 
5,6 4,0 2,6 

26 
3,0 6,16,518,7 5,5 18,76,1 3,428,7 6,0 24,2 2,926,726,7 

5,4 2,1 
27 

27,3 6,2 ~3,725,2 17,7 2)9 23,0 25,2 3,15,2 5,9 2,75,9 17,75,7 
3,55,016,3 25,5 5,5 2,55,4 16,321,5 23,5 3,023,5 5,4 5,0 ~42,7 5,7 

4,5 15,0 5,0 3,2 2,2 2,123,5 21,24,5 5,52,528 15,0 2,721,2 4,9 19,74,9 
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NOTES 


ON 

CHA P. I. 

NOTE I. THE line A G must be supposed to he perpendicular to 
the axis of 'the parabola. Clairbois. I 

NOTE 2, Let the area HIK (Pl. A. Fig. 1.) be supposed to be 
generated by the motion of a straight line DE, drawn parallel to H K, from 
I towards R, Then the fluxion of the area -DIE is equal to DE mul
tiplied into the velocity of DE in a direction perpe!ldicu]ar to itself; 
that is, if F G represent or measure this velocity, DIE = DE x F G. 

Let DE=y, IF=x, then FG=xx sin. L F, and DIE= 
2 • 

yx x sin. L F. But by the property of the curve, ax =y?', and i: = !J.Y; 
a 

_'_ 2 2 ' 

consequently DIE = Y Y X sin. L F; taking the fiuents, DIE = 
a 

2J/ . F 2. XY . of h' h . . . h hO .- x SID. = -- x SIn. ,W IC quantItIes vanIS at t e same tIme; 
Sa Sa 

hence the whole area HIK = ~ .IR X HK x sin. L F= ~ , IR x HxSo, S 

2 2( a + C)or :; . I R x A C =3 b - -2- x 2 m. 

N o:rE 3. The application of this rule for measuring curvilinear areas 

will be in general easier, when put in the following form. 
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Rule for finding !he Area of a Curve; applicable when the number 
of equidistant ordinates is odd. 

Write down in one column the 2d, 4th, 6th, and all the even ordinates; 

and in another column the 3d, 5th, 7th, and all 'the odd ordinates, except 

the first and last. Having added the numbers in each column together, 
multiply the sum of the even ordinates by 4, and the sum of the odd 

ordinates by 2. Add the two products and the first and last ordinates 

together. The result multiplied by one-third of the common interval 

between the ordinates, will be the approximate area required. (See 

Example of Construction at the end of these Notes.) 
This rule., as Chapman shews., gives the area with geometrical exact

ness, on the supposition that each portion of the curve passes through 
the extremities of three successive ordinates, as HIK., KLM., &c. (Fig. 1.), 

is part of a conic parabola. The error arising from its general applica

tion will only be the spaces intercepted between such parabolic segments 

and the given curve. If therefore a sufficient number of ordinates be 

drawn, and there be no sudden and great alterations in their length, the 

area thus found will be quite correct enough for the purposes required. 

Hence, in the application of the rule, the abscissa or straight 
line on which the ordinates are erected must be assumed., so that these 

ordinates may not be subject to any sudden and great increase or decrease. 
For in that case the space betwe~~ the given curve· and the parabolic 
segment might .be too great to be neglected in the measurement. Some
times it will be found necessary to measure the area in separate parts, 

assuming a different abscissa, whenever it appears that by continuing 

the same, any considerable part of the area would be thus neglected. 

The following rule for approximating to a curvilinear area may also 

be found useful. It is investigated by supposing a parabolic arc of the 

third dimension to pas~ through the extremities of every four successive 
ordinates. The error resulting from its application will be the curvilinear 

segments intercepted between the proposed curve and the parabolas. 
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The number of ordinates on the whole must be one greater than a multiple 

of 3, as' 4, 7, 10, &C. 

Rule for approximating to a Curvilinear Area; applicable when the 

number of equidistant ordinates is greater blJ one than some multiple 

of 3. 

Write down in one column the 4th, 7th, loth, and every ordinate 

except the last, of which the number 'is a multiple of 3 and one mote; 

in another column write down all the remaining ordinates except the first 

and last. Multiply the sum of the' former ~olumn by 2, and the sum of 

the latter by 3; to the products add the first and last ordinates, and mul

tiply the sum by t of the common interval between the ordinates. This 

will be nearly the area contained between the extreme ordinates. (See 

example of Construction at the end of these Notes. 

Similar remarks to those made respecting the mode of application of 

tbe former rule, apply also to this. 

N.OTE 4. According to the common method of calculating, the area 

A F KE = 30,562. Now' 30,611 - 30,562 = 0,049. This method then is 

more exact than the common one by nearly -AT of a square foot, or rAo of 

the surface. Clairbois. 

NOTE 5. Taking the proportion of the diameter to the circum

ference 1: 3,1415926, AFKL=50,2654S. Ibid. 

NOTE 6.. Contained by a parabolic ,line, or by a curve composed of 

parts' co'nsidered as parabolic. Ibid. 

. 
NOTE 7. Suppose a straight line parallel to A C (PI.. A. Fig 1.) to be 

drawn from H, and to meet KC in a point x; dividing the trapezium into 

a rectangle H A ex and a right-angled triangle KxH. Then the distance_ 

of the center of gravity of the rectangle from A H = m; that of the triang'Ie 

from A H = ~ X 2 m; consequently the distance of the center of gravity 



~ . . . 

~ 'P' x 2 ma + '3 x 2 m x (c - a) x m 
of the trapezium from the same line = . 

a+c
2mx-

2 

. 2 a+2c= (by reductton) - m x . 
• .'3 a + c 

NOTE 8. . The following rule will In general be more easily applied 

than Chapman's. 

Rule for finding the center of gravity of a Curvilinear Area. 

Multiply, each ordinate by its distance from the first ordinate (the 
first itself being supposed to be multiplied by 0). Put down the 2d, 4th, 

6th, and all the even products in one column, and in another column the 

.'3d, 5th 7th, and all the. odd products excepting the first and last. 
MUltiply the sum of the number in the first column by 4, and the sum of 

the numbers in the. second column by 2. To the results add the first and 

last products. The sum multiplied by t of the common interval between 

the ordinates' will give a number, which divide by the area of the curve 

found by the l'ule in Note 3, and the quotient will be the distance of the 

center of gravity ~f the curvilinear ~rea between the first and last ordinate~ 
from the first ordinate. (See the example of Construction at the end of 

these Notes.) 

The second rule given .in Note 3. may b~ applied in a similar manner; 
the pr<;lducts, as above, being used instead of the simple ordinates. 

NOTE 9. See the rules in Notes .'3 and 8, which are applied by 

substituting sections for ordinates. (For application, see the example of 

Construction at the end of these Notes.) 

NOTE 10. In the cylinder, the proper expression is 

O·x CD? + 1 X 4 CD'! + 2 X CD? AH = 6 CD'l AH = AH = AB . 
CD·l+ 4 CJ)'2+ CD? . x 6 CD'}. X 2 ' 

for the first ordinate is not evanescent, but equal to CD~. 



NOTES ON CHAP. II. 

NOTE 11'. WHEN we say only the center of gravilJj, we are to 

be understood as speaking of the center of gravity of the ship, considered 

as a heterogeneous body J or of the system of all its component parts. 

When we speak of the center of gravity of the part under the water 

considered as homogeneous, we always call it the center of gravity of, the 
displacement. Clairbois. 

NOTE 12. Chapman here supposes two forces to act on the ship, 

one of which is the ship's weight pressing downwards at its center of 
gravity; the other is the pressure upwards of the fluid through the center 
of gravity of the displacement. The concurrence of these forces in 

righting the ship, after it has inclined, he calls the stability. 
It must be observed, however, that the weight of the ship acting at 

the center of gravity can produce no effect in making the ship turn round 

that point. The lYhole revolving power arises from the vertical pressure 

of the fluid, which is equal to the weight of the ship, and takes place 

upwards on the side of the vessel that is immersed farther in the fluid 

by the heeling. The ship is thus turned round an axis passing through 

its center of gravity, and ~lso is supported by the same buoyancy. 

NOTE 13. The inclination being very small, the prism immersed 
A Ca x x may be considered as equal to the corresponding small prism 

B Cb x X raised out of the fluid. The latter prism may therefore be 

supposed to be transferred from its center of gravity to that of the former, 

and its moment in such transfer, _in a horizontal direction, will be 

BCb x~!I = b!J-x x~!J =~ b!J2 X. But the moment of the d~,placement
.3 2 S S 

Go 



D~ in consequence of this transfer~ in the same direction~ will be D x E F. 

Consequently D x EF f; by2i. 

EF 
NOTE 14. b : !J :: E F : E G~ conseql\ently b ,~. E G X!/;, where 

, \ 

..:~ ,is a constant quantity;, the angle of heeling being -supposed given. 
,- , b '1.' - -

Now ~F =::=f; x bx~ or substituting for b its values;, E F = 

.~~. x f;x~x. Multiplying both sides bY~;~ ~ve have Ef! ~ 
23' -sy.v 

[
~' D', 

NOTE 15:. - :Aswe~shallhave occasion~inthecourse of these Notes} 

to make a fe,vremarks' on this'method of measuring the 'stability of ships" 

which is given not'only by:Cbapman,-but also by mostotherwriters on 

Naval Architecture~ it may be proper in this place to investigate a general 

expression for the 'stability of. a ship at any inclination~ " 

When a ship is'inclined in the sea from an upright position~ a prismatic 

solid is emerged on one side, which call E; and another prismatic solid 

is immersed on the other~ which call 1. These two 'solids; ,must be equal 

to one another" since the capacity of the displacement remains· -upon the 
whole unaltered. The line which separates I from E. must be a straight 
lh~e~ since it is the intersection of two planes; namely, that of the load 

water-line when the ship is upright~ and that of the load wa,ter-li~e when 

th:e ship is in an inclined position. This line is also parallel to the ~xifj; 

of rotation~which is a straight line pass~ng through }he ~enter of grayity 

of the ship from head to stern;' ,for this axi,s of ,ro~ti,on is s¥Pposed to 

be parallel t~ each of the two above-mentio~~d w~ter-lines., Let the line 

in question" namely~ that which separates the immersion from the emersion, 
b'e denoted by x. " " .' 



Since ~ by the heeling of the ship, E is taken, from the displacement, 
and '/' (which is equal to it) is added to tne displacement, E may be 

considered. as transferred to I (the bulk of each ~eing' supposed ,'t'~_be_, 

collected in its center of gravity)._, Let the horizontal distance of the 

centers of gravity of E and 1 be b; then the ~om~nt produced: by this' 
removal in the dir,ection of b is bE or bi." " , 

Let G (Pl. A. Fig. 2~) be ,the center of gravity of t'he ship, F, th~ 
center' of gravity, of the_ displacement,' when the ship floats -'up~ight, 
Q its center of gravity when the ship heels, or is laterally 'inClined. Let· 
QTVM be a vertical straight line; through F and G draw FT,an4 G V: 

perpendicular to Q~ and ,through, G' 'draw GD parallel to, QM,c\lttj~g"
FT in D.' ", ''.,' - ,',; '. " ,I 

",Then when ~the' shipheel~;through the'angle 'ASa ,or' FGO" th'e\ 

buoyancy of the fluid is supposed to act upwards in the line QM with':' a 

force equal to the weight of the ship, or measured in bulk., 'equal to" th~ '~ 
displacement D. The effhrf:therefore, made -toright,,:th-e ~hip,' that is, 

to turn it round a longitudinal axis passing through G, is equal to D x \ G v: 
:::Dx FT~ D xFD. BuLD x~'FT is the horizontal moment or'tne 
displacement in consequence of the transposition of E to 1, and is there'fore 

equal to the horizontal moment of E, that is, to b1. I-Ience the effort of 

the buoyancy to right'the ship ='bJ- D x FD = bJ~ji'x FG ~ sin.' FGD 
='(if FG = d and sin. FGD or'sin.inclination == s) bI -'Dds. 

,Let now a longitudinal piane be supposed to pass th.rough the line 

denoted by x, perpendicular to the water's surface. ,Let Z be any 

section A Sa of the 'solid J, perpendicular to x, and let z .be 'the 

corresponding section B Sb of the solidE. Let Wand w be the hori-:-' 

zontal distances of the ~ent~rs of gravity 70f Z' and z from the ab~ve:-:~ 

mentioned longitudiual vertical plane. Then L Z;Vx is equal t? the 

horizontal distance of ,the center of gravity of th~ solid I from that plane, 

and Iz;;x is the horizontal distance of the center of gravity of the solid E 

GG2 



fZWx fzwx
from the same plane. Consequently I + '-:g-' or since E = I~ 

J ZWx ; Jzwx = b, and fZWx + fzwx=bl. Hence the stability 

ofa ship is properly me~sured by fZWx '+Jzwx - Dds. 
The mode of approximating to the value of this expression will be 

seen in the example of a Construction given at the end of these Notes. 

When the angle of heeling of a -ship is evanescent, or in a practical 
y x sy s!J9. . 2 . 

sense very small, Z = z = =-, and W= 10 = -!J, Y denoting
2 2 . 3 

the half breadth of the ship at the surface of the water. Consequently 

the stability in this case is f sy'}, x ~!Jx +fSY'l X ~9x - Dds = 
. 2 3 2 3 . 

f~ sy3x - Dds; and at a given indefinitely small angle it is measured by 

f~y1x - Dd. 

If the displacement be given, the stability will be measured by 

f 2-!J'3' x 
~ - d, which is the case when two ships· of equal displacement are 

f~!J~i: 
inclined to a very small given angle of heeling. But 3 = the height 

D 
of the metacenter above the center of gravity of the displacement. Hence 
in the supposed case the stability is measured by the height of the meta
center above the center of gravity of the ship. 

If the center of gravity of the displacement coincide with the center 

of gravity of the ship, then d = 0, and the stability at a very small angle 

of heeling is generallyj.~ S!J3 X, and at a given small angle of heeling 

it will bef:l/3x. 
No dependence, however, can be placed on any of the latter ex

pressions., as a measure of stabilityI except at the instant· the ship begins 
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to heet After an inclination through a finite angle so, 10°, &c. the 

proportion of the stabilities in two distinct cases might be very different 

from what the expression f~ syxwould give, when d = 0, and from what 

f; s'!/ i: - Dds would give, when the center of gravity of the ship was 

above that of the displacement. For the values of Wand w might in 
sy?

that case neither be equal to each other, nor to -, and at the same time 
2 

the values of Z and z mig'ht differ very much from: y.s 
For instance, suppose two ships A and B (PI. A. Fig. s.) to have 

exactly the same load water-line; suppose, also, the center of gravity of 

the ship to coincide in each, with the center of gravity of the displace

ment. Then the value off~ Sy'l i: would be the same in each, and 

consequently the stability of each, if measured by this expression, would 

be the same. 
But if the sides of the one fell out above and below the surface of the 

water as in A, and the sides of the other fell in as in B, it scarcely needs 

the aid of calculation to see that the stability of A, notwithstanding the 

above coincidences, must be greater than that of B; and that ~he differ
ence of stability, on account of the different shape of the sides, might be so 

considerable, that whilst A carried the proper quantity of sail, with perfect 

security and convenience, B might heel undel' the same pressure much 
too far. 

NOTE 16. The Rules given in Notes 3 and s will be more convenient .. 
using the cubes of the ordinates instead of the simple ordinates. 

NOTE 17. The metacenter before the augmentation of the displace

ment. Clairbois. 

NOTE. 18. One term is wanting in this formula. The moment of 



f-' is ~~~luded, being ,s~ppos~ to:' be placed In its center of gravity L; 
t~at, .of Q is als~ i,ncluded., which i~ supposed to be placed in K. But 

these two \~~ights -d~ not constitute the whole of the vessel. Q is the 

*eight:'ab-ove- the surface 'of the water, P is th~t which corresponds 

to the augmentatio.n of the displacement. There is another weight 

D- Q supposed to. be situated in the center of gravity of the displacement~ 
before it has received any augmentation. I think lVIr. Chapman has not 

mentioned- it in the calculation~ because he has supposed it to be situated 

in E the center of gravity of the displacement, and .consequently mul~iplied 

by o. But it is not in the new center of gravity, to which t~e moments 

~fth~ weights ar~ referred. The exp~ession ought to be f~Y'3x + z.p
aD ~'bP . '. . . 
n+p xQ-cQ-(D-Q)xEK,'whlch may be reduced-to a 

Inore convenient formula. 

: ,,- {Tpon,_this. Mr. Chapman founds' a system of construction, which he 

appears to have actually carried into execution" in all his ships built for 

sailing. As we cannot agree with him iIi his conclusion, we will state 

the pro,positjon again. 

In two ships of the same rate, of equal principal dimensions, of the 

same displacement, having the same load water-line; if a greater rising 

of floor be given to one of those ships, making up the dimensions by an 

illcrease of breadth, or art enlargement beginning at the surface of the 
ballast lind going to the surface of the water, will the stability be thence: 

increased or not? In a Note to my Essay on Naval Architecture, p. Q3~ 

there is an answer. t~ thi~ question, which we owe to Chevalier de Borda. 

In a ship' whIch has rr;o~e floor, the centers of gravity of the ballast and 

Jading wiII be 10,~er than in a ship, which has greater rising. Com

bining . the quan.tity of depression of ,these centers of· gravity with the 
. ~ , . , ' :,', " . •. ' .. ( . ~ ~. ! ( ,: - ' , 

weights of the two elements (the lading and the ballast), it appears that the 

ship, which has the most floor, has a stability greater or less than that of 

t~e.s~ipl~it~ !p.?re .ri~ing, ,or~~~ ~~~~l t~ it., acc~rding a.s t~~ ratiqof the 



8pecific gravity of' the lading '-to thdt" of :sea' w~ter;' ;nultipUed into' tk~e 
quantity by which the center ofgravity of part of the lading is depressed~ 
plus the'ratio of the specificgravily of tkeballast to'that of ~ea water~ 
multiplied also into the quantity by which' the center' ofgravity ,~fpari 'oj 
the ballast is depressed; acevrding:J I say; as the sum 'of these two terms 

is greater' or less than the quantitg by whick the center of gravity ofpart 
of the botto'lll:Jconsidered as horiwgeneou8~ is depressed}' or is equalto this 
quantity . 


."This leads toa formula of very easy application. Suppose m = 

ratio of specific gravity of lading to that of sea water:J and n = the ratio 


of the specific gravity of ballast to that of sea water:J p' i = the depression 


of the center of gravity of the variable part of the' lading:J- and 'i' 0' -=-= that 


of the center of gravity of th.e ballast. . 


Then. we have (m - I) .p'i' + (n - 1) . i' q'; which is positive:J equal to 

nothing, or negative; if,it be positive:J the stability of the ship:J' which has 

the most floor:J is the greater; if it be equal tonothing:Jthe stability is the 

same; if negative:J it is less. 

, In a ship of 74 guns:J p'if may be supposed to be 5 feet:J i'0' = 1 foot; 

"" = t; ,n = 5: then substituting these values in the formula (m - 1) ': 

p'i' + (n - 1). i'o':J we have (t - 1) x ,5 + (5"-' 1)' X 1 = +'It. 'We 

.should find in like manner that this formula would give a positive' quantity 

for all our ships of war and, frigates. The" floor therefore gives stability. 

This is not, the ,case, with ships, which have little or no ballast; those made 

to carry little artillery, such as packet-boats 'or pleasure' vessels, gain 

stability by having considerable rising. As to ,ships of burden, they are 

constructed throughout ,as full as P9ssible; ·bue they:iwould also' gaiil 
stability, if there were, means· ;of- ,increasing lthe: :rising' 'of: the:: floors', 

Clairbois. 

The pr,oof of the above Rule givell by ·Clairbois for determining the 

~i~in~tionor inc~ease of the ,stability ;~y tran,sf~rring' part, ,0,£ .the .displace~ 

.ment near to 'the load water-line to the seat of ballast:J is as .follows: 

'I~t a (PI. A~ Fig. 4.) be' the part of the di~plac~~~nt transf~rred to c. 
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In consequence of this let the ballast in b be put in the space c, and-the 

lading before in a, in b. Let ~ = the vertical distance of the centers of 

gravity of a and b, 9 = that of the centers of gravity of b and c~ Let 

the weight of a, supposed to be filled with water, be w. 
Let specific gravity of ballast : specific gravity of water :: n : 1, and 

specific gravity of lading: specific gravity of water :: m : l. . Then nw = 
weight of a in ballast~ that is, weight of displaced ballast; in like manner 

mw =weight of displaced lading. 

Hence w (z +9) = moment of transferred displacement; 
'In w x z = ditto of displaced lading; 

nw x!J = ditto of displaced ballast; 
consequently ,no x z +mw X!J = ditto of lading and ballast jointly. 

The center of gravity of the ship will therefore be carried down by 

the transfer, more or less than· the center of gravity of displacement, or 

equally with it, according as m w x z + n w x 9 is greater or less than 

to x (z +!J), or equal to it; that is, according as (m - I) .10 + (n - 1) .9 

is positive., negative, or equal to o. But as the height of the metacenter 

above the center of gravity of the displacement is supposed to remain the 

same, its heig'ht above the center of gravity of the ship will be increas~d 

in the first case, diminished in the second, and· it will remain unaltered .in 
the third. Hence., considering- the latter height as a proper measure of the 
stability, it follows that the stability will be increased." diminished, or will 

remain the same, according as the expression em - 1) X z + (n - 1) ~ !J 
is positive, negative, or equal to o. 

It is evident, from the above proof of the Rule given by Clairbois for 
estimating the effect of transferring part of the displacement on the sta.. 

biIity, that he considers solely the separation or approach thereby produced 

of the center of gravity of the ship, and the center of gravity of ,the dis

placement. Chapman's method also amounts to the same thing. 

I laoThe reasoning of Clairbois would be conclusive".provided ;sy3x-DdsJ 
(Note 15.) were a general measure of the stability. For if the two centers 
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be farther separated than before, in consequence of the transfer of the part 

near the load water-line to the seat of the ballast, the value of Dds must 

be increased, and therefore -the f; S!J1 X - Dds diminished; if these 

cen~ers be thereby made to approach each other, f; sy3x-Dds must be 

for a similar reason increased. 
But the proper measure of the stability at any finite angle of inclina

tion ~is bI -_Dds or fZWiJ+ Jzwi - Dds (Note 15.) in which the 

variation. which takes place in the value of .fZ Wi + fZWX must be con

sidered, as well as the variation in the value of Dds. _And hence, it 

appears that Chapman's conclusion "may be right, although it is- obtained 

from an expression in which he has beyond doubt omitted an essential 

term; and although th~ whole of his reasoning, as also that of Clairbois, 

seems to be founded on principles, which cannot be d~pended on for 
determining the stability of a ship. 

The following are the results of calculations made on two 74 gun 

ships A and B, of very nearly the same displacement and principal 

dimensions; the floors of B having greater rising than those of A; and 

the part between wind and water in B being more filled, than in A. 

For the notation see Notes 15 and 1$. 

In A • • • . . . . . • • • • b1 = 424749 ; 

In B •••••••••••• b I = 452755 ; 

The difference is... . . .. 28006. 

The displacement in each was nearly 100000 cubic feet; the variable part 

~f the displacement was about 3000 cubic feet, Z =5 feet,!J =1 foot, m =,5 = 
specific gravity of lading, n = 5 = specific gravity of ballast. Then, 

3000 x ,5 x 5 = moment of shifting part of the lading; 

3000 x 5 x 1 = moment of shifting part of the ballast; 

The center of gravity of B is thel'efore higher than that of A by 

sooo x 5 x ,5 + 3000 x 5 x ] _ C)Q feet. 
100000 - ,'"" 

3000 x 6 = mom_ent of shifting part of the displacement. Consequently the 
HH' 



center of gravity of the displacement in B is higher than it IS iii A by 

3000 x 6---= ,18 feet. 
100000 . 

Hence, it appears that the value of d in B is greater than in A by 

,22- ,18 = ,04 feet, and the stability of A is greater than that of B at the 
supposed angle of inclination 20°, from the consideration of the negative 

part of the expression for the stability, namely Dds, by 100000 X ,04 x 

.7342 = 1368. 

Hence it appears, that upon the whole the. stability of the ship, with 

the gr~ater rising of floor, at an ~nclination of 20°, is greater than the 

stability of the other by 28006 - 1368 or 26638. 

From the above example, we see how greatly the stability of a ship 
is increased by filling it between wind and water, and how·little in pro
portion it is altered by a partial displacement of the lading and ballast. 
This is what Chapman observes, and hence it is t.hat he recommends the 

construction of ships of the line with rising floors. 

But in fact it does not appear, that the question between those, who 

would'build ships of the line with great rising in their floors, and those 

who would build them with flat floors, can be altogether decided by the 

mere consideration of superior stability. It is necessary to ~ake into the 

account many other properties, which are materially affected by such 

difference of shape; one of the principal of which' is the easiness of a 
ship~s movements at sea, particularly with respect to rolling. Let it be 
supposed that a ship of the line, with flat floors, has sufficient stability, 
and is perfectly easy in rolling; then another ship of the same principal 

dimensions and displacement with rising floors, may have greater stability 
at an inclination' of {,o, 10°, 20°, &c. But it does not hence follow, that 

the latter ship is on this account alone to be preferred to the former. 

For its greater stability may possibly render it Iaboursome and uneasy in 

rolling, and subject to those sudden I shocks" the effects of which are 

perhaps more to be feared than a sinall deficiency in stability. 

Besides in construction, the question is under a given displacement 
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to form a ship, which shall have the best possible properties, not only in 

stability (which should be neither too great, nor too little, at different 

angles of heeling), but also in several other respects; as in rate of sailing, 

in easiness of pitching, in coming well about, in convenience of stowage" 

&c. So that in forming a draught for building, it is necessary to combine 

and reconcile all these different considerations, before a preference can be 

properly given either to rising or flat floors. 

We have said, that a construction must be made from a given displace .. 

ment, as a basis. This is indeed generally supposed to he a fixed 

quantity, which does not admit of variation; although in fact it may be 

something diminished in particular 'cases, ,vith the best 'possible effect, 
provided a sufficient stability can' be maintairted with a smaller quantity 

of ballast" which is the only weight that -can be lessened ih ships of war. 

And herein perhaps consists one great advantage of filling a ship towards 

the load water-,inc." as much as'other considerations admit of; by which 
means the stability is 'brought to a proper 'value with' a less displacement. 

A ship thus' constructed has a less body in'the water, whereby its rate of 

sailing must be increased, and its evolutions, if it be skilfully formed in other 

respects, must become 'more rapid and easy. This also perhaps entered 

into the view of Chapman, whose 'experience and skill as a ship-builder 

entitle every direction he gives to the utmost attention; although the 

mathematical reasoning by which he endeavours to elucidate or prove, 

what probably he knew to be true in practicej is: certainly inconclusive . 

• 

NOTES ON CHAP. III. 

NOTE 19. IF by heeling round the longitudinal axis passing throug'h 

the center of gravity of a ship (this axis being supposed quiescent), there 

is a tendency to carry a greater solid "content under the water on one side 

than is raised out on the other" the axis of rotation must rise during the 

HH2 
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inclination. For if not, since the displacement on· the whole would be 

increased, there would be a greater buoyancy than before, and conse

quently a greater buoyancy than the weight of the ship would balance. 

In such a case therefore, whenever the ship rolls, it must rise in heeling 

and fall in righting again. 

Suppo~ing that an inclination round the same axis (considered 
quiescent) would carry less capacity under the water than it would raise 

out; the. same alternate rising and falling would take place; with this 

difference, that the ship would fall in heeling and rise in rig'hting again. 

The ~xistence and extent of this motion, which must render the rolling 

of a ship very uneasy, depend on the position of the center of gravity of 
the ship, and also on tlle shape of the sides between wind and water. 
In Fig. 5, 6, and 7. PI. A. each of which figures represents the body of 
a ship whose sides are parallel to the plane of the masts, a bis the surface 

of the water, A B is the load water-line in its upright position, G is th_e 

center of gravity of the ship supposed equally distant from AB and a b. 
In Fig. 5. G is supposed to be on the surface of the water; in Fig. 6. 

G is supposed to be below the surface of the water, and in Fig~ 7. above 

the surface of the water. At an inclination of 10° ASa is the immersion 

and BSb the emersion, supposing the axis of rotation passing through G 

to be quiescent. 

By inspecting the figures it is evident that in Fig. 5. the immersion 
and emersion are equal; the ship therefore in heeling will neither rise 
nor faU. In Fig. 6. the immersion is greater than the ernersion; conse
quently the ship will rise in heeling. In Fig. 7. the immersion is less than 

the emersion, and the ship will fall in heeling. 

If in Fig. 5. the sides were made to fall out above the load water-line" 

it is manifest, supposing the axis of rotation quiescent, that th~ immersion 

would exceed the emersion. In this case, therefore, the ship would rise. 

In Fig. 6. supposing the sides above the load water-line to fall out, the 

immersion would exceed the emersion more than' before, which would 

produce a still greater rising in the ship than when the sides are uprigpt. 
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If this were the case with the ship represented in Fig. 7, the immersion 

would 'be greater than before, supposing the axis quiescent; hence the 
falling of such a vessel would be diminished. 

If the sides of a ship fell out below the water, preserving above it 

their parallelism to the plane of the masts, the ship represented by Fig. 5. 

would fall in heeling, the rising of that represented by Fig-. 6. would 
be corrected, and the falling of that represented by Fig. 7. would be 
increased. 

From the above remarks, it appears that the observation of Chapman 

respecting the situation of the center of gravity of the ship is not correct, 

except for the case in which the sides of the ship between wind and water 

are parallel to the plane of the masts. "Vhen they are not so, to prevent 

the sudden shocks which a ship is liable to, from the causes assigned by 

Chapman, the cent'er of gravity should be something above or belo,v the 
load water-line, according to the particular shape of this part of the ship. 

Chapman says, that the rise and fall of the ship is equal to the versed 
sine of the angle Geg to the radius E G. By inspecting Fig. 6. PI. A., 
it win be seen that supposing G to be fixed, the immersion must exceed 

the emersion. Through Y the middle point between A and B draw R YV 
parallel to a b; then if R 17 were the water's surface, the immersion 
R Y A would be equal to the emersion V Y B. If therefore the surface 

of the water descend through X Z the versed sine of the angle at G to 

the radius G X, or which is the same thing, if .the point G rise through 

the same line Z X, the displacement will remain unaltered. This must 

be true at any inclination whatever, if the sides between wind and water 

be shaped as is represented in this figure. 

Supposing the sides not to be parallel to the plane of the masts" the 

above reasoning will be true when the inclination is evanescent or in 

a practical sense very small. 

Hence" it appears that instead of to the radius EG must be read to 

the 'radius E X, s~pposing X to be the point, where E G cuts the surface 
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of the water; and then the article is true only In very small (strictly 

evanescent) inclinations. 

NOTE 20. It appears by the last note that Chapman's reasoning 
respecting the value of E e cannot be correct. It is true, however, that 

in large angles of roning, where there is' a great disproportion between 
the immersion and emersion (the axis of rotation being supposed 

quiescent) the shocks arising from the ship's rising and falling must be 

great. To obviate this fault in conshuction, it would be necessary to 
find by computation the exact position of the ship's center of gravity, and 

then to alter the body till the immersion and emersion caused by heeling 
round a quiescent longitudinal axis passing through that point were 

equal. 
Thus, let G (Fig. 8. PI. A.) be the center of gravity of the proposed 

plan represented by A 0 B. Draw G X perpendicular to the load water

line, and G Y making an angle XG Y with XG equal to any proposed 

inclination. Take G Y equal to GX, and through Y draw a Yb perpen-

dicular to G Y. Then a b will be the load water-line, when the ship is 
inclined; and B Sb, ASa will represent respectively the prismatic solids, 

which have been called the immersion and einersion. If upon computing 

the content of each, they are found to be unequal, the body must be 

altered till they are made equal. 
It is im}?ortant also to pay attention to a similar adjustment in regard 

to pitching. For a great inequality between the immersion and emersion 
round a quiescent axis would be attended in this case with similar bad 

effects as in rolling, by the sudden rising and falling of the ship. 

NOTE 21. The reasoning of Chapman on this subject is exceedingly 

obscure. The point G cannot be considered as the center of percussion, 

because when a body revolves round an axis passing through the center of 

gravity, the center of percussion is at an infinite distance. The length of 
a pendulum vibrating in the same time as the ship may be found as follows. 
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The metacenter is supposed to be acted on by the mean buoyancy 

of the fluid in a direction perpendicular to the horizon. And. this force is 

a constant one, accelerating the rotatory motion of the ship to its upright 

position, and retarding this motion as it heels on the other side. The 

vibrations of a ship may therefore be considered as analogous to the oscilla

tions of a heavy body by its own weight, where the constant force of 

gravity (supposed to act on its center of gravity) accelerates it to the 
lowest point, and afterwards retards it in ascending; and the length of 

the isochronal pendulum may be found in the former case in the same 
manner as in the latter. 

Now the distance of the center of oscillation from the center of suspen
sion in a body vibrating by its own weight, is found by dividing the angular 

inertia of all the particles, that is, the sum of the products of each particle 

into the square of its distance from the axis of rotation" by the whole 
body multiplied into the distance between the said axis and the center of 

gravity, on which the whole weight acts downwards. 

If therefore P, p, &c. denote the particles of a ship" and D" d, &c. 
their distances from the axis of rotation passing through the center of 

. h I th f h' hId I 'II b P x D2 +P X d
2 +&c.gravIty, t e eng 0 t e ISOC rona pen u urn WI e h I h' EG woe s Ip x 

where E is the center of gravity (in this case the center of suspension), 

and G is the metacenter, on which the ,vhole buoyancy of the fluid, which 

is equal to the weight of the ship, a'cts upwards. 

Supposing the products P x Di, P X dt , &c. to be given as well as the 

weight of the ship, the length of the isochronal pendulum will vary in
versely as the line E G; that is, the greater the distance of the metacenter 
above the center of gravity of the ship, the shorter will be the pendulum" 
and therefore the quicker the vibrations of the ship; and the less that 

distance is, the slower will the rolling become. Supposing the line E G 

and the weight of the ship to be given, the duration of the vibrations 

will vary with the values of D, d, &c.; the less they are, the shorter will 



be the pendulum, and the quicker the rolling; the greater they ·are~ the 

slower it will be~ 

The above reasoning is strictly true, only when the vibrations are 

evanescent; it may be considered as nearly true, when they are in a 

practical sense very small.. When a ship rolls through finite angles, the 

vibrations are very different from those .of a pendulum .of an invariable 

length. For the point G, where the vertical axis passing thr.ough the 

center .of gr~vity may be supposed t.o be acted on by the mean buoyancy 

of the fluid in righting the vessel, is not then a fixed point. No precise 

.or general conclusions can be drawn fr.om the expressi.on for the length 

.of the isochronal pendulum" respecting the degree of quickness .or slowness 

of the vibrati'ons, as depending on the length of E G. What is thence 

c.oncluded respecting the position .of the weights, i.s however true for any 

angles .of rolling; the farther_ they are from the I.ongitudinal axis passing 

through the ship, the greater will be their inertia, and the greater will be 

the resistance the ship opposes to an inclining power. ,It may be pr.oper, 

theref.ore, in cases where the stability is t.o.o little t.o have recourse t.o such 

an arrangement .of the weights, care being taken, however, to keep them 

at the same distance below the surface of the water. 

, ) NOTE 22. If the stability be diminished, a greater indination will be 

produced by a given acting force; but the inclination and also the righting 

.of the ship ~ill be more slow and easy. . For the acting force win be 

.overcome more gradually and slowly; there ,vill therefore be less straining 

.of the parts .of the ship. At the same time it is manifest that the stability 

cannot be diminished too much without compromising the service .of the 

ship, and even endangering its safety. 

Again" an increase .of stability has the effect of rendering the angle .of 

inclination less; and so far it is useful; . but carried t.o excess" the inclining 

f.orce W.ould be destroyed S.o suddenly, that the shock mig'ht be dangerous. 

The effect als.o .of the str.oke .of a wave .on the side, the breadth being 

supposed to be increased, f.or the purpose .of giving additional stability, 

http:expressi.on


would become greater; so that a ship thus constructed, would in the least 

sea; be subject to continual and quick vibrations. Chapman in :his reason

ing on this subject, seems to consider the height of the metacenter alone 

as a sufficient criterion of the properties of a ship with respect to the 

easiness or vivacity of its rolling. But it was shewn in Note 15, that this 

is not the case, unless the angles of rolling be considered as evanescent. 

It is possible that the height of the me~acenter may be some_thing dimi

nished, and yet by an attention to the shape of the sides, the stability 
may be made sufficiently powerful. It is . possible, on the other hand, 

that the height of the metacenter may be increased beyond what is usually 

given to it, and yet by injudicious alterations in the shape of the sides 

the stability may be found too little~ 

In order to form a proper estimate of a ship's properties in this respect, 

in the process of drawing the plan" it is neccs~nll"y to make accurate calcu
lations of the stability at different angles of inclination" and to compare 
the result in each case with the stability of tried and approved ships of 

the same kind and size. So that to enable the constructor to plan ships, 

which might 'be expected to answer fully in point of stability, he, must be 

furnished not only with various calculations on all kinds of ships, which 

have been pr~viously built, but also ,with a minute detail of their per

formance at sea. 

NOTE 23. Chapman seems here to be of opinion that the larger the. 

ship the higher ought to be the metacenter; this however does not appear 

generally to be the casco Bouguer in his Traite du Navire" B. S. Sect. 4. 

Chap.. iii. says that the metacenter above the center of gravity in the 
frio-ate La Gazelle was 4 or 5 feet; in ships of 60 guns it was from 6 to 7 . 0 

feet; in ships of 80 or go guns, from 4 to 5 feet; in ships of 110 Ot 120 

guns., sometimes as little as 2 feet. In the British Navy the height of the 

metacenter above the. surface of the water, using in the calculation, the main 

br-eadths, is generally less than 6 feet" and it is the least, instead of being 

the greatest, in the largest ships. In the 18 gun brigs it, is 5,5 feet, and 

I I 
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these vessels are by no means deficient In stability. In the frigates of 

36 guns it is nearly 6 feet. In the Leopa'rd" a fourth rate, it is 4,2 feet. 

In the third rates it is from 4 to 5,5 feet nearly. In the Howe" a first rate 

of 120 guns" it is 3,7 feet. 
\ . 

NOTE 24. The usual shape g>iven to the bottom of a ship is such 

that the center of gravity of the displacement is before the middle; and as 

the center of gravity of the ship must be in the same perpendicular with 

that of the displacement, it must also be before the middle. Clairbois.. 

NOTE 25. The length in Swedish construction is taken between two 
perpendiculars to the keel. The one at the stern is. drawn from a point 
on the after side of the stern post. at the height of the wing transom at 
the middle line; that forward is drawn from a point on the fore side of 

the stem at the same height above the water-line with the wing transom. 

NOTE 26. Chapman here touches upon a point of great importance 
in the construction of ships, which may be developed a little, farther as 

follows. When a ship floats upright, the centers of gravity of the ship 

and the displacement are at the same distance from the stern. When the 

ihip is inclined, the latter point is carried to leeward" and in consequence the 

buoyancy of the wa,ter, supposed to act upwards through it, tends to turn 

the ship back. The axis round which the ship will then revolve, depends 
on the position of the center of gravity of the displacement after the 
inclination. If it be in the transverse section ,passing through the center 

of gravity of the ship (which is supposed in all disquisitions on this subject), 

the vessel will be made to roll round an axis parallel to its length; since 

in that case there cannot be any tendency to roll round a transverse axis 

passing through the center of gravity. 

But if the center of gravity of th~ inclined displacement be behind 

or before the said transverse section, in that case the buoyancy will cause 

the ship to revolve round a transverse axis as well as round a longitudinal 
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one; in other words, it will cause the ship to revolve round a diagonal 

axis; a motion that must tend to disunite the parts of the ship, to derange 

its different adjustments, and operate considerably in retarding its progress. 

. It seems desirable therefore to keep the center of gravity of the dis
placement, as the ship inclines, in the transverse section in which it is 
placed, when the ship floats upright. This is effected by taking care in 

th~ construction, that the line joining the centers of gravity of the immer

sion and emersio,n, at least at common angles of heeling, is parallel to that 

section. For the motion of the center of gr~vity of the displacement takes 

place in consequence of the removal of the emersion and the addition. of 

the immersion, which is equal in bulk to the ernel'sion; ~t may be con

sidered therefore as produced by transferring the emersion collected in its 

center of gravity to the center of gravity of the immersion. And by a well

known principle of Mechanics, if this transfer be along a line parallel 
to the transverse section, the center of gravity of the whole system or of 
the whole displacement, being once in the plane of' that section, must 

always be so. (For the mode of calculation see Construction at the end 

of these Notes.) 

NOTE 27. A body that receives an impulse as here .stated by Chap
man, is made to revolve round an axis passing through its center of gra

vity, and not round an axis passing before or behind that point. However 

the conclusion is not affected by this mistake . 

• 


NOTES ON CHAP.· IV. 

NOTE 28. IN the scholium to Prop. 34. Lib. II. of Ne,vton's Prin

cipia, the following construction is given for the frustum of a cone of 

a given base and height, which is less resisted than any other, when it is 

I 12 



moved through _a resisting medium in the direction of its axis." ,Bisect the 

altitude on (PI; A. Fig. g.) in Q~ and produce 0 Q to S; so that QS 
may be equal to QC; then S will be the vertex of the required frustum. 

From this construction of the frustum of a cone of least resistan'ce~ 

Newton concluded that the angle~ which the curve of a given length and 
breadth generating the solid of least re~i~ff.nce made with its least ordinate~ 

was 135°~ For as the, height of the frustum of the cone' is continually 

diminished~ the angle SCO approaches continually to an ang'le Of'45° as 
itslimit. Hence an evanescent frustum of this kind islessresistedthail 

any other evanescent solid whatever' of the same base and height.' : Con

sidering therefore the termination of the solid of least, resistance as' an 
evanescent frustum of a cone" the angle which the generating curve 
makes with the least ordinate must be the supplement of 45° or ] 35°. 

NOTE 29. The equation to the curve generating the solid of least 

resistance is ;yf/x = a. At the point G the angle A G F = 135°; 
~+n . ' 

consequently x'J. = y'~ and (x2+ fJ~)2 =4'1i4; whence ;yf/x - = !I.. It 
" J (x'!. + f// 4 

appears therefore that the constant quantity a is i of the least ordinate. 

NOTE 30. This elevation of the water before the ship, forms a kind 

of prow of water~ whose figure is not so well adapted for dividing the 
fluid as that of the ship; and the ship being preceded by this prow of 
water" cannot overcome so easily, the resistance of the fluid~ as if it divided 

it immediately; which it does ,very nearly when the velocity is small. 

Clairbois. 

NOTE 81. Perhaps the theory given by Chapman of the resistance 

to ships will be more clearly understood, by attending to the following 

,general observations. 

By the motion of a ship a-head" part of the pressure of each particle 
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of the fluid against the stern is taken off; this diminution of pressure 

forward is equivalent to a positive resistance on the fore-part; and the 
proportion it bears to the whole pressure forward, when the ship is at rest, 
depends on the shape of the after-part of the ship. The more finely 
tapered it is, the less retardation will the relative impulse of the particles 

aft produce. The more flat it is, the greater .will be the retardation. 
And the reason is this. When a ship is perfectly at rest, the pressure of 

the fluid forward is the same, whether its after body is finely tapered or 

flat, but by its shooting a-head, the particles acquire a relative motion aft; 

and in the former case this motion is in a direction very oblique to the 
body, whilst in the latter it is in a direction almost perpendicular thereto. 
Still however the same number of particles is left behind in a given 
time by a ship, which is lean aft, as by one which is full; so long 

as the midship section remains the same. Hence it appears, that the 
relative diminution of pressure forward . must depend on the degree of 
obliquity with which the after surface quits these particle!. This diminu

tion of pressure forward, or as. it is generally called, the negative resistance; 
being added to the positive resistance on the fore body, which depends on 

the shape of the fore body in the same manner as the negative resistance 

depends on that of the after body, we have an expression for the whole 

DC2 
'1

~~sistance to the ship. This Chapman makes C x A C'l x n + C x 

DC']. ~ 

Bel x n. 


Again, by the motion of the ship the water is accumulated at the fore 

body, or is there driven up above the level of the sea, the particles not 
having sufficient time to escape laterally. The consequence of this ac
cumulation of the fluid before the ship,· must be a proportional depression 

behind it. Independently therefore of the velocity with which the water 

rushes towards, the stern to fill up the void place caused by the motion of 

the ship a-head, it has also a certain additional motion in descending from 

this elevation forward. And as the ship shoots a-head, the fluid from 



forward moves faster to fill up the void space left behind, than from any 

other quarter; provided the form of the body is such as to admit of its 

easy transmission, that is, provided the form of the after body be suffi.;. 

eiently·· tapering and fine. By this motion of the fluid the after body of 

the ship may be considered as pressed by a fluid gliding along its surface, 

with a velocity equal to the velocity of the ship added to that acquired 

by falling down a certain inclined plane. On this account" therefore, the 

diminution of pressure forward" or the negative resistance, is something 

increased. 
'. , 

But if the a,fter body be full and flat" in that case the fluid is trans
mitted towards the ste~n-post more slowly, having continually to change 
the direction of its course in flowirig from the ~ore-part of the ship. It 

arrives there only in sufficient ~ime to meet near, the stern-post and round 

the quarters of the vessel" the fluid which rushes after the ship to fill up 

the void space ,left behind; or rather t~e 'Yater rushes from all sides 

pf the stern" and there is that collision of the particles" which is 

~alled the eddy water, close to the surface of the after body. By this 

cQllision ~he fluid acquires a motion in various directions" and the dimi

nution of pressure forward, or' the negative resistanc~" becomes mor~ 
considerable. 

When the velocity is small, this concussion of the, particles close to 
the stern ceases" and the fluid in this case may be considered as moving 
behind the vessel in the same direction with it; by which the vessel is 
in some degree forced a-head, and the resistance diminished. From such 

considerations Chapman assumes the general expression for the negative 
. DC~ 

l
oesistance to be ex B C2 x en ± w) '2. 

Chapman also remarks that the fluid, which is raised on the fore body 

of the ship by its moving forward" acquires and communicates to the 

column a-head part of the velocity of the ship, by which the positive 
resistance is something diminished. At the same time the transverse 



section C~ by the rising of the fluid~ is something increased. .Whence 
,Chapman makes the expI'ession for the positive resistance C' x 
DC9. . '2 

A Crt ~ (n-v) " 

Hence~ the general expression for' the sum· of the positive and negative 

~ th h 1 . t . C' D C<J. ( " resistances~ or lor ew 0 e resls ance~ IS. x A C'l. x n - vr + C x 

DC9. ~ 
BC'l x (n ± w). 

NOTE 32. It is necessary, however, to suppose that they floated suffi

ciently above the. water~ to admit of the elevation of the water without 
being totally immersed. Clairbois. 

NOTE 33. Chapman has here multiplied the expression for the mini .. 

mum by a variable quantity~ by 'which the whole fluxional process is 

vitiated. Let AD = x~ BD =!h and CD = I" then the mininum is 
6 7 12xx 14yfJ . 

x9. + 1 + ;y'1, + 1 ~ hence - (x'2 + 1)'2 (;1/1. +' 1)9. = 0" and by reduction 

6 x (99. + 1Y - 7!J {x9. + 1)9. = o. Supposing the length to be to the 

breadth as 4 to I" or" as CD is made equal I" supposing AB to be 8" we 
get an equation of 5 dimensions" the root of which (x) that gives thepJace 

of the greatest breadth, is 3,889 very nearly. Assuming AB = 6" or the 
length to the breadth as 3 to 1, the root of the resulting equation that 

gives the place of the greatest breadth is 2,911. Hence., it appears, that 
as far as can be collected. from these principles~ the greatest transverse 
section of a ship ought to be in the former case about -,lw th of the length, 
and in the latter case about TI th of the length~ before the middle. 

NOTE 34. In Fig. 17. EFG a plane perpendicular to the side~ is 

supposed to turn round F till it passes through a for~ and aft line E F. 
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It is. then perpendicular to the side and also to t~e transverse sections; and 

consequently to the moulded edge of the frame passing through G. In, 

this position G E is supposed to be drawn perpendicular to the side) and 

therefore to every line on the side; G H is drawn at right angles toE F. 
Then since E F) a fore and aft line) is perpendicular to the transverse 

sections) GH must be in the foremost transverse section. Consequently 

H F is the distance between the sections. Draw a horizontal line H J( 

perpendicular to E F., and G K perpendicular of H K. Then G K is 

perpendicular to the horizon) by Euclid) B. xi. P. 11. 

From this construction it· is manifest, if E F represent the absolute 

force of a particle of the fluid) that E H will be its relative direct force., 
H K its relative lateral force) and KG its relative vertical force. Let now 

the triangle G H K be projected on the body-plan) (Fig. 18.) Then H will 

be projected in the line EF to a point as D; G will be projected to F; 
and consequently GH into D F) to which it must be equal. It follows., 

that HK and KG must be projected into their parallels and equalsDG 
and GF. 

In Fig. 19. P R = H F (Fig. 17.) = interval between the sections; 

PT (Fig. 19.)= GH (Fig. 17.) or DF (Fig. 18.); consequently RU=EF 
= ab,solute force of a particle. The remaining part of the construction 

is manifest. . 

NOTE 35. Let x be the plane of resistance; then according to the 
preceding notation mx =resistance on the fore part) m being the absolute 

force of a particle. AIsomx will be the negative resistance) or diminu

tion of pressure forward in consequence of the motion. Consequently 

6mx + tmx or. 131nx = whole resistance on x; that is 13mx = 
6M+7N6M + 7 N, and x = . 

. 13m 

Chapman's theory of resistances to ships cannot be much depended 

on as leading to true results) inasmuch as he admits into it two supposi

tions,which have been repeatedly proved by 'experiment to be false; 
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first, that the resistance to a plane surface (the projection and velocity 

being given) varies as the square of the sine of the angle, which the 

surface makes with -the line of motion; and secondly, when this angle is 

given, that it varies as the square of the velocity. Chapman himself 

discovered by experiments" made in 1794, the erroneous nature of the 

former of these principles, and in his account of these interesting 

experiments, which he printed at Stockholm in 1795, he endeavours to 

substitute another theory in the place of the one given here in his Archi

tectura Mercatoria Navalis. 

Without entering into this subject, in which it is difficult to draw 

any particular conclusions applicable to ship-building, it may be observed 

generally that the resistance to ships moving with the same velocity, seems 

to depend on the following circumstances, 

First, on the area of the midship section, as causing a greater or less 
displacement of fluid by the motion of the ship . 

. Secondly, on the form of the fore body, as causing more or less addi

tional resistance from the motion of the ship, considering only the inertia of 

the particles displaced; that is, supposing the void space, left astern in 

consequence of this displacement to be instantly filled again by the fluid. 

_Thirdly, on the for~ of the after body, as causing a greater or less 

diminution of pressure forward" on account of the motion of the ship 

alone. 

Fourthly, on the shape of the whole body, as affording a more or less 

easy and rapid transit of the displaced fluid to the stern, that is, to th~ void 

space, which otherwise would be left behind the ship for an instant. 
Fifthly, on the form of the whole body" ~ith respect to direction and 

the quantity of superficies, as causing more or less friction, and more or 

less adhesion of the fluid. 
In the construction of a ship the displacement is supposed to be a 

given quantity. The area of the midship section may be varied to a 

certain degree, and still the 'same displacement may be retained.. The 

Jess this is, the less will be the resistance, since the quantity, of fluid dis-

KK 
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placed in a given time will thereby be diminished; and this section will be 

the '~ast possible (supposing th~ length given) when the fore and after 

bodi~s are full, ~nd every transv~rse section eqllal. But such a form on 

roany ~ccounts, and eyen from the con'siderations of the resistance alone, 

coul4 not be adopted. The impact of the fore body against !he fluid 

'would be too direct, the motion of ~he after body from t~e fluid would 

also be too direct, and the fluid displaced could not flow easily to the 

after parts of the ship. 

Supposing the length of the ship to be undetermined, in that case by 
in~reasing the length the Inidship section might be diminished without 

limit. The body might at the same time be properly formed for cleaving 
tlle fluid and also transmitting it to the st~rn. But then (without en~ering 
into any other considerations except the resistance) the friction would 

be so far increased by the extension of the body, as to retard the ship 

more than if it were shorter, and the midship section greater. It appears 

therefor~ that t~~ midship section cannot be too far diminished -eithe~ by 

f1lli~g the fore and after bodies, or by extending the whole or either of 

thes~ bodies, without an increase of the resistance. 

Let ~ow the proper area of the midship section be supposed to be 

determined, it next becomes a question in a general point of view, how 

the fore and after bodies must be formed so that the ship may meet with 
the least resistance. 

The fore body must be formed not only so as to cleave the fluid with 
the greatest facility, but also so as to disperse it to the' right and left, and 
thereby facilitate its transit to the stern; at the same time it must diminish 

the resistance in one point of view to form the after body so that the two 

streams, which may be conceived to flow on the sides of the ship, may at 

the stern take as much as possible the same direc~ion, namely, the one 

opposite to the direction in which the ship is moving. With these two 

views therefore the half of the ship before the middle m~st be filled a little 

more than the after part. Now this may be done two ways; either by 

carrying the greater transverse section before the middle, or by filling 
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the whole fore body of the ship and keeping the greatest section in the 
middle. But the superiority of the former method appears from the con
sideration that by this means the proper effect is produced on the fore 

body, whilst at the same time a finer run may be given to the after body. 

Whence is seen the propriety of placing the greatest transverse section 

of a ship before the middle. 

U:pon the whole therefore in constructing a ship from a given dis

placement for fast sailing we must give a proper area to the midship 
section; we must carry that section something before the middle. Care 
nlust be taken to shape the fore and after bodies, the former, so that the 

fluid may be cloven with facility, and at ~he same time the displaced fluid 
dispersed, and transmitted toward the stern; and the latter so that the 

fluid so displaced may flow with as great facility and rapidity as possible 

to the stern. At the same'time the after body must not be elongated so 

as to increase too much the friction. 
The above general remarks are made without reference to the amount 

of the acting power, that is, the quantity of sail; which however it is very 

important to attend to in construction. Supposing a ship to be formed 
with a given displacement so as with a certain motive power (not produCing 
inclination) to sail the fastest, still it does not folIo,v that its fo'rm is the best 

for moving through the water by means of sails., the power of which is 

exerted in inclining the ship as well as in forcing it a-head. If this form 

were modified a little, so that a ,greater quantity of sail could be carried 

without inclining the ship too far upon a wind, the increase of which 

sail would more than counterbalance the addition thereby caused in the 

resistance, the ship would be improved by ,this alteration in its quality of 
I 

sailing. This consideration therefore must he added to those before 

slightly touched on" in constructing a ship for fast sailing. 



NOTES ON CHAP. V. 

NOTE 36. A PART of the effort of the wind on the sails, and of 

that of the water on the bottom, would be employed in keeping the ship in 

its inclined position. Clairbois. 

NOTE 37. Chapman here gives a true measure of the stability, but 

in any application of these principles to practice, where he takes D F for 

the heig'ht of the metacenter, there must be an error. 

NOTE 38. This expression is valuable from the circumstance of its 
being the result of Chapman's own experience and observation on the 
performance of a great number of vessels'. It is' to be observed however 

.that F is not, as he supposes, the -met.acenter, when the inclination of the 

ship is finite. Besides if it were the metacenter; its height above the center 

of gravity of the ship would not be a true measure of the stability. And 

therefore on account of the admission of the erroneous principle respecting 

the metacenter, this
l 
expression (although coming from such high authority) 

should be used with caution; especially in' determining the proper quantity 

of sails for vessels differing ~aterially as to their form from those examined 

or built by Chapman. 

• 

NOTES ON CHAP. VI. 

NOTE 39. THIS is by no means proved; the elementary particles 

of the fluid would certainly take the long'est way in escaping, provided 

they experienced in that direction the greatest facility in disengaging 
themselves. This appears to be the case in Figure so, where the fluid 

must escape" at least a considerable part of it, along the side of the body; 
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having in passing below, to stem a column of fluid, whose resistance is 
the greater on account of its superior depth. Clairbois. 

NOTE 40. Chapman takes in this and the following case f y'3x for 

a measure of the stability; considering the displacement as the same in 

each case, and neglecting the constant multiplier -t. For the whole fluent 

he makes, in each case, y = B and x = L (see Art. 16.) 

NOTE 41. The plane of resistance does not increase in the same 

proportion as the moment of stability, as may be seen from the expressions. 

The divisor of the moment of stability is constant, and the variable breadth 

or B, is in the divisor of the expression for the plane of resistance. 
Clairbois. 

NOTE 42. Let F = force of the wind on the sails, 8 = surface of 

the sails, A = area of the plane of resistance, R = resistance, V = velocity. 

Then R oc: V2 X A, but R = F, and F oc: S; consequently S oc: V2 X A, 
.. '8 

and V~ oc: . .A . 

-Let H = the. height of the point of the sail; then the area of the 
1- 1· 

sails X Hoc stability, or since H oc: S2~ S X 8"2 oc: stability; consequently 

S oc (stability}}. 

NOTE 43. ]000 lbs. Swedish = S63,slbs. French; 13t inches Swedish 

= 12 inches French (pied de Roi). So that if the cubic foot of sea water 
weigh 63 lbs., the cubic foot French of sea water will weigh 71,171bs. 

(poids de Marc). Clairbois. 

Chapman in his treatise on finding the area of sails for ships. of the 

line, gives the following proportions between the Swedish and English 

weights and measures, 1000 lbs. Swedish = 937 lbs. English; 1000 feet 

Swedish = 975 feet English; 1000 square feet Swedish =950,62 square 

feet English; 1000 cubic feet Swedish =926,86 cubic feet English. 



Whence 937 x 63 =63,,69 = weight of an English foot of sea water in 
926,,86 . 

pounds Avoirdupois .. 

We may add to the above that taking a mean of the specific gravities 

of sea water found by different persons" the weight of a cubic foot English . 

is very nearly 64Ibs." so that 35 cubic feet weigh almost exactly one ton. 

This number will be found very convenient in calculation. 

NOTE 4J. 18200 = 4,,2600714; by this we are to understand that 

18200 is the number, whose logarithm is 4,2600714; and so of the rest. 
9.9. 

pTl = .29035, and not 29350. Clairbois. 

NOTE 45.· DF= b ; then the distance of the center of gravity of DAF 
. ~). b~ ~ ~ 

from DF=fxo(b-Y)o:i:=fxo(b-p oX ="2-;x4"_ 
area area area 

DF x AFfJ. DF X AF2 
243

(when x = F A) = -A F. Consequently the 
ZDFx AF 8 
3 

distance of the center of gravity of ADI from A =~ AF. 
8 

• 

NOTES ON CHAP. VII. 

NOTE 46. IN order that :J!lx - (m + a). B - (m + c). Q may be 
3 

a proper expression for the moment of stability, it is necessary that all the 

weights below the load water-line" namely, the wood work of the bottom 

and the contents of the holdJ as far as the level of the water" should have 

their center of gravity in the same place with that of the displacement; 

now it is lower for those weights, which altogether may. be expressed by 

D - (B + Q). Let the center of gravity of these weights be lower than 
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that of the displacement by a quantity =8; then the exploession for the 

moment of stability should be ~f93x + ~ x (D - B + Q) - (m + a) . 

B - (m + c) . Q; where m varies with 8. In causing the center of 

gravity of the displacement to descend" that is" in making m greater, there 

is an advantage, because ~ will increase in a greater proportion. Clairbois. 

The expression given by Chapman as corrected by Clairbois" is not 

a proper measure of the stability except in very small inclinations of the 

ship. In finite inclinations it is necessary to take into the ac<;ount the 

alterations, which are made in the sides of the ship· between wind and 

water; whence it will appear that Chapman's conclusion, in one point 

of view is right, although his expression is erroneous (Se~ Note 1.). 

NOTE 47. There is here a small error in the calculation: log. 6 D = 
5,,2426159 =log. 174830" and not 5,2426408; hence" the moment of the sails 

is only 1202346. Clairbois. 

• 
NOTES ON CIIAP. IX. 

NOTE 48. THE greater scantling a ship has" the more strongly it.is 

bound together, and the more it feels as a solid body" the whole effect of 

a· shock in an instant; the more powerfully does the sea" which strikes it 

incessantly on the prow (particularly when close to the wind) impede its 

way. Seamen who c~t the gunwale and adopt other ways of loosening 

the ship, when they are chased and on the point of being taken, do not 

therefore, in my opinion" act so absurdly as a certain celebrated geometer 

imagines. Shrouds and stays which are too taug'ht" produce the same 

effect in lessening the elasticity of the whole vessel, and it is perhaps to 

this cause we may attribute the difference of sailing which is sometimes 

noticed in the same ship; this effect may be felt, although the rigging 

has not been touched, when it has been set up in dry weather. In damp 

and rainy weather it soon becomes inflexible as a bar of iron; no bad con.. 



sequences \vould be produced, on an urgent occasion, by giving the ° ° 

rigging a little slack. - Clairbois. 

NOTE 49. AB=a (PI. A. Fig. 10.), AD=b,EH=c, EF=d, 

h = perpendicular height of the solid, let x =distance of IL, any section~ 

thereof parallel to the base, from the plane .E G. It is evident from the 

nature of the figure, that the section IL is a rectangle, and that h : x :: 

AB-EH: 1M - EH :: AD - EF : IK - EF; from these propor

. I a - c EF b - dbons we have M~EH=-h-x x and lK- =-h-o-.x; 
o 

a-c b-dhence 1M = -h- x x + c, 1K =-h- X x + d; and consequently 

(a - c) (b - d) ad - 2 cd + c b the area of the rectangle IL = h;1. x x'l + h · 

X x -I- cd, which being multiplied by X, and the fluent taken, there results 
(a - c) . (b - d) ad - 2 cd + c b .3 +3 h'2 X x 2 h X x'1. + cdx for .the content 

° h' h h k b (a-c). (b-d) X h ad- 2cd+cbIFGL ; W IC , W en x = , ecomes 3 + 2 

1 
X h+cdk= (2ab+ad + bc +2cd) X 6h 

° 

= (AB 
' 

x AD +EHx EF+ 

(AB + EH) X (AD + EF)) x ~ h (Simpson's Fluxions" Art. 154.).
060 

NOTE 50. GH=a (Pl.A. Fig. II.) CE=b, AF=c, OQ=HM=x" 
_ m 

CO = X", PQ =2MQ=2HO =2HC - 2 CO =:= ~C-2 CO=b-2Xn, 

p =,7854 &c. = ~: 0 Then p. PQ9.. X =fluxion of solid (i) = pi. (b2 + 
2m m 

4xt.;-4bx7:)=P.(b'2X+4X~X_4bX~X)'&S=Po(b2x+4xn .X _ 4bxn OX)
2m m° -+ 1 - + 1 . . n n 

=p. (b'l. OQ + 4n 0 C02 0 °Q _ 4nb 0 CO 0 °Q). For the whole solid 
2m+n m+n' 

CO=CI' CE-;AF=~~c" and.OQ=HG=a;oconsequently 
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b - C)'!
, '4n. '-2- .a( 2 n. (b'l_ bc). a)
s = p . (b9. a + ----.-:--__ = by reduction

2m+n m+n ' 

(m + n) .nc9. + 2mnbc + 2m9.b9. 
pa. (m + n). n + 2mn + 2m9. . 

NOTE 51. Let IC = x~ IA =9. 'Then the subtangent IK =y.i . 
fJ 

But since IK: IC :: m :' n~ y.x : x :: m : n~ and nx = m.y; con
y x y 

sequently n hypo log. x = m hypo log. 9~ or xn =ym; that is, CI" =AIm 

as in Art. 165. 

Here Chapmari supposes Ie or x to be equal to n; and by adding 

'CK thereto he gets IK or!l.i:, which in that case must be equal to m.' 
, - y , 

NOTE 52. These water-lines, having no farther object, t~an to give 

the moulds of the transoms~ and the bevellings, of the cant frames" ~re, 

drawn in a plane parallel to the keel. Clairbois. 

NOTE 53. See the work ArcTlitectura Navalis, Plate IV. No.4. 

The use of this scale ,is so simple, that we have not thought it necessary 

to add a draught of a ship to our work, in order to render it more 

intelligible. Clairbois. 

• 

NOTES ON CHAP. X. 

NOTE 54. THERE is in this place a very elegant theory upon the 

alteration of the forces" with respect to the variable quantities of th~ lee

way and inclination. But since~ although very long" it requires con

siderable additions" and besides only leads to principles more abstruse and, 

operations more tedious, than the construction of lines on the ship in 

its inclined position and oblique course. I have omitted this theory" and, 

given only the second method. Clairbois. 

LL 
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NOTE 55. That part of the body is projected from forward, which 
can be seen by an eye placed in the line of lee-way, suppo~ed at the same 

time to be at an infinite distance. .A line is drawn across the body plan 

to represent the load water-line when the ship is inclined, making the 

angle of heeling with the upright load water-line. Parallel to this several 

other inclined water-lines are drawn. 

Secondly, these lines are delineated according ,to their true form, on 

a horizontal plane, by taking the distance of the different sections on them 

from the middle line in the body plan, and setting these distances off from 

a line drawn to represent the middle longitudinal line. 
Thirdly, any line is drawn lengthways through the last mentioned 

figure in the direction of the lee-way, and then lines are drawn at equal 
intervals perpendicular to this" which will represent on the horizontal plan 

new vertical sections of the body perpendicular to the plane of lee-way. 

Lastly, a line Cc (Fig. 46.) representing this plane of lee-1vay is drawn 

and the distances on the horizontal pla~ transferred and set off from Cc 
to a, &c. on a line drawn to the inclination of the new water-lines on the 

body plan to the middle line; and thus the sections a, b, &c. are run off. 

NOTE 56. It is convenient in making the body-plan at first to observe 

the difference of draught of water at each section, in order that the water

lines on the plan may be straight lines. Clairbois. 

NOTE 57: The line AA, which is the axis of the moments of the 
lateral effects, neither is nor can be represented except in Fig. 40. 

Clairbois. 

NOTE 58. When the \vind is aft, since the ship goes in the same 

direction' as the wind, the velocity of the current of air is diminished 

on board by the whole velocity of the ship: when the wind is a-beam, the 
velocity of the current suffers no other diminution on board than that of the 

ship sideways, which may be represented by the sine of the'angIe oflee-way. 
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Hence it is manifest that the wind has greater force, when its direction 

is perpendicular to the great axis of the ship, than when it is in the same 

line with it. Clairbois. 

• 

NOTES ON CHAP. XI. 

N OTE59. ONE is often obliged to use methods similar to this, 

when the hold is too much lumbered to admit of those dimensions being 

taken" which are necessary in order to obtain a more exact. tonnage. 

Our practice, in this case, is to take the length from the outside of the 

stem to that of the stern-post, the main breadth to the outside of the 

wales" the_ depth in hold from the midship beam to the keel" which may 
be always taken at the pump; to multiply these three dimensions together" 
and divide the product by 100; the quotient is the burthen in tons of 

2000 lbs." or of 4!a cubic feet of articles" which would bring down the ship 

to its load water-line" if the space designed for the cargo was filled with 

them. 

Let us see how far this method agrees with Mr. Chapman's. Let 

a x 
-

=. the length in .the inside in Swedish feet" of which 13t inches 
make 1~ inches (pieds de Roi); b x = the breadth within the ceiling; 

x = the depth in hold from the upper deck to the ceiling; z = the" quan

tity to be sUbtracted;" Gx a:: -2) x 5760 =the burthen in Swedish 

5 abx'3 )
pounds = ( 6 x 200 - z x 4975 in pounds (PQids de Marc). 

We take the same dimensions, but to the outside of the ship. Sup

posing the difference of the principal dimensions inside and those outside 

to be = -.:. of the inside dimensions = 2.. x" we shall have the excess of 
10 10 

the exterior parallelopiped above the interior one a bx 
q 

by this prop or
3 3 .. 

tion" x : abx'l ::wx : loabx3 (Essay on Naval Arcltttecturc, p. 15S. 1.15.). 

LL2 
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I. .., :3 
The product of oUl"three dimensions therefore would be abx'3 + -abx3 = 

, 10 

3 
10 a bx 3 in Swedish feet, and in pieds de Roi, ~ a b .x' ~ x x 2! x x 
1 10 13s 13t 
_
19 = _13 a b x 1728,_'1.fa'>~ ,,(;" This quantity must be divided by 100 and 

13+ 10 2Q61 

multiplied by 2000, to reduce it to pounds (poids d,e Marc), or it must be 
. . ··13 1728 44928

multIplIed at once by 20; -ab x --:JP X 20 = --6- abx'3; whence we 
10 2261 22 1 

' .. h . 44928 b (5 , a b:J?) hhave t e equatIon -6- x a x'3 = -6 x -- -' z· x 4975; ence z = 
22 1 200 . 

24875 44928) abx3 . .• ab:J? abx'3 4 abx3 
( 1200- 2261' x 4975 = (20.7 - 19.9) x 4975 =0,8"X 4975 = :; x 4975~ 

_4_ x ab:J!3 = _l_ abxP. 
24875 '6219 

The' quantity therefore to' subtract from the result of the· Swedish 
method of measuririg for' tonnage,' to' make it ag'ree with ours, would be 

'exceedingly sinall. But we . must . consider that· the' parallelopiped" 

,which 'we 'deduce from'that given by the Swedish,method" is greater than 

it 'would ~be "found' by taking' the :diinensions in' the, ship; 'be'cause the 

shape of the inside of the ship is not exactly similar to that of the outside, 

as wC'have observed (Essay' on Naval Architecture, p. 166. J.. 7.). Also 

in 'the measlirementof 'our ships . for ·tonnage~ which have a poop and 

forecastle, 'it is' only in' a particular construction; that we ,add or subtract 

any' thing; with "respect to those without a' poop' and for~castle" we 
subtract between a sixth and a twelfth, for cabins,: and, store-rooms, &c. 

Thc circumstance of our method's agreeing so perfectly with the 

Swedish method 'is a reason for placi~g a greater confidence in it, . when 

we· cannot do better. Clairbois. 

A ship which has a foot more depth in hold, may be brought down 

in the water a foot more, and sail with equal safety. Clairbois. 

NOTE' 60. One cannot exceed certain limits in this respect. \,Vhat 

advantage would, there be in having at a low price a ship, which would 

be worth nothing at all. Clairbois. 
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NOTE 61. ,The:weight of·the whole. ,lLis 'apparently the weight 

of the ship ,with: its furniture" 'equipment" provisions" 'and crew ; for a bark 

·of ,200 lasts" the said lading weighing as much as 18200 cubic feet of sea

water" displaces 29035 feet (111) to the outside" of the timbers" and about 

30435 .. feet to' the outside of .the plank. If nothing farther were' here 

meant than the weight of the furniture" equipment" 'provisions" and crew" 

h· ' ld· h 18200' h hId· 'd ~ .these t Ings wou WeIg -- = 9191; w ence tea mg an lurnIture 
1,98 ' 

= 18200 +9'191 = 27391 ; this quantity being subtracted from the displace

ment 30433, there would only remain for the weight of the shell 3042, 

or less than a tenth of the displacement. But if it is the weight of the 

ship equipped, the lading only being excepted" that Mr. Chapman means 

by the weight of the whole" still the divisor 1,,98 will not answer; it would 

be ~ecessary to divide the lading by 1,,5; that is" supposing the weight 
. 18200 2

of the ShIp =-- = - . 18200 = 121331-" then 12133 + 18200 = 30333"
1,,5 3 

the quantity of displacement; where it is proper to observe that the 

weight of the ship equipped is t of the lading or -} of the displacement; 

which may be the case with ships" that have none or few guns, and are 

not of a very large scantling. Clairbois. 

NOTE 62. This" I believe" is the best method for measuring a ship's 

tonnage, whose hold is clear, in tons of 42 cubic feet; considering· 

that if the parts therein neglected are against the freighter, as I have 

already observed" the divisor is greatly to its advantage. But since it 

is proper that all the space should be paid for, even when from the nature 

of the cargo it is necessary to put on board ballast" the breadths must 

therefore be taken, on the level of the upper side of the kelson. 

To shorten the calculation" having the nine breadths at equal intervals 

both with regard to length and ,depth" take one-fourth of the extreme 

breadths" and half the middle one in the after and fore planes; take half 

the extreme breadths, and the wllole breadth at the middle in the inter

mediate plane. Add the quantities together and multiply the sum by the 



product of the rdistances between the measurements 'with ,regard to length 

and height. Let a, b, c,be the-three breadths at the mizen mast, A; B, q, 
those ·taken at !the middle; and a, (3, 1', those near the foremast, p' half 
the' depth in the hold from the beams to the kelson, or the distance 
between the ordinates in depth; L half the distance between the extreme. 
measurements, 'or the :distance ,of the extreme measurements from the 
middle one; the solid content. of the part of the bottom will b~ 

'} I 1 1 I II}) •. 
( -4 a + - b + - c + - A + B + - C + - a + - fl + - P X L. Cla~rbo~s.f'V

'2 4 22 ·4 2 J-I 4 I 



EXAMPLE OF CONSTRUCTION 

REFERRED TO IN THE NOTES . 

• 

I N the course of the preceding Notes, several references have been 

made to an example of constructio'n' at the end. .The following brief 

remarks on construction of ships of war" may serve for an introductory 
explanation to it. 

DISPLACEMENT. 

(1.) Before a construction can be made" it is necessary to determhle. 

very exactly the displacement; that is" the number of cubic feet of sea

water" which the body of the vessel" when equipped, will displace" or the 
weight of these in tons. The constructor knows the number of guns 

and men the vessel is to carry; hence he forms a rough design of the. 

principal dimensions, and then computes the weight of some known ship, 

whose dimensions are nearly the same, and built of the same kind of 

~ood; adding or subtracting what he judges the vessel in preparation 
may weigh more or less. The weight of a vessel of nearly equal principal 
dimensions is known from the draught of water noted at the launching. 

To this he adds the weight of every thing to be put on board, in guns" 

rigging, provisioning, &c. The result is, the displacement required in 

tons. 

It may be observed, generally, that it is advantageous to give· the. 

projected ship the requisite stability with as little ballast as possible, by 



which means a constructor is enabled ~to reduce the displacement or mag

nitude of the body under water, a circumstance very favourable to a ship 

in sailing and working. With a similar view every weight put on board, 

and reckoned in getting the displacement, should he kept as lo~ as 

possible. No useless baggage or weights of any kind should be put on 

board on any account whatever. 

LENGTH. 

(2.) The displacement of a ship being known, the constructor finds 

it convenient in the next place to determine more precisely the length, 
brea~th, and draught of water. In doing this, he must be guided by 
s~milar ships of the same' force that' hav~ been found, to answer well at 

sea, and by his own' information derived from observation~ enquiry, and 
s~ie~tific" ·p'rinCiples. If he increas'es 'the' length, supposi~g a given 

number of guns to be placed in one battery, he must increase something 

the spaces between the ports, which however if possible should be avoided 

as giving useless space. In some instances a port may be added on a side, 

care being taken at the same· time to make a judicious formation of the 

body in other respects, so as to 'preserve the displacement,' the stability, 

and a sufficient draught of water. 
It may be remarked in speaking on this subject, that the ship which 

In the least space carries the greatest force (supposed in every respect 
effective), and has at least equal properties with others in sailing and 
working, is always' to be preferred. Indeed this is to be considered as 

an object on which the attention of a naval architect, who haS to propose 

constructions, must be especially fixed. 

'(3.) Some caution is necessary in determining the length on the 

following accounts. Every alteration in the length renders an alteration 

also necessary in the other principal dimensions, namely, the breadth ,and 

draught of water. We have therefore not only to consider what effects 



the change in the length produces of itself, but also what consequcn,ces 

will follow from the variation in the breadth and draught of water that are 

thereby rendered necessary. Again, too long a ship is greatly impeded 

by the' increased friction of the fluid, and. on that account sails badly, 

especially before the wind. It tacks 'and wears ill, from the resistance 

on its extremities, thus placed at too considerable a' distance from the 

axis of rotation. On the other hand, in too short a ship the resistance 
, to its sailing would be increased by the suddenness of its curvature 

at the extremities. It would work badly and steer loosely, from the 

facility with which it would yield to the' impulse of waves striking its 

bead and 'stern, in preventing or producing rotatory motion.' 

Such: considerations will be borne in mind in determining the length. 

BREADTH. 

(4.) The breadth of a ship of a given force is contained within 

much smaller limits than the length. The smallest variation in th~i 

dimension, should not be made without the greatest caution and study. 

The object of the constructor will of course be to give sufficient stability, 

and no more. If the breadth be too little, the vessel will incline too far 

from the lateral force of the wind, and from the stroke of a wave; if too 
great, it will not incline far enough, that is, i,t will be stopt so suddenly, 

that the shocks will be dangerous to its safety. 

Nothing can enable a constructor to give the most advantageous 

breadth, but a careful observation of the performance of other ships, and 
a thorough knowledge of the principles on which stability depends. But 
the stability though greatly governed by the breadth, does not entirely 

depend thereon. The' form of the vessel throughout betwee~ wind and 

water, is' to be taken into the account, before the breadth ca~ be finally 

determined. A straight of breadth extending as far as possible fore and 

aft, and above and below the load water-line, is no doubt the most 
advantageous to the stability at any finite angle of heeling. And if this 

1\1 1\1 
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form should be fixed upon, the breadth might in consequence be something 

reduced. But again, another consideration intervenes, which is the 

regulation of the stability as to its gradual increase in heeling to different 

angles. The vessel should be sufficiently stiff at a small angle, and 

afterwards its resistance to farther inclination should neither increase too 

slowly nor too rapidly. Whether -this adjustment, so necessary to the 

good performance of a ship at sea., may be effected by a slight reduction 

of the breadth, and an extensive straight fore and aft, and above and below 

the load water-line, or by 8: breadth something greater, and a curved side 

tnroughout, or by a combination of both~ the constructor has to weigh 
well before he fixes the dimension in· question. 

In varying the breadth from these or any other considerations., it is 
necessary in the last place to attend to the changes thereby caused in 

the other dimensions. 

DRAUGHT OF WATER AT HEAD AND STERN. 

(5.) A ship with too great a draught of water will sail badly., on 

account of the great pressure of the fluid on the lower parts of the bottom; 

one with too little will sail badly; especially on a wind., on account of the 

great impeding effect of the waves, which move on the surface of the 
sea" and reach probably as far down as the vessel has depth; besides for 
a similar reason it will tack and 'wear with difficulty and uncertainty, 

since in going about" the waves, in which such a vessel may be supposed 

to be totally immersed, must strike the extremities with full effect. 

The constructor in this, must be guided' by what has been done and 

experienced before, and by his own ideas on the subject. He must 

recollect also that any great alteration in this dimension may involve 

others in the length and breadth. 

(6.) It is usual to give a ship greater depth ill the water at the 



stern than the head. By this means a finer run is got aft, and the rudder 
is plunged more deeply into the fluid.. The former quality is favourable 

to sailing, and both are advantageous in giving the rudder effect in tacking 

and wearing. By this means also the body of. the vessel, in sailing, 
presents a surface inc~in~d upwards to the waves, that constantly meet 

it when upon a wind; it is thus something lifted over the waves, and 

passes on more easily and securely. Besides in ships of the common 

form this lower~ng of the body at the stern, 'is found necessary to bring 

,the mean resistance of the fluid far enoug'h aft to balance the effort of 

the· wind on the sails, when the ship is by the wind. And the more the 
body, independently of this deeper part aft, is formed to carry the mean 

resistance forward, the greater ought to be the difference of the draught 

of water fore and aft. Lastly, a particular mode of rigging, - renders 

an alteration to this point of construction the more necessary. 
In some kinds of rigging, the point of sail, is farther aft than in 

others; in such a case the draught of water ought to be increased at 
the stern" in order that the force of the wind on the sails,and the 

resistance on the bottom, may be directly opposed to each other. In some" 
the point of sail is farther forward than usual; in such tases a less 
draught of water aft may be given. 

S'rEM AND STERN-POST. 

(7~) The constructor may possibly next consider the form of the 
stem and stern-post. The former should neither be too raking nor too 
vertical in its position. If it rakes too much .. the ship will probably want 
length of keel for holding a wind, the weights in the fore extremity 

will overhang greatly, and the waves in striking so considerable a part 

forward not deeply enough immersed, will constantly drive the ship 

from its course, and also render tacking difficult. On the other hand 

if the stem be too upright, the waves will not have sufficient effect in 

lifting up the fore part of the vessel, supposing the fore body not to 

!tl :\1 2 
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vary much -from the usual- shape, and the part towards the' keel forward 

by its depth a~d distance from the axis of rotation, will cause too great 

a resistance to the ship in going about. 

It may be advisable, in general, to give as full a sweep as possible 

to the stem, where it is joined to the. keel, and as much rake as possible 

above; thus endeavouring, as far as other circumstances allow, to secure 

the advantages of both forms, and to avoid the disadvantages of either 

alone. 

It may be remf:\rked, hlstly, that a round stem tends to diminish the 

positive resistance. 

, (8.) It is usual also to give the stern-post a rake or inclination 
aft to the load water-line, by which the after surface of the·. ship is 

presented somewhat obJi.,quely to the fluid, and the negative resistance 

is diminished. A rake in the stern-post also enables the constructor to 

sink the keel deeper at the stero, by which the ship has more hold of the 

water, a more direct and easy run is got to ·the rudder, while at the 

J;ame time the resistance to. rotation is diminished. If carried vertically 

down to the same depth, the rudder might be made to act with equal 

effect, but in that case the resistance to rotation woul<l be increased. 

PLACE OF THE MID-SHIP BEND, OR GREATEST TRANSVERSE 

SECTION. 

(9.) The situation and form of the greatest transverse section must 

next be determined on. It is usually placed between a twentieth and a 

fifteenth before the middle of the length between the perpendiculars. The 

exact distance -depends on the ideas of the constructor, derived from 

observation and theory. The advantage of so placing it, arises' In a 

general point of view, from the following considerations. 

When the b'odyof a ship is impelled through a fluid, the fore part 

should be so shaped as'not only to cleave the fluid.) but also to disperse it; as 



much as pos~ible, to the right arid left. The after body should at the same 
time be so shaped as to, transmit the displaced fluid with the greatest 
facility and dispatch to the stern. It is on these two accounts that bodies 

moving, with considerable velocity, the propelling force being given, have 

greater velocity with the obtuse end than with the acute end foremost. 

Now by carrying the greatest transverse section something before th,e 

middle, the fore body becomes naturally fuller than the after body, ~hile at 

the same time a finer run may by that means be given towards the stern; 

which is favourable both to sailing and also to the effect of the rudder. 

Care must be taken, however, not to carry this to excess, as several 

bad effects would arise from so doing; the principal of which would be 

these. By having too full a fore body, the ship would require great weights 

forward to bring it to its proper seat in the water; it would thus become 

laboursome: Secondly, the center of gravity and consequently the axis 
of rotation, would be too far from the middle. Thirdly, the mean resist

ance of the fluid would be carried too far aft, on account of the round
ness of the body forward and its leanness and flatness behind. And 

fourthly, the positive resistance forward would be too much increased. 

PREPARATION OF SOME OF THE PRINCIPAL LINES IN THE 

DRAUGHT. 

(10.) Before t~e constructor proceeds farther, it may be proper ~o 
dloaw the few lines he has fixed on in pencil, and to prepare the paper 
for the insertion of the other parts of ,the draught. 

Draw a straight line for the length of the load water-line from the 
after edge of the stern-post rabbet to the fore. side of the stem rabbet. 

At the extremities square up and down perpendiculars to \ this line; upon 

which take the draught of water head and stern, and draw a line for the 

bottom of the false keel. Set up square to this line the thickness <?f the 

false keel" and next of the keel itself as far as the lower edge of the 

rabbet; and draw another line parallel to the former. Upon this line 
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the exterior surface of the planking ends, and therefore all the transverse. 

sections. 
Continue the lower edge of the rabbet of the keel into the fore edge 

of the rabbet of the stem, which last carry to the top. Draw a line 

for the after edge of the rabbet of the stern-post, and another before 

this for the fore edge. "At the main section in the load water-line set up 

the height of the port sill, an4 below this again the depression of the 
deck. A little above this at the" distance of the round up, dra,v with a 
sweep the deck at the middle, and then the deck at the side. Set up, and 

draw in a similar manner the upper decks, the top timber line, and 
the top side line. From the "after extremity of the load water-line, set 
up the height of the upp~r and after edge of the wing transom at the 
middle. In line of battle ships this height is governed by, and usually the 

same as, the height of the port sills ,above the deck; in other ships, in setting 
it up, care must be taken to have at least sufficient room between the 

transom and the upper deck, for the tiller to work over the head of the 

stern-post, clear of the lower side of the beams. Having thus taken the 

height of the wing transom, its touch on the fore side of the rabbet of 

the stern-post will be on the same level. Knowing the round down and 

round forward of the wing transom, draw the projection of its upper and 

after edge from' the said touch to the side, and below th~ under edge of 

the tuck rail, or margin, on ~hich the diagonal lines and buttock lines 
end. Draw the middle and side lines of the counter timbers for the upper 
and lower counters; taking care to keep the upper counter of such a 
height, that the space above "it to the lower side of the deck transom may 

give a well proportioned light. End the decks, &c. on the proper lines at 

the stern. Draw the outline of the stern-post, and rudder;" and "lastly, 
draw the foreside of the stem, knee of the head, and gripe, the last' of 

which is brought into the lower side of the false keel. These lines will 

be sufficient at present for the sheer draught. 

(11.) At a convenient distance below the lowest line In the sheer 
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draught~ draw a straight line parallel to the load water-line, between the 

extreme perpendiculars, to represent the middle line of the half-breadth 

plan. "At the distance determined on before the middle point of the load 

water-line on the sheer draught, square down a perpendicular to this 

middle li\le~ and set off upon it from" the middle line the half-breadth at the 
water's surface. 

(12.) Produce the load" water-line in the sheer plan to the left, and 

upon it so produced assume a po~nt at a convenient distance, on each side 

of which take the half-breadth at the load water-line to the outside of the 

planking. Square up and down perpendiculars to" the main breadth so 

taken, one at each extremity; and one at the middle point, for the middle 
line of the half body plan. 

Take" the half siding of the stem at different heights, and to the right 
, of the middle line draw in a line r~presenting this. In a similar manner 

to the left draw the half siding of the stern-post. 

(13.) From the body plan take the half siding of the stem and stern
post at differen~ heights, and squaring down lines from the corresponding 

points in the sheer plan, set these sidings above the middle line of the 

half-breadth plan.) and draw in lightly lines through the points so found, 

one of which will represent the side of the stem at the fore edge of the 
rabbet, and the other the sideof the stern-post, at the after edge of the 

rabbet. 

"FORM OF THE MID-SHIP BEND, OR MAIN TRANSVERSE 

SECTION. 

(14.) Having drawn the lines described above, the next thing is to 
sketch in the main transverse section" on the body plan, of which we 

have gi~en the ending on the lower edge of the rabbet of the keel, and 

the breadth at the load water-line. The following may be considered 

as the general considerations: which determine its figure. 

It should be formed so as under the least area to give the proper 
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displacement, due regard being had· at the same time to the ~ailing and 

''forking of the yessel, and also to the regulation of the stability at different 

angles of heeling. It is of consequence too, as tl~is section has great 

influence on the whole, to give ~t that shape, which will produce a body 

best .calculated for making lateral resistance, a vessel being thereby. enabled 
to hold a better wind. 

Undoubtedly a large straight of breadth, that is, a considerable v~rtical 

space near the load water-line, seems to combine two of these advantages., 

in giving stability and causing. lateral' resistance. Some constructors 

caITy this straight be~ow and above the load water-line, some carry it 

~nly upwards from the load water-line. But there are few vessels' entirely 
without it. It has been before. remarked that this straight gives stability 
by preserving the breadth between wind and' water, and by affording> 
a long flat 8ide ne~r the water, it prevents the ship from making too much 
lee-way, when by the wind *. It is likewise consistent with beauty and 

convenience both in the upper works, and in the bottom. 

(15.) ~here is a farther reason for continuing the straight of breadth 

b~IQw the load water-line. A greater portion of the section is thereby 

given near the surface of the water, and- this being extend~d round the 

broade.st part 0'£ the ship, a gr~ater solidity is produced, than if the same 

area was plac,e~ lower do\Vu. The conclusion is, that the same dis

placement is thereby given under a 'ess main transverse section. 
. When the straight of breadth is drawn, it is farther necessary to 

describe that part of the sect-ion which lies below it towards the ..kee], and 

the part which lies above towards the top-side. The line below, if the 

straight be continued much downwards, in many ~ases, wiIJ be little morc 

than a straight line united .to it by a .circular ~rc. If the straight be 

. ~ Perhaps this straight might with advantage be inclined inward /,0 .or 60, beginning 
something below the ~vater. ~ ship so formed, ,~hen upon a wind~ would in heeling 
bring this flatpar~ into !l vertical position, ~nd it would then oppose the gr~at('~t rcsist~llcO 
to lateral motion. ' . " .. .. 

http:broade.st
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continued but a short way downwards from the load water-line" the 

remainder of the main transverse section to the keel- will be more curved 

outward. 

Above the straight of breadth the object of the constructor will be 

to throw the side gradually in. The more the sides of a large ship fall 

in, preserving at the same time a handsome curvature upwards and 

lengthways, the more safe will be its vibrations in a rough sea. Care 

however must be taken not to carry this .to excessJ as injurious to the 

~ccom~odations" and. giving. too little room on th~ uppe~ ~ecks. 
But there is an infinite number of ways in which the main transverse 

section is drawn, according to the taste and skill of the constructorJ and 

also according to the class of the shiE.. To enter into so extensive a 
. 	 ' 

subject would not be consistent with the object of this brief outline. 

In books on Naval Architecture several geometrical methods are 
given of delineating the main transverse section" but it is impossible to 

notice them here. Indeed it may be questioned how far such methods 

are consistent with that freedom, with which a constructor should' be 

enabled to draw, and if necessary to alter and retouch the different curves 

in a draught. .. 

(16.) The constructor having' sketched the main transverse section 

according to his own ideas" next measures the number of feet in it. This 

is done by drawing an odd number of ordinates at the distance of lJ 2, 3, 

&c. feet*, parallel to the load water-line, and proceeding according' to 

one of the rules in Note s; taking care to assume a different abscissa 
when the curvature changes fast. An example of this calculation is given 
in the construction at the end . 

• In these measurements it is convenient, if possible, to assume the distance of the 
ordinates such, that if th;former rule be applied, -} of that distance in feet may be a 

. whole number, and 	jf the second rule be used, f of it may ·be so. The number of or
dinates in the first case must be odd, in the second they must amount to a number Oll~ 

greater than some multiple of 3. 



Alterati~ns are made if necessary in the main transverse section, and 

the same form of. calculation repeated, till the area appears. to be the 
number of feet fixed 'on, which is known by the r'eference to,; similar 

ships,. being taken, something more or less, according to the ideas.of the 

constructor. 

LOAD WATER-LINE. 

(17.) When the half main transverse 'section IS drawn to the 

satisfaction of the constructor, the other half exactly similar. to the first, 

is drawn on the other side of the middle. line *. 
The next thing is to draw the load water-line. The· half extreme 

breadth is set off in the half breadth plan at the place of the main trans

verse section; through its extremity a curve is sketched and then drawn 
more exactly by means of a batten, to the points where the extreme per

pendiculars from the sheer plan cuts the sides of the stem and stern-post 
on the half-breadth plan. This curve running horizontally along the 

middle of the ship must, as is evident, have a great influence ~n the shape 

and properties of the vessel. It is usual therefore to take g~eat pains 
in drawing it. 

The center of gravity of the load water-line is carried before the 
middle something less in general than the distance, it is intended to carry 
the center of gra,vity. of the displacement, and·that orthe ship.. And its 
greatest breadth is placed.1 as we have before said, four or five times the 
distance of the center of gravity of displacement before the middle. 

From this greatest breadth it is advantageous" in .two or three points of 

view" to carry the curve ,as nearly parallel to the middle .line as circum

stances allow of. By this means a longer flat side" lengthways, is given 

... In speaking of the different curves used in the constructio~ of ships, we are to 
understand half of the whole curve for both sides of the ship, that is, the curve for one 
side only. ' 
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to the ship, 'and an equal stability is produced under a less breadth and :less 
, , 

main section. A ~traight load water-line therefore tends to make the 

ship resist more powerfully 'lateral motion -; and also to reduce the 

resistance, provided the extremities are not rendered too obtuse. 

There is another advantage arising from such a form. From the 

great area 'thus given to it, it follows that any increase or diminution 

of weights put into the ship affects' in a less degree the draught of water, 

and therefore the sailing properties of the vessel. 

(IS.) The load water-line being drawn, its area is measured by either 

of the rules given in Note 3. For this purpose equal distances of a 

few feet as 3 or 6 (see ·Note,p. 284.) are taken both ways from the main 
section, to within 'a short .distance of the extremities. Ordinates are 

then drawn p~rpendicular to the middle line" which ordinates may be 
continued upwards in the sheer plan to the 'load water-line. These 

ordinates are then measured by a quarter inch decimal scale" and being 

arranged according to the ,rule made use of" we thus get-the area of what 

may be called the middle space. To get the areas of the extreme spaces" 

.wherethe, curvature is more irregular" 'ordinates are drawn at a less 

interval as 1, 2, 3" &c. feet, the extreme ordinate being in one case the 

siding of the stem, and in the other that of the stern.;post. The measure

ment in other -respects 'is 'made in the . same manner as before. The 

two extreme spaces, and the ;horizontal sections of 'the stern-post and 

rudde~ aft, and df the stem and knee of the head forward, being add'en 

to the middle space, 'We -have the area of the whole water-line. 

(19.) Afterwards the 'center of g-ravity of the :same curve -Is com

puted as follows. MultiVly each ordinate 'in the middle space by its 

distance * from its aftermost ordinate. Arrange the products according 

'* The interval between two ordinates maybe considered as an unit, the resulting 
moment being multiplied 'by the true interval. 

NN2 
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to the rul~ made use of., and proceed as in the rule Note 8; the result 

will be the moment. of the middle space. The moments of the small 

extreme spaces reckoned from. the same line are found in a si~ilar 

manner, those of the sections of the stern-post,&c. are estimated nearly. 

The moments before the line being added, and those behind it 'Sub

tracted" we have the moment of the whole load water-line. The quotient 
of this divided by the area of the curve is the di~tance of its center of 

gravity from the after perpendicular. 

If the area, or the situation of the center of gravity with respect to 

length, be not such as the constructor wishes, he makes alterations in 

the load water-line till jt is. 
The main transvers~ section and the IQad water-line are now sup

posed to be drawn with great exactness, the former on the body plan, 
t~e latter on the half breadth plan. We proceed to explain briefly the 

other parts of the construction. 

BOW AND QUARTER SECTIONS. 

(20.) The constructor will find it convenient in the next place to 

fix on a tran~verse section on the bow and another on the quarter of the 
ship, . at the points where the body is curved in rapidly to it~ extremities. 

These sections together with the· main one already. drawn in, will deter
mine in a. great measure the. shape of the whole body. The sketching 
of these, so as to produce such a form. as is wished, requires. consider

able experience in construction. A. point in each is known on the load 

water-line; their curvature downward and upward may be varied greatly 

according to the idea of the constructor with regard to leanness or fulness 

fore and aft; still however depending in some measure on the form of 

the main transverse section. 

One principal object must be kept in view in drawing them., namely" 

to give such a form to the ship, that in heeling it may revolve round a 

line parallel to the axis of the load wat~r-line. That is, care must be 
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taken, as far as it can be done in giving the first delineation of these 

sections~ that the centers of gravity of the immersion and emersion:W: 

(see Note 26.) may be at the same distance from the stern, in other 

words, that tbese points may be in the same transverse section. If the 

quarter section be full above· the water, the bow section must be so too, 

a~d the curvature under the water must be regulated in a similar manner. 

(21.) Having drawn these two extreme sections, in addition to the 

main one, it will be found advantageous to run off, on the sheer plan, 

the height of breadth line, both the lower and the upper, if there are both. 

Then run off on the half-breadth plan, one or two inferior waterMlines, 

the top side, and top timber lines; and as many level lines, or superior 

water-lines, as may be necessary for finding the half-breadth of the wing 

transom; for drawing the margin both on the half-breadth and body pIan, 
with the side counter timber on the latter. 

After this two other transverse sections may be drawn" on the body plan, 

one half way (as taken on the sheer plan) between the main section and 

each extreme section. These must be delineated from the spots deter

mined by the water-lines, main breadth, &c. 

From the body as far as it is constructed run off a few diagonals, and 

longitudinal vertical sections, from which and the curves already drawn, 
the constructor will be able to form a tolerably distinct idea ~f the vessel's 

form. If the diagonals and longitudinal sections do not appear to be such 

as he wishes, it. will be necessary to alter some, or all the curves hitherto 

described till they are so; or rather, till all the curves hitherto described 
are suitable to his ideas. 

From what has been done, it will be easy to draw the transverse sections 

corresponding to all the ordinates in the half-breadth plan, and as many 

equidistant water-lines as may be necessary. 

* By the immersion is meant the prismatic space or solid carried under the water 011 

the lee side· by the inclination of the ship; by the tme1'sion, the prismatic space or solid 
raised out on the weather side. 
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CALCULATIONS ON THE BODY. 

(22.) The transverse sections on th'e body plan corresponding to 'the 

ordinates on ,the half-breadth plan" being thus drawn" as' correctly as 
can·be done at this' period of the construction" the following calculations 

should be made to ascertain the capacity" propel' distribution; and adjust

mentof the body. First, the displacement must be ~ompute'd by means 
ofthe equi-distant seCtions on the body plan, and others at the extremities 

drawn 'by means of the water-lines at small intervals (Note 9.); secondly, 
the 'place 'of 'the center of gravity of the displacement with respect to 
length, must be found by means of the same sections (Note 9.); thirdly, 
the position of 'the c'enters of gravity of the immersion and emersion 
with respect to length must be computed" by which the adjustment of 

the vessel in heeli~g and rolling is ascertained eNote 2{j.). 

1\.t'the 'same time also 'the displacement may be, computed by the 

water..:1ines" and also its center of gravity with respect to depth. 
A table of ordinates in the middle body is made such as Plate C 

(see following Construction), which contains the ordinates of the trans

verse sections" drawn 'on ;the body plan at equal intervals" as 2" 3" &c.. 
feet below and parallel to the load water-line. 'They are 'measured by 
a 'quarter inch decimal scale. In the top spaces ~re put the ordinates 
of the loadwater..;line" beginning ,vith that in the aftermost section 
includea, and proceeding forward. In the spaces immediately under those 
are put the ordinates of the second water-li~e" arranging them in a 

similar manner; and so on" to the lowest water-line drawn at the interval 

fixed on. 

To find tlte Displacement fron~ the Vertical Sections. 

(23.) Put the ordinates 'of the table in the spaces taken from top 

to bottom, which are the ordinates of the transverse sections, into one 



of the rules" and thus compute the area of each section from the load 
water-line to the lowest ordinate of ea!:h middle section. Afterwards 

draw ordinates at smaller intervals· under the lowest of the middle 

section" as far. as the ending of the exterior. planking" or the .lower edge of 
the rabbet of thekeell Put, these into a; second table and, compute 

the extreme areain each section" adding thereto ·the corresponding section 
of the keel and false keel. 

(24.) Beyond- the sections nearest to. the extremities of the body; 

draw sections at smaller equal intervals" as. far as the perpendiculars; 

put the ordinates of these into separate· tables, and by the application of 

one or, other of the· rules" or· if necessary both" find the areas. of: these 

extreme sections" to which respectively add -the:partsbelow them and, the 

bottom of the false ke:eI.. Estimate as near as possible the solid content 
of that part of the stern-post" .rudder" &c. that lie without the extreme 
sections last used. 

(25.) The areas of the sections of the middle body insert in spaces 

in the table under the lowest ordinate of the middle section. In the 
spaces immediately below these put the corresponding extreme areas of 

each section to the bottom of the false keel. The sums:, which will be 

the whole areas" insert in spaces below these again. We have thus the 
areas of the transverse sections in the middle body in the lowest hori

zontal range of spaces in the table. 

(26.) Apply one of the rules to these a~eas-, and the result will be 
the solid content of the middle body. In like manner the solidity of 

each extreme part is found" which together with the estimated content 

of the rudder" stern-post" stem and gripe" or such parts of them as have 

been left out" being added to the middle body" we have half the whole 

displacement in cubic feet. 
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To .find ihe Place of the Center of Gravity of the Displacement with 
respect to Length. 

(27.) Multiply each . transverse section by its distance "(see Note 

p. 283.) from the aftermost section of the middle body. Apply one of the 

rules to the products" and the result will be -the moment of the middle 

body. Find in a similar manner the moments of the extreme parts of 

the body from the same section; and estimate as nearly as possible those 
of the stem., gripe~ &c. Add together the moments before the said after

most section of the middle body, and subtract those aft. The result will 

be half the moment of the displacement;. which being divided by half the 
displacement, we have the required positi~n of the center of gravity with 
respect to length" which should be between one fiftieth and· a hundredth 
of the length before the middle point between the perpendiculars. 

(28.) By proceeding in a similar manner we may determine the areas 

of the water-lines" the displacement from those areas., and its center of 

gravity with respect to depth" that is" the distance of this center of gravity 

below the load water-line. 

To find the Distance from the aftermost transverse Section in the middle 
Body, of the Centers of Gravity of the Immersion and Emersion. . 

(29.) Supposing the center of gravity of the ship to be on the load 
water-line, the common form - of ships is such that the immersion would 

\ generally be greater than the emersion. The load water-line" when the 

ship heels" which we will call the inclined load water-line, may therefore, 
except in particular constructions, be .supposed to cut the upright load 

water-line, in a straight line that lies on the lee side" of the middle of the 

latter (see Note }9.). Assume, therefore" a point a little on one side of 

the middle point of the load water-line on the body plan" as -Ar or T\- of a 
fo~t" and then take a second point at the same distance on the other side 
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of it. From these points. as centers with a considerable length.<?f radius, 

describe two quadrantal arcs, cutting the load water-line produced, and 

also the middle line of the body plan produced upward. Divide each of 

these quadrants into two equal parts; and these parts by trial into 

five equal subdivisions, each of which will be gO. Join the points of 

division nearest to the load water-line and the centers pn each side, and" 

produce these straight lines under the load water· line, so as to cut all the 
transverse sections there. 

(30;) The sectorial areas intercepted between the load water-line 

and the straight lines thus drawn under it, will be so many sections "Of 

the emersion at gO; those intercepted between the load water-line and 

the straight Ii~es dra~n above it, will be the corresponding sections of 

the immersion., By means of a decimal scale measure the,'area of each 
section., considering it as made up of a plane triangle., and a curvilinear 
part; the latter of which may be measured as a parabolic area., by mul
tiplying the base into the height 'and taking + of the product. .Having 

applied one of the rules to the sectorial areas of the immersion.in the 

middle body, the solidity of this part is found. And in a similar manner 

is found the solidity of the immersion at the extremities, as far as the 

fore and aft perpendiculars, which will be sufficient for the object in 

view. By adding .these results together, we have the solidity of the 

whole immersion. 

(31.) Thus also the solid content of the emersion is determined. 

If the immersion and emersion are not equal or nearly so" other 
equidistant' points are assumed on each side of the middle line of 	the 
body plan, within or without the other, according as the immersion or 

emersion is the less·., and other straight lines are drawn cutting off new 

* Let e be the difference between the immersion and emersion in cubic feet, and let 
a 	be the area of the inclined load water-line as first assumed~ which may be found in the 

same 

00 
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sectors, parallel to the' former straight lines. ,The calculation is gone 

through again, and a similar process, if necessary, is repeated, till the two 

solids are equal. 

(32.) Then the moments of the solids are found in the same manner 

as that of the displacement was found, the' sectors being merely substituted 

for the tranverse sections. And the moment of each being divided by 

the solid itself, we have the distance of its center of gravity from the 

aftermost section. 

(33. ) We now know the displacement; the position of its center 

of gravity with respect to length, and also the position, I.in the same 

respect, of the centers of gravity of the immersion and emersion. If the 

two first elementR come out what has been det.ermined on, and the two 

latter centers of gravity be in the' same transverse section, that is, at. the 

sa'me distance before the aftermost section, the construction of the body 

is so far correct. But if not, such alt~rations must be made in the body 

as the results seem to render necessary, in order~ upon a s~cond trial, 

to give all of them right; taking care at the same time to keep in view 

every other essential point in the construction, and drawing the curves 

,vith great accuracy. 

same manner as the area of the uprj~ht load water-line. Let x be the peJ:'pendicular dis

tance of the true inclined load water.line from thE'. assumed. Then it is manifest that 

a.t' = e very nearly, and consequently x = c: ~ The value therefore of the expression ~ 
~. ~ 

being set off on a perpendicular to the inclined load water-line as first assumed, we shall 

have the position of the true one correctly. 
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STABILITY., 

(34.) Having ascertained the proper adjustment of the body in the 

particulars above stated, which perhaps demand the first attention of the 

constructor, it is necessary, before the last touches are given to the body, 

to compute the stability. A person who is well acquainted with the 

principles on which this depends, will be able, from the principal dimen

sions and the form of the sides between wind 'and water" to form a 

tolerably accurate estimate of the vessel's qualities in this respect, without 

the aid of computation. It is in consideration ofthis, that the more exact 

determination of the stability may be deferred, till the other parts of the 
calculations are finished. 

The stability should be computed at two or three angles of heeling, 
as at 2°, 5°, 7°, gO" &c.; by which it will be seen whether the vessel 
may be expected. to have sufficient stiffness at each angle, and at the 

same time be easy in rolling. "A known and approved vessel of the same 

size is taken for comparison, snch deviations however being allowed 

as the constructor, from his knowledge of the' subject" may judge 

advantageous. 

/ (35.) The general expression for the stability is given in Note IS. 

namely, J W Zx +Jwzx-dDs. The fluent of WZx is approximated 

to by means of the sectors already measured for an inclination of gO. 

The different values of Z and z are already known, the values of Wand 

ware found as follows. Let SBn (Fig. 4. PI. B.) be one of these sectors, 
SD the upright load water-line, SB the inclined load water-line. Join 
BD dividing the figure into a triangle SBn; and a 'curvilinear area 

BCD. BisectBD in~, draw EC perpendicular to BD, and take EF 
two-fifths of it with a decimal scale. By means of a small and accurate 

square, let fall from E and F two perpendiculars E G and F H to SB. 

Then two-thirds of S G is the distance of the center of gravity of the 

002 



triangle from S, measured on the surface of the water; and S H is the 

distance from the same point of the center of gravity of the curvilinear 

part, considered as a parabolic area. '. And ~ S G x S BED + SJi x s 
BCDE = value of W Z for this sector. Thus the value of W Z is found 

for every section of the, immersion in the middle body. Then by the 

application of one of the rules J W Z i: is determined. 

(36.) A similar method is followed in finding the moment of the 

extreme' solids of the immersion, that is, the fluent of W Z i: for those 

more curved parts of the immersion that lie near the stem and stern-post. 

(37.) In a similar manner the fluent of wzi: is found for the 

emersion. 

(3S.) In the expression dD s, the value of D is already known; 

s may ~ be taken from a table of natural sines. To find the value of d, it 

is necessary to know the distance of the center ~fgravity of the ship from 

the load water-line; This cannot be determined accurately without very 

long calculations, in which the distance of the center of graviiy of every 
weight in the ship from the load water-line must be measured, and its 

nloment got. The difference of the moments above and below the water 

divided by the whole weight of the ship, or the displacement D in tons, 

will be the distance required. There are methods of shortening this 
tedious calculation, but this is not the place for explaining them *. 'The 

* This calculation, jf made rigorously, is very tedious. if the position of the center 
of gravity with respect to height were found exactly for one ship of each class, it would , 
perhaps be easy to deduce therefrom the position of the same point for any construction 
not differing greatly in its principal dimensions and form from these, by taking' into 
account only the difference of the moments, &c. of the parts of the new construction from 
the corresponding ones of the other. It is thus that the height of the center of gravity 
of the construction B has been deduced. 
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sum or difference of this distance and-the depth of the center of g'ravity 
of the displacemen~, will be the value of d. 'Hence we know d D s. 

In this manner is determined the stability at any angle of inclination, 

or f Z W x+zwi: - dDs, at as many angles of heeling as the constructor 

may judge necessary. By comparing th.e results with those for some 
known and approved ship, the constructor -will be able to form a very 

accurate estimate of the performance of the ship proposed in point of 

stability. 

If the stability appear to be too small or too great at all" or any, 

of the angles of inclination, in that) case, tedious a~ the repetition of all 

the operations may appear to be, it will be necessary to reform the body" 

and go through every calcuhl.tion again. 

FAIRING THE BODY. 

(39.) When the results of all the calculations are such as the con
structor wishes, it is proper to run off a great number of different lines 

or curves, in order to ascertain the fairness in p~int of curvature of every 

part, 'and the beauty of the whole. With this view water lines are drawn 

at smaller intervals, both above and below the load water-line; several 

diagonals and. buttock-lines are also delineated. If in doing this any 
want of fairness should be discovered, 01' if any line should not have 

that curvature., which the constructor knows to be essential to the beauty 

of a ship, or to any particular effect not developed by calculation., he is 
under the necessity of again retouching the body, and of again going 
through every part of the calculations .. 

(40.) After. the body of the ship bas been carefully adjusted and faired, 

as explained above., and every requisite correction made, it is necessary 

to compute the direct, lateral, and vertical resistances; in order to 

determine therefrom the position of the point of sail with respect to height 
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and length" that is" with a view to the masting of the ship. ,The methods 

of doing this are fully explained by Chapman in C~apters IV" V" and x; 

the only question may be" whether or not the theory he gives is sufficiently 

correct to be depended on. 

This is a subject upon which" in this place" little can be added, likely 
to be useful to the constructor. The r.esults of experiments on resistances 

certainly differ from the theory given by Chapman; yet it must be 

considered" that very few" if any, experiments have been hitherto made" 

so as to ill:c1ude every circumstance" which operates in the resistance to 

ships. In some" the body has been entirely immersed; in others, the 

displacement has. not been a. fixed quantity; and in all that I am 

acquainted with" the models used ~ppear to have been much too smaIi to 
allow of conclusions being drawn from. them" applicable with perfect 
safety to ships. This seems to have been the case with the models used 
in the experiments described in Chapter IV" and was also the case with 

those used in the interesting' experiments he- published an account of 

in 1795. 

The theory Chapman has given in this treatise, may perhaps be found 
sufficiently near the truth" for the comparison of. the direct resi~tance on 

different ships; for finding the mean horizontal direction, when the ship is 

before the wind., in order to determine the position of the point of sail with 

respect to length; al).d also for finding its mean direction upwards" by which 
the hei~ht of the point of sail is regulated. The constructor in making those 
computations for the body he has completed, will. compare the result~ with 

those of known and approved ships; and if the calculated directions differ 

but little from the limits assumed and known from other ships, which it 

may be presumed will be the case" the corresponding adjustments may 
be made in masting the vessel" by carrying the . point of sail something 

farther forward or aft, higher or lower, ~han common. A slight error in 
the .direction of the mean horizontal resistance might also be corrected 
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by increasing or diminishing the gripe, or by giving a greater or less depth 

to the false keel aft. 

Should a considerable error be found in the direction of the mean 

resistance, in that' case it will be necessary again to alter the body, ti~l 

these adj ustments, as w~ll as the rest, are correct. 

After all the pains the constructor may take, from "the imperfection 
of the theory of resistances, or from some other unknown causes" it is 

possible that a ship, on going to sea, will not be found to have the point of 

sail exactly adjusted to the mean resistance. In this case nothing can be 

done except by altering the masting, for effecting which, if possible, every 

practical facility should in the first place be left in the building; or by 

bringing the ~hip m'ore by the head or stern, thus adjusting the seat of 

the ship in the water to the masting,' as it is. 

Such are the principal steps in, the construction of a ship' rigorously 
made, and certainly no construction of great consequence should be made 

without some attention to them. 

(41.) Lastly, it may be of considerable importance to form from the 

draught, now considered as complete, a block model of the vessel it is pro

posed to build; from which a still more accurate judgment may be formed 
of the fitness and beauty of the body. And should any defect be thus 

discovered, farther alterations must still be made; till the draught and the 

model are perfectly approved of. These different alterations and repeated 

calculations in some cases may appear very tedious, but they will not 

appear unnecessary to any person at all skilled in the business of con
struction. The many obvious reasons for using every means to ascertain 

the correctness and even nicety of every part of a ship, previous to its 

being built, neeu not be mentioned. 

The different transverse sections in the construction which follows, 

in conformity to the method described above" are projected on a transverse 

plane perpendicular to the load water-line; also the curves are supposed 
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to be drawn on the outside of the planking. Whereas in draughts for 

building', the sections are perpendicular to the keel, and the curves go 

no farther than the exterior surface of the timbers. To forin one draught 

from the other, to space the _timbers, place the ports, &c. is a mechanical 

operation, which it would be improper to describe here; this is within the 

reach ~f every practical persQn tolerably acquainted with the use of the 

drawing pen. 

• 
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EXAMPLE OF CONSTRUC'l'ION. 
See Plate (R) and Table of Ordinates . ." 

AREA OF HALF MAIN SECTION. 

UPPER SPACE. LOWEU. SPACE. 

Ord. Ft. Ord. Ft. Ord. Ft. Ord. Ft. Ord. Ft. 9rd. Ft. 

1· ..2.4'9 2. ••. 2.5.00 3...2.4.65 1 ...2.0·39 z ... 19·5° 3 .. · 18. 54 
5· .. 2.0·39 4.•••2.3.08 xz 1 I ••• 1.6z 4··· 17.64 S .. ·16·4Z 

6 ... 14'95 7.. •13·2.4 
45·2.9 48.08 2.2..01 8... 9'90 9'" 4·70 

X4 10... 2.85 

19Z ·3Z 

49.80 

45·2.9 


259.36 
Area of upper space 286'91 (!interval= I.) 1°5~80 
Ditto of lower space 96.79 22..01 
Hence to keel.. • • • 0·79 
Section of keel .• . . 1·44 

Area of half M. S•• 385'93 

AREA OF HALF LOAD WATER LINE. 

AFTER SPACE. MIDDLE SPACE. l'ORE SPACE.,,-____-'A. 

Ord. Ft. Ord. Ft. Ord. Ft. Ord. Ft. Ord.""Ft. Ord. Ft. ' Ord. Ft. Ord. Ft. Ord. Ft.' 

1... 16.05 2 ... 14.6.9 3... 12.87. 1 .. 16'05 4...22.7° 2... 19.3 1 1 ... IS. 55 2 ... 16.4° 3... 13·3 
·7.. , .8 4... 10.60 5... 7.5 1 2.8 ... 18,55 7...24.48 3.. ' 2I.33 5... .8 4... 8.72. x 2 

6....3.80 -- 10•••24.90 5 ... 23.60 
16.S5 34.60 13 ...24.90 6... 24· 1 3 25· IZ 26.6 

X2 16...24.90 8... 24.7z X4 
19...2 4.84 9 .. ' 24.85 
22. ...24.7° II ... z4.90 100.48 

116.36 25...23.72 12... 24.9° 26.60 
4°.76 -- 14 .. • 2.4·90 19·35 
16,S5 195. 14 15· .. 24·90 

x z 17... 24.90 Area of sectionl I 46.43 (~ intl= I.)
173·97 -- 18... 24-.85 of stem and •• 2.63

knee oflJead. ___X .61=! interval. 390.28 20... 24.83 
12.89'°7 21 ... 24.76 149.06 

106.12.17 34.60 23 .. • 24·53 
3.6 Sect. of post & n~dder. --- 24.·· 24·2.3 

1713'95 2.6.. ~ 22.87 
iinterval ... 2.25 Z7... ZI.I8 

Middle anm 3856.3875 42 9.69 
Fore ditto 149.060 x 3 
After ditto 109.72.1' 

12.89'°7 
Area of half L. W. L. 4I15.168 

pp 

http:106.12.17
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To find the distance forward of Center of Gravity of L. 'Vater-line. 

MOMENTS IN :MIDDLE SPA<;E. 

1 •.• 0000.00 4••• 408.60 2 ••• II5.S6 
28••• 2988,9° 

2988'90 

7.... 881.28 
10... 1344.60 
13 ... 1 792 •80 
16...2241 •00 

3··· 225.96 
5·,' 676,4° 
6••• 724.80 
8••• 1038.24 

Note. Each ordinate in middle 
space is multiplied by its distance 
from ordinate 1. 

19••. 2682.72 
22 ... j 1 12.20 
25 ... 341 5.68 

9... li92.80 
11 ... 1494.00 

,12 ... 1643,4° 
14... 1 942 .20 

15878•88 I5 .. ·209t.60 
x 2 17...2 39°.4° 

18.•. 2534·7° 
3 1 757.76 

1°5655.3 8 
2988,90 

20••• 283°.62 
21 ••• 297 1•2 0 

23 ... 3237'96 
24· .. 3343·74 

14°4°2.04 26· ..343°·5° 
(% interval) X 2.25 27...33°4.0 8 

'Vhole moment of middle space= 3 I 59°4.5900 35218.46 
x 3 

l\IOl\IENTS IN AFTER SPACE. MOMENTS IN FORE SPACE. 

1 .•. 000000 2...26.88 1 ...2988'90 2 ...2706.ao3"'47. 14 
7••• 8.78 4...58•19 5.. • 54,97 5 ... 139.20 4... 1491.12 


6...34·77 

8,78 102.1I 3128.10 


X2 


16788.48 
479.36 4468.80 
2°4;22 31,28.10 

,8·78 
Momentofforespace= 24385.38 (! interval = I.) 

692 .36 Ditto of middle ditto .. 3 I 5904.59
(5 interval) X .61 Ditto of stem section. . 462'93 

69236 Sum of positive momts.340752'90 
4 1 5416 Do of negative momts• • 470.04 

Mom. ofafter sp •. =422.3396 Difference...•....... 34028z.86 
Post and rudder .... 47.70 Divided by • .. .. .. . • 4Il5.17 

Negative moments •• 470.04 Equal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 82.68 

Hence the distance of the center of gravity from ord. 1 of middle space is ........ 82.68 feet. 
And the distance of the middJe point from ord. I •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 81,5° 

Therefore the distance of the center of gravity of the L. W. L. before the middle = 7.";S 

http:34028z.86
http:24385.38
http:31,28.10
http:16788.48
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To find the Displacement by the Vertical Sections. 

HALF VERTICAL SECTIONS ·IN MIDDLE BODY• 

1 ... 101.72 	 4 ...224. 11 . 2 ••• 145.5 1 

28 .•• 151.52 7 ... 312.49 3... 186'°3 
10... 359.87 5 ... 2 58.2 5 
13 ...380.89 6...286.09 
16... 385'93 8... 332 • 1 5 

Note. Each half vertical sec 19.. ·37~·69 	 9... 347.48 
tion is found as the half main 

22 ...346. 1 7 	 11 ... 368.57section is in p.297. 
25 •••284.2 5 	 12.. ·375·77 

14... 383.83 
i 5 ... 385.49 
17... 384.0 4 
18... 380.16 

5338.60 20... 368.18 
16980.69 21 ... 358.42 
. 253.2 4 23· .. 33°·17 

24... 3°9.67 
22572 .53 26...251.3 1 

f interval= X 20.25 27...2°7.1 I 

Displacement of half middle body= 50788.19205 cubic feet. . 5660.2 3 
x 3 

IN AFTER BODY•. IN FOIt.E BODY. 

1 ... 101·72 2 ... 87.81 3... 72 •63 1... 151.52 20 ... 1 18.41 3... 79.76 
7.•• 15.71 4 ... 57.88 5 ... 4 1.94 5 .. • 4'96 4 ... 37·97 x 2

6 .. ~205·5° 
II 7.43 114·57 156.38 159.52 

X2 X 4 

620 5.3 20 
684.76 159.52 

229. 1 4 156.48 
117·43 

Displacement of half fore hodY=94I.52o (! interval= I.) 
1031.33 

x .~ I =:=! interval 

629.III3=i displacement of after body. 

Displacement of half middle body .••......•...... 50788.19 
Ditto of half fore body..... ........ .. .. .. .. .... 941.52 
Ditto of half after body .•• ~ ••............ '. . . . • 629. II 
Ditto of half stern-post and rudder. ••..•.•••..••• 87.46 
Ditto of half knee of head before the rabbet. • • • • • • . 14.14 

Whol~. half displacement ••••.•.••••••.•••••.•.• 520460.42 

Hence. the._ ,yhole displacement is 10492.0.84 cubic feet, or, allowing 3 S cubic feet of sea water 
to a tOD, 2997.73. tons. 

http:10492.0.84
http:520460.42
http:50788.19
http:22572.53
http:16980.69
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To find the Distance forward of the Center of Gravity of Displacement.
" 	 . 

MOMENTS' IN MIDDLE BODY. 

1•••00000.00 
28•••24546.2,4 

. 4·" 4°33.98 
7... 11249.64 

2.... 873.06 
3••• 2232.36 

10••• 19432'98 5••• 6198.00 
Note. Each half section is mul

tiplied by its distance from Sect. 1. 
13 ...2,742,4.08 
,16".34733.7° 
t9···40574·52 
22...436°4.82 

6 .•• 8642.7° 
8••• 1395°.3° 
9••• 16679'°4 

11 •••22114.20 
25"'4°932,.00 . 12...24800.82.., 

14···Z993 8·74" 
22, 1985.72 

X 2 
15 .•• 32381.16 
17 .•• 36867.84 
18••• 38778.36 

44397 1 .44 20...41972.52 
142,42,86.18 21"'43°10·4° 

. 

24546.2,4 

1892803.536 

23 •••43582'44 
24···42,n4·46 
26~•• 37696.50 

(f interval) x 2.25 27"'32,3°9. 16 

'Vhole moment of half middle body= 4Z58808.6850 474762.06 
x 3 

MOMENTS IN AFTER BODY. 	 MOMENTS IN FORE BODY. 

1...000.00 2 ••• 160.~ 3 ... 2,65Jb 1 ...24546.2 4 z.;.i9537·68 3....-13399.68 
7 .•• 172,.49 4...31 7.76 5... 3°7.00 5... 863.°4 4••• 64{)2,·87 x 2 

6... 143-32 
57~·82 25409,~8 26°3°'55 

621·77· x 2 x4 
X4 

10412,2,.20 
2487.08 26799.36 
1145.64 254°9.28 

171.·49 
Moment of half fore bod'y 156330.84 <! interval:::: I.) 

38°5.21 Ditto of middle body. • •• 4258808.68, 
x .61=! interval .. Ditto of knee of head.. • • 2474.64 

Moment of..l 
after body. j =2321'.1781 	 Positive moments •.••••• 4417614.16 


Negative moments.. •• •• 3462,'53
Post and l 

rudder •• j II41·35" ' 


Difference.•• " •••••••• 4414151.63 
Divided by. ..... .... • • • • 5246~.4ZNegative t 

moments. j = 34M .52 
Equal .......... " • or.. ... 8+14 


Hence the centel' of gravity of the displacement is before ord. 1 •••••••••• 84. 14 feet. 

And the distance from ord. I. to the middle point is •• " •••••••••••••• •• 81.50 feet. 


Therefore the center of gravity of displacement i~ before the mid(ije i" ••• ~ z.64 feet.. 

http:5246~.4Z
http:4414151.63
http:4417614.16
http:4258808.68
http:156330.84
http:254�9.28
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http:13399.68
http:24546.24
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To find the Content of the Immersion \vhen heeled to 90 (ART. 29.) 

AREAS OF SECTIONS IN. THE ltlIDDLE BODY. 

1 •••24'47 4 ... 420.16 
28••• 3I.19 7.••46.75 

10...49.61 
55.66 13...5°.3 1 


16.••5°.3 1 


19...49.87 

22...49.67 

25...46.67 


X 2. . 

77°·7° 
2521 •08 

55.66 

3347·44 
f interval = x 2.25 

Content in middle body 7531.74°° cub. ft. , 

2"'33·2.3 
3"'38'46 
5"'44·4° 
6"'45·79 
8'''47.87 
9"'49·37 

n"·5o.66 
12••• 50'3 I 
14"'50'3 I 
15".5°'3 1 

1 j ...50.18 
18"'49'94 
2°"'49'75 
21 .. ·49·iz 
2,3'''49',36 
24...48'56 
26"·43·6zl 
27...39. 12 

IN FORE BODY. IN AFTER BOD'Y. 

J .. ·3 1•19 2 ...27·57 3...22.37 1 ...24·47 2 ...22'93 3 ... 18.3 2 

j ... ·°3 4.•• 17.°9 5... 10.83 7 ... 0'04 4..•12.7 J 5 ... 5.66 
6 ... 3.79 6... ,1.55 

,31.22 33.20 23-98 
48.45 X2 37.1 9 x 2 

X4 X4Interval is Interval is66'40 
2 feet. 1.83 feet.193.80 148.76 

66'40 47'96 
31•22 24.5 1 

221.23 X 0.61 

Content in fore body = ~94.28 cull. ft. In after body = 134'9503 cub. ft. 

~um of contents or whole immersion •••••• = 7860.97 cub • .ft. 

http:n"�5o.66
http:8'''47.87


.. 
To find the Content of the Emersion, when heeled to 9° (ART. 29.). 
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AREAS OF SECTIONS IN THE 

I ... Z7· 19 4..·39·79 
28...24·37 :7".49'40 

10···51~71 
41.56 15•.. 52 .42 

16...52 .42 

19...52 .42
22...51.420

Interval is 
25 ...44'49. 6 feet., 

394.0 7 
· x z 

788. 14 
:Z543·04 

· 4I. 56 

33iZ ·74
t ofinterval X 11,.25 

· -

l'tUDDLE BODY. 

Content in middle body =7588.6650 cub.ft~ 

2···2,5'99 
3"·34·34 
5· ..45'73 
6",48,4° 
8"'5°·67 
9'" 51.33 

11 ...52 .42
12... 52 .420 

14...52 .420. 

15...52 .42
17... 52 '42 

18"'52 .42
2°"'52 •2 9 
21".52 •22 
23 ...49.65 
2,4"'48.43 
26.. ·4°·39 
27...33.72 

847.68 
X 3 

IN" FORE BODT. IN A.FTER BODY. 

. 1 ...24'37 2, ...20·45 3... 16'74 1 ... 17·1,9 2 ••• 14.0 5 3'" 10.16 
i ... 0.12 4... 12.°7 . S... 7·33 7 ... 1.98 '4... 7.63 5· .. 5.58 

6••• 2,.68 6 ••• 1.23 

%4·49 13·74
35.20 2Z·91 xz 

Interval i'i X4 x4Interval is
2 feet. 1.83 feet. 

140.8 91•64 
48.14. 27.48 
2,4·49 19.17 

213.43 X i 138.z9 X 0.61 

Content ill fore body = 142.28 In afterbody = 84.3569 

Sum of contents or whole emersion •• " •• = 7815'30 cub. ft. 

http:i�138.z9
http:2,4"'48.43
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To firid the Distance forward of .the Immersion's Center of Gravity. 

MOMENTS IN THE l\U~DLE BODY (Art. 32.) 

1 •••0000.00 4... 84I.~0 2••• 199.38 
28••• 5°52..78 7··· i683·00 	 3 .. • 461.52 

10.:.2678'94 5 ... 1065.60 
13"'362.2'32 6... 1373·7° 
16"'4527'9° 8 .•. 2010·54 
19.. • 5385.42 9...2 369.76 
22.••• 6258:42 11 ...30°3.60 
25...6720.48 12••• 332.0.46 

I4· ..39Z4;18 
31 718,52 15 .. ·422.6·°4 

x 2 17...481 7.2.8 
18, ..50 93.88 

63437.0 4 20... 5671.5° 
208°99.08 21 ... 5966.4° 

50 52 .78 23 ...651 5.52 

24...67°1.28 
276588'9° X 2.25 26...6543.00 

27...6102.72. . 
Moment in middle body = 622325.025° 

693 66.36 
X3 

208099.08 

IN FORE BODY. 	 IN AFTER BODY. 

1 ... 5°52..78 2 ...452.1.48 3... 3713.42. 1 ...0.00 2· .. 39·93 3...6 7.°5 
7... 5.2 2. 4•••2871 • 12. 5, 001841.1.0 7 ... 0 .44 4...69.77 5••• 4 1 .43 

6... 651.88 6... 14.18 
5058.00 5554.52 0·44 108.48 

8°44.48 X2 123.88 x 2 

x 4 X 4 

32. 1 77.9 1 	 495.52 

11109.04 	 216,96 
5058.00 0·44 

48344.96 x i-	 712.9Z X 0.61 . 

Moment in fore body= 3~229·97 Negat. mom. in aft body: 434.8512. 

Hence the whole moment of the immersion is 654120.II, which divided oy the content 7860.97 
. gives 83.21 the distance of the center of gravity before Sect. I. of the middle body. 

http:654120.II
http:i-712.9Z
http:48344.96
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1'0 fin~ the Distance forward ·of the Emersion's Center of Gravity. 

Mo~rENTS IN THE MIDDLE BODY\ (Art. 32.) 

1 •••0000.00 4 ... 0716.2Z z ... 155.94 
z8 ..·3947·94 7... 1 778'40 3... 41z•80 

.lo.••279z·34 5 ... 1097.520 

3947·94 13 ...3774.2 4 6 .•• 1452•00 
16•••471 7.80 8...2128.14 
19".5661 '36 9...2 463.84 
z2...6478'9z II'''3 1 45,29 
25...6406.56 12... 3459.72 

14...4088.76 
32 32 5.84 15...440 3.28 

x 20 17.. ·50 3z·3 2o 

18"'5346.84 
64651 •68 20...5962.06 

201 •••6266.402°99°9·34 
3947·94 23 ...6553.80 

24.••6683.34 
z78508 '96 X 2.25 26...6058.50 

.27' •• 5260.3 2 

Moment in middle body = 626645.16 
69969.78 

X 3 

IN AFTER BODY.IN lORE BODY. 

3...2 778•84 1 ...0.001.. ·3947·9° 20 ... 3353.80 2 ••• 25.7 1 3'''32 •2 7 
7... 201··°5 4 ... 20207.56 5 ... 1246.10 7 ... 2 •18 4 ••• 39.88 5 ... 26•20 

6 ... 11.256... 460.96 

3968.97 


76.84 X2 

X4 'x4 
5842 .52 -

2337°·08 
8049.88 
3968,95 

3°7.36 
116'94 

2.18 

35389.01 X f 426.48 X 0.6 I 

Moment in fore bodY=23592.94 Negat. mom. in aft body=z60.1 528 

-
Hence the whole moment of the emersion is 649977.95, which being divided by the content 7815.3, 

the quotient is 83.16 feet, the distance of the center of gravity before Sect. I. of the middle 
body. . 

http:649977.95
http:20207.56
http:69969.78
http:626645.16
http:18"'5346.84
http:32325.84


rro find the. Displacelnent by the Water-lines . 

.-\REAS OF lIALF-WATEIL LINES IN THE UPPER BODY. 

1 ...4 11 5. 1 7 2 ••• 3884.75 3... 35 10.34
5 ... 245°.67 4.. ·3°28·73 x 2 

6565. 84 69 13.48 7020.68 
x4 

Interval is 27653.92 
3 feet. 7020.68 

6565.84 

Displacement of half upper body =4124°.4+ cub. ft. 

AREAS IN LOWER BODY. 

1 ...245°·67 2 .•• 229°.92 3···2-12,8'97 
II ••• 235.65 4... 1977.61 5... 1 783.66 

6... 1591.72 7 ... 1 3)6.64
2686,3 2 . 8 ... 1033.54 9... 61 5.79 

10••• 392 .78 
5885.36 

Interval is 7286.78 x 2 
.75 feet. X 4 

29 1 47. 12 
II 77°.72 
2-686.3 2 

+3 6°4. 16 
X .25=! in terral. 

Displacement of half lower body'= 10901.0400 cub. ft. 

Solid content of half upper body. ..•.•..... . .............. 41240.44
Ditto of half lower body .................... , .............. 1090r.04
Ditto of half solid below lower body. . . .• .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. lor I3 
Ditto of half keel and rudder, &c........................ .... 217.16 

'Vhole half displacement by water..lines ..•... : ...•....•...... 52465.79 

'Vhole half displacement by vertical sections (p. 299.) ..•...•.... 52460.42 


. 2) 104926.2 I 

,l\Iean half displacement. .................................. 52463.10 


Hence the whole displacement is 104926.20, or (dividing by 35) 2998.89 tons. 
QQ 

http:104926.20
http:52463.10
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'1'0 find the Depth of the Center of Gravity of the' Displacenlent. 

:\IOMENTS IN' HALF TilE UPPER BODY. 

1 •••00000.00 2••• 11654.25 3••• 21062,.04 
~· .. 2,9408.04 4 ...2 72 58.57 x 2 

38912.82 
X4 

155651.28 
42124.08 
29408.04 

Moment of half upper bodY=227183.40 X I. 

IN HALF LOWER BODY. 

1... 294°8'°4 2 ...292,°9.23 3· ..28 74I.°9 
11 ••• 4595. 1 7 4...28180'94- 5 ... 26759.40 

6•••25°69·59 7...22384.56 
8... 17828,56 9 ... 11084.22 

10... 7368,56 

107656.88 
X4 

43°627.52 
177938.54
34°°3.21 

. 642.569.27 x 0.25 

Moment (If harf lower body =160642.3 I 75 

l\lom~nt of half uppei· body .... :. . 00 .......... 2,27183.4° 

Ditto of half lower body ......... 0· ............ 0160642.31 

Ditto of half solid below the lower body.......... 2121.17 

Ditto of half keeJ,·rudder, &c...•......... _. .. .. 6767.9° 


Sum •..•. o •• 0.••.• '.0 . 00 •...• : .•. 0...... 396714.78.••• o 

Hence the center of gravity of the displacement below the load water-line IS 396714-78 
divided by 52,465.79 or 7.56 feet. 

http:52,465.79
http:396714.78
http:0160642.31
http:642.569.27
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To find the Stability, when heeled to 9° (ART. 35.). 

Values of TVZ in the Immersion of the Middle Body. 

1 •••282.69 
28 .•. 400.56 

683.2 5 

4 ...641.2 5 
7 ... 750 •0 5 

10••• 803.92 

13 ... 81 5.02 
. 16 ... 81 5.02 

19...807.98 

22... 801.99 

25... 73 8.91 


61 74.14 
XZ 

IZ348.z8 
39881.55 

683.2 5 

52913.08 X 2.25 

Value o.ff WZ; in middle body = 1 19054.4300 

2"'447'46 
3"·558·5z 
5· .. 69I.93 
6'''726.73 
8"'773. 11 
9"'799. 1 3 

1I ...8II.13 
12 ...81 5·oZ 
14· .. 81 5·oZ 
15... 81 5.02 
17.. •812·9z 
18... 809.03 
zo ... 8°5·99 
21 ••• 803.0 4 
23"'799.23 
24'''783.74 
26...663'97 
27...562.86 

132 93.85 
x 3 

Values of )VZ in Fore Body. Values of lVZ in After Body. 

1 ".400.56 2 .•• 297.42 3... 1 73. 18 1 ••• 2.82.69 2 ...254·53 3... 18 1.6 5 
5··· 0.01 4... 55. 19 X2 7... .01 4... 106.70 

6... 4.60 
5· .. 37.2 9 

400.57 352.61 346.36 218,94 
X 4 365.83 xz. 

X4 
1410.44 437.88 

346.36 1463.32 

400.57 437.88 
z8z·70 

J JVZ x in fore body= 2157.37 (! interval= I.) 
2183'90 X 0.61 

f JVZ.i- in after body =13.32. 179 

Whole fluent of JVZx is therefore nearly 122543'98• 

http:24'''783.74
http:23"'799.23
http:8"'773.11
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To find the Stability, when heeled to 9° (ART. 35.). 


Values of 'wz in the Emersion of the Middle Body. 

1000164.16 4",580.42 

. 28•• oz80.47 7··~804·99 
10...869;36 

444.63 13 ... 889'99 
16...890 •0 9 
19...885.08 
22...858.23 
25 ...690 •65 

6468.81 
X2 

12937·6z 
41038.14 

444.63 

54420·39 x 2.25 

/wz; in middle body = 122445.8775 

Values of tv z in Fore Body. 

1. ..280·47 
5 .. · O.IZ 

2 ... 186.03 
4.•• 30.47 

3",99.04 
x 2 

216,5° 
x4 

866.00 
198.08 
280·59 


.f tlJ z; in fore body = 1344.67 (! il1ten'a}= I.) 


2 .. ·3°5·97 
3...461.88 
5 ... 708.63 
6... 771.2 7 
8...835'98 
9...857.22 

11 •••881.91 

12...888.67 
14...89°'°9 
15.•.89°.09 
17... 889.72 

18...887,48 
20...883.61 
21 ...880.69 
23 ...819.02 
24'''778.57 
26••• 591.53 
27.. ·457·°5 

13679.38 
x 3 

Values of wz in After Body. 

1 ... 164. 16 2 •.• 121.42 
7··· 4· .. 48.830.12 

6... ,3. 15 
164.28 

173.4° 
X4 

693"·60 
199·94 
164.28 

1057.82 X 0.61 

f wz; in after body = 645.27°2

3· .. 77·4z 
5 ... 22.55 

99·97 
x 2

199·94

Whole fluent of wZx is therefore nearly lZ4435.82. 

The height of the center of gravity of the construction, by comparison with another ship of 
the ~ame kind, has been found to be 0.93 ft. above the load water-line. Conse,quently the value 
of d in the expression j WZ; +J wz x - dsD is 7.56+°.93=8'49 feet, and s =sin. 9°=0.1564-3

. Hence by ~ubstitution the required stability is 107637.81 (See Art. 35.) • 

• 

http:107637.81
http:lZ4435.82
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